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Abstract 

This thesis describes an empirical investigation of performance measurement 

management at the operational level of five organizations, ranging in size from 

annualrevenues ofunderUS$100 millionto overUS$8 billion. 

In attempting to identify what advice there is for operational level managers, the 

literature review revealed that much of the existing research does not specifically 

address the operational level and does not consider the distinct characteristics of the 

operational level. An additional literature review identified that the operational level 

characteristics include a real-time, short-term focus, having many brief and 
fragmented activities and being frequently interrupted. 

An empirical investigation was undertaken to investigate the characteristics of the 

operational level and to identify how managers at this level manage the performance 

of their groups. The empirical data revealed that operational level characteristics 

identified in the literature were valid for the participants. In particular, the 

participating operational level managers face severe time constraints and are 

responsible for as many as 75 activities at one time, all of which require objectives 

and measures. The conclusion drawn was that any method used to develop 

objectives and measures by the participating operational level managers would be 

used many times and should be simpler and quicker to use than those methods 

described in the literature. 

The most thorough method described in the literature was identified and selected as 

the basis for a set of guidelines, which was then evaluated by the participants. The 

conclusions from the evaluation were that the guidelines are correct, in principle, but 

were still not simple enough to be used by the participants. 

The fmdings of this research can only be said to be valid for the participants, 
however, the author believes that they may be more widely applicable. Further 

research is needed to determine how widely the fmdings might apply. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Performance measurement and management is on the research agenda for one main 

reason. Traditional performance measurement and management systems, which 
focus primarily of financial measures, are inadequate in today's competitive 

environment. 

Modem organizations are forced to compete on more criteria than simply price, as 

was the case when the financial measurement systems that exist today were 
developed. Modem organizations must not only be cost-effective, they must address 

the customer requirements of quality, product features, delivery time and delivery 

reliability, not to mention the requirements of both governments and communities. 
The objectives developed by organizations must reflect these competitive priorities. 
As Larson and Callahan (1990) identified measurement plays a vital role in 

implementing objectives. This awareness is not new however, as long ago as 195 1, 

GE developed a comprehensive set of key corporate measures that included 

profitability, market share, productivity, employee attitudes, public responsibility and 

a balance between short and long term goals (Eccles 199 1). 

Academic interest in performance measurement and management systems began in 

earnest in the 1980's, with such researchers as Johnson (1981), Hayes and Abernathy 

(1981), Kaplan (1983,1984), Globerson (1985), Galloway and Waldron (1988) and 

Hayes et al. (1988), and the academic and practitioner interest has continued to grow 

since then. 
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Despite the growing interest in the field of performance measurement and 
management, a review of the literature reveals that much of the research has been 

conducted at the strategic levels of large organizations. Take the balanced scorecard 
as an example. Kaplan and Norton (1996) developed the balanced scorecard with 
collaborators that included Advanced Micro Devices, Apple Computer and Bell 
South. These organizations had 1996 revenues of $1.9 billion, $2.3 billion and $38.4 

billion respectively. Tenhunen et al. (2002) and Ukko et al. (2002) noticed this trend 

and discuss the need for different approaches to the implementation of performance 

measurement system development procedures in small- and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). This need has been specifically addressed by Hudson (2001, p. 
16) who states that '... business research generally provides solutions that have been 
developed both in and for large companies. ' 

Evidence of the need to focus research effort on the lower organizational levels is 
hinted at by Beischel and Smith (1990), who commented on the differences in 
frequency and span between measures at various organizational levels, and from 
Ghalayini and Noble (1996) and Blossom and Bradley (2005). 

However, the author was unable to identify any research into performance 
measurement and management at the operational levels of organizations. This lack 

of research into performance measurement and management at the operational levels 

of organizations constitutes a major gap in the current body of knowledge. It is this 

gap in the existing knowledge that this thesis intends to address. 

1.2 Field of Research 

During this research it became clear that, as stated by Neely (1995) this subject 
draws on many disciplines: including accounting for financial performance 

measurement; human resources because of the implications of measuring and 

rewarding individuals; sociology to better understand the organizational structure and 
culture; management information sYstcms to design a better performance 

measurement system; and performance measurement itself However, to include all 
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of these within the scope of this thesis would not have been practical, if even 
possible. 

This research is primarily concerned with investigating performance measurement 
and management at the operational levels of organizations. The performance 
measurement and management literature is therefore of particular interest in this 

research and constitutes the major source for the background literature. Literature 

relating to the operational level is also of particular interest in this research to enable 
an understanding of the characteristics of the operational level and discern any 
differences between the strategic and operational levels. 

The empirical evidence made it clear that the prevailing culture of the participating 
organizations and the style of the individual managers both have a part to play in 

measuring and managing performance. The empirical evidence also showed that the 

participating organizations use t4eir appraisal systems to communicate objectives to 
their employees, thus drawing Human Resources into the research. This research is a 
tentative look at performance management at the operational levels. As little is 

currently known about this subject, the research remains focused on the mechanics of 
the performance management system. While an organization's culture, management 
style and human resources are equally valid, to include them in this research would 
have resulted in a loss of focus. Therefore, these areas are not researched extensively 
in this research, rather their significance is noted and they are suggested as areas for 
ftiture work. 

Similarly, the author defimcd the performance measurement system as an information 

system. However, information systems were not included in the research as this 

would again have resulted in a loss of focus. 

The bulk of the literature on performance measurement is concerned with 
performance measurement and management in a manufacturing environment. This is 

the case because the original impetus to investigate performance measurement arose 
from the realization that the then existing state of performance measurement was 
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inadequate in manufacturing organizations. As the research into performance 

measurement continued the field expanded to include service organizations, see 
Brignall et al. (1991) and Brignall and Ballantine (1996) for example, and non-profit 

organizations and government institutions (Kaplan 2001a). This expansion of the 
field of performance measurement, to include non-manufacturing organizations, is 

largely because the principles developed in the manufacturing-related research apply 

equally to all organizations. 

While the author's preference would have been to focus the research on the 

operational levels of manufacturing organizations, for simplicity of analysis, the 

problem of gaining access to the real world, as explained in Section 3.7.3, prevented 

this. As a result, the interviewees included managers involved in sales, engineering 

support and manufacturing. However, the diversity of functions represented by the 

interviewees added breadth to the research, and the findings were almost identical 

across all functions which, in turn, adds to the validity of the research. 

The author also made a number of fundamental assumptions in carrying out this 

research. In particular, that all business objectives should be based on the 

organization's strategy and that organizations and their management structure are 
hierarchical. The performance measurement and management literature, for the most 

part, also makes these assumptions, and the author believes them to be valid for most 

cases. However, that author recognizes that there may be situations where these 

assumptions are not valid. 

1.3 Alms, objectives and research questions 

As described in Section 1.1, above, that the operational levels of organizations have 

not been considered in the general performance measurement and management 
literature constitutes a major gap in the body of knowledge. The aim of this research 

was therefore to address this gap by investigating performance measurement and 

management at the operational levels of organizations. The resulting initial objective 

of this research is: 
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Initial Research Objective 

To investigate how operational level managers develop objectives and 

performance measures. 

This research obýjcctive gave rise to a number of specific research questions, which 

were divided into three categories, as shown in Table 1.1 below. 

Questions related to the operational level 

What are the characteristics of the operational level in the participating organizations that 

might have an impact on the choice of method to develop objectives and measures? 

Research questions related to the performance management and measurement systems 

2 Do the participating organizations have well developed performance management systems at 

the operational level'? 

3 How do the participating operational -level managers develop objectives and mcasuresT_ 

4 Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in tile literature, exist at the operational 1ý_vel of 

the participating organizations'? If they exist, is it as a result of the system or the manager? 

General analysis question 

5 In light of the characteristics identified by RQ fl, are the existing methods to develop 

objectives and measures suitable for use at the operational level of the participating 

organizations'? 

Table 1.1 - Research questions 

As the research progressed and the literature review grow more in-depth, additional 

research olýjcctlves were developed: 

Additional research objectives: 

1. To identify the managerial requirements imposed on any method(s) used to 

select ob jectives and perlorniance measures at the operational levels of' an 

organization. 
2. To develop a method that would be both usellul to, and usable by operational 

lcvcl managers. 
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3. To provide a useful defmition for the terms 'performance measurement 
system' and 'performance management system'. 

4. Given the newly developed defmitions for the terms 'performance 

measurement system' and 'performance management system', to identify all 

of the desirable characteristics for each. 

As a result of the research described in this thesis a tentative theory has been 

formulated. The emerging theory is that the existing methods to develop objectives 

and performance measures, which were developed at, and for, the strategic level, are 

not suitable for use at the operational level because of the different characteristics of 
the operational level. Specifically, managers at the operational level operate in real- 
time, have a short-term focus and are involved in many more activities that require 

objectives and measures that their counterparts at the strategic level. As a result, 
they develop objectives and measures more frequently than strategic level managers 

and receive feedback on the appropriateness of the objectives and measures very 

quickly. This suggests that the rigorous and time consuming methods that are 

appropriate at the strategic level are not entirely appropriate at the operational level. 

1.4 Research Methodology 

The impetus for this research came from the author's pre-understanding of 

performance measurement, gained from participation in a related research project, 

and his observations of performance measurement and management in action at the 

operational levels. The author was involved in an EPSRC (Engineering and Physical 

Sciences Research Council) funded project, Grant number GR/K/48174, that had as 
its aim the development of a performance measurement reference model and audit 

method. During this research the author gained an understanding of the principles of 

performance measurement and management. However, the author's observations 
during his subsequent employment in a major US-based organization gave rise to a 
desire to understand why theory and practice diverged so significantly. 
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In Chapter 3, the author's philosophy is identified as being neither positivist nor 
social constructionist, instead it lies somewhere in the middle, being guided by the 

practical needs of the research. Based on a review of the methodological literature 

the author's philosophy was identified as being pragmatic. 

Given the nature of the research, namely the investigation of a particular problem in 

a real world setting, and the desire to develop and test a solution to the problem, with 
input from those being investigated, the type of research clearly fell in the action 

research category. Action research was a necessary and appropriate choice because 

of the fact that the author specifically intended to intervene in the organizational 

elements being observed (Gummesson 1991). Specifically, a method was developed 

to address the specific issues and constraints that exist at the operational level. The 

method was evaluated by the participants and their suggestions used to modify the 

original method. Finally, the method was assessed by the author in terms of whether 
it would assist in developing better (more integrated, comprehensive and relevant) 

measures and whether it was easy to use. 

The use of the case study was deemed most appropriate for action research and this 

strategy included the use of interviews, observations and documentary evidence to 

gather the empirical data. The case study was chosen as the research strategy 
because, as Yin (2003, p. 13) points out: 

A case study is an empirical enquiry that 

e Investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 

cspecially whcn 

The boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 
evident 

Given the need to understand the real conditions under which operational level 

managers operate, the case study is the logical choice. Whereas an experiment, for 

example, could not completely and accurately recreate the operational level 

environment and so would not result in accurate and real empirical data. The case 
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studies were developed and completed with reference to Yin (2003) and Eisenhardt 

(1989). 

The analysis of the empirical data began by analyzing the interview transcripts using 

content analysis. The use of content analysis is described by Patton (2002, p. 453) as 

any '... qualitative data reduction and sense-making effort that takes a volume of 

qualitative material and attempts to identify core consistencies and meanings. ' Each 

of the interview transcripts was read several times, on each pass marginal remarks 
(Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 66) were used to record specific observations. This 

first-pass analysis represented within-case analysis (Eisenhardt 1989). The choice of 

observation to record was guided by the original research questions and proposition 
(Yin 2003, p. I 11). Thematic coding was used for the cross-case analysis, with the 

codes developed based on the content of the passages and the author's interpretation 

of the content in light of the original research questions. 

1.5 Thesis Structure 

Chapter 2 contains the literature review. It begins by reviewing the failings of 
traditional, financially oriented, performance measures and then goes on to review 
the desirable attributes of both performance measures and performance measurement 

systems. 

Chapter 3 describes a review of the methodological literature. In doing so, it 

identifies the author's philosophy and selects the most suitable research strategy and 

methods. 

Chapter 4 re-examines the literature to firstly develop a working defimition for the 

terms 'performance measure', 'performance measurement system' and 'performance 

management system'. Secondly, the desirable characteristics of performance 

measures, performance measurement systems and performance management systems 

are identified. 
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Chapter 5 introduces the participants and their organizations by providing a brief 

description of each. The interviews are described and then the empirical data, as it 

relates to the operational level is presented. Observations are made and their 

implications for performance measurement and management are tentatively explored. 

The findings are that the characteristics as identified in the literature review are valid 

as described and the implication is that a set of guidelines is most likely to succeed at 

this level. 

Chapter 6 presents a more detailed description of how the participants manage 

performance at the operational level. The extent to which the desirable 

characteristics exist at the operational level is explored and assessed. The main 
f`ffiding was that the participants lacked well developed performance measurement 

and management systems, and as a result of the lack of structured guidance the 

individual manager's abilities become critical in how and whether objectives are 

achieved and how performance is measured. 

Chapter 7 examines the empirical data again, from a general perspective, and makes 

additional observations. Further support is added for the finding that operational 
level managers need structured methods. The overall findings, as they relate to the 

choice of a method to use at the operational level, are revisited. Having built the 

case for developing a set of guidelines, the chapter examines eight of the more 

commonly referenced methods in the literature. Three possible candidates are 
identified and examined in more detail, with the result that the Cambridge process 
(Neely et at. 2002) is selected. 

Chapter 8 examines the Cambridge process (Neely ct al. 2002) in more detail and 

then develops the initial set of guidelines, based on this process. 

Chapter 9 assesses the research and presents areas for future work, as well as the 

contribution of the research. 
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1.6 Summary 

This chapter introduced the background to the research by presenting a brief 

overview of the performance measurement literature, identifying why performance 

measurement is on the research agenda and highlighting the gap in research that lead 

to this research. 

The field of research was described as necessarily restricted to the mechanics of 

performance measurement and management at the operational levels. The field of 

research was restricted mainly because this research represents the first detailed 

examination of performance measurement and management at the operational level. 

Therefore, the main concern was to begin to build a picture of how performance is 

measured and managed at this level. That organizational culture and manager style 

are factors was acknowledged and identified as areas for future research. 

The aims and objectives of the research were outlined, as was the research 

methodology and finally, the structure of the thesis was presented. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by addressing the importance of performance measurement and 

then describes the failings of traditional, fmancially-orientcd performance 

measurement systems. The chapter then goes on to briefly examine what advice 

there is in the literature on how to develop performance measures and measurement 

systems. Several gaps are identified and discussed. Research objectives are formed 

that will address the gaps that were identified in the literature and a research 
hypothesis is developed. 

2.2 Why is performance measurement important? 

There is empirical evidence to suggest that what gets measured really does get 
managed. Larson and Callahan (1990) found that measuring the performance of test 

subjects increased their performance on a monitored activity but to the detriment of 
the activity not being monitored. An additional performance improvement was 
observed when results were regularly fed back to the test subjects. This suggests that 
in order to achieve an organization's strategic objectives, those objectives must be 

measured and that the results should be communicated to all involved. Brown 
(1994) provides further support for this and suggests that measurement contributes to 
the implementation of objectives most effectively when the results of measurement 
are used to make decisions and to drive improvement efforts. Anecdotal evidence of 
the positive impact of measuring performance is provided by Sink (1991). The 

author has also observed this phenomenon in practice, when marked improvements 

in performance were gained simply because measurements were initiated. As was to 
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be expected, the level ol'performance dropped on' significantly when measurement 

ceased. 

Lingle and Schicniann (1996), reporting on the results ofa survey of executives in 

the US concluded that class-leading organizations all have the following 

characteristics in common: 

Agreed upon measures that managers understand 

A balance offinancial and non-f-inancial measures 

Linking strategic measures to operational measures 

Reviewing and updating their strategic 'scorecard' 

0 Clearly communicating measures and progress to all employees 

Kaydos (1999, pp. 1-14) provides a number of bene Fits firom measuring performance, 

ror both managers and Ior employees, these bcnefits are presented in Table 2.1, 

below. 

I Benefits of Measures for Managers I Benefits of Measures for Employees I 

Improved control Clear responsibilities and objectives 
Clear responsibilities and objectives Seeing accomplishments and receiving 

recognition 
Strategic alignment of objectives Being evaluated oýjectivcly 
Understanding business processes More empowerment 
Knowing the capabilities of a process 
improved quality and productivity 
More efficient allocation of resources 
Better planning and forecasting 
The freedom to delegate 
CYA and defending your position 

1 Changing a company's culture 

Table 2.1 - Benefits of performance measurement for managers and employees 

(Kaydos, 1999 pp. 1-14) 
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Knowing that measuring performance has such significant benefits, the question 

arises as to whether performance measurement should be performed as part of a 

structured and formal approach, or be left up to individual managers in the 

organization. To this end, the answer is provided by a survey of small and medium 

sized manufacturing enterprises (SMEs), conducted by Neely et al. (1996b). They 
identified that those organizations with formal processes for the development of 

performance measurement systems found it easier to: 

1. Decide what they should be measuring; 
2. Decide how to measure it; 

3. Collect the appropriate data; and 

4. Eliminate conflict in their measurement system. 

This being the case then, there is an obvious need for organizations to formally 

measure those things that they need, or want, to achieve. Unfortunately, as 
Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), Bititci (1994) and Neely et al. (1999) pointed out, 

many organizations still rely on financially-biased performance measurement 

systems to make operational decisions, and many of those organizations that have 

attempted to change their performance measurement systems have not done so in a 

structured manner. As Sink (1986) pointed out when discussing some of his 

observations regarding performance measurement in US companies 'American 

managers have a habit of measuring A while hoping for B. 

2.3 What is wrong with 'traditional' performance measurement? 

The following brief history of financial accounting is summarized from Johnson and 
Kaplan (1987, p. 6-12). The earliest accounting records can be traced back 

thousands of years to early civilizations that recorded transactions on stone tablets. 

A Venetian monk, Fra Pacioli, developed the accounting methods that form the basis 

of today's double entry bookkeeping over 500 years ago. Management accounting 

methods are more recent, having been developed in response to the need for more 
detailed information to manage the first hierarchical organizations in the early 
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1800's. However, the advent of diversified multi-activity organizations, such as 
DuPont in 1903, required the further development of management accounting in 

order that the most profitable allocation of capital, across the various activities, might 
be determined. The development of management accounting had more or less ceased 
by 1925, at which time '... virtually all management accounting practices used today 
had been developed... ' (Johnson and Kaplan 1987, p. 12). Maskell (1989, part 2) 

adds that the concepts of cost and management accounting had been fully formalized 

by 1930. 

Modem manufacturing organizations however, did not cease to develop and have 

changed drastically since the early 1900's, in response to changing customer 

requirements. Customers are no longer concerned only with the price they pay for 

products. They want feature-loaded products that are built to exacting quality 

specifications and they want the products to be available on demand. These 

customer requirements are typically summarized as Quality, Cost, Delivery and 

Flexibility. 

In addition, stakeholders, such as regulatory agencies, communities, activists and 

employees, all impose requirements on how organizations treat the environment and 

their people. 

Despite these changes in customer and stakeholder requirements and the resulting 

changes in manufacturing organizations, the systems used to gather information, in 

order that managers might make decisions, have changed very little. This is 

essentially the realization that emerged and gave rise to the current interest in 

performance measurement and management in the late 1970's and early 1980's. 

As a result, there has been a growing trend since the early 1980's to investigate non- 
financial performance measurement. Among the earliest proponents of a major 

change in the basis of performance measurement was Kaplan (Kaplan 1983,1984). 

Kaplan and later Johnson and Kaplan (Johnson and Kaplan 1987) were among the 
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first to focus their research efforts on the problems of traditional accounting 
information which they identified as being that: 

Today's management accounting information ... is too late, too aggregated and 
too distorted to be relevant for manager's planning and control decisions. 

With increased emphasis on meeting quarterly or annual earnings targets, 
internal accounting systems focus narrowly on producing a monthly earnings 

report. And despite the considerable resources devoted to computing a 
monthly or quarterly income figure, the figure does not measure the actual 
increase or decrease in economic value that has occurred during the period. 
(Johnson and Kaplan 1987, p. 1) 

Johnson and Kaplan (1987, pp. 1-3) identified three major consequences of the 
failings of traditional financial reporting systems. Firstly, the information does not 

assist managers in making decisions that will help to achieve process improvements. 

The managers frequently do not understand the content of the reports, which in any 

case, have no bearing on the operations for which the managers are responsible. 
Additionally, the reports make assumptions that are fundamentally flawed, for 

example assigning overhead according to direct labor, which is no longer a major 

contributor to cost in many modern manufacturing environments. Not only does this 

focus attention on an insignificant issue, it diverts attention from more critical issues, 

Schmenner and Vollmann (1994) refer to these situations as 'gaps' and 'false 

alarms'. Specifically, a 'gap' is the term applied to the situation when attention is 

not focused on important issues, whereas a 'false alarm' occurs when attention is 

being directed at a less than important issue. 

Secondly, management accounting systems provide inaccurate information regarding 

product costs. Overhead costs are absorbed according to simplistic and out-of-date 
financial models. Many of the models on which today's financial metrics are based 

were developed before Henry Ford's fist assembly line, for example, return on 
investment (ROI) was developed by the DuPont cousins around 1903 (Johnson and 
Kaplan 1987, p. 11). The characteristics of production in those days, as pointed out 
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by Kaplan (1990, p. 16), were very different to those of many modem production 
facilities. This fact is epitomized by Henry Ford's alleged but immortal line '... any 

color you want, as long as it's black'. Variety was not an issue for the manufacturers 

of Henry Ford's day. Production was characterized by long runs of products with 

constant characteristics and specifications; even automated work was labor intensive. 

As Drucker (1990) pointed out, cost accounting is based on the realities of the 

1920's, at which time direct labour accounted for 80% of manufacturing costs. 
Contrast that to the situation in modem production facilities where direct labour 

typically accounts for only 8-12% of the total manufacturing costs of a product 
(Drucker 1990). Kaplan (1983) pointed out that traditional cost accounting systems 

which are based on long production runs of a standard product, with labor-intensive 

production methods, are no longer relevant in modem manufacturing environments. 

He states that measures of quality, inventory, flexibility and innovation are needed to 

help companies develop a competitive advantage. An extension of this problem, 
identified by Eccles (1991), is that financial measures are incorrectly assumed to be 

comparable across organizations, divisions, etc. The fact that different accounting 

conventions are used and that different interpretations are applied to the 

implementation of the various conventions means that financial measures are not 

truly comparable. The term 'Generally Accepted Accounting Principles' (GAAP) 

should provide a clue as to this fact. 

Thirdly, managers are forced to think in the short term because of the monthly profit 

and loss statements and quarterly earnings reports. As a result investment in long 

term projects, which may be essential to the firm's survival, may be postponed or 

even cancelled in order to achieve short term budgetary targets. 

The problems associated with using only financial measures have long been 

recognized. In 1951 GE developed a comprehensive set of key corporate measures 

that included profitability, market share, productivity, employee attitudes, public 

responsibility and a balance between short and long term goals (Eccles 1991). A 

system called the Tableau dc Bord has evolved in France since the early 1960's as a 

result of the needs of manufacturing engineers and managers (Lebas 1994). The 
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Tableau de Bord monitors both financial and non-financial indicators to assess and 

anticipate performance. The Tableau de Bord is a set of ascending and descending 

information that feeds three levels of management - strategy, management and 

operations (Lebas 1994). However, the need for a change in performance 

measurement, specifically to supplement financial measures with non-financial 

measures, has really only been on the research agenda since the early 1980's (Kaplan 

1983,1984, Miller and Vollmann 1985, Maskell 1989). Despite the early 

recognition of the need to change how organizations measure their performance and 
the fact that researchers have been busy in the field since the early 1980's, the 
interest in the field of balanced or integrated performance measurement systems did 

not peak until the mid-1990's. As Neely et al. (1999) identified, between 1994 and 
1996 there were 3,615 articles published on the subject of Performance 

Measurement. In addition, in 1996 books concerned with the subject were being 

published at a rate of one every two weeks in the US and in the UK alone there were 
23 conferences on Performance Measurement between 1994 and 1999. Neely ct al. 
(1999) share the opinion put forth by Eccles (1991) that there is currently a 

performance measurement revolution underway and this certainly seems to be 

supported by the above facts. 

Neely (1999) suggests that there are seven reasons why performance measurement is 

now firmly on the research agenda, these are: 

1. The changing nature of work. Direct tabour accounts for a very small portion of 
the cost of goods sold; 

2. Increasing competition. The amount and type of competition firms face has lead 

them to change the basis on which they compete and as a result firms now need 
to measure attributes other than cost alone; 

3. Specific improvement initiatives. The implementation of just in time (JIT) 

manufacturing, total quality management (TQM), etc. lead to an awareness of the 

need for non-financial measures because traditional financial measures were not 

capturing the benefits of these initiatives; 
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4. National and international awards. Awards such as the Malcohn Baldridge 

award and the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) require 

entrants to assess themselves against several non-financial criteria, such as 
policies, organization, human resources, quality assurance and improvement. 

The need to assess oneself against these criteria requires a non-financial 
performance measurement system; 

5. Changing organizational roles. The recognition of the need for non-fimancial 

measures is causing many organizations to expand the responsibilities of their 

management accountants to include assisting in the development of non-financial 

measures. Other functions are also being included, for example Human 

Resources; 

6. Changing external demands. Regulatory agencies, consumer interest groups and 
investors are starting to make demands of organizations that require the 

collection, analysis and publishing of non-fmancial data; and 
7. The power of information technology. The proliferation of powerful computers 

and networking has made it possible to collect and analyze more information 

than has ever been previously possible. 

As a result of the proliferation of articles concerned with performance measurement, 

as reported by Neely et al. (1999), the shortcomings of financial measures are now 

well documented in the literature and provide one of the few areas of consensus 

among the many researchers and practitioners in the field of Performance 

Measurement. In addition to those failings identified earlier by Kaplan and Johnson 

(1987, pp. 1-3), other, more specific, failings have since been added to the list. 

These shortcomings are briefly re-visited in the following paragraphs. 

Financial measures are out of date. As discussed above, many of the accounting 

conventions in use today were fully developed during the first half of the 20'h 

century, at a time when manufacturing was radically different from today's highly 

automated plants. For example, overhead allocations no longer make sense because 

of the level of automation involved in most modern manufacturing (Kaplan 1983, 

1984; Miller and Vollmann, 1985; Maskell, 1989 part 2; Eccles, 1991). When the 
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accounting practices that are in use today were developed, manufacturing was time- 

consuming and labor intensive, a few standard products were mass produced so it 

made sense to allocate overhead to direct labor. However, modem manufacturing 

uses so little labour that in some examples, it has almost become negligible and it is 

no longer appropriate to allocate overhead to direct labour (Hayes et al., 1988). 

Financial measures promote a short-term focus (Banks and Wheelwright 1979, 

Hayes and Abernathy 1981, Kaplan 1984, Hayes et al., 1988, Eccles 1991, Eccles et 
al. 1992). Investments that would benefit the long-term profitability of an 

organization are frequently postponed, or even ignored, in order to satisfy quarterly 

eamings reports. 

Financial measures are reactive or lagging (Maskcll 1989, Eccles 1991, Eccles and 
Pybum 1992). Traditional financial measures reflect the consequences of decisions 

that were made in the past. They show the results of past actions and decisions. it 

typically takes one week after the end of the month to prepare and distribute the 

monthly fmancial reports. By this time it is far too late to take any sort of corrective 

action. This time lag is more acceptable at the higher, strategic, levels where the 

time scale may be measured in years but is unacceptable at the operational level 

where the time scale may be months, weeks or even days. 

Financial measures do not encourage the adoption of improvement programs such as 
the Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing philosophy (Maskcll, 1989 part 2, Keegan et 

al., 1989, Dixon et al., 1990; Green ct al., 1991, Beischel and Smith, 1991, Macrinac 

and Vitale, 1993). The successful implementation of JIT, and other improvement 

programs such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Flexible Manufacturing 

Systems (FMS), etc., cannot be measured in terms of existing fimancial measures. 
For example, a successful JIT implementation will reduce inventories, increase 

inventory turns and reduce product delivery lead time. All of these are positive 
benefits; however, labor efficiency often looks worse because of JIT implementation. 

In a JIT environment products are produced only as required, this might mean that 

operators are not constantly producing products. Their free time should theoretically 
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be used to identify and implement improvements, for training and learning, for 

routine maintenance or general house keeping. However, the financial measure 
'labor efficiency' would indicate that the operators were not being fully utilized and 
the JIT program could be sabotaged. The benefits arising from the free time would 
be lost and inventories would start to accumulate again to satisfy the labor eff"iciency 

measure. 

They tell what has happened but give no insight into why it may have happened 

(Maskell 1989, Eccles and Pyburn 1992). Financial measures are not relevant for the 

control of most organizations. Measures that are concerned with variances, costs, 

profit and so on provide no useful information to assist in the day-to-day running of 

an organization, where people are more likely to be concerned with on-time delivery, 

quality, yield, equipment availability and so on. As Lebas (1995) put it '... the 

fimancial model, especially, is quite aggregated, very far removed from the "original 

cause. "' 

They do not promote such strategic objectives as customer satisfaction, market share 

and 'quality' (Maskell 1989, Dixon 1990, Eccles and Pyburn 1992). Maskell (1989, 

part 3) identified five categories of competitive criteria for world class manufacturing 

organizations; these are Quality, Delivery, Production Process Times, Flexibility and 

Costs. McNair and Mosconi (1987) have identified four similar criteria, which they 

refer to as critical success factors (CSF's): People, Quality, Delivery and Cost. 

Similarly, Beischel and Smith (1991) propose four CSF's: Quality, Customer 

Service, Resource Management, Cost and Flexibility. Customers are increasingly 

less concerned about price and more concerned about criteria such as reliability, 
features and delivery, these are the criteria that now offer a competitive advantage to 

manufacturers. Financial measures do not encourage employees to focus on these 

criteria that will ultimately provide a competitive advantage. 

Financial measures arc subject to manipulation to reflect what the shareholders want 

to see (Beer 1972, Kaplan 1983, Maskell 1989 part 2, Eccles 1991). This point was 
demonstrated very clearly by the recent accounting scandals involving several major 
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US corporations (Enron, WorldCom and Global Crossing), which resulted in the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the United States. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act imposes much 

stricter reporting requirements on publicly traded companies, including making the 

Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer personally responsible for the 

accuracy of the annual reports and SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) 

filings. The penalty for knowingly filing a false certification is up to a $1 million 
fine and/or ten years of imprisonment. This is not to suggest that non-fMancial 

measures cannot be manipulated. They can be, however, a manager who falsely 

claims to have achieved, for example, all delivery targets is likely to be found out 

quite quickly when the customer complains or takes their business elsewhere. 

Financial measures have an internal focus as opposed to an external focus. An 

external focus is essential in today's environment where customers are ever more 
demanding and competition is fierce (Eccles and Pybum 1992). Financial measures 
for one period are typically compared to those of a past period. This offers no insight 

into the organization's true performance in the marketplace - if sales increased, was 
it because of a superior product or because a competitor went out of business? Did 

market share also increase? Financial measures give no assistance in answering 

these questions. 

Kaplan and Norton (2001, p66) present another point of view, that of assessing 

value. They point out that existing financial methods were designed when businesses 

added value by acquiring and transforming tangible assets. However, modern 

businesses create value by developing intangible assets, such as employee skills and 

knowledge, information technology that links suppliers and customers to an 

organization, and an organizational climate that promotes innovation, problem 

solving and improvement. The existing financial methods cannot measure these 

intangible assets, for four reasons: 

1. Value is indirect. Intangible assets such as employee skills and knowledge 

typically impact revenue and profit indirectly, through a series of cause and 

effect relationships. For example, an investment in employee training, leads 
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to better customer service, which in turn leads to higher customer satisfaction, 

which leads to better customer loyalty, which leads to higher sales, revenue 

and profit. 
2. Value is contextual. The value of an intangible asset depends on the context 

in which the asset exists and the strategy that has been developed to use the 

asset. Kaplan and Norton (2001) provide an example: A senior investment 

banker with a firm such as Goldman Sachs has a valuable capability to 

develop and manager customer relationships because of his knowledge and 

understanding of the markets. The same investment banker would offer little 

in the way of value to an online brokerage that specializes in low-cost online 

trading. 

3. Value is potential. Tangible assets can be valued based on known prices such 

as current market value or historical prices. However, intangible assets have 

a potential value that requires various processes, such as design, delivery and 

service, to transform the intangible asset into revenue. How well the process 
is executed will determine the amount of revenue, and hence the value, that is 

generated. 
4. Assets are bundled. Intangible assets on their own cannot generate revenue; 

they can only do so when bundled with other assets, both tangible and 
intangible. 

Given all of the problems associated with using non-financial measures, the question 

as to whether fimancial measures should be abandoned altogether has been discussed 

by some authors (Maskell 1989, part 2, Dixon et at 1991, Blenkinsop and Bums 

1992, Kaplan and Norton 1996). Organizations typically exist not just to make 

money but to make as much of it as possible, this is certainly the desire of 

shareholders and analysts who readily sell their shares of company stock when 

earnings do not meet expectations. To this end financial measures are essential in 

order to track revenue, costs and profit. Kaplan and Norton (1996) discuss whether 
financial measures should be abandoned altogether and conclude that they should 

not. Improving quality, customer satisfaction, productivity and other criteria are the 

means to an end, not the end itself. Not all strategies are profitable and the financial 
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measures will show whether the current strategy is profitable, or not. Strategies that 
do not generate improvements in the bottom line must be revisited in order to 
identify what went wrong. Maskell (1989, part2) adds that cost and financial 

accounting are necessary for '... valuation of inventory, integration with the financial 

accounts, external reporting and pricing'. In addition, as pointed out by Blenkinsop 

and Bums (1992), companies facing economic hardship need to pay particular 

attention to their financial measures. 

As seen in the above discussion, financial and non-financial measures both have a 
place in modern organizations and neither should be used alone for control purposes, 

2.4 What methods exist to develop performance measures? 

The benefits of using a structured approach to developing balanced performance 

measures were discussed in Section 2.2. These benefits, in conjunction with the 
failings of financial performance measures clearly indicate the need for organizations 
to implement balanced and integrated performance measures. This section begins by 
discussing 'balance' and 'integration' in the context of performance management and 
then goes on to exan-drie some of the work that is currently being carried out by 

researchers, into the development of balanced and integrated performance 
measurement and management systems. Some gaps are identified in the literature 

and these gaps are then discussed, as they form the basis of this thesis. 

2.4.1 Balanced Performance Measures 

In the literature there arc almost as many suggestions on how to develop balanced 

and integrated performance measures as there are researchers in the field. In simple 
terms 'balance' could be considered to mean that non-financial measures are used to 

supplement the financial measures in use within an organization. However, there are 

other considerations that can increase the degree of balance in a performance 

measurement or management systern. The most widely known of the balanced 

performance measurement systems is without doubt Kaplan and Norton's Balanced 

Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton 1996). In the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) there are 
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four perspectives in which measures are developed for an organization. The four 

perspectives are: 

1. Financial perspective 
2. Customer perspective 
3. Internal Business Process perspective 
4. Growth and Learning perspective 

Kaplan and Norton suggest that developing objectives and measures in each of the 

four perspectives, that are based on the organization's strategy will lead to a balanced 

performance measurement system and also to the successful implementation of the 

strategy. 

A more recent offering that addresses the need for balance is the Performance Prism 
(Neely et al. 2002). The Performance Prism is described as a 'thinking aid', as 

opposed to a 'prescriptive framework' (ibid. p. xv), and it provides a structure that 

allows executives to answer the five fundamental questions faced by organizations 

today: 

1. Who are our stakeholders and what do they want and need? 
2. What do we want and need from our stakeholders? 
3. What strategies do we need to put in place to satisfy these sets of wants 

and needs? 
4. What processes do we need to put in pace to enable us to execute our 

strategies? 
5. What capabilities - bundles of people, practices, technology and 

infrastructure - do we need to put in place to allow us to operate our 

processes more effectively and cfficiently? 

The Balanced Scorecard has been criticized for not specifically considering 

employees and other stakeholders (Neely et al. 2002), and as Neely ct al. (2002) 

point out: '... the only sustainable way of delivering shareholder value in the 21" 
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century is to deliver stakeholder value and this means enhancing, maintaining and 
defending the company's reputation on a broad range of fronts. ' 

Considering this point, and the examples of the negative impact that a small number 

of disenfranchised stakeholders can have on an organization (Neely et al. 2002, pp. 
2-3), there is a clear need for organizations to achieve balance by including every 

stakeholder when they create and execute their strategies and policies. 

2.4.2 Integrated Performance Measures 

In the context of performance measurement "integration" is usefully defined as 
follows: 'Integration is achieved by the communication of, and adherence to, 

corporate strategic objectives throughout an enterprise, thereby allowing these 

objectives to dictate the real time operational activities of the enterprise' (Carrie and 

MacIntosh 1992). 

Implicit in the above definition is the need to integrate vertically and horizontally, 

that is, functions must communicate with each other as well as with their superiors, 

which finds support in the literature (Witcher and Butterworth 1996, Grady 1991). 

There has been a tendency in the past for functions and/or departments to attempt to 

contribute to the strategic objectives in contradictory ways (Meyer 1994, De Toni et 

al. 1994). This lack of inter-functional communication prevents horizontal 

integration which, as organizations become flatter and as we continue to move into 

the information age, is likely to become more important than vertical integration 

(Dumond 1994). Neely et al. (1995), in their extensive literature review, report that 

there is a great deal of support for using the performance measurement system to 
deploy strategy throughout an organization. This use of the performance 

measurement system to communicate strategy-based objectives and measures will 

achieve vertical and horizontal integration, if done properly. 
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2.4.3 Advice in the literature on how to develop balanced and integrated 

measures 
The literature contains much discussion on the desirable characteristics, and on how 

they might be achieved. This section describes the most commonly referenced 

writings in the literature. 

Globerson (1985) suggests that there are four stages in developing what he referred 
to as a 'Performance Criteria' system, these stages are: 

1. choosing the preferred set of performance criteria (PCs); 

2. measuring the chosen PCs; 

3. assigning standards to the PCs; and, 
4. designing a feedback loop to respond to discrepancies between standards and 

actual performance. 

Suggestions are provided for choosing the preferred set of PCs including, among 

others, that they be derived from the company's objectives (which is taken to mean 

strategic objectives), that the purpose of the PCs be clear and that the methods of 

calculating the PCs be clearly defmed. Globerson suggests that the performance 

criteria system can include criteria for individuals or for the organization as a whole 

and for the micro (operational) level or for the macro level by integrating micro PCs. 

Globerson does not specifically state the need for non-financial measures but this 

may be inferred from his guidelines that the criteria should be selected through 

discussion with those involved and that they should be under the control of those 
being evaluated. 

Sink (1986) provides a five-part methodology that starts with strategic planning, and 

then clearly defines the scope and purpose of the organization, it next conducts 

roadblock identification, analysis and removal, then selects measures and finally 

communicates the results. This methodology is notable because in the second step it 

requires that management clearly understand their organization in terms of its 

mission and objectives, its customers and products and the processes involved in 
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creating the outputs of the organization. Similar to Globerson (1985), Sink suggests 
that measures be developed by consensus. In a later paper Sink and Tuttle (1990) 

described a more evolved and comprehensive version of the methodology which they 
described as a performance management process. 

McNair and Mosconi (1987) specifically state that financial measures need to be 

supplemented by measures that address all of the critical success factors that they 
identified as consisting of People, Quality, Delivery and Costs. They state that the 

performance measurement system provides the first step on the path to 

manufacturing excellence. They also state that the measures should capture the key 

elements in the manufacturing strategy, expose non-value added costs to aid in their 

removal, provide accurate and timely data on cost drivers, and serve as accurate 

records for product costing decisions. They suggest that their criteria for evaluating 

management accounting and control systems provide a framework for designing a 

performance measurement system to integrate and coordinate the activities in an 

organization. They also suggest that a performance measurement system should 

monitor changes in market demands, establish and evaluate progress towards 

business objectives, ensure attainment of performance targets at the plant level, and 

serve as performance indicators on the manufacturing process itself. McNair and 
Mosconi's (1987) method clearly addresses both balance and integration. It is also 
interesting as it identifies the need to look outside the organization to changing 

market demands. This seems to be suggesting that the performance measurement 

system has an important part to play in strategy development by providing the 

necessary external information to assess whether the strategy is still valid, or whether 
it needs to be modified. 

Maskell (1989, partl) identified seven common characteristics of the performance 

measures being used by world class manufacturing companies, specifically the 

measures: are directly related to the manufacturing strategy; are non-fmancial; vary 

between locations: change over time: are simple and easy to use: provide fast 

feedback: and, are intended to teach rather than monitor. An important concept in 

Maskell's list is that performance measures are not written in stone, that is, they 
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should vary between locations and change over time as circumstances change. Aside 

from this Maskell clearly stresses the need for non-financial measures, he does not, 
however specifically address integration. 

Crawford and Cox (1990) discuss the design of performance measurement systems 
for just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing organizations and present the results of a study 

of six organizations. Based on the study they provide 10 propositions for the 

development of measures in JIT environments. While some of the propositions are 

specifically concerned with JIT operations, several are applicable to performance 

measurement in general. The four propositions that are applicable to perfonnance 

measurement in general are: 

1. Performance criteria must be measured in ways that are easily understood by 

those whose performance is being evaluated 
2. Performance data should be collected, where possible, by those whose 

performance is being evaluated 
3. Graphs should be the primary method of reporting performance data 

4. Performance data should be available for constant review 

That measures should be understood and developed by, as well as under the control 

of those being measured is becoming a common theme, as both Globerson (1985) 

and Sink (1986) recommend the same. 

McNair et al. (1990) also discuss the failings of traditional financial measures in a 
JIT environment and identify the tension than can arise when operational 
improvements are not reflected in the financial measures. They present a 

performance pyramid, based on concepts of total quality management, industrial 

engineering and activity accounting. The pyramid provides a framework that 

communicates the corporate vision down throughout the organization, in the form of 

objectives and measures, to the operational level. Specific objectives and measures 

are developed for the business units, business operating systems (processes, such as 

order fulfillment) and at the department or work center (activity) level. In this way 
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all employees contribute to the strategic objectives and receive timely and relevant 
feedback on their performance. This is another work that clearly identif ics the need 
for balance and integration. 

In a similar fashion, Azzone et al. (1991) provide guidelines for developing measures 
in organizations that compete on a time basis. While similar in concept to the JIT 

philosophy, they suggest that time-based strategies are broader as they aim to impact 

the entire organization and not just the manufacturing operations. They provide a 

matrix of internal versus external configuration for each of the macro activities 
(processes) that could provide a competitive advantage. In this context 'internal' 

refers to specific activities within the processes, while 'external' refers to the broader 

processes themselves. They provide three general steps in developing measures. 
They begin by identifying the strategic role of time in the organization, they then 
identify the critical activities that will create a competitive time-based advantage and 
finally determine improvement initiatives and measures for those activities. 

Beischel and Smith (1990) also offer a framework, based on two fundamental 

premiscs: 

1. Manufacturing performance can and should be linked to company flinancial 

performance; and 
2. All manufacturing measures, at all organizational levels, should be linked to 

ensure constancy of purpose among organizational levels and to point to 

cause-and-cffect relationships so all employees can attack the problems that 

cause poor performance and continue practices that cause good performance. 

The first step is to identify the critical success factors for manufacturing, they 

defined these as '... items so important to the company that, without any one of 

them the company would fail. ' The critical success factors (CSFs) need to be 

carefully measured and they need to be linked to the activity measures at the 

operational level. The next step is to develop a series of scorccards that report the 

actual level of performance being achieved to those being measured. One notable 
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item in this work is that measures vary at different organizational levels in two 
important ways. The frequency of measure and the span of control arc very different 

at various levels. At the shop floor the frequency of measure is high, whereas at the 

upper organizational levels the frequency of measure is much less. Similarly, the 

span of control at the shop floor level is narrow and focused but the span of control at 
the upper levels is broader. 

Dixon ct al. (1990) provided five attributes of good measurement systems, regardless 

of which competitive priorities arc being pursued by the organization. They suggest 

that measurement systems should: 

1. Be mutually supportive and consistent with the business's operating goals, 
objectives, critical success factors and programs. 

2. Convey information through as few and as simple a set of measures as 

possible. 
3. Reveal how effectively customers' needs and expectations are satisfied. 

Focus on measures that customers can see. 
4. Provide a set of measurements for each organizational component that allows 

all members of the organization to understand how their decisions and 

activities affect the entire business. 

5. Support organizational learning and continuous improvement. 

The last point is a particularly interesting one. That the performance measurement 

system could be used to support organizational learning and continuous improvement 

was both novel and ahead of its time. 

Brignall et al. (1991) introduced a new concept, that of results and determinants. 

They also identified six dimensions of performance based on a two and a half year 

research project into for-profit service businesses. These six dimensions of 

performance may be likened to the critical success factors mentioned by other 

authors, such as McNair and Mosconi (1987), Beischel and Sn-dth (1990) and 
Azzone et al. (1991). Two of the six dimensions, competitiveness and financial 
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performance, are considered to result from the other four dimensions. Consequently, 

quality of service, flexibility, resource utilization and innovation are the 
detcnninants. 

Wisner and Fawcett (1991) propose nine steps in developing non-firiancial 

performance measures. They begin with the firm's mission statement; next they 
identify strategic objectives, functional objectives and measures and then more 

specific lower level objectives and measures. They suggest the measures be used to 
identify the competitive position, locate problem areas, assist in updating the 

strategic objectives and making tactical decisions to achieve those objectives and 
then to provide feedback after the decisions are implemented. The final step is to 

periodically evaluate the measures and to update them as the strategic priorities 

change. This last step is similar to Maskell's (1989, partl) assertion that measures 

need to change over time. Wisner and Fawcett (1991) specifically address the need 
for integration and suggest that 'An cffective performance measurement system 

should lead to the integration of operations, marketing, finance, engineering and 

accounting so that they act as one coordinated value-adding systern. ' 

Similar to McNair and Mosconi (1987), Wisner and Fawcett suggest the use of 

measures to look outside the organization to the competitive position and to adapt the 

strategy based on the information provided by the performance measurement system. 

Another advocate of using performance measures to achieve vertical and horizontal 

integration is Grady (1991). He states that performance measures must be derived 

from strategy, be developed to support business objectives, be collected and reported 

at numerous levels in the organization and be linked cross functionally. He also 

points out that performance measures must change as the strategy changes. Further, 

he identifies the need for cost and non-cost measures, as well as process measures 

and result measures. These latter measures are similar to the result and determinant 

measures identif ied by Brignall et al. (199 1). 
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The greatest proponents of 'balance' in performance measurement are Kaplan and 
Norton (1992,1996a, 1996b). Their balanced scorccard (BSC) was developed as a 

result of a year-long research project conducted as a collaborative effort between the 
Harvard Business School and 12 companies '... at the leading edge of performance 

measurement... ' (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). They devised the BSC which presents 

goals and measures for four different perspectives, these perspectives are the 

Customer, Internal, Innovation and Learning and Financial perspectives. Over the 

years since the introduction of the BSC they increased the number of collaborative 

organizations to over 200 (Kaplan and Norton 2001a), and transitioned from only 

manufacturing organizations to non-profit, government and health care organizations 
(Kaplan and Norton 2001c). As a result of their continued development of the BSC 

they claim that the BSC has evolved from a performance measurement system to 

become the organizing framework for a strategic management system (Kaplan and 
Norton 1996a, 2001a). However, as mentioned above the Balanced Scorecard does 

not go far enough in addressing balance (Neely et al. 2002). 

Eccles and Pyburn (1992) suggest that many managers have difficulty developing 

balanced performance measurement systems because they omit a crucial first step, 

that is, to defirie and agree on a business performance model of the organization. 

The managers need to understand the relationship between their actions and the 

results of their actions. This business performance model is very similar to Kaplan 

and Norton's (1996a) assertion that the measurement system should make the cause 

and cffcct relationships among objectives and measures explicit. In a similar fashion 

Sink (1986) suggests that management need to clearly define and understand the 

scope and purpose of the organization. Eccles and Pybum (1992) introduced the 

notion that trade-offs may be necessary among measures. This requires a thorough 

understanding of the business model in order that the trade-offs may be understood 

and that the measures may be prioritized. In common with other authors mentioned 

above, they also note that the measurement system should evolve over time as 

circumstances change, a point also supported by Gregory (1993). Eccles and Pyburn 

(1992) also briefly touch on the importance of measuring external as well as internal 

performance. An additional noteworthy point is that Eccles and Pyburn (1992) 
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suggest linking the reward system to the performance measurement system but they 

also acknowledge that this may be met with some resistance. 

Neely et at. (1995,1996b) were the first to take an objective look at performance 

measurement and to consider that measures and the measurement system are separate 

and that they may have different characteristics. To this end they developed the 
following definitions (Neely et al. 1995): 

* Performance measurement can be defined as the process of quantifying 
the efficiency and effectiveness of action; 

*A performance measure can be defined as a metric used to quantify the 

efficiency and/or effectiveness of an action; 

*A performance measurement system (PMS) can be deflined as the set of 

metrics used to quantify both the efliciency and cffectivcness of actions. 

They examined the performance measurement system (PMS) at three levels, those of 

the individual measures, the set of performance measures and the relationship 
between the PMS and the environment in which it operates. This research is 

therefore interesting because it raises the question, at least in the author's mind, of 

what exactly a performance measurement system is. There seems to be some 

confusion in the literature regarding this question. For example, Neely et al (1996a, 

2000) developed a process to design performance measurement systems. The 

process begins by grouping products into strategically compatible groupings, then 

agreeing business objectives and measures for those groupings (Neely et al. 1996c, 

2000). Kaplan and Norton (1996a, 2001a) in describing the similar but less 

prescriptive application of the balanced scorecard, refer to their system as a strategic 

management system. Sink and Tuttle (1990) describe a similar process and refer to it 

as a performance management process. If Neely et al. 's (1995,1996b) definition of a 

performance measurement system as a 'set of metrics' is valid, then perhaps the 

process they describe should be referred to as a process for the development of a 

performance management system, and not that for a performance measurement 

System. 
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Brignall et al. (1991) suggest that measuring performance is an integral and 
fundamental part of the Management Information System (MIS): 

The major function of the MIS is to provide information to help management plan, 

control and make decisions in their organizations. Such systems should support 

corporate objectives and the competitive strategies adopted to attain them. 

Organizational control is the process of ensuring that an organization is pursuing 

actions and strategies that will enable it to achieve its goals. The measurement of 

performance is central to control, and means asking three questions. What has 

happened? Why has it happened? What are we going to do about it? (Brignall et 

al., 1991) 

From this we may infer that the performance measurement system is an information 

systern, and this would correlate with Neely et al. 's definition of a PMS as a set of 

metrics. 

Although not specifically considering performance measurement systems, Drucker 

(1995) provides some useful comments on information systems and their role in 

modern organizations: 'To manage in the future, executives will need an information 

system integrated with strategy, rather than individual tools that so far have been 

used largely to record the past. ' 

Sink (1991) provides five steps in developing performance measurement systems for 

world class competition, three of the five steps are: 

1. Identify users and their information requirements, as they support 

performance measurement. 
2. Identify data requirements for required information, and 

3. Develop collection, storage, retrieval processing, and portrayal tools and 

techniques. 

It can be seen from this list that Sink is thinking of the performance measurement 

system purely in terms of an information systern. Somewhat similarly Sieger (1992) 
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refers to a performance measurement system as a communication toot that helps 

lower-level management decide on what actions to take in support of strategy. 

In describing three case studies of the implementation of the balanced scorecard, 
Letza (1996) identified six criteria for the balanced scorecard (BSQ, the first of 

which was that the BSC should 'deliver information which is the backbone of the 

strategy'. 

Bititci et al. (1997) specifically addressed the performance measurement system as 

an information system which lies at the heart of the performance management 

process. They suggest that the performance measurement system forms a closed 
loop system that deploys the vision, objectives and strategic goals down through an 

organization and provides upward feedback of actual performance. Bititci et al. 
(1997) adopted a different approach than that of other researchers in the field. While 

other researchers, or practitioners, identify the desirable characteristics of 

performance measurement systems (McNair and Mosconi 1987, Maskell 1989 part 1, 

Dixon et al. 1990), or suggest methods (steps, guidelines and frameworks) for how to 

achieve those characteristics (Globerson 1985, Sink 1986, Beischel and Smith 1990), 

Bititci et al. (1997) identified the elements that a performance measurement system 

should possess. These are presented in the form of a reference model. They went on 

to develop a complementary audit method that has been used to assess existing 

performance measurement systems against the reference model and as a result to 

identify deficiencies in the existing performance measurement systems (Bititci et al. 
1998). 

At this point the system that we are concerned with, that is, the performance 

measurement system has been referred to as a performance measurement system, a 

performance management system and as an information system. Furthermore it has 

been attributed a greater role than simply measuring the performance of the 

organization and its employees - it has been suggested that the PMS should look 

outside the organization to collect and analyze external information in order to 
determine whether the strategy is still valid (McNair and Mosconi 1987, Wisner and 
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Fawcett 1991); it has been suggested that the PMS should be used to communicate 
that strategy (Sink 1986, Maskell 1989, McNair et al. 1990); and that the PMS 
develop objectives for every employee in an organization, assess progress towards 

those objectives through the use of measures, and then initiate action in the event that 

the objectives are not met (Globerson 1985) That's an impressive set of demands for 

a system that Neely et al. (1995) defined as '... a set of metrics... ' 

There is therefore clearly a need, in the author's opinion, to expand on Neely et al. 's 

definitions and to provide a more comprehensive set of defimitions for the terms 

'performance measurement system' and 'performance management system. 

Another trend that emerges from a brief review of the literature is that the current 

research focus is almost exclusively on large organizations; what is more, the focus 

is on the strategic levels of those large organizations. Take for example Kaplan and 
Norton's (1996) collaborators, which included Advanced Micro Devices, Apple 

Computer and Bell South. These organizations had 1996 revenues of $1.9 billion, 

$2.3 billion and $38.4 billion respectively. The trend that becomes apparent is that 

these are all large organizations that have sufficient resources to devote large 

amounts of executive time to the process of overhauling their performance 

measurement system. Tenhunen et al. (2002) and Ukko et al. (2002) support this 

point and discuss the need for different approaches to the implementation of 

performance measurement system development procedures in small- and medium- 

sized enterprises (SMEs). This need has been specifically addressed by Hudson 

(2001, p. 16) who states that '... business research generally provides solutions that 
have been developed both in and for large companies. ' A notable exception that is 

specifically aimed at the operational level is the work of Kaydos (1999). However, 

while this work provides much useful information, guidance and tools, it does not do 

so in a readily easily usable manner, such as that provided by Neely et al. (2002). 

In addition to these facts, consider Kaplan and Norton's (1996, p36) guidelines for 

where the balanced scorecard (BSC) should be used. They suggest that the BSC is 

best used in clearly defined strategic business units: 'An ideal strategic business unit 
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for a balanced scorecard conducts activities across an entire value chain: innovation, 

operations, marketing, distribution, selling, and service. ' (Kaplan and Norton, 1996 

p36) 

They go on to suggest the strategic business unit (SBU) balanced scorecard can then 
be used as the basis for developing scorecards for departments and functional units. 
In this way the higher level objectives and measures contained in the SBU scorecard 

are cascaded downwards, thus '... allowing all responsibility centers to work 

coherently towards the SBU objectives. ' (Kaplan and Norton, 1996 p36) 
However, their criteria for whether or not a department or function should have a 
balanced scorecard arc contained in the following: 

The relevant question for whether a department or functional unit should have 

a Balanced Scorecard is whether that organizational unit has (or should have) 

a mission, a strategy, customers (internal or external), and internal processes 
that enable it to accomplish its mission and strategy. If it does, the unit is a 

valid candidate for a Balanced Scorecard. (Kaplan and Norton, 1996 p36) 

This latter guidance seems to be suggesting that certain departments or functions 

should not have a balanced scorccard. If a department or function is missing any one 

of the above criteria should it forego the benefits of having a balanced scorecard? If 

the managers choose to develop a balanced scorecard contrary to the above advice 

will the balanced scorccard they develop be useful? 

In light of these statements the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) seems to have been 

developed in large organizations and for use at the higher organizational levels. The 

BSC is not alone in this trait, as identified by Hudson ct al. (2001) who conducted a 

case study of the use of the Cambridge Process (Neely ct al. 1996c, 2002) to develop 

a performance measurement system in a SME. The objective of the case study was 
to determine the appropriateness of the Cambridge PM process to application in 

SMEs. The Cambridge PM Process was chosen as it was demonstrated to be the 

most thorough method available, based on criteria identified by Hudson ct al. in the 
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literature under three categories: development process requirements; characteristics 
of performance measures; and, dimensions of performance. One of the outcomes of 
the case study was that the Cambridge PM process was not suitable for use in SMEs, 
despite being the most complete and thorough method described in the literature. 

For a number of reasons, including a restructuring of the organization in which the 

case study took place, the performance measurement system redesign project was not 
completed. Part of this failure was attributed to the resource intensive and 

strategically focused nature of the process. 

Further evidence of the need to focus research effort on the lower organizational 
levels is gained from Beischel and Smith (1990), who commented on the differences 

in frequency and span between measures at various organizational levels, and from 

Ghalayini and Noble (1996) and Bradley and Blossom (2005). 

In order to better understand whether the operational level is sufficiently different 

from the strategic level to warrant a different approach, the next section reviews the 
literature to identify the characteristics of the operational level. 

2.5 The Operational Level 

In order to better understand whether the operational level might have characteristics 
that are different from the strategic level, in is necessary to examine the operational. 
To achieve this, a further review of the literature was carried out, specifically to 

identify the characteristics of the operational level. This section describes that 

literature review. 

2.5.1 What is the operational level of an organization? 

McNair et al. (1990) suggest the organization be considered as three general levels: 

Business unit; Business operating systems (more commonly referred to as business 

processes); and, departments and work centers. They refer to the Department and 
Work Center level as the operating level of the organization. 
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Dixon et al. (1990, p. 120) also view the organization in terms of three general levels 

which they referred to as '... the standard hierarchy of strategic, tactical and 

operational control. ' Lebas (1994) adopted a different terminology but also chose 
three organizational levels: strategy, management and operations. 

Hatch (1997) describes the hierarchical organization as having three levels, depicted 
in Figure 5.1, below. The three levels are top, middle and lower level management. 
The general description given by Hatch (ihid. ) is that 'Top management focuses on 
strategic decision making, middle managers emphasize decisions about internal 

structural arrangement and coordination among units, and lower level managers are 

responsible for decisions about day-to-day operational activities within their assigned 

units. ' 

Institutional 
decisions 

/ 
Top 

decisions Middle 
Management 

Operational 
decisions Lower level management 

Strategy 
Organization-environment 
relations 

Organizational Differentiation 
decisions Middle Integration 

Management 

Dperational Daily activities 
ecisions, Lower level management at 

Figure 2.1 - Decision making in the hierarchical organization 

(Hatch 1997) 

These descriptions agree with the author's understanding of the operational level of 

organizations. The focus of this research is on the managers at the lowest level of the 

organization who are responsible for the day-to-day operations. As a result, the 

Differentiation 
Integration 

Daily actiNities 
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operational level of the organization is defined, at least for the purposes of this thesis, 

as: 

The operational level of the organization is the level at which the day-to-day 

activities are planned and executed. 

The performance measurement literature, and this research, assumes that all 

organizations are organized hierarchically, as evidenced by much advice to cascade 

measures downwards level by level. However, this is not necessarily the case, Hatch 

(1997, pp. 183-192) describes a variety of potential organizational structures. These 

include the functional, multi-divisional, matrix, hybrid and network structures. 

Despite the various alternatives, and the current support in the literature for 'flatter' 

structures, for example Dumond (1993), most organizations have not abandoned the 

traditional hierarchical structure (Tata and Prasad, 2004). Instead, despite much 

support to develop better organizational structures, '... hierarchy remains the basic 

structure of most, if not all, large, ongoing human organizations' (Leavitt, 2003). 

Additionally, even in the extreme example, where an organization might have only 

one level, the principles discussed in this thesis are believed to remain applicable. 
For example, even if an organization has only one level, then objectives and 

measures for the entire organization will still need to be determined, either by an 
individual or by a group, and these objectives and measures will still need to be 

communicated to every individual in the organization. 

Despite the above definition of the operational level, there is stil some ri I dif iculty in 

discerning at which point a manager ceases to be an 'operational' level manager and 
becomes a middle or tactical level manager. This becomes an issue when attempting 

to identify managers that might be approached to participate in the research. For 

simplicity, operational level managers are considered to be those managers who 

spend greater than fifty percent of their time on the day-to-day issues. Fifty percent 

was chosen arbitrarily but it ensures that those managers who participated in the 
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research spent the bulk of their time dealing with operational level issues and could 
therefore easily be referred to as operational level managers. 

2.5.2 What are the inherent characteristics of the operational level? 

Mintzberg (1973, pp. 55-94) defined ten roles that managers at all organizational 
levels perform. The ten roles are divided among Interpersonal, Informational and 
Decisional groups. Table 5.1, below, shows the groups and their roles. 
Mintzberg (1973, pp. 109-113) suggests that managers at all organizational levels 

perform all of the ten roles, the difference between the various levels being in the 

amount of emphasis placed on the roles at different organizational levels. In 

analyzing the work of Chapple and Sayles (1961), who observed the activities of 
works superintendents, Mintzberg (1973, p. I 11) identified nine of the ten roles. The 

missing role was that of the Figurehead, Mintzberg (ibid. ) suggested that this role 

was also applicable at the lower organizational levels, albeit with lesser emphasis 
than at the higher levels. In contrast, the Disturbance Handler and Negotiator have a 

much greater emphasis and form the major roles of operational level managers. 

Among the characteristics identified by Mintzberg (1973, p. I 10) as existing at the 

operational level is the concern with the maintenance of workflows, which '... leads 

them (operational level managers) to emphasize the "real-time" aspects of their jobs. ' 

In addition, 'brevity and fragmentation' are more pronounced at the lower levels 

(ibid., p. 112). Mintzberg also found evidence that the issues faced by operational 
level managers are more current and specific than those faced by higher level 

managers, and that decisions made by operational level managers were more 
continuous (ibid., referencing Martin, 1956). 

MacKcrron ct al. (2003) point out that information at the operational level is 

6 ... much more hands-on, non-financial and short term... ' The short term nature of 

operational level information is related to issues being current and spccif'ic. 

Beischcl and Smith (1991) identified the frequency of measurement and the span of 

control as two important differences between measures at the various organizational 
levels. At the operational level measurements '... are performed daily or even 
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continuously to prompt immediate action'. The span of' control at the operational 
level is more specific and narrow than at the higher levels, theref'ore the measures 

need to provide narrow and specific Infiorniation. 

Dixon et al. (1990, p. 123) offer sonic insight into the characteristics at each level. 

They suggest that at the operational level of' management '... the ficedback 

mechanism should elicit immediate operational solutions'. This agrees \vIth 

Mintzberg's ( 1973) assertion of'the need lor 'real-time' data at the operational level. 

I Role Dscription I Activities___ 

Interpersonal 
Figurehead Symbolic head, obliged to perform a Ceremony, status requests, 

number of routine duties of a legal or social solicitations 
nature 

Leader Responsible for the motivation and Virtually all managerial 
activation of subordinatesý responsible for activities involving 
staffing, training and associated duties 

_subordinates Liaison Maintains self-developed network of Acknowledgements of mail; 
outside contacts and informers who provide external board work; other 
favours and information activities involving outsiders 

Informational 
Monitor Seeks and receives wide variety of special Handling all mail and contacts 

information (much of it current) to develop categorized primarily as 
thorough understanding of organization concerned with receiving 
and environment; emerges as nerve center information (e. g., periodical 
of internal and external information of the news, observational tours) 
organization 

-Disseminator Transmits information received from Forwarding mail into 
outsiders or from other subordinates to organization for informational 
members of the organization; some purposes, verbal contacts 
information factual, some involving involving information flow to 
interpretation and integration of diverse subordinates (e. g., review 
value positions of organizational influences sessions, instant 

communication flows) 
Spokesman Transmits information to outsiders on Board meetings, handling mail 

organization's plans, policies, actions, and contacts involving 
results, etc.; serves as expert on transmission of information to 
organization's industry outsiders 

Decisional 
Entrepreneur Searches organization and its environment Strategy and review sessions 

for opportunities and initiates involving initiation or design 
"improvement projects" to bring about of improvement projects 
change; supervises design of certain 
projects as well 

(Continued overleat) 
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Disturbancc 
Handier 

Responsible for coi-i-ccii\, c action ýý, Jjcjj 
organization faces important, unexpected 
disturbances 

Sjjj, tcgY jJ)'I -, \Icýý SC. SISI()IIS 
involving disturbances and 
crises 

Resource Responsible for the allocation of Schcduling; requests for 
Allocator organizational resources of all kinds - in authorization; any activity 

effect the making or approval of all involving budgeting and the 
significant organ izational decisions programming of subordinates' 

work 
Negotiator Responsible for representing the Negotiation 

I organization at major negotiations 

Table 2.2 - Mintzberg's ten managerial roles 

(Mintzberg 1973, pp. 55-94) 

Kaydos (1998, p. 126) advises that perl'ormance measures at the lower levels will 

exhibit greater variation than measures higher up the organization. In addition, the 

time taken to see changes in perf'ormance levels is also shorter at the operational 

level, a fact that supports both the need fior rapid fleedback and I-Or rapid decision 

making. 

The characteristics of the operational level identified in the above discussion are 

summarized below: 

0 Real-time focus 

a Brevity and fragmentation of activities 

0 Current and specific issues 

0 Continuous and rapid decision making 

e Short term focus 

2.6 Research Objectives 

From the above review of the literature it is clear that there is a general consensus 

regarding the nature and requirements of' pci-l'ormance measures and measurement 

systerns. However, it is equally clear that there is a considerable arnount of' 

confusion regarding the definitions and scope ol' perl'orniance measurement and 

pert-ormance management systerns. In addition, there is consensus that strategy- 
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based measures should be cascaded throughout an organization, to include every 

employee. However, most authors assume that the strategy or CSFs are a given and 

suggest their use to def"me the highest level of objectives and measures. More 

usefully, Neely et al. (1996c, 2000) and Kaplan and Norton (1992,1996a, 1996b) 

begin the development of performance measures by clarifying and defining or 

redefining the strategy and strategic objectives. 

There are many active researchers involved in the field of performance measurement 

and each researcher has their own suggestions regarding what a performance 

measure or performance measurement system should be or achieve. However, as 

Neely et at. (2002) pointed out after a substantial review of the literature all of the 

available methods (processes, frameworks and guidelines) arc supcrficial and generic 

and offered little '-specific and actionable advice' (Neely ct al. 2000). Despite the 

widespread academic interest in developing balanced and integrated performance 

measurement and/or management systems several gaps were identified in the 

literature. These gaps are summarized as follows: 

* There has not been a research focus on the specific performance measurement 

needs at the lower organizational levels. In this context lower organizational 
levels arc considered to the operational levels. Current research is focused on the 

higher, strategic, levels of large organizations. 

e There is confusion in the literature as to the definitions for performance 

measurement and performance management. 
Given the need to develop new definitions for performance measurement and 

performance management, there is also a need to revisit the desirable 

characteristics of performance measurement systems and performance 

management systems, in light of the new definitions. 

As a result of the gaps in the literature identified above, the initial objective of this 

thesis is: 

To investigate how operational level managers develop objectives and 

performance measures. 
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This research objective gave rise, in turn, to the research questions listed in ]'able 

2.3, below. 

Questions related to the operational level 

What are the characteristics of the operational level in the participating organizations that 

might have an impact on the choice of method to develop objectives and measures'? 

Research questions related to the performance management and measurement systems 
2 Do the participating organizations have well developed pci-fornKincc management systems at 

the operational level'? 

3 How do the participating opcrational-level managers develop objectives and measures'? 
4 Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in the literature, exist at the operational level ot 

the participating organizations? If they exist, is it as a result of the system or the manager'? 

General analysis question 
5 In light of the characteristics identified by RQ ftl, are the existing methods to develop 

objectives and measures suitable for use at the operational level of the participating 

organizations'? 

Table 2.3 - Research q"estions 

In order to satisfy the main research objective, it became clear that othcr objectiýes 

would also need to be addressed during the course oftlic research, these are: 

Additional research objectives: 

1. To identify the managerial requirements imposed oil any nicthod(s) used to select 

objectives and perl'orniancc measures at the operational levels ofan organization. 

2. To develop a method that is both usetLil to, and Usable by operational level 

managers. 

3. To provide a uselu] definition Im the tcrills 'perlorniance measurcirient systern' 

and 'perforniance nianagenicnt system'. 

4. Given the newly developed clefinitions Im the ternis 'perlorniance measurenjent 

systern' and 'perlorniance management systern', to Identity all ofthe desirable 

characteristics for each. 
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In addition to identifying the needs of operational level managers, it is also necessary 
to identify the desirable characteristics of performance measures and measurement 

systems, in order that these characteristics may be achieved. There is much advice in 

the literature on the desirable characteristics of measures and measurement systems. 
While these authors provide a starting point, they do so based by the extant 

understanding of what a performance measurement system is. However, as 
identified above there is some degree of confusion surrounding the performance 

measurement and management systems, particularly in terms of which system 

achieves certain desired outcomes. As a result, the author believes that there is a 

need to redefime the terms performance measurement system and performance 

management system. 

An important assumption associated with this research is that the requirements for 

developing performance measures are significantly different at the lower 

organizational levels, than they are at the higher levels. If they are not, then this 

work is unnecessary as those methods whose focus has been identified as being on 

the upper levels of organizations, specifically Kaplan and Norton's (1992,1996a, 

1996b) balanced scorecard and the Cambridge performance measurement system 
design process developed by Neely et al. (1996c, 2000), can be applied at all 

organizational levels. This assumption is believed to be valid because of the 

differences in the timescales, risks and responsibilities at the top and bottom of an 

organization. There is some evidence of this offered by Beischel and Smith (1990). 

The emerging theory is that the existing methods arc not suitable because of the 

different characteristics of the operational level, Specifically, managers at the 

operational level operate in real-time and have a short-term focus. This suggests that 

they will develop measures more frequently that strategic level managers and will 

receive feedback on the appropriateness of the measures very quickly. 
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2.7 Summary 

This chapter began by asking why performance measurement is important and found 

evidence provided by Larson and Callahan (1990), Sink (1991) and Lingle and 
Schiemann (1996) that what gets measured really does get managed. The chapter 
then went on to identify the failings of traditional, financially-based performance 

measurement systems. 

The review of the literature then showed that despite the knowledge of the 
detrimental effects of relying solely on financial performance measures, many 

organizations still rely heavily on financial measures and many of those 

organizations that have recognized the need to use non-financial measures do not 

approach the issue in a structured manner (Blenkinsop and Burns 1992, Bititci 1994, 

Neely 1999). 

The chapter next looked to the literature for advice on developing integrated and 

balanced performance measures and performance measurement systems. A gap in 

the available literature was identified in that there is no research that specifically 

examines the performance measurement needs at the lowest organizational levels. 

This gap exists despite the fact that the people that make up the lowest levels of 

organizations are the most under-utilized resources in business (Kaydos 1991, p. 48). 

Consequently, the main research objectives are firstly, to identify the differences, if 

any, between the upper and lower organizational levels, in terms of performance 

measurement; and secondly, to determine what influence these differences might 
have on the choice of methods to develop objectives and measures at the operational 

level. 

In order to determine whether the operational level is substantially different from the 

strategic level, a further review of the literature was carried out. The operation level 

spccific litcrature revicw was thcn detailcd. 

In addition to the gap regarding the operational level, a considerable degree of 

confusion was identified in the literature regarding the nature and scope of the 
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performance measurement system. As a result a third research objective was 

developed to clearly dcfmc the role and scope of the performance measurement 

system and the performance management system, and a fourth and rmal objectives 

was developed to reconsider the desirable attributes of performance measures and 

performance measurement systems, in light of the new dcf mitions. 
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Chapter Three 

Research Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by providing a brief overview of the purpose, scope and context 
of the research. The chapter next presents the research objectives and questions. It 

then goes on to describe the development of the research framework that guided the 

research. To this end, research philosophies, strategies and methods are discussed 

and a selection of each is made, based on both the needs of this particular project as 

well as on the inclination of the author. This is broadly in line with Creswell's 

(2003) guidance on designing research. Creswell (2003 p. 3) advocates the use of a 
general framework to '... provide guidance on all facets... ' of a research study and 

suggests that the researcher needs to consider three framework elements: 

1. Philosophical assumptions about what constitutes knowledge claims; 
2. General procedures of research (strategies of enquiry); and, 
3. Detailed procedures of data collection, analysis and writing (methods). 

An additional step has been added by the author between steps one and two, that of 
examining the type of research. This has been done because the type of research 
being conducted has a considerable influence on the chosen strategy and methods. 

3.2 Purpose, scope and context of the research 

There is both a pragmatic purpose and an academic purpose to this research. Firstly, 

the author intends to investigate performance measurement and management at the 

operational levels of organizations, with the ultimate aim of developing a method 

suitable for use at the operational level. Secondly, the author also intends to add to 
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the body of knowledge concerned with performance measurement, by investigating a 

previously under-researcher area. To satisfy the first objective, the method must be 

both useful to, and usable by, operational level managers. To address the second 

objective the research must be conducted in an academically rigorous manner, such 
that it will be deemed sufficient for the award of a doctorate degree. 

The scope of the research is confined to investigating the development of 

performance measures at the operational levels of organizations. There arc two areas 

that must be addressed within the scope of this research. Firstly, performance 

measurement and secondly, the operational levels of organizations. 

The context within which this research was conducted is the operational level of a 

variety of organizations. The 'operational level' was defincd in Section 2.5.2, page 
38, as 'the level at which the day-to-day activities are planned and executed'. There 

were seven interviewces in six organizations and this empirical data was 

supplemented by the author's observations in the organization in which he was 

employed while conducting the research. 

3.3 Research objectives and questions 

Based on the author's personal experience in manufacturing and service 

organizations, along with experience gained from researching performance 

measurement systems (Bititci et al. 1997), a gap in current research was identified. 

The gap is that the existing methods that have been developed to assist organizations 
in designing and implemcnting performance measurement systems were developed at 
the strategic levels of large organizations, and therefore might not be appropriate for 

use at the operational levels of organizations. The operational level is, for the 

purposes of this research, the managerial level that is responsible for the day to day 

operations of an organization. As a result, the operational level of management will 

typically be the lowest level of management, 
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The existing methods are locused on the strategic and lactical levels ofnianagenient, 

in large organizations, whose criteria and constraints are very diflerent to those ofthe 

operational levels in any organization. In particular, operational levcl managus 

cannot afford the long pcriods ot'dedicated efTort involved in implementing methods 

designed for the strategic and tactical levels of'managcment. In addition, operational 

level managers are flaced with much shorter tinicscales than their counterparts at the 

strategic and tactical organizational levels. This cmerging gap gavc rise to tile 

l'ollowing research oýjcctivc: 

Initial Research Objective 

To investigate how operational level managers develop objectives and 

performance measures. 

To provide guidance and IZ)cus while addressing the primary research obýjcctjvc, it 

number of' specific research questions were developed, these questions are listed in 

Table 3.1, below. 

Questions related to the operational level 

I What arc the characteristics of the operational level in the participating organizations that 

might have an impact on the choice ofincthod to develop objectives and measures? 

Research questions related to the performance management and measurement systems 
2 Do the participating organizations have well developed performance nianagcnicnt vstcnis at 

the operational level'? 

3 How do the participating operational -I evel managers develop objectives and measures'? 
4 Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in the literature, exist at the operational I-ev'clof 

the participating organizations? If they exist, is it as a result of the system or the manager'. ' 

General analysis question 
5 In light of the characteristics identified by RQ #I, arc the existing methods to develop 

objectives and measures suitable for use at dic operational level of the participating 

organ i7at iO11S? 

Table 3.1 - Research questions 
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In order to satisfy the main research objective, it became clear that other objectives 

would also need to be addressed during the course of the research, these are: 

Additional research objectives: 
1. To identify the managerial requirements imposed on any method(s) used to 

select objectives and performance measures at the operational levels of an 
organization. 

2. To provide a useful dermition for the terms 'performance measurement 

system' and 'performance management system'. 
3. Given the newly developed definitions for the terms 'performance 

measurement system' and 'performance management system', to identify all 

of the desirable characteristics for each. 

The emerging theory is that the existing methods are not suitable because of the 

different characteristics of the operational level. Specifically, as identificd in Section 

2.5, managers at the operational level operate in real-time and have a short-term 
focus. In addition, they are involved in many more activities, all of which require 

objectives and performance measures, than their counterparts at the strategic level. 

This suggests that they will develop objectives and measures more frequently than 

strategic level managers and will receive feedback on the appropriateness of the 

measures very quickly. 

3.4 Research philosophies 

Generally speaking, there are two contrasting philosophies, or knowledge claims, 

these are referred to variously as positivism and social constructionism (Eastcrbyý- 

Smith et al. 2002 p. 28); positivistic and hcrmcncutic paradigms (Gummcsson 2000 

p. 19); and, positivistic and ethnographic approaches (Robson 1993 p. 18). Creswell 

(2003) described postpositivc and socially constructed knowledge claims but also 

considered advocacy/participatory and pragmatic knowledge claims. There arc other 

ontological and epistemological variants, however, these largely belong in the realm 

of the philosophical debate, and as Eastcrby-Smith ct al. (2002 p. 31) advised 
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'... these wider issues are not central to the design of management research... ' The 

four knowledge claims or philosophies, mentioned above, are described in the 

following sections. 

3.4.1 Positivism and postpositivism 
Positivism is a branch of foundationalisni, which is considered to be the oldest 

western philosophy. According to Phillips and Burbules (2000, p. 5) 'until the end of 
the nineteenth century, all major western philosophies were foundationalist. ' The 

two branches of foundationalism arc rationalism and empiricism, each being 

represented by Ren6 Descartes and John Locke respectively (ibid. p. 6). Descartes 

identified the foundation of his knowledge by his ability to reason, he believed that 

knowledge was true if it could not be rationally doubted and that if something 

seemed indubitably true, then it must be true. Locke on the other hand believed that 

the secure foundation of knowledge was experience, which is gained through the 

human senses of sight, hearing, touch, ctc. (ibid. p. 6). Positivism is an extension of 

empiricism, and as such it can be understood why researchers who adopt the 

positivist approach rely heavily on quantitative methods, as will be discussed below. 

Positivists believe that the social world is external to the researcher and that the 

properties of this external world should be measured objectively (Easterby-Smith et 

al. 2002, p. 28). That is, the researcher is independent to and detached from the 

phenomenon of interest which is being observed. According to Gill and Johnson 

(2002, p. 174): 

... positivist epistemology limits its conception of valid or warranted 

knowledge (i. e. science) to what is taken to be unproblematically observable 

"sense-data". If a thcory corresponds with a researcher's observations of 

these facts its truthfulness is taken to be established. If it fails to correspond, 

it is discarded as fallacious. Thus, the theory of truth that is proposed, 
implicitly and explicitly, is a correspondence theory of truth. Such a view of 

truth is made viable only through the prior assumption that it is possible to 

observe the facts of the external world neutrally and objectively by the 
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application of rigorous procedures and protocols. This latter assumption is 

often called the assumption of a theory-ncutral observational language. 

The positivist conducts research in a deductive manner by developing a theory or 
hypothesis, based on existing knowledge, and then collects quantitative data to test 

the theory or hypothesis. For this reason, research based on the positivist tradition is 

sometimes referred to as hypothetico-dcductive research (Gill and Johnson 2002, p. 
39). Positivists believe that human action is a result of external stimuli, hence the 
best method to observe these actions is the experiment. In the classical experiment 
two groups are randomly populated, one is designated the 'control' group and the 

other is designated the 'experimental' group. The experimental group will be 

subjected to an intervention (the independent variable), or stimulus of some sort, and 
the control group will not (Easterby-Smith ct al. 2002, p. 48). Pre- and post- 

measurements of the dependent variable (the phenomenon of interest) will be 

compared and any post-intervention difference between the two groups will be 

attributed to the intervention. The ideal setting for this type of research is the 

laboratory, where tight control can be maintained over the conditions and the 

subjects. 

Foundationalist cpistemologics have a number of serious issues for social-sciencc 

research, given that positivism is a branch of foundationalism these issues also apply 

to positivism. Phillips and Burbulcs (2000, pp. 14-25) describe the following six 
issues of foundationalist cpistcmologics, issues that caused some researchers to 

pursue a non-foundationalist philosophy, and consequently to adopt what has become 

known as postpositivism: 

The relativity of the 'light of reason'. What is indubitable or obvious to one 

person may not be so to another because of the differing backgrounds and 

intellectual abilities of the individuals concerned. As a result, basing 

'knowledge' on what appears to be obvious to the researcher is not a sound basis 

on which to make research claims. 
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2. Theory-laden perception. Ernpiricists and positivists believe that knowledge 

claims can only be based on what is observed or perceived. They also believe 

that the researcher, while engaged in observation, must remain neutral. However, 

it has been shown that observation cannot be neutral, that is, a researcher's 

understanding of what he/she observes is referenced against what he/she has 

experienced in the past. As a result, his/her observations are theory-laden and not 
theory-neutral. 

3. The under-determination of theory by evidence. A theory cannot be 

unequivocally claimed to be true based on the observed evidence because there 

could be many other theories to adequately describe and explain the observed 

events. 

4. The Duhem-Quine thesis and auxiliary assumptions. This thcsis suggcsts that 

any one of a researcher's beliefs could be erroneous and as such lead to either the 

development of a faulty hypothesis, or to a faulty test of that hypothesis. Phillips 

and Burbules (2000, p. 20) give the following example: 

Think of all your knowledge, of all the theories you accept, as being 

interrelated and as forming one large network; this whole network is present 

whenever you make observations or collect data. Now suppose that you are 

carrying out a test of some hypothesis and you find a recalcitrant piece of 
data that apparently refutes this (hypothesis). Do you have to abandon or at 
least change the now challenged hypothesis? Not at all; certainly you have to 

make some accommodating change somewhere, but perhaps the problem is 

not with your hypothesis but with some other part of your network of beliefs. 

To test your hypothesis you may have accepted some other data, then made 

calculations on this, then used instrumentation of some sort to set up the test 

of the prediction you have made. The error could well have entered 

somewhere during this complex process. ... The point of the Duhcm-Quine 

thesis is that evidence relates to all of the network of beliefs, not just to one 
isolated part; all our beliefs are "up-for-grabs" during the test of any one of 
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them - we can save one assumption or belief if we are willing to jettison 

another one. 

5. The problem of induction. The problem of induction is the longest standing 
issue for empiricists and positivists and is often referred to as 'Hume's problem 

of induction' because it was first discussed by the philosopher David Hume, in 

the mid 1700's. Essentially, the problem is that no matter how much evidence 
there is to support a theory, one cannot be absolutely certain that there is no 
evidence, as yet undiscovered, to refute the theory. Therefore, one cannot be 

absolutely certain that the theory is absolutely true. 

6. The social nature of scientific research. Both cmpiricists and positivists 

consider knowledge to be obtained and tested in solitude. The experiences that 

lead to the formation of knowledge for the empiricist and the reasoning that leads 

to knowledge for the rationalist are those of the researcher. However, the 

community to which the researcher belongs has as much to do with determining 

what methods are acceptable, what evidence is acceptable and what form a theory 

should take. Hence, scientific research is social in nature and is not oriented 

towards individuals, as the early empiricists and rationalists believed. 

These six issues caused some researchers to move away from the foundational 

epistemology and towards a non-foundational postpositivc approach. As Phillips and 
Burbules (2000, pp. 25-26) expressed it, '... this new position is an "orientatioW, not 
a unifying "school of thought", for there are many issues on which postpositivists 
disagree. But they arc united in believing that human knowledge is not based on 

unchallengeable, rock-solid foundations - it is conjectural. ' 

The key assumptions of postpositivism are usefully summarized by Creswell (2003, 

pp. 7-8), as identified in Phillips and Burbules (2000), these are: 

1. That knowledge is conjectural (and anti-foundational) - absolute truth can 

never be found. Thus, evidence established in research is always imperfect 
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and fallible. It is for this reason that researchers do not prove hypotheses and 
instead indicate a failure to reject. 

2. Research is the process of making claims and then refining or abandoning 

some of them for other claims more strongly warranted. Most quantitative 

research, for example, starts with the test of a theory. 

3. Data, evidence, and rational considerations shape knowledge. In practice, the 

researcher collects information on instruments based on measures completed 
by the participants or by observations recorded by the researcher. 

4. Research seeks to develop relevant true statements, ones that can serve to 

explain the situation that is of concern or that describes the causal 
relationships of interest. In quantitative studies, researchers advance the 

relationship among variables and pose this in terms of questions or 
hypotheses. 

5. Being objective is an essential aspect of competent enquiry, and for this 

reason researchers must examine methods and conclusions for bias. For 

example, standards of validity and reliability arc important in quantitative 

research. 

3.4.2 Social Constructionism 

Social Constructionism on the other hand is the antithesis of positivism. Researchers 

who adhere to this philosophy believe '... that "reality" is determined by people 

rather than by objective and external factors' (Eastcrby-Smith et al. 2002, p. 30). 

The researcher should immerse her/himself into the research setting to better 

understand why people behave and make decisions as they do. The preferred 

approach is the inductive one, in which researchers enter the study with no 

preconceived ideas or opinions and gather data which they use to develop research 

questions. The research solutions will subsequently be developed with input from 

the study participants. The data obtained during such a research study is highly 

qualitative and its analysis is obviously highly subjective when compared to the 

statistical analyses of positivist research. However, the criticism of the qualitative 

approach has lead to an increased emphasis on the rigor with which qualitative data 
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are analyzed (Dey 1993, p. 5). The characteristics of both philosophies are 
contrasted in tables 3.2 and 3.3, below. 

Positivistic Paradigm Hermeneutic Paradigm 

Research concentrates on description and Research concentrates on understanding and 
explanation. interpretation. 
Well defined, narrow studies. Narrow as well as total studies (holistic view). 
The vantage point is primarily deductive; The vantage point is primarily inductive; 
thought is governed by explicitly stated researchers' attention is less focused and is 
theories and hypotheses. allowed to "float" more widely. 
Research concentrates on generalization and Research concentrates on the specific and 
abstraction. concrete ("local theory") but also attempts 

generalizations. 
Researchers seek to maintain a clear distinction Distinction between facts and value judgments 
between facts and value judgments; search for is less clear; recognition of subjectivity. 
objectivity. 
Researchers strive to use a consistently Preunderstanding that often cannot be 
rational, verbal, and logical approach to their articulated in words or is not entirely 
object of research. conscious - tacit knowledge takes on an 

important role. 
Statistical and mathematical techniques for Data are primarily non-quantitative. 
quantitative processing of data are central. 
Researchers are detached - i. e., they maintain a Both distance and involvement; researchers 
distance between themselves and the object of are actors who also want to experience what 
research; take on the role of the external they are studying from the inside. 
observer. 
Distinction between science and personal Researchers accept influence from both 
experience. science and personal experience; they use their 

personality as an instrument. 
Researchers try to be emotionally neutral and Researchers allow both feelings and reason to 
make a clear distinction between reason and govern their actions. 
feeling. 
Researchers discover an object of research Researchers partially create what they study, 
external to themselves rather that "creating" the for example, the meaning of a process or a 
actual object of study. document. 

Table 3.2 - Positivistic versus Ifermeneutic Paradigms 

(Gummesson 2000, p. 178) 
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Positivism Social Constructionism 
Tle observer Must be independent is part of what is being observed 
Human interests should be irrelevant are the main drivers of science 
Explanations Must demonstrate causality Aim to increase general 

undcrstandin of the situation 
Research progresses 
through 

hypotheses and deductions gathering rich data from which 
ideas arc induced 

Concepts Need to be operationalizcd 
so that they cn be measured 

should incorporate stakeholder 
perspectives 

Units of analysis should be reduced to the 
simplest terms 

May include the complexity of 
'whole' situations 

Generalization through statistical probability theoretical abstraction 
Sampling requires large number selected 

randomly 
small numbers of cases chosen for 
specific reasons 

Table 3.3 - Classical positivism versus social constructionism 
(Easterby-Smith et al. 2002, p. 30) 

3.4.3 Advocacy/Participatory Knowledge Claims 

According to Creswell (2003, p. 9) this approach developed '... during the 1980's 

and 1990's from individuals who felt that the post-positivist assumptions imposed 

structural laws and theories that did not fit marginalized individuals and groups or 
did not adequately address issues of social justice. ' As a result this approach is 

sometimes referred to as 'emancipatory'. Researchers of this philosophy also 
believed that social constructionism did not sufficiently advocate an 'action agenda' 
(ibid. p. 9) for marginalized groups. The intent of these researchers was to include a 

political agenda along with an action agenda to implement positive reforms for the 

oppressed. In particular the issues of concern for these researchers include 

empowerment, inequality, oppression, domination, suppression and alienation. As 

the name implies the researcher and the 'victim' collaborate, in a participatory 

manner, in all stages of the research. 

3.4.4 Pragmatic Knowledge Claims 

This philosophy is held by those who are more concerned with '... actions, 

situations, and consequences rather than antecedent conditions (as in postpositivism), 

(Creswell 2003, p. 11). Pragmatists are more concerned with developing solutions to 

problems and instead of the methods being important the problem and its resultant 

solution arc most important. The following points arc taken from Creswell (2003, p. 
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12) who summarized Cherryholmes (1992) and Murphy (1990) as well as adding his 

own interpretations: 

1. Pragmatism is not committed to any one system of philosophy and reality. 
This applies to mixed methods research in that inquirers draw liberally from 

both quantitative and qualitative assumptions when engaged in their research. 
2. individual researchers have a freedom of choice. They are 'free' to choose 

the methods, techniques and procedures of research that best meet their needs 
and purpose. 

3. Pragmatists do not see the world as an absolute unity. In a similar way, 
mixed methods researchers look to many approaches to collecting and 
analyzing data rather than subscribing to only one way (e. g. quantitative or 
qualitative). 

4. Truth is what works at the time; it is not based in a strict dualism between the 

mind and a reality completely independent of the mind. Thus, in mixed 
methods research, investigators use both quantitative and qualitative data 
because they work to provide the best understanding of a research problem. 

5. Pragmatist researchers look to the 'what' and 'how' to research based on its 

intended consequences - where they want to go with it. Mixed methods 
researchers need to establish a purpose for their 'mixing', a rationale for the 

reasons why quantitative and qualitative data need to be mixed in the first 

place. 
6. Pragmatists always agree that research occurs in social, historical, political 

and other contexts. In this way mixed methods studies may include a 

postmodcm turn, a theoretical lens that is reflexive of social justice and 

political aims. 
7. Pragmatists believe (Chcrryholmcs, 1992) that we need to stop asking 

questions about reality and the laws of nature. "rhey would simply like to 

change the subject" (Rorty 1983, p. xiv). 

Gill and Johnson (2002, pp. 183-188) also discuss the pragmatic approach. They 

state that knowledge is evaluated in terms of how well it guides action towards the 
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solution of a particular problem. Furthermore, they state that the researcher must be 

very clear in describing the practical ramifications of their theories and the practices 
that should be used to test those theories. This philosophy is obviously held, at least 

to some degree, by action researchers (as will be discussed later), who intervene in 

real-life situations to develop solutions to practical problems. One of the key beliefs 

of the pragmatist is that solutions be developed democratically, with input from all 
those concerned in the research study. The distinction between the 

advocacy/participatory approach and the pragmatic approach is largely one of 

context. The pragmatist is not concerned solely with the oppressed and will use 

quantitative as well as qualitative methods, whereas advocacy/participatory 

researchers are exclusively concerned with the oppressed and rely exclusively on 

qualitative methods. 

3.4.5 The research philosophy underlying this thesis 

The author's philosophy lies somewhere between postpositivism. and social 

constructionism, and might be referred to as pragmatism. For example, in terms of 
identifying the research problem the postpositivist position could be claimed because 

the problem had been identified, at least at a tacit level, before this research had 

begun and the subsequent development of the problem was done based on existing 
knowledge and the author's personal experience and observations. Therefore the 

approach could be said to be deductive and counter to the social constructionist 

philosophy which advocates entering the research setting, gathering data and then 

formulating the problem. 

However, the author rejects the positivist, and to some degree the social 

constructionist (Gill and Johnson 2002, p. 180), assertion that observation can be 

theory-ncutral. That is, that the researcher can remain completely neutral and 

objective when collecting and analyzing data. The alternative, to which the author 

subscribes, is that observation is theory-laden (Gill and Johnson 2002, p179, Phillips 

and Burbules 2000, p. 15) a belief that is closely allied with non-positivist 

philosophies. The theory-laden concept is well summarized by the hermencutic 

circle, or as Gummesson (2000, p. 70) more accurately refers to it the hermeneutic 
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spiral, which is represented in Figure 3.1, below. Gunimesson (ibid., p. 57) suggests 
that 'pre-understanding refers to things such as people's knowledge, insights, and 

experience before they engage in a research program... ' The researcher begins a 

program of research with certain knowledge, beliefs and assumptions that form the 

pre-understanding. By participating in the program of research the researcher gains 

new insights and knowledge through firsthand experience, and simultaneously may 

gain secondhand knowledge and insights from the experience of others by, for 

example, reviewing the literature. Thus the researcher progresses from pre- 

understanding to understanding. 
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Figure 3.1 - The Hermeneutic Spiral 

(Gummesson 2000, p. 71) 

While prc-understanding can be 'blocked', that is the knowledge and methods used 

are prejudiced and skewed to arrive at a preferred outcome, this can be avoided if the 

researcher is aware of the danger and is therefore '... mature, open and honest' 

(Gunimesson 2000, p. 66). Furthermore, 'prc-understanding is a resource to be used 

when called for, not a filter to bias an investigation. ' (ibid., p. 12 1) 
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As a result of the acceptance of the theory-laden nature of observation, the author 
brings certain beliefs, assumptions and knowledge to the research that will impact on 
the collection and analysis of the data. This also results in a rejection of the social 

constructionist point of view that a researcher can enter into a study with no 

preconceived ideas of what will be learned, or how it will be learned. 

Given the lack of existing research into performance measurement at the operational 
levels of organizations, the author concedes that the best way to ascertain the needs 

of operational managers is to ask the managers directly. Again this contravenes the 

positivist approach and favors the social constructionist approach. 

The author also believes that the nature of the problem should dictate the methods 

used, instead of choosing one method over another with no regard for the most 

appropriate data for a given problem. As will be identificd later, the nature of the 

research described in this thesis is action research, in this case Gurnmesson (2000, p. 
120) provides some guidance as to the appropriate philosophy: 'It is obvious that the 

demands of the positivist paradigm arc not applicable to action science... ' 

However, he later added, somewhat contrarily that: 'The action-orientcd researcher, 
however, needs to make use of both positivistic and hermcneutic knowledge' 

(Gummcsson 2000, p. 203). This latter point is what might be referred to as 

methodological pluralism (Gill and Johnson 2002, p. 168), and may be considered a 

pragmatic research philosophy. 

As a consequence, the underlying philosophy is neither positivist nor social 

constructionist and lies somewhere in the middle, being guided by the practical needs 

of the research. Hence, the author's claim that the philosophy underlying the 

research is largely pragmatic. 

3.5 Types of research 

It will prove useful at this point to identify the type of research to be conducted 
during this research project as this provides much guidance on the appropriate 
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methods that should be used during the data collection and analysis. To this end 
Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, pp. 8-11) describe three types of research, namely pure, 

applied and action research, with each being '-distinguished primarily by the 

outcomes that are assumed to emerge... ' (ibid., p. 8) Each type is discussed briefly 

below. 

3.5.1 Pure, applied and action research 
Pure research is the term used when the research is intended to primarily lead to 

theoretical development and when there is little concern with the practical 
implications of the theory. Robson (1993, p. 438) suggests that the role of pure 

scientific research is to describe, understand and explain, and that traditional 

laboratory-derived research styles aim to minimize the involvement of the researcher 
in order to promote objectivity. Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, p. 9-10) distinguish 

between three forms of pure research. The first is concerned with the discovery of a 

totally new idea or explanation. The second is invention, in which a new technique, 

method or idea is created to deal with a certain type of problem. The third form is 

rej7ection, in which the researcher re-examines an existing theory, technique or idea 

but in a different context. One of the key features of pure research is that the 

research is disseminated to a predominantly academic audience. Because the 

research is less concerned with practical applications, and therefore less concerned 

with practical testing, a significant measure of the quality of the research is in the 

prestige of the publishing journals. 

Applied research, as the name suggests, is more concerned with the application of 

theory rather than with the development of theory. Although, depending on the 

intended audience, it is still necessary to thoroughly explain the rationale behind the 

research process. According to EasterbymSmith et al. (ibid., p. 10) a common form of 

applied research is the evaluation of the process and results of a particular course of 

action, for example the implementation of a new management system in an 

organization. Because the client is more likely to have identified the problem and 

commissioned the research there can be concern regarding the motivations of the 
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client. In particular, care needs to be taken in how information obtained from 

participants is reported to the clients. 

The final type of research is action research. In this type of research the researcher 
becomes actively involved in the process being studied, in pure and applied research 
the researcher strives to maintain distance from the process being studied, in order to 

promote objectivity. Described more succinctly, participant observation with direct 

intervention is known as action research or action science (Gummesson 2000, p. 83). 

The main underlying principle in action research is that the best way to understand, 

and learn about, a process is to try to change it (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002, p. 10, 

Gill and Johnson 2002, p. 75). Gill and Johnson (2002, p. 76) define action research 

as follows: 'Action research aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of 

people in an immediate problematic situation and to the goals of science by joint 

collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical frarnework. ' 

Eden and Huxham (1996) provide various accounts of action research, based on their 

review of the related literature. They identified the following approaches: 

Hypothesis-testing action research. This was the approach used by Kurt 

Lewin, who is credited with being the first person to use the term (Gill and 
Johnson 2002, p. 72, Lee 1990) 

Action-learning is not a research approach, it is an educational process that 

makes use of action research methods (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002, p. 10). it 

is a form of self-development as it is concerned with the individual 

practitioner, who in this case becomes the researcher, researched and flinal 

audience (Eden and Huxham 1996). 

Participatory action research. According to Eden and Huxham (1996), 

participatory action research has two central principles: 
1. Some members of the organization being studied should actively 

participate in the research process, rather that just being subjects of the 

study, and 
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2. There should be intent to take action (the central principle of all action 

research). 

The research objectives, as listed in the chapter introduction, could be summarized as 
identifying what managers want in a method to develop performance measures and 

subsequently developing the method according to the managers' requirements, and 
testing it with their assistance. This obviously has some implications for the type of 
research that will be undertaken. 

Firstly, the managers will be asked for their input on the best method for them to 

choose performance measures. This seems entirely reasonable for three reasons; 

1. The method will help the managers to perform one of their key duties. As 

this is a duty that they already perform the managers themselves are likely to 

have'a better understanding of their needs, with regard to the method, than the 

researcher. 
2. Secondly, since the method is intended to be used by managers, there is a 

greater likelihood of its adoption if managers help to develop it. 

3. There has been no substantive research in this particular area in the past and 

there is therefore no guidance in the literature on what operational level 

managers need from a method to develop performance measures. 

Secondly, in order for the method to be proved useful and usable it must be evaluated 

and tested by managers in a real life setting. 

in summary, practicing managers will participate in both the development and 

assessment of the method. Given that both the researcher and the collaborating 

managers will be closely involved in developing and testing the method both pure 

and applied research can be ruled out. The overriding emphasis within this research 
is to develop a practical method that managers will want to use because it develops 

appropriate measures (is useful) and does so as easily as possible (is usable). 
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Phillips and Burbules (2000) provide ftirther evidence to support a research approach 
that includes action. Specifically, Phillips and Burbules (2000, p. 3) presented an 

argument in favor of postpositivism in educational research, and in doing so they 
identify the need to test research findings and theories in practice, they quoted 
Dewey (1938) to support the point: 'Dewey's point was that we must seek beliefs 

that are well warranted (in more conventional language, beliefs that are strongly 

enough supported to be confidently acted on), for of course false beliefs are likely to 
let us down when we act on them to solve the problems that face usV This clearly 

suggests the need to test research theories in their intended setting, in order to 

ascertain that they are valid, or at least that they are valid under the test conditions. 
Testing the method will obviously require that managers use it in it's intended 

setting, i. e. to develop performance measures at the operational level of an 

organization. 

Given the research objectives, and in light of the above discussion, the nature of this 

research is clearly action research, with the consequence that certain research 

strategies are more appropriate than others, as will be seen in the following sections. 

3.5.2 Action research 
Having established that the type of research to be used is action research this section 

will describe action research more thoroughly and examine its implications with 

regards to research methods. 

The action researcher aims to both take action and to contribute to knowledge 

(Coughlan and Coghlan 2002). Gummesson (2000, pp. 119-123) specified ten points 

regarding management action science (Gummesson prefers the term action science to 

action research, 2000 p. 116). The following ten points are summarized from 

Gummesson (2000, pp. 119-123). 

1. Action scientists take action. The concept of action science is reserved for 

the situations in which researchers assume the role of change agents of the 

processes and events they are simultaneously studying. In contrast to the 
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mainstream scientist who is serenely detached, the action scientist is deeply 

involved. 

2. Action science has dual goals: both to contribute to the client and to 

contribute to science. ... It means they must address both the client's interests 

and the interests of science. They must contribute to the general and 
theoretical developments in business disciplines. This requires them to 

juxtapose their findings to previous research and literature and to disseminate 

them through reports, articles and lectures. 

3. Action science is interactive. It requires cooperation between researchers and 

client personnel and continuous adjustment to new information and new 

events. The researchers interact closely with the people and the environment 

they are studying. Those involved - the researchers and the organization's 

personnel - solve problems and learn from each other and develop their 

competence. 
4. The understanding developed during an action science project aims at being 

holistic, recognizing complexities. The mainstream scientist would single out 

one or a few factors and study these in detail. The action scientist must focus 

on the totality of a problem, but still make it simple enough to engage those 

involved. 
5. Action science is , applicable to the understanding, planning and 

implementation of change in business firms and other organizations. Change 

processes are often complex, influenced by a multitude of factors that are 
interconnected in seemingly chaotic patterns; verbal and non-verbal cues 

abound, and the informal is as important as the formal. Being a resident in 

the organization and an actor onstage gives the researcher a unique access to 

change processes. 
6. It is essential to understand the ethical framework and the values and norms 

within which action science is used in a particular project. Because this is a 

management action science concept, it does not, per se, focus on the societal 
issues of solidarity and aid to underprivileged groups. There are areas of 

common interest, however. For example, corporations progressively begin to 

understand the need to use the capacity and motivation of all employees. 
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7. Action science can include all types of data-generating methods but requires 
the total involvement of the researcher. To understand the nature of action 

science, it is necessary to examine other methods of access. Qualitative, 

informal, in-depth interviews and the ethnographic methods of observation 

and participation are also important as part of action science. A variety of 

existing material as well as quantitative survey techniques and other 

statistical methods may also be useful. Action science adds the dimension of 

the researchers who become active participants influencing the process under 

study-, they become change agents. 
8. Constructively applied prc-understanding of the corporate environment and 

the conditions of business is essential. ... Researchers in intervention 

processes often... don't provide specific expertise on a technical issue as 

such, but they provide specific expertise on how to inspire processes of 

change. Others are experts on specific issues, such as manufacturing systems 

or key account management. Whichever role they assume, pre-understanding 

of corporate environments and the conditions of business is mandatory. This 

pre-understanding can be based both on firsthand understanding through 

personal experience and on secondhand understanding through reports and 

other intermediaries. 

9. Management action science should preferably be conducted in real time, but 

retrospective action science is also an option. The literature requires the 

researcher/consultant to consciously and systematically be doing action 

science in the course of the daily work in a project. We have, however, a 

wealth of information stored in the minds of people who have lived through 

important and often dramatic changes. 
10. The management action science paradigm requires its own quality criteria. 

Action science should be governed by the hermeneutic paradigm, although 

elements from the positivistic paradigm may be included. Management 

action science cannot be evaluated by the same criteria that currently 

dominate research at most business schools and other research institutions. 

Furthermore, it cannot be evaluated solely by the criteria emanating from the 
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scientific paradigm, equal consideration has to be given to the practical 

consequences for the client organization and the consultant paradigm. 

The above ten points serve to define action research, or science, and as mentioned 

previously, action research is the strategy that will guide this research. Having 

chosen action research as the guiding strategy there are, as is suggested by stop seven 

above and as will be seen later, some implications for the subsequent choice of 

research methods. 

3.6 General procedures, or strategies, of research 

Creswell (2003, p. 13) considers two main quantitative strategies and five qualitative 

strategies, although he acknowledges that there arc many possible strategies of 

inquiry he focuses on the seven major, most commonly used in the social sciences. 

Table 3.3, below, presents these strategies. 

Similarly, Gill and Johnson (2002) describe experiments, quasi-experiments, 

surveys, action research (described earlier as a 'type' of research and not as a 

strategy), and ethnography. Ordered as they are above these methods form a 

methodological continuum (ibid. p. 44), starting with deductive nornothctic 

approaches and moving gradually towards inductive, ideographic methods. 

Quantitative Research Strategies Qualitative Research Strategies 

F Experiments Ethnographies 

-S-u r-v e ys Grounded theory 

Case studies 
--Ohenomenological studies 

Narrative research 

Table 3.3 - Quantitative and qualitative research strategies 

(Creswell 2003, p. 13) 
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Creswell (ibid. p. 15) also considers three mixed methods strategies which use 
traditional quantitative and qualitative methods, as deemed appropriate, in sequential, 

concurrent or transformative procedures. Each of these strategies is discussed in the 

following sections. 

3.6.1 Experiments 

This strategy includes true experiments and quasi-experiments. In a true experiment 

subjects are assigned randomly and the experiment is typically conducted in a 
laboratory setting where close control can be maintained over the conditions that 

affect the subjects or participants. Quasi-experiments are less rigorous and 

structured. The subjects are not chosen randomly and the experiment takes place in 

the natural setting, thus some control over extraneous variables is lost (Creswell, 

2003 p. 14, Gill and Johnson, 2002 p. 66). 

3.6.2 Surveys 

Although surveys are listed above as a quantitative strategy, they can include 

questionnaires and interviews that rely on either open or closed questions, and their 

purpose can be either to test a theory or to gather general information to allow the 

development of a theory. Hence, surveys can in reality be either quantitative or 

qualitative (Gill and Johnson 2002, p. 97-98). Surveys include cross-sectional and 

longitudinal studies using questionnaires and structured interviews. The intent is to 

generalize from the sample to the wider population (Creswell, 2003 p. 14). 

3.6.3 Ethnographies 

In ethnographies the researcher immerses him/herself completely in the natural 

setting to become part of the group, in order that he/she might better understand the 

significance and meaning of events to the group members. The data collection 

method is primarily observation (Creswell, 2003 p. 14) or participant observation and 

supplemented with in-depth interviews and documentary evidence (Gummesson, 

2000 p. 132). 
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3.6.4 Grounded Theory 

This strategy is described by Creswell (2003 p. 14) as attempting '... to derive a 

general, abstract theory of a process, action or interaction grounded in the views of 

participants in a study. ' Grounded theorists attempt to develop theory through what 
is referred to as comparative method. Using the comparative method, the same 

process, action or interaction is examined and compared in different settings or 

situations (EasterbymSmith ct al. 2002, p. 46). 

3.6.5 Case Studies 

Creswell (2003 p. 15) describes case studies as the in-depth exploration of an event, 

an activity, a process or one or more individuals. Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, p. 49) 

agree that the case study is an in-depth study of a single, or small number of 

organizations, generally over time. Robson (1993, p. 146) defines the case study as: 
'... an empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its 

real life context using multiple sources of evidence. ' Yin (2003, pp. 13-14) provides 

a similar defmition, with regard, in particular, to the case study being a study of a 

contemporary phenomenon, in its real life context and in using multiple sources of 

evidence. Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that the case study is a research strategy that 

'... focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings. ' 

3.6.6 Phenomenology 

Creswell (2003 p. 15) describes phenomenology as an extensive and prolonged 

engagement, with the study participants, to develop patterns and relationships of 

meaning, with the ultimate objective of identifying the 'essence' of human 

experience. According to Gummesson (2000 p. 175) '... phenomenologists would 

register all cues in an effort to understand the respondent. ' This would include 

recording not only what the respondent said but also such other information as the 

postures and gestures of body language, as well as changes in the tone and pitch of 

voice. 
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3.6.7 Narratives 

In the course of a narrative study the respondents provide stories about the events of 
interest. These stories are then retold by the researcher in a chronological narrative 
(Creswell 2003 p. 15). 

3.6.8 Mixed Methods Procedures 

Creswell (2003 pp. 15-16) identified the original reason for using a mixed methods 

approach as being that all methods have limitations, as a result the weaknesses of a 

particular method could be strengthened by using another method. This gave rise to 

triangulating methods which greatly enhance the validity of research. Creswell (ibid. 

p. 16) suggests three general mixed methods strategies: 

1. In Sequential mixed methods research, the researcher would use one method 
to expand on the findings generated by another method. For example, using 

qualitative methods in the exploratory stages of research and then using 

quantitative methods to include a large sample in order to better generalize to 
the wider population. 

2. Concurrent Mixed Methods provide a comprehensive analysis of a research 

problem by achieving convergence through the simultaneous use of both 

qualitative and qualitative methods. 

3. Transformative Mixed Methods Procedures, in which the researcher uses a 

theoretical lens as the guiding framework. Qualitative and quantitative 

methods can be used in either a sequential or concurrent manner. 

3.6.9 Choosing a strategy 
Following the above, albeit brief discussion, it is possible to narrow the choice of 

research strategies to be used in this research. This research aims to identify the 

needs of operational managers with regard to developing objectives and performance 

measures, and based on these needs to develop an appropriate method to assist in 

developing objectives and measures. To achieve this, managers will be asked how 

they currently develop objectives and measures, and their current methods will be 
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qualitatively assessed, by the author, against the desirable characteristics identified in 

the literature. 

Some of the existing methods will then be assessed against the identified needs of the 

managers, which will involve a mechanistic, quantitative analysis. The method best 

matching the managers' requirements will be modified if necessary, and evaluated by 

practicing managers. This last step will rely more on a qualitative assessment than a 

quantitative measurement. 

At the outset the researcher may speculate as to what the operational managers' 

needs might be, however, to obtain the most accurate representation of these needs 

the best course of action will be to ask the managers directly. Given the lack of 

research on this particular subject, and hence the lack of specific knowledge, open- 

ended and probing questions will be necessary. While the survey strategy can use 

either questionnaires or interviews, each of which can include open-ended or closed 

questions, they lack the ability to immediately follow up on an answer. That it, they 

do not afford the researcher the ability to probe deeper into the respondents answers, 

to further address unforeseen ideas or issues or to gain further insight into an answer. 

Additionally, as Robson (1993, p. 127) points out, most surveys are used for 

descriptive purposes. As the nature of this research is exploratory (how do 

operational level managers develop performance measures? ) and explanatory (why 

do operational level managers develop measures as they do? ), a survey strategy is not 

suitable. As a result, the survey strategy is not considered further. 

As a general research strategy, experiments are appealing to the author, perhaps 

revealing a positivistic tendency. At the outset experiments, or more accurately 

quasi-experiments, were considered in order to test the newly developed method for 

selecting performance measures. In this case two managers would be approached to 

collaborate. One manager would be given the newly developed method and 

instructed in its use and the other manager would not. Both managers would then be 

asked to develop a set of performance measures for their subordinates. The resulting 
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sets of measures would be assessed against the desirable characteristics of 
performance measures identified in a later chapter. 

Obviously, it would be hoped that the set of measures developed by the manager who 

used the author's method would be vastly superior in terms of the chosen criteria. 
However, this might not be the case for any number of reasons, largely due to the 
lack of control that the author would have over the situation. For example, the level 

of commitment held by each manager would likely differ; the manager without the 

author's method might be more committed and therefore spend more time in 
developing what might amount to 'better' measures. The very fact that the managers 

are engaged in the research, with the consent of their own managers, would free the 

managers of other duties and therefore allow them more time to develop measures. 
In this case the manager without the method may have a better understanding of the 

process of developing performance measures, through prior experience, and the fact 

that he/she was now afforded sufficient time to develop measures might result in a 
better set of measures than those developed by the manager with the method but 

whose understanding of the process is less well developed. Given this lack of control 

experiments are rejected as a research strategy for this research. 

Ethnographies, while having some desirable traits for this research, namely total 

emersion in an environment to better understand the participants, is also rejected. 
Robson (1993, p. 148) describes ethnography as seeking to: '... provide a written 
description of the implicit rules and traditions of a group. An ethnographer, through 
involvement with the group, tries to work out these rules. The intention is to provide 

a rich, or "thick" description which interprets the experiences of people in the group 
from their own perspectives. ' Gurnmesson (2000, p. 132) describes ethnography as 

the branch of anthropology that is of prime interest to the management 

researcher/consultant. The ethnographic approach is concerned with descriptions of 

social patterns. The ethnographer learns from others about their culture... ' 

From these descriptions it is clear that ethnography is more generally associated with 

the 'softer' issue of culture than with the 'harder' issues of mechanistic managerial 
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processes. A method to develop performance measures is by its very nature 

mechanistic and intends to remove subjectivity from performance assessment. While 

cultural issues will no doubt impact on the parts of this research that are conducted in 

collaborating organizations, and will have an impact on how performance measures 

are used, this is not a study of culture. As a result the ethnographic research strategy 
is also rejected. 

Phenomenology, is described by Creswell (2003 p. 15) as having '... the ultimate 

objective of identifying the 'essence' of human experience. ' Clearly, the 

phenomenological approach is also not suitable for this research. 

The remaining two strategies are case studies and grounded theory, each of which 

would appear to be appropriate based on their descriptions given earlier. In this 

context grounded theory and case studies have been described as mutually exclusive 

research strategies, which is representative of the literature. However, this is not 

necessarily the case. For example, in developing guidelines for building theory from 

case studies, Eisenhardt (1989) relied heavily on the work of Glaser and Strauss 

(1967), and later that of Strauss (1987), Glaser and Strauss being the co-authors of 

grounded theory. This possibly suggests that grounded theory is a method rather 

than a strategy. That grounded theory is a methodology, that is, a set of procedures 

and methods, is clear from Strauss and Corbin (1998, p. 14): 

This book offers both a methodology and a set of methods for building 

theory. ... We emphasize strongly that techniques and procedures, however 

necessary, are only a means to an end. They are not meant to be used rigidly 
in a step-by-step fashion. Rather, their intent is to provide researchers with a 

set of tools that enable them to approach analysis with confidence and to 

enhance the creativity that is innate, but often underdeveloped, in all of us. 

Grounded theory was developed by Glaser and Strauss (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002, 

p. 46, Gummesson 2000, p. 183) and advocated that theory should emerge from the 

data gathered during a study, that is, their approach is purely inductive. They 
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advocate developing theory through the 'comparative method', by gathering and 
analyzing data from one setting and comparing the findings with similar data from 

other settings. Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, p. 46) consider Glaser and Strauss's 1967 

work to be a classic, however EasterbymSmith et al. (ibid. ) also point out that Glaser 

and Strauss subsequently went their separate ways and were engaged in an 
'acrimonious' debate over the execution of their method. Glaser continues to 

advocate the 'data-then-theory' approach, while Strauss now believes that 

researchers cannot avoid having some pre-conceptions regarding their field of study. 

As a result, the author has concluded that grounded theory is not a research strategy 

and will not be considered as such during this research. 

The literature provides some guidance on the choice of research strategy for an 

action research project. For example, Robson (1993, p. 439) suggests that 'the 

emphasis on a specific situation, of looking at practice in a particular context and 
trying to produce change in that context, puts action research firmly within the case 

study strategy... ' Similarly, Gill and Johnson (2002 p. 79) suggest that 'by 

definition most action research projects are pursued through the medium of the case 

study... ' 

The case study is therefore chosen as the most appropriate strategy for this research. 

3.7 Data collection 

At this stage the author has identified three pertinent characteristics of this research, 

namely that the research philosophy is a pragmatic one, that the nature of the 

research is action oriented and that the case study is the best strategy for conducting 
this particular research project. According to Creswell's (2003 p. 3) guidance for the 
design of research, the final element is primarily concerned with the collection and 

analysis of the data. Having identified the author's pragmatic philosophy and having 

selected the case study as the strategy, the author is free to choose the most suitable 
data collection methods (Eisenhardt 1989, Gummesson 2000, p. 121). 
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3.7.1 What data to gather? 
The primary research objective in this project is to investigate how operational level 

managers measure and manage performance, that is, how they identify objectives and 

performance measures. Data concerning how managers develop objectives and 

measures must be gathered directly from the managers themselves. The desirable 

characteristics of measures, performance measurement systems and performance 

management system will be identified from the literature. The data provided by the 

managers will be used to compare their existing systems against the desirable 

characteristics. In addition, it will be necessary to gather data regarding the 

characteristics of the operational level, to determine whether the characteristics 
identified in the literature are valid. 

3.7.2 How to gather the data? 

As identified in the previous section data regarding the how and why of developing 

operational level measures will be gathered directly from the participating managers. 
Having come to this conclusion the researcher has four choices for the method of 

gathering data. These are observations, interviews, documents and visuals (Creswell 

2003. p. 185). It is intended to make use of only the first three methods, as the use of 

visual material, e. g. photographs, video, art objects, etc. are not considered to be 

applicable to this research. Each of the three methods to be used will be discussed in 

the following sections. 

3.7.2.1 Observations 

According to Creswell (2003, p. 185) during observation the researcher takes field 

notes on the behavior and activities of the participants. In conducting observations, 

the researcher can be a participant or a non-participant (Creswell 2003, p. 188, Gill 

and Johnson 2002, p. 144), each approach having its own advantages and 
disadvantages. The main advantage of both approaches is that the researcher gets a 
firsthand view and does not have to rely on the honesty and integrity of an informant. 

The main disadvantage of non-participation is that the researcher might not truly 

understand the situation. On the other hand the main disadvantage of participation is 

that the researcher might 'go native' and therefore lose his/her objectivity (Gill and 
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Johnson 2002, p. 145). When a noteworthy event is observed the researcher should 

make full notes as soon as possible after the observation. The researcher should bear 

in mind the research questions in order to determine what events are relevant, 
however, the researcher should also analyze observations as they occur to determine 

the validity of the research questions and whether any modifications are needed. As 

events unfold it might be necessary to revise the fundamental research questions or 

new questions to ask of the respondents might come to mind (Stake 1995, p. 62). 

The role of observation in this research was, for the most part, limited to identifying 

that the performance measurement and management system in the author's employer 

are not as efficient or as effective as they could be. This observation gave rise to the 

entire research project. Specific observations from the author's employer are 
included throughout the text as examples of the problems that exist in the 

performance measurement and management system at the operational level. 

3.7.2.2 Interviews 

Yin (2003, p. 90) suggests that case study interviews typically ask open-ended 

questions that pursue the researcher's line of inquiry but that are asked in a friendly 

and non-threatening manner. The questions ask the respondent for both the facts of a 

matter as well as their opinions on how and why certain events took place. Robson 

(1993, p. 225) identified three types of interview: structured, unstructured and senji- 

structured. Patton (2002, p. 342) referred to the three types of interview as: the 

informal conversational interview; the general interview guide; and, the standardized 

open-ended interview. 

The informal conversational interview (Patton 2002, pp. 342-343) provides the 

interviewer with the most flexibility of the three approaches. This approach allows 

the interviewer to ask questions in response to specific observations or 

conversational topics. The questions typically arise from the immediate context and 

as such, in most circumstances, there cannot be a predetermined set of questions. 

The nature of the questions is constrained only by the purpose of the research 

inquiry. The major advantages of this approach are the flexibility, spontaneity and 
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responsiveness to individual differences and situational changes (ibid. p. 343). 

However, the major weakness is that because a more structured approach is not 

adopted it may take several interviews to ask all of the pertinent questions. 
Additionally, this approach makes it difficult to ask multiple interviewees the exact 

same set of questions, which in turn makes cross-case analysis and comparison more 
difficult. A further weakness is that this approach relies heavily on the skills of the 

interviewer, making it more susceptible to leading questions and interviewer biases. 

The interview guide (ibid. pp. 343-344) provides a list of topics or general questions 

to be asked during an interview. The level of detail included in the guide will be 

determined by the researcher's ability to specify the important topics in advance. 
The main purpose of the guide is to ensure that the focus remains on the general 

areas of interest. Provided the researcher remains focused on these topics, he or she 
is free to ask questions as dictated by the situation. The advantages of this approach 

are that the available time is used more efficiently and interviewing a number of 

people is more systematic. The disadvantage is that topics not recognized as being 

important before the interview would not be addressed and might not emerge during 

the interview. However, if the topic is raised by the interviewee in response to a 

question, the interviewer does have the flexibility to pursue that topic. 

The standardized open-ended interview approach (ibid. pp. 344-347) is the most 

structured approach, in that the questions to be asked are carefully thought out and 

worded in advance of the interview. Not only are the questions prepared in advance, 
the probes and any clarifications that might be required are also carefully 
documented as part of the interview. This approach makes certain that every 
interviewee is asked the same questions, in the same way and in the same order. 
There are four main advantages to this approach (ibid. p. 346): 

1. The exact instrument used in the evaluation is available for inspection by 

those who will use the findings of the study. 

2. Variation among interviewers can be minimized where a number of different 

interviewers must be used. 
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3. The interview is highly focused so that interviewee time is used efficiently. 
4. Analysis is facilitated by making responses easy to find and compare. 

The weakness of this method is that the interviewer does not have any flexibility to 

pursue lines of inquiry that might arise during an interview but that were unforeseen 

and therefore not addressed by the interview questions. Differences in the 

circumstances or motives of interviewees also cannot be probed during the interview, 

unless specifically addressed by the interview questions. 

Patton (ibid. p. 347) also describes the various possible combinations of the three 

interview approaches. The approaches may be combined within a single interview, 

or over the duration of a research program. For example, a standardized interview 

format may be used but the researcher can be allowed to respond to topics not 
included in the interview instrument. Alternatively, over the course of a research 

project interviews may be conducted in the sequence described above, by first 

identifying the pertinent topics through the use of informal conversational interviews. 

Subsequent interviews can then use progressively more structured approaches as the 

topics become better understood by the researcher(s). Given the pragmatic nature of 

the author, combining the interview guide approach with the standardized approach 
is appealing. Asking specific questions has the advantages of being more efficient 

with managers' time and ensuring all respondents are asked the same questions, thus 

facilitating easier analysis. Given that the general principles of performance 

management and measurement are well documented in the literature it is possible to 

develop specific questions. The unknown aspect that is being investigated by this 

research is how the general principles are applied at the operational levels of 

organizations. However, the author is aware of the possibility that relevant issues 

may be overlooked while preparing the interview questions. Therefore, being 

flexible to pursue new lines of inquiry during the interviews is also desirable. 

Some authors (Easterby-Smith et al. 2002, p. 92) prescribe the recording of 

interviews to aid the listening process, provide an unbiased record of the interview, 

to facilitate accurate transcription and in case the researcher missed hearing 
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something at the time of the interview. However, tape recording of interviews is not 

necessary according to Stake (1995, p. 66) as the exact words are not important, the 

real importance is in what the respondent meant. It is therefore crucial to ensure that 

the interviewee has said what he/she meant and that the researcher has accurately 

captured what the interviewee meant. To this end, notes of the interview should be 

made as soon after the interview as possible and then given to the respondent to 

check for accuracy. Despite this advice from Stake (ibid. ) the researcher chose to 

record the interviews where possible, as it allows the researcher to focus on the 

interviewee and what is being conveyed, either verbally or otherwise (Patton 2002, p. 
381). 

3.7.2.3 Documents 

The final data gathering method that will be used is reviewing documentary 

evidence. In reviewing any relevant documentary evidence the researcher needs to 

follow the same line of thinking as in observing or interviewing. Specifically, 'One 

needs to have one's mind organized, yet be open for unexpected clues' (Stake, p. 68). 

Documentary evidence will be used largely to validate the answers provided by the 

interviewees. 

3.7.3 Where to gather the data? The 'access' problem. 

Large organizations were selected for study and approached to participate in this 

research for two main reasons. 

Firstly, large organizations are more Rely to have recognized the need for a 

structured performance measurement or management system and are also more likely 

to have the resources needed to develop and implement a structured performance 

measurement and management system. Support for this assumption is gained from 

Hudson (2001, p. 83) who found '... that SME (small and medium sized enterprise) 

managers have failed to coordinate the development of performance measures in a 

structured and coherent way. ' 
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Secondly, interviewing managers whose organizations have in place a structured 

system is likely to provide better information to answer the research questions. The 

research questions ask how and why operational level managers develop 

performance measures in a certain way, as well as what requirements they might 
have for a method to assist in the development of measures. Managers with 

experience of a structured system are likely to have a greater awareness of the issues 

involved and would therefore be in a better position to discuss the issues. They 

would also have a better awareness of what they would want in a method to assist in 

developing measures. 

There are a number of possibilities available to choose subjects for a research 

program. While it would be nice to include all potential candidates in a study, time 

and other resources prohibit such thoroughness. As a result, random sampling is 

typically used to choose a representative sub-set of the entire research population 
(Gill and Johnson, 2002 p. 101) to study. If chosen carefully, the group will possess 

all of the characteristics found in the entire population. However, given the need to 

study only large organizations with structured performance measurement and 

management systems, true random sampling might not return suitable candidates for 

study. An alternative is referred to as stratified sampling (ibid, p. 102), in which all 

suitable subjects would be identified and then a random sample would be selected 
from the list of suitable candidates. This would be the ideal scenario, however, even 

stratified sampling might return unsuitable candidates for study. For example, 

resource constraints might make it impossible for the researcher to get to some, or 

all, of the subjects. Additionally, there is no guarantee that the subjects would be 

willing to participate, as was the case with the author's employer. To address this 

possibility there is another form of sampling, known as purposeful sampling (Patton 

2002, pp. 230-242). Patton (ibid., p. 230) points out that the: 

... logic and power of purposeful sampling lie in selecting information-rich 

cases for study in-depth. Information-rich cases are those from which one 

can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to the purpose of the 

inquiry, thus the termpurposeful sampling' (Italics in the original). 
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Patton (2002, pp. 230-242) offers ten choices of strategy for purposeful sampling, 
these are presented in Table 3.4 below. 

Purposeful sampling strategy Description 
Extreme or deviant case sampling Cases are selected because they are unusual or special in 

some way, for example outstanding successes or failures. 
Intensity sampling An intensity sample consists of information-rich cases that 

manifest the phenomenon of interest intensely but not 
extremely. The extreme or deviant case might possess the 
phenomenon of interest to the extent that it is distorted. 

Maximum variation sampling Aims at capturing the central themes that exist in widely 
varying cases, in the belief that common patterns will be of 
interest. 

Homogenous samples In contrast to maximum variation sampling, this strategy 
aims to studying a small, homogenous group in great depth 

Typical case sampling Usually done to provide a qualitative profile of one or more 
typical cases. 

Critical case sampling These cases make a point dramatically or are, for some 
reason, critical to the study. A clue to the existence of a 
critical case is the statement 'if it happens there, it will 
haDven an ere'. 

Snowball or chain sampling An approach for identifying and locating information-rich, 
key informants. The researcher begins by asking of one 
person 'who would know about... ' or 'who should I ask 
about ... I 

Criterion sampling All cases that meet some predetermined criterion are 
reviewed and studied. 

Theory-based sampling, A theory-based strategy chooses the sample based on the 
operational construct sampling potential manifestation or representation of a theoretical 
and theoretical sampling construct. Operational construct sampling chooses real- 

world examples of the construct of interest. Theoretical 
sampling is used in Grounded Theory to conduct constant 
comparative analysis. 

Confirming and disconfirming Towards the end of a study cases are sought both to confirm 
cases and disconfirm a theory. 
Stratified purposeful sampling The entire population is grouped meaningfully and then 

samples are selected from within each group. 
Opportunistic or emergent The researcher chooses suitable cases as the opportunity to 
sampling do so arises. This allows the researcher to follow where the 

data leads them. 
Purposeful random sampling All suitable cases are identified, a random sample is then 

selected from the group of suitable cases 
Sampling politically important Politically sensitive cases or sites are selected for analysis, 
cases this has the advantage of being more likely to gain attention. 
Convenience sampling Cases are chosen because they are fast of convenient. This 

choice is decried as the least desirable by Patton as it is 
neither purposeful nor strategic to choose cases based solely 
on convenience. 

Table 3.4 - Purposeful sampling strategies 

(Patton, 2002 pp. 233-242) 
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The sampling strategy used for the research documented within this thesis is 

opportunistic, although not entirely as defined by Patton (2002, p. 242). Patton did 

not consider the problem of access, which is a closely related concern for real-world 

researchers. For example, Robson (1993, p. 296) refers to Buchanan et at. (1988) 

who recommend using friends, relatives and contacts whenever possible, and who 

stressed that '... in real world enquiry, the contest between what is theoretically 

desirable and practically possible must be won by the practical. ' Easterby-Smith ct 

al. (2002, p. 71) advise that in their experience it is best to rely on personal contacts 

to at least gain the initial access to suitable organizations. This issue presented itself 

to the researcher in the early stages of the data collection. At that time the author 

was employed by an organization that met the criteria discussed above. The 

organization was large (2004 revenues of approximately $8 billion and with 12000 

employees worldwide) and the organization had a formal performance measurement 

and management system. What is more, based on the author's observations of the 

performance measurement and management systems in action there were a number 

of deficiencies that would have been useful to study. The author decided that a 
formal approach would be best and emailed the vice president of the division in 

which he worked to ask permission to interview some of the managers. The study 

was briefly described and the benefits of participation, as perceived by the author, 

were explained. These were the identification of any problems that might exist; that 

the solutions would be developed in-house and would therefore be more likely to 

succeed; and, that merely participating in the study would raise awareness and cause 

the managers to reflect on the issues. The vice president declined permission without 

giving a reason. The author replied and asked why permission had been declined. 

This time the vice president delegated the matter to one of her managers who replied 

that allowing such an activity might result in conflict because the author was 'one of 

the team'. 

Fortunately, the author had a number of acquaintances in other suitable organizations 

who were willing to participate, hence the sampling strategy is an opportunistic 

purposeful one. This access was informal as official permission was not sought from 

the organization's senior management. This approach is potentially more risky as it 
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might incur the wrath of senior management for both the researcher and the 

participants. However, the author could not take the risk of receiving another 

rejection. As a result of the author's need to rely on acquaintances, all of the 

participants did not meet the criteria that their organizations be 'large', which is not 

entirely without benefit as it added breadth to the research and the findings were 

remarkably similar across all of the participants. 

Another aspect of the access problem was experienced during the course of this 

study, in that even willing participants have to give up their time. This is a problem 
for busy managers who find it difficult to schedule time for unofficial activities, 

which essentially amount to doing a friend a favour. All of the interviews had to be 

scheduled several weeks in advance to find an available slot in the managers' 
schedules and even then several interviews had to be re-scheduled because issues of 
greater importance to the managers came up. 

3.8 The research framework 

The research was conducted in five general phases, as listed below and depicted in 

Figure 3.3. 

1. Problem conception and development 

2. Design of the research methodology 
3. Empirical data collection and analysis 
4. Development and assessment of a new method 
5. Assessment of the research 

The problem conception was based on the author's pre-understanding of 

performance measurement and operational level measurement activities. A 

subsequent review of the literature allowed the problem to be better articulated and 

confirmed. Phase I is contained in Chapter Two, the literature review, and resulted 
in the research objectives and research questions. 
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The second phase, described by Chapter Three, involved a review of the 

methodological literature and resulted in the identification of the author's research 

philosophy as a pragmatic one. In addition, the research was categorized as action 

research, the case study was selected as the research strategy and interviews were 

chosen as the primary data collection method, to be supported by observation and 

documentary evidence where possible. 

The third phase collected and analyzed the empirical evidence with a focus on 

answering the research questions. In addition to answering the research questions, a 

number of general observations were made, based on the empirical data. Chapters 

Five, Six and Seven present the empirical data, its analysis and the observations 

made during the analysis. 

The fourth phase was concerned with the development of a new method to assist 

operational-level managers in developing objectives and measures. A review of the 

literature identified the most thorough existing method, in terms of criteria 

established during the research. This method was then used as the basis for a set of 

guidelines, which formed the new method. The guidelines were then assessed by the 

participating managers. Chapters Seven and Eight detail this phase. 

Chapter Nine describes the fiflh and final phase, which conducts an assessment of 

the research against the initial research objectives and draws conclusions regarding 

the contribution of the research to both theory and practice. The weaknesses of both 

the method and the research are identified and areas for future work arc discussed. 
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Inputs 
Is 

Outputs 

Pre-Understanding Phase 1 -Problem Research Objectives Conception and Development 
Literature Review Chapter 2 

-1 

Research Questions 

Pragmatic Philosophy 
Phase 2- Development of Action Research 
Research Methodology Case Studies 

Literature Review Interviews, 
Chapter 3 Observations, 

Ij 

Documents 

Phase 3- Empirical Data Observations 
Empirical Data Collection and Analysis 

Conclusions 
Chapters 5,6 and 7 

Empirical Data Phase 4- Development and 
Assessment of a new method First draft of a new method 

Literature Review Chapters 7 and 8 

Phase 5 -Assessment of the 
Research Final Conclusions 

Chapter 9 Future Work 

Figure 3.3 - The Research framework 
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3.9 Assessing the quality of the research 

Possibly the most important aspect of research design is that which deals with the 

quality of the research. As Robson (1993, p. 67) pointed out 'Central to the scientific 

approach is a degree of skepticism about our findings and their meaning (and an even 

greater skepticism about other people's! )' To address this Robson (ibid. p. 66-75) 

described the fundamental issues of validity, including reliability, internal validity 

and construct validity, generalizability, objectivity and credibility. In discussing 

criteria for judging the quality of research, Yin (2003, p. 37) considered reliability 

and three types of validity, namely construct, internal and external validity. These 

are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

3.9.1 Reliability 

Yin (2003, p. 37) describes reliability as an attempt to minimize the errors and biases 

in a study, so that a later investigator conducting the same case study would arrive at 
the same conclusions. Yin placed an emphasis on doing the same case study and not 

attempting to replicate the results of one study by doing another case study. To 

achieve this Yin (ibid. p. 38) advises carefully documenting the procedures followed 

during a case study. Robson (1993, p. 67) in describing reliability discussed four 

dimensions that can cause a lack of reliability: subject error; subject bias; observer 

error; and observer bias. 

Subject error may be introduced to an intervention for any number of reasons. 
The subject may be more or less inclined to cooperate on certain days, depending 

on their mood, blood sugar levels, whether they feel appreciated at work and so 

on. 

e Subject bias can be introduced when the subject has their own agenda or when 
they are concerned about how their answers may be used. 

e In a similar manner to subject error, observer error can be introduced depending 

on the mood of the researcher. 

* Observer bias can be introduced either consciously or subconsciously, based on 
the researcher's beliefs and opinions. 
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To address subject error and bias multiple sources of evidence can be used. Yin 

(2003 p. 99) advocates multiple sources of evidence to corroborate the same fact or 

phenomenon. Addressing observer error and bias is more difficult and requires that 

the researcher constantly evaluate his/her conclusions carefully. Perhaps the best 

way to avoid observer error and bias is to use multiple researchers (investigator 

triangulation) and to analyze the differences between the researchers' conclusions. 
This option was not possible in the current research; as a result, the researcher's 
descriptions and conclusions were either reviewed by the respondents or by other 

academics to determine their reliability. This method attempts to replicate 
investigator triangulation. 

A further form of triangulation is provided by examining different types of 

organizations, for example small and large organizations, and by examining 

organizations in different industries. 

3.9.2 Validity 

Construct validity is concerned with ensuring that the operational measures of the 

research actually measure what the researcher intends them to measure. Yin (2003 p. 

35) recommends two steps to ensure construct validity. 

1. Select the specific types of changes that are to be studied (and relate them to 

the original objectives of the study), and 

2. Demonstrate that the selected measures of these changes do indeed reflect the 

specific types of changes that have been selected. 

For the purposes of this research the construct is the process of developing objectives 

and performance measures at the operational level of organizations. Therefore, the 

key operational measures are: 

1. Operational level; and 

2. Developing objectives and performance measures. 
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The author has interpreted the test of construct validity as a need to demonstrate that 

the research studied what the author set out to study. Therefore, the author must 
demonstrate that he interviewed operational level managers and that he investigated 

how they develop objectives and measure performance. To this end, the author 

defined an operational level manager as one who spends greater than 50% of his or 

her time in dealing with the day-to-day activities performed as the lowest 

organizational level. This is a reasonable definition of the operational level, which is 

discussed in Section 2.5.1. In addition, the interview questions asked and the 

documentary evidence sought, were reviewed several times and by several people, in 

light of the research questions. Whether or not the research achieved construct 

validity is discussed further in Section 9.6.2. 

According to Yin (2003 p. 36) internal validity is only of concern in causal or 

explanatory case studies. Robson (1993 p. 69) also describes internal validity as 

relating to the causal relationship between treatment and outcome. Yin (2003, p. 3) 

suggests that case studies may be used at any, or all of the phases of research, those 

phases being exploratory, descriptive and explanatory. Gummesson (2000, p. 86) 

correctly points out that this distinction is less than ideal because for example, 

descriptions may be either theory-generating or explanatory. However, the nature of 

this research is predominantly exploratory. There will be descriptive elements as 

well as explanatory elements, yet the emphasis is on exploring how operational level 

manager develop performance measures. 

3.9.3 Generalizability 

Generalizability is also referred to as external validity (Robson 1993 p. 72). External 

validity is a measure of how widely generalizable a study's findings are beyond the 

immediate case (Yin 2003 p. 37, Robson 1993 p. 72). Yin (2003 p. 37) defends the 

case study against its critics by stating that the case study relies on analytic 

generalizations to a broader theory. The theory must be tested in later case studies, 

by direct replication, to provide further evidence of support for the theory. 
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3.9.4 Objectivity 

Objectivity is a positivist measure and is achieved by the researcher remaining 
distant from the research subjects and setting. Remaining distant from the research 

setting is clearly not possible in this research and so a measure for objectivity is not 

considered. Instead, inter-subjective agreement is sought between the researcher, the 

participants and other academics, in a triangulating fashion. 

3.9.5 Credibility 

Traditionally, this has been demanded only from researchers engaged in quantitative 

studies, however, according to Robson (1993 pp. 74-75) there is a strong case to 

make this demand of qualitative researchers because of the lack of formalized 

procedures for conducting qualitative research. Silverman (2001 p. 221) agrees and 

states that 'if qualitative research is to be judged by whether it produces valid 
knowledge, then we should properly ask highly critical questions about any piece of 

research. And these questions should be no less probing and critical than we ask 

about any quantitative research. ' Credibility can be achieved, at least to some extent, 
by providing sufficient detail on how the evidence is produced to allow the reader to 

carry out an exact replication of the study (Robson ibid. ). 

3.10 Conclusion 

This chapter has described some of the various research philosophies, types of 

research, research strategies and research methods, and made the most appropriate 

selections of each for the purposes of this study. The author has a pragmatic 

philosophy, the type of research is action oriented, for which case studies are 

appropriate and interviews, observation and documentary evidence will be used to 

gather the data. 

The validity and reliability of the research will be protected by various methods of 
triangulation. The use of multiple data sources is preferred as one method of 
triangulation. In addition, all observations will be validated by the observed and all 
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conclusions will be validated by the research participants and by academics to which 

the author has access. 
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Chapter Four 

Definitions and attributes 

4.1 Introduction 

This research aims to identify how operational level managers choose performance 

measures and then to develop a method to assist them in selecting measures. Having 

identified how operational level managers currently develop performance measures, 
it will be necessary to assess both how they choose the measures and the measures 

themselves, against the criteria identified in the literature. Identifying those criteria 
is the main purpose of this chapter. 

Unfortunately, even a brief review of the performance measurement literature reveals 

that there is considerable overlap and confusion regarding whether it is measures or 

the measurement system that achieve certain desired outcomes, and therefore which 

should possess certain essential characteristics. In order to distinguish the roles of 

measures and the measurement system, a new working definition is developed for 

'performance measures' and for 'performance measurement systems'. As will be 

seen though, having developed these definitions there was a void. This void was 
filled by considering the performance management system. Consequently, a 
definition was also developed for the term 'performance management system'. 

Thereafter, this chapter identifies the desirable attributes of measures, the 

performance measurement system and the performance management system from the 

literature, and in light of the new definitions, re-assigns the essential attributes. 
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4.2 A working deflnition of measures, measurement and management 

As mentioned above, there is some degree of confusion regarding whether measures 

and/or the measurement system achieve certain desirable outcomes. For example, 
Sink (1986), McNair and Mosconi (1987) and Grady (1991) agree that measures 

should provide (rapid) feedback to those being measured as well as to those making 

the decisions. Globerson (1985) and Brignall (1991), among others, suggest that the 

performance measurement system should provide or enable rapid feedback. To 

clarify this situation, exact definitions, are needed for each term that will better 

explain the scope of each, and as such will allow the role of each to be identified and 

consequently will allow the attributes of each to be identified. 

The only author to previously consider it necessary to provide definitions for these 

terms was Neely (1995), whose definitions are used as the basis of the definitions 

developed here. Consider Neely's (1995) definition of a performance measure as I ... 
a metric used to quantify the efficiency and/or effectiveness of an action'. This was 

subsequently modified to the following (Neely at al 2002, p. xiii): 

A performance measure can be defined as a parameter used to quantify the 

efficiency and/or effectiveness of past actions. 

And a performance metric is defmed as: 

A performance metric is the definition of the scope, content and component 

parts of a broadly-based performance measure. 

From these definitions it can be seen that performance measures can be considered as 
data, and that an individual measure is therefore a datum, which is defined by the 
Oxford English Dictionary (2003) as: 

A thing given or granted; something known or assumed as fact, and made the 

basis of reasoning or calculation; an assumption or premiss from which 
inferences are drawn. 
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The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Langudge (2000) deflines data as 
'Factual information, especially information organized for analysis or used to reason 

or make decisions. ' 

The latter definition is particularly suitable in this research as the measures, or data, 

are intended to facilitate managerial decision-making. As such Neely's (1995) 

definition seems reasonable and many of the attributes claimed for measures in the 

wider literature seem excessive. Information in and of itself is of little use and '... 

performance measures will accomplish nothing by themselves' (Kaydos, 1999 p. 
139). In order for information, or a performance measure, to be of use it must be 

used as part of a structured systeni. 

Neely (1995) defiried a performance measurement system as 'the set of metrics used 

to quantify both the efficiency and effectiveness of actions. Neely et al. (2002, p. 

xiii) later modified the original definition (Neely ct al. 1995) of a performance 

measurement system to the following: 

A performance measurement system enables informed decisions to be made 

and actions to be taken because it quantifies the efficiency and effectiveness 

of past actions through the acquisition, collation, sorting, analysis and 
interpretation of appropriate data. 

Given the earlier interpretation of measures as data, and the defimition of 'data' as 
factual information, then according to Neely's (1995,2002, p. xiii) definitions the 

performance measurement system is really an information system. Considering the 

performance measurement system as an information system is not a new idea. 

Kaydos (1991, p. 69) states that 'A "good" (performance measurement) system is 

one that provides a manager with timely, reliable information which is relevant to the 

decisions he or she must make. ' Eccles (1991) suggested five activities that need to 

be addressed when overhauling a performance measurement system, the first of 

which was to 'Develop an information architecture'. The work reported by Bititci ct 
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al. (1997) considered the performance measurement system to be an information 

system that lies at the heart of the performance management process. 

The performance measurement system communicates strategic objectives 
downwards, level-by-level, making the objectives and measures more specific and 
locally meaningful at each lower level. The same system is also used to collect data, 

perform any necessary calculations and then communicate the results upwards. As a 

result, Neely's (1995) definition is modified as follows: 

A performance measurement system is an information system that 

communicates strategy, initiatives, plans, objectives and targets throughout an 

organization and also collects, and makes available, the actual values of 

performance measures. 

At this stage the definitions have provided for a system that communicates 
information downwards, in the form of objectives and measures, and communicates 
information laterally and upwards, in the form of feedback. The definitions have not 

yet addressed the system that chooses the objectives and measures in the first place, 

that interprets the measured results, and that decides on new objectives and measures 
based on the measured results. Bititci et al. (1997) suggested that the Performance 

Management Process performs this function. According to Bititci et al. (1997) the 

Performance Management Process takes the organization's strategy, breaks it down 

into its constituent parts and communicates specific objectives and measures to the 

relevant divisions, plants, processes and so on, until every individual has been 

included. The performance measurement system communicates these objectives and 

measures throughout the organization and then measures actual performance and 

communicates the results. The results can be used by individuals to guide their own 
decisions and actions as well as being used by management to determine the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the current objectives. 
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The Performance Management System (PMgtS) is therefore defined as follows: 

A performance management system is the system that develops an 

organization's strategy and strategic objectives. It then defines objectives and 

measures for the entire organization, based on the organization's strategic 

objectives. It uses the performance measurement system to deploy objectives 

and performance measures throughout an organization to both guide decision 

making and to assess progress towards the strategic objectives. The 

performance management system periodically re-evaluates and updates 

performance measures and the performance measurement system. 

These definitions, summarized in Table 4.1 below, lead to a conceptual model such 

as that represented in Figure 4.1, below. 

A performance measure is a metric used to quantify the efficiency and/or effectiveness of an 

action (Neely 1995) 

A performance measurement system is an information system that communicates strategy, 
initiatives, plans, objectives and targets throughout an organization and also collects, and makes 

available. the actual values of performance measures 

A performance management system is the system that develops an organization's strategy and 

strategic objectives. It then defines objectives and measures for the entire organization, based on 

the organization's strategic objectives. It uses the performance measurement system to deploy 

objectives and performance measures throughout an organization to both guide decision making 

and to assess progress towards the strategic objectives. The performance management system 

periodically re-evaluates and updates performance measures and the performance measurement 

system. 

Table 4.1 - Practical definitions 
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Figure 4.1 -A conceptual model of the performance management system 

The performance management system receives its input from the strategy 
development process, in the form of strategic objectives. The performance 

management system then defines measures for the strategic objectives and deploys 

these measures to those that arc responsible for, and can control the achievement of 
the objectives. These corporate objectives arc then cascaded levcl-by-level, 

throughout the organization, in the form of objectives and measures, for all of the 
lower levels in the organization. 

This brief and somewhat simplistic definition and model does little to capture the 

complexity of measuring performance in an organizational setting, however it 

facilitates a clearer understanding of the distinctions that need to be drawn between 

performance measures, performance measurement systems and performance 

management systems. 
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The next section describes a review of the literature to identify the essential 

characteristics that measures and performance measurement and management 

systems should possess. Following that, the attributes are assigned appropriately 

according to the new definitions. 

4.3 The desirable attributes of performance measures 

As Neely (1999) identified, much has been written about performance measurement. 
in particular, much has been written about the desirable characteristics that measures 

and performance measurement systems should have. This section examines the 

literature to identify the characteristics that performance measures should possess. 
The attributes of performance measurement systems are considered in the next 

section. 

Globerson (1985) provides nine selection guidelines for choosing performance 

measures: 
Measures should be derived from strategy 

2. Measures must facilitate the benchmarking of organizations in the same 
business 

3. The purpose of the measure must be clear 

4. Data collection and measure calculation methods must be clear 

5. Ratio measures are preferred over absolute numbers 
6. Measures must be under the control of those being measured 

7. Measures are selected based on discussion with those involvcd 

8. Objective measures are preferred to subjective measures 

9. The value of the measure must be the same for same performance at different 

times 

Several other authors agree with many of these guidelines, indeed there is consensus 

in the literature that performance measures should be based on an organization's 

strategy and/or business objectives. Globcrson (1985), Sink (1986), McNair and 

Mosconi (1987), Keegan ct at (1989), Maskell (1989), Neely ct al. (1994), Kaplan 
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and Norton (1996, plO) and Kaydos (1999, p. 74), to name but a few authors, all 

agree that performance measures should be derived from an organization's strategy. 
In fact the only exceptions to this are those authors who suggest that measures should 
be based on an organization's critical success factors, for example Azzone ct at. 
(1991) and Beischel and Smith (1991). Critical Success Factors (CSF's) are those 

'... few key areas where things "must go right" for the business to flourish' (Rockart 

1979). As such, the CSFs can be interpreted as being determined by an 

organization's strategy. Consequently, it can be said that there is unanimous 

agreement in the literature that performance measures should be derived from 

strategy. 

Criteria three, four, five and eight, from above, are equivalent to Wisner and 
Fawcett's (1991) suggestion that performance criteria (measures) should be flexible, 

easy to implement, timely and clearly defined at all levels. Azzone ct al. (1991) 

agree and state that measures should be simple and relevant. Globerson's (1985) 

ninth guideline is concerned with the accuracy of the measures, a point that also was 

of concern to Young (1993). Kaydos (1999, pp. 3,4 and 13) agrees that measures 

should be objective rather than subjective, and that ratios are preferred to absolute 

numbers because ratios provide long-term consistency that overcome changes in 

volume, mix, costs, etc. (Kaydos, 1999 p. 55). 

Globerson (1985) gave more specific advice on five issues that must be dealt with in 

actually measuring the chosen measures. These arc: 

1. The unit of measurement. This should be chosen according to need and the 

preference of those involved. 

2. The level of aggregation. The more aggregated the measure the lower will 

the associated measurement cost be. However, if the measure is too highly 

aggregated its reporting accuracy will be compromised and management's 

ability to respond to problems will be diminished. 
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3. The measurement accuracy. There are two considerations in this issue, 

firstly, the discrepancy between the reported value and the actual value. 
Secondly, how quickly after the fact the data is reported. 

4. A crosscheck mechanism. This is particularly necessary if individuals are to 
be evaluated on the basis of the measure. Ideally there should be no way for 

an individual to modify the measurement itself or the measured result to 
better reflect their own performance. 

5. Data collection and analysis method. There are two approaches to collecting 

and analyzing data. The built-in approach is preferable because the 

measurement is built-in to the process being measured and requires no 

additional resources or effort. The other approach is to deploy additional 

resources to collect and analyze the data and to report on the results, this 

method also has more scope for error. 

Evidence of the need for a crosscheck mechanism is provided by Kaydos (1999, p. 
46), although in this case it was referred to as 'wholeness'. A manufacturing 

manager's performance was assessed based on the percentage of orders that were 
behind schedule. In response, the manager increased the number of orders released 
into the production process. The effect was that although the percentage of orders 
behind schedule appeared to decrease it was only because there were more orders 

released to the production schedule, many of which were inactive. A particularly 
detrimental effect was that inventory value increased by 30% because material was 

ordered for all of the released orders, even though many of the orders had been 

released well in advance of schedule. 

Maskell (1989, part 1) identified seven common characteristics of new performance 

measures being used by World Class Manufacturing companies. These 

characteristics of new measures arc listed below with a brief description. New 

performance measures should: 

be directly related to the manufacturing strategy. Measures need to be based on 

strategy for two main reasons. The first is that the organization needs to know if 
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it is improving or getting worse in terms of the strategic objectives. Secondly, 

the old adage 'what gets measured gets managed' is true - people focus on the 

things that are measured. 

* be non-financial in nature. Financial measures are needed for external reporting 

to shareholders and investors and to provide internal reporting on costs, however, 

the short-term control is best handled with the use of non-financial measures 
because of the documented failing of flinancial measures. 

vary between locations. It is unlikely that any two facilities will have the same 

objectives and/or chosen path to achieve those objectives. So, it follows that 

different facilities should have different measures. 

change over time. The notion of continuous improvement is fundamental to 

world-class manufacturing. As one set of objectives is achieved, a new set will 

be developed and the new set of objectives will obviously need complimentary 

measures. 
be simple and easy to use. If people do not understand the measures or how to 

use them they arc unlikely to adopt them and integrate them into their daily 

routines. As a result, the measures will not drive performance towards the 

intended objective. 

provide rapid feedback. In order to deal with problems as they arise, which is one 

goal of world class manufacturing, it is necessary to receive information in a 

timely manner, not one or two weeks after the fact when it is too late to intervene 

and ffix the problem in it's early stages. 

* be intended to teach rather than to monitor. From a motivational point of view, 
the measures should be used to identify where improvement has been achieved 

and where greater improvement is possible. The measures should not be used 

simply to monitor performance and to punish poorcr performers. 

These points are all supported in the literature. That measures should be strategy- 

based was discussed above. That an organization should have non-financial in place 

is also widely supported (Skinner 1969, McNair and Mosconi 1987, Keegan ct al. 

1989, Azzone et al. 1991, Green et al. 1991, Wisner and Fawcett 1991, Grady 1991, 
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Eccles and Pyburn 1992, Sieger 1992, Lockamy 1994, Meyer 1994 and Neely ct al. 
1994). 

The ability to link measures to strategy requires an understanding of the relationships 

between measures, this is a point not always acknowledged in the literature, as 

evidenced above by Globerson (1985) and Maskell (1989 part 1). However, later 

authors recognized the need for the relationships between measures to be understood, 
in order that they be mutually supportive and not contradict each other (Bcischel and 

Smith 1991, Grady 1991, Eccles and Pyburn 1992, Kaydos 1999, pp. 35-44). Kaplan 

(1996) adds that measures should be chosen to reflect the cause and effect 

relationships between all activities in the organization. 

Not only will identifying the relationships between the measures promote a better 

understanding of how the organization works but it will also contribute to promoting 

appropriate behavior by identifying and resolving differences of opinion (Neely 

2000). Several authors have identified the need for measures to promote appropriate 
behavior, or at least not promote dysfunctional behavior (Keegan et at. 1989, Kaydos 

1991 p. 74, Gregory 1993, Schmenner and Vollmann 1994, Fry 1995, Dumond 

1994). Inappropriate behavior can take a number of forms. Firstly, poorly thought 

out measures can lead to behavior that is inconsistent with, or counter to the strategic 

objectives (Neely and Bourne 2002). Secondly, as McNair ct al. (1990) identified, 

the inappropriate application of financial measures to operating managers is a major 

source of tcnsion, which '... clouds action, and often polarizes factions within 

companies! Another way of looking at this same point is that the measures must be 

relevant and appropriate to the specific situation. Expressed slightly differently, a 

standard set of measures is not appropriate across multiple entities (Brignall ct al. 
1991, Beischel and Smith 1991, Sieger 1992, Gregory 1993). 

Sink (1986), McNair and Mosconi (1987), McNair et at. (1990) and Grady (1991) 

agree with MaskclI (1989, part 1) that measures should provide (rapid) fccdback to 

those being measured as well as those making the decisions. 
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McNair et at. (1990) also agree with Maskell's last point that the measures should be 

intended to teach, rather than to monitor, As McNair et al. (1990) put it management 

accounting should switch from scorekeeper to coach. Kaydos (1999, p. 14) also 

agrees with Maskell's last point, and suggests that if measures are used to find fault 

and punish individuals, then morale will be lowered. However, if measures are used 
in a positive manner to highlight and praise accomplishments then they become a 

powerful motivator. 

Minimizing the number of measures in use was not considered by earlier authors but 

the need to do so is becoming more apparent and is recommended by DeFeo (2000) 

and Schneiderman (2001), as well as Brown (1996), who agrees that many 
organizations have too many measures and stated that '... measuring more things 
doesn't get more quality or guarantee quality. ' The work of Meyer (1994) and Neely 

et al. (1995) has shown that in their efforts to measure the "right" things, many 
businesses measure everything, or at least a very long list of things. Measuring too 

many variables is undesirable (Neely ct al 1994b, Burcher and Stevens, 1996), in 

particular because it leads to poor decision making as the human brain is only 

capable of accurately considering the implications of limited numbers of factors 

(Busby 1995). In the case of objectives, giving an individual too many will result in 

a loss of focus, as a result the Japanese method Hoshin Kanri gives each individual 

no more than four to six objectives to work on during a year, (Witcher and 
Butterworth 1996). To ensure that focus on the strategic objectives is maintained the 

number of objectives, and their related measures, should be kept to as few as 
possible. To this end, the performance measurement (management) system should 
help managers to identify the minimum number of 'right' objectives and measures 

and show where to deploy them to achieve the maximum effect. Schmenner and 
Vollman (1993) point out that there is a difference between using the wrong 

measures and not using the right measures. In the former case, called a "false 

alarm", the wrong things are emphasized. Clearly then, a performance management 

system must provide some means of ensuring that false alarms and gaps do not 

occur. 
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A final point is that measures should be integrated across business functions as well 

as hierarchically (Keegan et al. 1989, Grady 199 1 ). It has been recognized that in 

order to survive, let alone to succeed, in today's highly competitive global market it 

is absolutely necessary that businesses integrate their operations to ensure that all 

functions strive to achieve common objectives (Rhodes 1988, Wisner and Fawcett 

199 1, Bititci and Carrie 1994, Bititci 1995). 

From the above it will be seen that there is general agreement in the litcrature on the 

attributes that measures should have and/or encourage. These attributes have been 

summarized into the following list (Table 4.2, below). 

Attribute 

Be related to strategy and therefore 

situation specific - vary between locations 

and change over time. Include 

intern al/extemal, cost/non-cost as 

appropriate. Identify and eliminate gaps 

and false alarms 

Be flexible, simple, timely and easy to use, 

understand and implement. Objective 

measures, expressed as ratios are preferred. 

Collection and calculation method should 

be clear. Identify the appropriate unit ot 

measure and level of aggregation. 

Provide rapid feedback to those being 

measured and those making the decisions, 

intended to teach, not to monitor 

Be as few as 

Author 

Skinner (1969), Globerson (1985), McNair and 

Mosconi (1997), Keegan ct al. (1989), Maskell 

(1999, part 1), Green et al. (1991), Beischel and 
Smith (1991), Azzone et al. (1991), Wisner and 
Fawcett (1991), Grady (1991), Eccles and Pyburn 

(1992), Sieger (1992), Lockamy (1994), Mcycr 

(1994) and Neely ct al. (1994,1996), (, rcgory 
1993), Kaydos ( 1999, p. 74) 

Maskcll (1999, part 1), Wisncr and Fawcat 

(1991), Azzonc et al. (1991), Globerson (1995), 

Kaydos (1999) 

Maskell (1999, piul 1), Sink (1996), McNair and 
Mosconi (1997), McNair ct al. (1990) and Gradv 

(1991), Kaydos(1999) 

DeFeo (2000), Brown (1996), Busby (1995). 

Neely et al 1994b, Burcher and Stevens, 1996. 

Witcher and Butterworth ( 1996) 

(Continued overicat) 
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The relationships between measures should Beischel and Smith 1991, Grady (1991), Eccles 

be understood, measures should be and Pyburn 1992), Kaplan (1996), Globerson 

mutually supportive, try to include a cross- (1985), Kaydos(1999) 

check mechanism 

Measures should promote appropriate Keegan et al. (1999), Gregory (1993), Fry 1995), 

behavior Dumond (1994), McNair et al. (1990) 

Measures should be selected by and under Globcrson (1985) 

the control of those being measured 

The result of the measurement must be Globerson (1995), Young (1993), Kaydos (1999) 

accurate and repeatable/consistent 

Measures should integrate vertically and (Keegan et al. 1989, Grady 1991 

horizontally 
I 

Table 4.2 - The desirable attributes of performance measures 

In the light of the newly developed definitions, all ofthese attributes are no longer 

applicable to performance measures. These discrepancies are dealt with in Section 

4.5. 

This section identified and examined the attributes that it pulormancc measure 

should possess. In a similar manner, the next section explores the attributcs that a 

perf'ormance measurement system should possess. 

4.4 The desirable attributes of performance measurement systems 

This section is concerned with the attributes ol'perlbi-mance measurement systcnis. 

A review of the literature is described and the attributes that perl'orniance 

measurement systems should have, or encourage, are ident I fied. 

One of' the earliest and most comprehensive studies of' perl'orniance measurement 

was that fiunded by the Chartered Institute ol'Managenient Accountants (CIMA) in 

the UK. The research was conducted over two and a haWyears, in lor-prolit service 
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organizations (Brignall et al. 1991). As a result of that study Brignall ct al. (1991) 
identified that the measurement system should include financial and non-financial 

measures and internal and external measures. They proposed a control model 
(Figure 4.2, below) that includes feed-forward control, through plans, budgets, 

standards and targets and feedback control through investigation of variances 
between target/plan and actual performance. They identified six general dimensions 

of performance, which they categorized as being either Results or Determinants, see 
Table 4.3 below. Measures in the 'Results' category relate to and reflect the chosen 

strategy, that is, they demonstrate how successful the chosen strategy is. On the 

other hand, measures in the 'Determinants' category relate to the factors that cause 
the results to be what they are. Brignall et al (1991) also suggest the concept of 
input, process and output measures as a means to better understand the organization 

and its components. Brown (1996) took this concept a step further by consider 

measures of outcome, as well as measures of output. Measures of outcome address 
the impact that the achieved performance (output) has on the customer. For example, 
if a product is not delivered on time (output), then the customer will not be satisfied 
(outcome). 
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Feed forward control Feedback control 
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Figure 4.2 - Feed-forward/feedback control model 
(Brignall et a]. 1991) 

Brignall et al. (1991) suggest that using the six dimensions of performance measures 

will make the relationships and trade-offs between the measures explicit. As 

examples they quote the trade-off between short-term profit and long-term market 

share and the trade-off between resource utilization and quality. 
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Dimensions of Performance I Types of Measure 

Results Competitiveness Relative market share 
Salesgrowth 

Financial performance Prolitability 
Liquidity 
Capital structure 
Market ratios 

Determinants Quality of service Reliability 
Responsiveness 
Aesthetics/Appearance 
Etc. 

Flexibility Volume flexibility 
Delivery speed flexibility 
Specification flexibility 

Resource utilization Productivity 
Efficiency 

Innovation Perf'ormancc of the 
innovation process 
Performance of individual 
innovators 

Table 4.3 - Six dimensions of performance measures 
(Brignall et al. 199 1) 

Globerson (1985) suggests that developing aP MS should undergo the I'o I lmý in,, I'OUI- L- 
stages: 

1. Choosing the prclýrred perl'ormance criteria (measures) 

2. Measuring the chosen criteria 

3. Assigning standards to the criteria 
4. Designing a ficedback loop to respond to discrepancies between standard and 

actual performance 

He suggests some guidelines fior selecting the measures (these were listed in section 

4.3) and suggests that a weighting system be used to select the most relevant 

measures. Suggestions are also given l'Or deciding how to use the chosen measures, 

assign standards and implementing and using a I'cedback loop. 



Sink (1986) describes a five-stcp methodology for analyzing existing measurement 
and evaluation systems and for dcvclopmg improved systems. 

Step I in Sink's methodology is the Strategic Planning Process. This process should 
identify what the organization should look like in two-to-rive years in order to 

remain competitive, and develop the objectives, goals, plans and teams needed to 

ensure the organization gets to where it needs to be. The plan should attend to the 

components, programs, techniques, interventions and systems that will be needed to 

achieve the objectives. In addition, the specifics of the performance and productivity 

measurement and evaluation system should be identified during this step. 

Step 2 involves an analysis of the inputs and outputs. This step is necessary to 

develop a better understanding of the system in which the participants arc involved. 

There are eight sub-stcps involved in this analysis: 

i. Identify the mission, purpose, goals, objectives and measures of the system 

being analyzed. 
ii. Identify and discuss the domain of the system 

iii. Identify and evaluate the output of the system 

iv. Identify and evaluate the processes involved in generating the output 

V. Identify and evaluate the resources used in those processes 

vi. Audit the measurement and evaluation systems 

vii. Audit the control and improvement systems 

viii. Audit the productivity management cffort as a whole 

Step 3 is the Roadblock Identification, Analysis and Removal Technique (RIART). 

This step is designed to identify any roadblocks or obstacles to achieving the desired 

level of productivity or performance. Once identified, the roadblocks are analyzed to 

understand the 'who, what, how and when' regarding removing the roadblock. This 

step has nine sub-steps: 
i. Selection of the work group or business unit 
ii. orientation and background training and development session 
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iii. Identification and prioritization of performance roadblocks 
iv. Formation of action teams to analyze roadblocks/barriers 

V. Development of action plan to remove roadblocks 

vi. Implementation 

vii. Development of scoreboards to track and evaluate the success of the 
implementation 

viii. Integration with productivity development goals and objectives action 
teams and results from Step I 

ix. Visibility room development 

Step 4 is the Normative Performance Measurement Methodology. This step is 

concerned with how to evaluate the overall performance of the work group or 
business unit being analyzed. The Nominal Group Technique (NGT) is used to 

develop consensual measures of performance for the work group, department or 
function. Individuals suggest measures that might be used, the group then discusses 

these suggestions and a consensus is arrived at. 

Step 5 is the fmal step in Sink's methodology and involves disseminating and 

communicating the efforts and results. The 'Visibility Room' is a concept used to 

promote the open communication between departments or groups. Groups develop 

charts of the performance towards objectives and place the charts in the visibility 

room. 

McNair and Mosconi (1987) suggest that a performance measurement system should 
be designed to monitor market changes, establish and evaluate progress towards 

business objectives and ensure attainment of performance targets at the Market, 

Business, Plant and Shop level. In addition, the PMS should: 

Provide rapid fccdback 

Be sensitive to the profit contributions of various activities and products 
Be flexible and migratory 
Incorporate holistic product costing and control measures 
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" Identify, measure and eliminate non-value-added costs 
" Focus on reducing variances in quality, cycle time and product 

complexity 
" Reclassify costs based on assignability and value-adding characteristics 
" Enhance the traceability of costs to specific products and processes to 

decrease allocations and the distortion of allocations. 

McNair and Mosconi (1987), while clearly having a cost and accounting orientation 

are notable as they specifically suggest monitoring the external environment. Their 

later work is described shortly. 

Wisner and Fawcett (1991) provide nine steps for developing a performance 

measurement system; the steps are shown in the flow diagram in Figure 4.3, below. 

This method is different from those mentioned earlier in that it was the first to 

suggest a periodic re-evaluation of the measures to ensure they remain appropriate. 
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I Clearly deftne fmn's n-ýssion statement I 

Identify the firm's strategic objectives using the mission statement as a guide 

Develop an understanding of each fimcdonal area's role in achieving the strategic I 

objectives 

I 

For each functional area develop global perfonnance measures capable of defining I 

the firtn's overall competitive position to top management 

I 

Communicate strategic objectives and performance goals to lower levels of the I 

organization. Establish more specific goals at each lower level 

I 

Assure consistency with strategic objectives among the performance criteria used at 

eachlevel 

Assure the compatibility of measures used in all ftinctional areas 

Use the performance measurement system to identify competitive position, locate 

problem areas, assist the firm in updating strategic objectives and making tactical 
decisions to achieve these objectives, and supply feedback after the decisions are 

implemented 

PeriodicaHy re-evaluate the appropriateness of the estabfished performance 

measurement system in view of the current competitive environment. 

Figure 4.3 - Steps for developing an effective performance measurement system 
(Wisner and Fawcett 1991) 

Grady (1991) developed the framework depicted in Figure 4.4, below. This 

framework stresses the feedback loop from the operational level to all other levels. 

Grady's framework emphasizes the need to balance cost and non-cost measures and 
to distinguish between process measures and result measures. That is, process 
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measures that assess the performance of the unit, as opposed to result measures that 

assess the output from the unit. The Process measures drive the result measures. 

Feedback 

Vision Vision 

Business Busmess 
Objectives , Objective 

4 

/ 
Strategic Goalss 

Cnitical Success Factors rs C -t-ca n 
- . tic P Crit7ica Tasks (Action Plan s) p 

Accountability System 

---------------------------------------- 
Performance Measures 

Pcrfomiance Measurcment 
Objectives 

Provide nianagcmcnt focus 

Support goals, objcctives, 
stratcgics, CSFs 

Proactivcly identify areas for 
corrective action and provide 
pertinent information to support 
that coffcctivc action 

Support accountability concept 

Promote continuous improvement 

Figure 4.4 - Grady's Performance Management Feedback System 

(Grady 1991) 

Grady's (1991) framework is similar to the SMART (Strategic Measurement 

Analysis and Reporting Technique) Pyramid, developed at Wang laboratories, which 
is described by McNair et al. (1990) and Lynch and Cross (1995), in that both 

recommend a boundary-spanning, cross-functional approach. Both frameworks start 

with the vision and both consider the organization to have three general levels. 

However, the McNair et al. (1990) framework is more prescriptive in terms of how 

the organization should be considered and the general categories of measures to be 

used. The McNair et al. (1990) framework is shown in Figure 4.5, below. The 

corporate vision determines which markets the organization will compete in and the 

products/services offered. This vision leads to goals for the marketplace and 
fimancial goals, which are considered strategic business objectives. These strategic 
business objectives in turn lead to the business operating systems' objectives, and 
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these in turn lead to objectives for the departments and work centers. As mentioned 
above, this approach requires that more emphasis be placed on the business processes 
and how departments and/or work centers cooperate, than on the traditional business 
functions, such as Marketing, Research and Development, Purchasing and so on. 

OBJECTIVES Corporate 
Vision 

Mar et 

Customer 
cti Satisstfoactiorn Flexibility 

or 

Quality 

I 

Delivery 

I 

Business 
Units 

Financial 

Productivit 

\ 

y 

cycle Waste Time 

Operations 

Departments and 
Work Centers 

EXTERNAL INTERNAL 
EFFECTIVENESS EFFICIENCIES 

Figure 4.5 - The McNair et a]. framework 

(McNair 1990) 

Dixon et al. (1990, p 41), Keegan ct al. (1989) and Lockamy (1994) all agree that the 

performance measurement system must facilitate the management of horizontal, 

cross-functional process flows. This requires that management clearly understand 

the unique issues in each group and how the groups relate to each other and is akin to 

understanding the relationships and tradcoffs (Brignall 1991), conducting 

input/output analysis (Sink 1986) and understanding each functions' role in 

achieving the strategy (Wisner and Fawcett 1991). 

imr MEASURES 

Business 
Operating 
Systems 
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Keegan et al. (1989) suggests a matrix of measures based on cost/non-cost and 
internal/extemal measures see Figure 4.6, below. This is a simple framework but the 

combination of these four specific issues draw attention to two fundamental 

concepts: 

1. Organizations need to know what is happening in the 'outside world'; and 
2. Organizations cannot focus on financial issues only 

As such, this framework is a good basis for any additional work, and as Neely et al. 
(1995) put it, this framework should be capable of capturing any measure. 

Non-cost 

Extemal 

Design cycle time 
Percent on-time 

Internal delivery 

tc. 
\ No. new products ýetý 

Figure 4.6 - The Performan( 

No. repeat buyers 
No. of customer 
complaints 
Market Share 
etc. 

Cost 

Competitive cost 
position 
Relative R&D 
expenditure 
Relative labor cost 
etc. 

Design cost 
Material cost 
Manufacturing cost 
e c, 

!e Measurement Matrix 

(Keegan 1989) 

Eccles (1991) identified five areas of activity that must be addressed in order to 

redesign a performance measurement system. These f ive activities are: 

1. Develop an information architecture 
2. Put the technology in place to support the new architecture 
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3. Align incentives with the new system 
4. Draw on outside resources, and 
5. Design a process to ensure the other four occur. 

According to Eccles (1991) the three elements of developing an information 

architecture are firstly, identifying the data needed, secondly, deciding how to 

generate the data and finally, developing the rules that govern the flow of 
information. Putting the technology in place is typically the domain of the IS&T 

(information system and technology) function of an organization, and Boume (2000) 

recommends involving the IS&T function at an early stage in the redesign of a 

performance measurement system. Aligning the reward and incentive system with 
the new measurement system would typically involve the Human Resources (HR) 

function. Drawing on outside resources has much in common with benchmarking 

but is also concerned with obtaining information that will aid in the development of 

the organization's strategy. Within the context of the research reported in this thesis 

Eccles' (1991) last point would involve designing the performance management 

system, it might therefore be better to attend to this item first. 

A different perspective is provided by Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), who point out 

that revising a performance measurement system to improve existing processes 
involves change. They go on to say 'Change in organizations is a very complicated 

process... It involves a psychological shift in the basic assumptions, beliefs and 

values held within the organization. ' In order for a PMS implementation to succeed 
(Blenkinsop and Burns 1992): 

m The duties (data collection, analysis and preparation of results) must be 

assigned to specific people and must become part of their job responsibilities. 
The new measures must be given equal or greater importance than the 

traditional financial measures and this importance must be demonstrated to 

all employees 

m Data must be available in a timely and accurate manner 
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N If a mechanism for collecting the data does not exist, then a new mechanism 

must be implemented 

Other requirements for the PMS are (Blenkinsop and Bums 1992. ): 

Departmental goal-setting without creating inconsistencies in policy or 

excessive interdepartmental conflict 
An appropriate mix of integration and differentiation, i. e. goals are set 
both horizontally and vertically within the framework of the 

organizational chart 
A thorough understanding of the existing measurement system, both 

formal and informal, spoken and unspoken 

Management consensus about where the organization is going and what 

means it has at its disposal for getting there 

mA corporate vision, communicated and internalized by every one of its 

employees 

Long-, short- and medium-term goals, not a fixation with this 

year's/month's/week's financial performance. 

A PMS should lead to integration throughout the entire organization so that every 

employee knows and understands what is to be achieved and how it is to be achieved 

(Gregory 1993). Dumond (1994) defines a performance measurement system as a 

combination of goals, measures and feedback and found that clear objectives, 

mutually supportive measures and feedback are all necessary to achieve the desired 

outcome, i. e. the strategic objectives. Lcbas (1995) concluded that a powerful 

performance management system is one that is built on - and supports - measures 

that: 

a Give autonomy to individuals within their span of control; 

e Reflect cause and effect relationships 

* Empower and involve individuals 
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a Create a basis for discussion, and thus support continuous 
improvement 

a Support decision making 

Lingle and Schiemann (1996) reported that, based on a national survey (in the US) of 

a cross-section of executives '... organizations which are tops in their industry, stellar 
f1mancial performers and adept change leaders, distinguish themselves by the 
following characteristics: having agreed-upon measures that managers understand; 
balancing financial and non-financial measurement; linking strategic measures to 

operational ones; updating their strategic scorecard regularly; and, clearly 

communicating measures and progress to all employees. ' They concluded that 

measurement-managed companies outperform less disciplined companies for four 

reasons: 

Agreement on strategy. The act of translating strategy into measurable objectives 

forces management to be specific, disagreements arise and are dealt with and a 

consensus is arrived at. 

e Clarity of communication. The agreed strategy and related objectives arc 

communicated to all employees. 
Focus and alignment efforts. Group and individual performance measures are 
linked to strategic objectives. There are reviewed regularly and changed if 

neccssary. 

Organizational culture. Successful organizations foster attitudes and behaviors 

that sustain competitiveness, such as teamwork. Employees are included in 

developing their performance measures and agreeing standards. 

Kaplan (1991) states that an effective operational control and performance 

measurement system should provide timely and accurate feedback on the efficiency 

and effectiveness of operations. The system should provide information that may be 

used to encourage employees to strive for continuous improvement through 

experimentation and learning. Both the financial and non-financial data should be 

shown as trends and not compared against standards. Financial measures should be 
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supplemented by non-financial measures because the non-financial measures are 

more relevant in striving for continuous improvement. Kaplan and Norton's solution 
to the problem of traditional performance measurement systems was to develop the 
Balanced Scorecard (1992,1996,2001(a) and (b)). The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 

combines fmancial measures and non-fmancial measures into four perspectives of 

performance in a single framework. The four perspectives are the Financial, 

Customer, Innovation and Learning and Internal Business perspectives. The BSC is 

discussed further in a later chapter. 

In some of their early work, Neely ct al. (1996a) concluded that a process based 

approach to designing, or redesigning, performance measurement systems made it 

casier for firms to: 

" decide what to measure; 

" decide how to measure it; 

" collect the appropriate data; and 

" eliminate conflict in their measurement system. 

As a result they developed a process to design performance measurement systems. 
The process was then tested, and revised, with collaboration from several industrial 

partners (Neely ct al. 1996a, 1996b, 2000). Their process consists of ten phases that 

guide the user from identifying and agreeing strategic business objectives and related 

measures, through cascading those measures to the key drivers of performance. 

Dixon ct al. (1990, p 165) suggest that good measurement systems should: 

1. Be mutually supportive of, and consistent with the business's operating goals, 

objectives, critical success factors and programs. 

2. Convey information through as few and as simple a set of measures as possible. 

3. Reveal how effectively customers' needs and expectations arc being satisfied. 

Focus on measures that customers can see. 

4. Provide a set of measurements for each organizational component that allows all 

members of the organization to understand how their decision and activities 

affect the entire business. 
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5. Support organizational learning and continuous improvement. 

In reviewing the literature to identify the attributes that performance measurement 

systems should possess, another issue becomes clear. That issue is that new 

performance measurement initiatives frequently do not succeed. This is an issue of 

the utmost importance because if a performance measurement initiative is to succeed 

it must address the reasons that might cause it to fail. Sieger (1992) identified the 

elimination of 'old', obsolete measures as a source of strong organizational 

resistance because they are familiar to managers. Eccles (1991) pointed out that the 

CEO must be committed to the implementation of a performance measurement 

system redesign and that it would require a 'special effort' to keep the momentum 

going. Chatwin (1996) identified the lack of senior executive commitment to follow 

through on the implementation of new performance measurement systems and 

measures as the main reason that new PMSs fail. Neely ct al. (2000) identified that 

the real challenges in designing a performance measurement system is not in 

deciding what to measure but in implementing the chosen measures. During the 

implementation of measures, managers encounter fear, politics and subversion 

(Neely et al. 2000). Bourne (2000) agrees that deciding what to measure is only the 

first step and identified other issues that impede the implementation of new 

performance measurement initiatives: 

a) A resistance to the new measurement system. This may be because the new PMS 

requires open communication of information and releasing information changes 

the balance of power 
b) Computer system issues. This can be overcome by involving IS&T earlier in the 

project so that the systems can be online when the measures are ready to be used. 

c) Senior management attention being distracted by other issues. 

Lingle and Schiernann (1996) found the four main barriers to cffcctive measurement 

to be: 

Fuzzy objectives. Failure to clearly define objectives causes confusion and 

poor decision making. 
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" Unjustified trust in inf'ormal feedback systems. Sound data, provided by 

well-defined and implemented measures is a source of' more accurate and 

reliable information than simply relying on infornial feedback. 

" Entrenched measurement systems. Resistance to change can impair, 11' not 

prevent the implementation ol-a new perl'ormance measurement system. 

" The activity trap. Too many measures lead to a lack of' 6ocus and a loss of' 

I'Iiith in the new measures. 

All of the attributes and requirements, relating to perf'orniance measurement systems, 

which were identified in the literature and have been (IISCLIssed above, are 

summarized in Table 4.4, below. The next section re-examines the attributes of' 

measures and performance measurement systems in terms ofthe new definitions fior 

those terms and for the term 'performance niana ge tile nt system'. The attributes of' 

measures and measurement systems, as listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.4, are re-assigned 

according to the new definitions. 

Attribute Author 

The performance measurement system should: 

Conduct strategic planning Sink (1996), Globerson (1995), Brignall ct al. 
0 99 1), Wisner and Fawcett (199 1) 

Communicate plans, budgets, standards and Globerson 1995, Brignall et al. 1991, Wisner 
targets downward, as well as communicating and Fawcett (1994), Dixon et al. (1990), 

results upward Kaplan (199 1) 
Identify and remove roadblocks Sink (1986), Neely ct al. (2000), Lingle and 

Schiemann ( 1996) 
Develop consensual measures, give autonomy Sink (1986), Globerson (1995), Lebas (1995) 
to and empower individuals 
Promote open communication of initiatives, Sink (1986), Globerson (1995), McNair and 
efforts and results (feedback) to every Mosconi (1997), Wisner and Fawcett (1991), 
employee on a locally relevant timescalc Blcnkinsop and Burns (1992) 
Monitor the external environment as well as the McNair and Mosconi (1997), Keegan ct al. 
internal one (1999) 
Balance cost and non-cost measures Grady (1991), Keegan et al. (1989), Lingle 

and Sch icmann ( 1996) 
Measure results, determinants, inputs, Brignall et al. (1991), Brown (1996). Sink 

processes, outputs and outconics (1986), Grady (199 1) 

(Continued ovcdcal) 
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Analyze inputs and outputs to facilitate an Brignall et al. (1991), Wisner and Fawcett 
understanding of the relationships between (1991), Dixon et al. (1990), Blenkinsop and 
organizational units, i. e. manage processes, and Burns (1992), Keegan et al. (1999), Lockarny 
assess the compatibility of measures in all areas (1994), Lcbas (1995), Kaplan (199 1) 
to understand the cause & effect relationships 
and trade-offs 
Periodically reevaluate the strategy and the Wisner and Fawcctt (1991), Lingle and 
measures, delete obsolete measures Schiemann (1996), Sieger 1992 
Produce clear and consistent goals and Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), Durnond 
measures (1994), Lingle and Sch iemann (1996), 
Consider the informal measurement system Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), Lingle andý_ 

Schiemann (1996) 
Involve IS&T at an early stage in development Boume (2000) 
of a new system 
Prioritize the many and then focus on the few Globerson 1995, Dixon et al. (1990), Lingle 

and Sch i emann ( 1996) 
Support organizational leaming and continuous Dixon et al. (1990), Kaplan (1991), Lingle and 
improvement Schiemann 1996 

Table 4.4 - The desirable attributes of performance measurement systems 

4.5 The attributes reconsidered in light of the ne" definitions 

This section takes another look at the desirable attributes of' peribrinance nicasurcs 

and performance measurement systems and reassigns the attributes in light of' the 
definitions developed in section 4.2, and shown again in Table 4.5, below, I'or the 

convenience of the reader. In should be noted that specific guidance in the literature 

on cost and Financial related measures, fior example that of McNair and Mosconi 

( 1987), has been omitted. This research is concerned with the development of'non- 
financial measures at the operational level of' organizations, Systerns to deploy, 

monitor and report financial measures are already well developed and well 

entrenched in organizations. While these systenis are not considered within this 

thesis, it is acknowledged that they are a necessary part of' tile inanagerriclit 

inf'ormation systern. Furthermore, it is suggested that any organization-wide 

pul'ormance measurement, or management, system must be ahle to accept 111put froin 

the financial systems and to deliver that information to those individual,,, that require 

it. 
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A performance measure is a metric used to quantify the cfficicncy and/or effectiveness of an 

action (Neely 1995) 

A performance measurement system is an information system that communicates strategy, 
initiatives, plans, objectives and targets throughout an organization and also collects, and 

makes available, the actual values of performance measures 

A performance management system is the system that defines objectives and measures for 

the entire organization, based on the organization's strategic objectives. It uses the 

performance measurement system to deploy performance measures throughout an organization 

to both guide decision making and to assess progress towards the strategic objectives. The 

performance management system periodically re-evaluates and updates performance measures 

and the performance measurement system. 

Table 4.5 - Practical definitions 

For the sake of brevity the original lists ofattributes are not shown in dic I'ollowinj! 

sections. The newly designated lists me shown and a hrkfcxphna6on ofthe reasows 
fior the designation is provided. 

4.5.1 The desirable attributes of performance measures 

The desirable attributes of performance measures, as identified in the literature, were 

described in Section 4.3 and presented in Table 4.2, the revised list is presented 

below in Table 4.6. 

To increase the likelihood of'measures being used, they should be simple and Casy to 

understand. Reducing the number ofmcasures used to a managcablc set will ensure 

that employees remain flocused on the truly important issucs. 

Using ratio-based measures provides 'at-a-glance' understanding of' tile level ()I' 

performance being achieved, whereas an absolute number would convey little 

meaning without looking up the related target and nicas it re tile rit detalls. Fo r 

example, expressing units shipped as a percentage ofthe target (8011/1, or 800 of looo 
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units) instantly conveys the level of' perl'orniance, this is not the case it' the actual 

quantity shipped is quoted (800 units). 

I Performance Measures should: I 

Be simple and easy to understand, for Maskcll (1989, part 1), Wisner and 

example, be ratio based in preference to Fawcett (1991), Azzone et al. (1991), 

absolute numbers, show a trend G loberson ( 1985) 

Have appropriate accuracy, units of Globerson (1985), Young (1993) 

measure and levels of aggregation 

Be objective or subjective as Globcrson (1985), Kaydos (1999), 

appropriate Anderson and Fagcrhaug (2002) 

Be defined with input from, and under Globerson (1985) 

the control of those being 'measured' 
I 

Table 4.6 - The new list of attributes for measures 

Measures should have appropriate accuracy, units and levels ofaggregation. this is 

dependent upon the objective, situation and level ofthe organization. For example, 

the CEO of an organization doesn't necessarily need to know that the shipment to 

customer A was short by 12 units, that the order to customer 13 was, two days late and 

that custorricr C was shipped the wrong product. Instead, the might prefer to 

receive the infiorniation as a percentage of'oi*(Iei'-. -,, shipped correctly. Conversely, an 

operator on the assembly line is not concerned with (fircct labor variances. 

Suýjectivc nicasures rely on an individual's Interpretation of' dic situation. An 

individuals' experience, knowledge and mood will mold this interpretation. This 

makes consistent decision-making more difficult than if objective measures wcl-c to 

be used. However, as Anderson and Fagerhaug (2002, p. 23) point out it is not 

always possible to use obýjective measures, 6or example, when assessing 'quality of 
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work life'. For these reasons, subjective measures can be used but objective 

measures are more desirable. 

Including the group to be measured in actually deciding what to measure is a useful 

step. Aside from greater acceptance due to an increased sense of ownership, 
including the group being measured in defming their measures will lead to a better 

understanding of the organization's strategy and the group's role in achieving that 

strategy. Being involved in defting the measures also facilitates the previous point, 
that is, the need for all employees to understand thern. The activities being measured 

must be under the control of those being measured to avoid making the employees 

apathetic and disgruntled at being measured against criteria that are not under their 

control. 

4.5.2 The desirable attributes of performance measurement systems 

Considering the performance measurement system as an information system opens 

up another dimension to the attributes required. Specifically, the technical aspects 

also need to be considered, including issues of security and access. This thesis is 

concerned with the attributes of the information system that impacts on performance 

measurement, the technical considerations arc outside the scope of this thesis. 

The new definition of a performance measurement system as an information system 
has a considerable impact on the list of attributes that has previously been assigned to 

performance measurement systems. This information system should provide 

employees with access to the strategy and associated objectives, as well as their own 

objectives. This constitutes the feed-forward part of the closed loop information 

system. The same system should also provide access to real-time results of actual 

performance, compared against targets. 
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The performance measurement system 
should: 

I 

Be accessible by every employee Sink (1986), Globerson (1985), 
McNair and Moscom (1987), Wisner 
and Fawcett (1991), Blenkinsop and 
Burns ( 1992) 

Provide downward and lateral Globerson 1985, Brignall et al. 1991, 
communication of strategy, initiatives, Wisner and Fawcett (1994), Dixon et 
plans, objectives and targets al. (1990), Kaplan (1991) 
Provide rapid lateral and upward Sink (1986), Globerson (1985), 
communication (feedback) of actual McNair and Moscom 0 987), Wisner 
performance against targets and Fawcett ( 199 1), Blenkinsop and 

Burns ( 1992) 
Be capable of including cost and non-cost Grady (1991), Keegan et al. (1989), 
measures Lingle and_Schicmann 1 996) 
Facilitate an understanding of the Brignall et al. (1991), Wisner and 
relationship between measures (for Fawcett (1991), Dixon et al. (1990), 
example, by presenting and linking Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), 
measures graphically) Keegan et al. (1989), Lockamy 

I (1994), Lebas (1995), Kaplan (199 1) 

Table 4.7 - The ne", list of attributes for measurement systems 

Clearly, if every employee is expected to work towards achieving the strategic 

objectives, then every employee should be able to access the performance 

measurement system. 

The downward and lateral communication of' strategy, Initiatives, plans, objectives 

and targets is also sornewhat sell'explanalory. In order for every Cniployee to know 

what they should be doing and how they should bc doing it, the 'Miat' and 'how' 

must be communicated to them. The tern, 'lateral' communication is intended to 

express two concepts. Firstly, the feedback ofactual performance against target to 

the individual pci-fiorming a task, and secondly, tile communication of all relevant 

tearn or business process related iril'orrilation to all individuals oil a tearn or involved 

in a process. 
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If the performance measurement system, as an information system, is to be accepted 

and used by every employee, then for the sake of simplicity of use it should contain 

all the information that a user might need access to. Hence, the performance 

measurement system should include the organization's firiancial data. The 

performance measurement system should therefore be able to capture the financial 

data from the existing financial control and reporting systems. 

Finally, in order to promote a true understanding of the relationships between 

objectives and measures it would be useful if the performance measurement system 
could show these relationships graphically. 

4.5.3 The desirable attributes and actions of the performance management 

system 
The performance management system is the system that dcfmes objectives and 

measures and uses the performance measurement system, as an information system, 

to communicate objectives downwards and results laterally and upwards. The 

attributes of the performance management system have been summarized, in some 

cases combined, and are listed in Table 4.8 below and then discussed. 

The performance management system operates at every level of the organization. At 

the highest level it conducts strategic planning and develops strategic objectives and 

measures. It communicates these strategic objectives to the next lowcr level, which 

conducts its own planning and develops a new set of objectives and measures. This 
iteration continues until every level of the organization has a set of objectives and 

measures derived from the strategic objectives. 
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The performance management 
system should: 

I 

Monitor both the internal and external 
environments 
Conduct strategic planning and define 
strategic objectives 

Understand the relationships between 
the organizational units by considering 
the input, process and output of each 

Encourage cross- functional interaction 
and communication to promote a better 

understanding ofhow units affect each 
other 
Identify how the major units at the next 
lower level can contribute to the 
strategic objectives 
Define consensual objectives and 
measures for every level, based on the 
strategic objectives. Use as fiew 
objectives and measures as possible 
Clearly derine the data collection 
method and the measure calculation 
method 
Ensure that the objectives and measures 
for each unit are clear, consistent and 
compatible, and will not promote 
dysfunctional behaviour between the 
units 
Identify and eliminate roadblocks to the 
successful implementation of the 
objectives and measures 
Use the performance measurement 
system to openly communicate 
strategy, initiatives, objectives and 
targets downwards 

Ensure the results of the measurement 
are fed back to those executing the 
actions as well as to theirsuperiors 
Empower employees by promoting 
autonomy, as far as possible, in 
determining corrective actions 

McNair and Moscom (1987), Keegail 
et a]. (1989) 
Sink (1986), Globerson (1985), 
Brignall et al. (1991), Wisner and 
Fawcett (I 

_9_9 
1) 

-- -- Brignall ct al. (1991), Wisner and 
Fawcett (1991), Dixon ct al. (1990), 
Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), Keegan 
et al. (1989), Lockarny (1994), Lebc,, 
(I 995), 

_Kap 
la n( 1_991 ) 

Sink (1986), Globcrson (1985), 
McNair and Moscom (1987), Wisner 
and Fawcot (1991), 131crikinsop and 
Burns ( 1992) 
Sink (1986), Globerson (1985). 
Brignall et al. (1991), Wisner and 
Fawcett 1991) 
DeFco (2000), Brown (1996), Busby 
(1995), Neely et al 1994b, Burchcrand 
Stevens, 1996, Witcher and 
Butterworth ( 1996) 
Maskell (1989, part 1), Wisner and 
Fawcett (1991), Azzone et al. (1991). 
Globerson ( 1985) 
Keegan ct al. ( 1989), Gregory ( 1993), 
Fry (1995), Durnond (1994), McNair ct 
al. (1990) Globerson (1985), Young 
(1993) 

Sink (1986), Neely et al. (2000), Linglc 
and Schicniann (1996) 

Sink (1986), Globcrson (1985), 
McNair and Mosconi (1987), Wisner 

and Fawcett (1991), Blenkinsop and 
Burns ( 1992) 

Maskell (1989, part 1), Sink (1986), 
McNair and Moscon, (1987), McNair 
et a 1. ( 1990) and Grady ( 199 1) 
Sink (1986), Globerson (1985), Lebas 
(1995) 

Colitilitled o 
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Use the measurement results to Dixon et al. (1990), Kaplan (1991), 
stimulate continuous improvement and Lingle and Schiemann 1996 
organizational learning 
Be aware of the informal measurement Blenkinsop and Burns (1992), Lingle 
system, to counter it, tic rcwards to the and Schicniann (1996) 
formal system 
Periodically reevaluate the objectives Wisner and Fawcett (1991), Lingle and 
and measures, delete obsolete measures I Schiemann (1996), Sieger 1992 

Table 4.8 - The new list of attributes and actions of tile performance 

management system 

In order to develop a successfiul strategy an organization needs to know what is going 

on in the external environment. This includes identifying customer requirements, 

monitoring competitors and addressing regulatory, community and pressure group 

requirements. All of these I'actors are included, along with the owner's. or board", 

requirements for the 1-uture ofthe organization, in developing the strategy. 1ý'rojjj the 

strategy comes a series orkey objectives that, lf'aclilcýcd, will ensure achievement of 

the strategy. 

To develop achievable objectives requires an understanding ofhow the ýariiolls unit,,, 

within an organization ffinction and interact. However, the detail required depends 

upon the size of the organization and the level within the organization. For example, 

in a small organization the owner or Chief Executive Offi Iii, olit well - Icer I t-- 
possess a sound understanding of' every aspect of' the organization. oil tile other 
hand, the CEO of a major organization cannot be expected to know and understand 

the interactions ofevery activity at the bottoni ol'the organization. For the CFO and 

board members of a large organization, who are concci-ned with (Ickeloping tile 

strategic objectives, it will likely be sull-icicilt to understand llow tile strategic 

business units (SBUs) combine and interact with the external crivironment. During 

the gradual disaggregation of' the objectives and measures, as they cascade 

throughout the organization, those developing the objcctivcs and measures require an 

understanding ofthc interrelationships at their own level and at the level below them. 

So, for the CEO understanding the relationships between SBUs is sufficlent, however 
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for a plant manager it is essential to understand the relationships between the various 
functions or processes within the plant. This understanding is an essential 

requirement to ensure that objectives and measures are compatible and do not 

promote dysfunctional behaviour. 

Encouraging cross-functional interaction and communication will promote a better 

understanding of how the various units affect each other. If the organizational units 

at every level communicate with each other to explain their requirements and if this 
is done in light of the strategic objectives, then this will lead to a much better 

understanding of the relationships between organizational units. This improved 

understanding of the relationships between the units will better facilitate the 
identification of how those units can contribute to the strategic objectives. 

When the contribution of each unit to the objectives at the next higher level has been 

identified, a new set of objectives and measures can be developed for the units in 

question. These objectives and measures should be consensual in the sense that 

those who will be responsible for achieving the desired performance should be 

involved in selecting the objective and the measure. This will include determining 

the data collection and measure calculation methods, as well as the measurement unit 

and frequency. There should be as few objectives and measures as possible, no more 

than six per individual, in order to maintain focus on the key objectives. The 

objectives and measures should be clear, consistent and compatible and should not 

encourage dysfunctional behaviour. They should also be prioritized to assist in 

making trade-off decisions. 

Roadblocks to the implementation of the objectives and measures might not be 

immediately apparent. If they are, then those responsible for achieving the objective 

and those with knowledge of the roadblock should discuss the issue and attempt to 

arrive at a mutually acceptable conclusion. If that is not possible, then those 

responsible for setting the objectives must determine the most appropriate outcome. 
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The performance measurement system should be used to communicate the objectives 
to those responsible for achieving thern. This information should always be available 
and accessible. In addition, the performance measurement system communicates the 

results of the measurement back to those executing the actions, as well as to those at 
the higher levels. In discussing 'information systems' there is a tendency to assume 
that computers are involved. However, depending on the size of the organization this 

need not be the case. Communicating the objectives to an individual and making 
them available could be as simple as printing out a sheet of paper containing the 

objectives and measures and giving the paper to the individual. 

Empowering employees and promoting continuous improvement and organizational 
learning are closely related. The performance measurement system should not be 

used to monitor, control and punish. It should be used to allow employees to identify 

their current level of performance and to compare it to the desired level of 

performance. The performance management system should also have put a system in 

place to allow the employee to dctem-dne an appropriate course of action to correct 

the performance variance. Autonomy and empowerment should obviously be 

tempered by reason. 

The informal measurement system consists of the measurements that individual 

mangers perform, that are unrelated to the formal systen-L For example, a department 

manager might have a number of objectives that are assessed by the organization's 
formal performance measurement system. However, the same manager might 
choose to assess the performance of those in the department against his/her own 
criteria, with the result that performance compatible with the strategic objectives 

might not be rewarded, and might therefore be discouraged. Open and honest 

communication throughout an organization should help to minimize the reliance on 
an informal measurement system. In addition, if senior management demonstrate 

their commitment to the formal system through consistency of action, then using an 
informal system should be seen to be unnecessary as the formal system can be 

configured to provide whatever information is needed. 
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Finally, the performance management system should evaluate the objectives and 

measures periodically to ensure they are still relevant and appropriate. The 

frequency of the re-evaluation will depend upon the level in the organization and 
would typically take place as an appropriate multiple of the reporting cycle. 

4.6 Conclusions 

This chapter began by developing new definitions for the terms 'performance 

measure', 'performance measurement system' and 'performance management 

system'. The chapter continued by reviewing the literature to identify the attributes 

and actions that measures and measurement systems should possess and perform. 
These attributes and actions were re-assigned according to the new definitions. As a 

result, many of the actions and attributes previously assigned to the performance 

measurement system are more accurately assigned to the performance management 

system. 

According to the list of actions and attributes in Table 4.8, the performance 

management system is not simply another system or process, that exists within an 

organization. In addition, it is not a system or process that can be added or removed 

at will. Instead, it is the central guidance system within an organization. It decides 

what needs to be done, and how it needs to be done to ensure the success of the 

organization. All other systems and processes exist to support the performance 

management system. 

The next chapter describes the participating managers and their organizations and 
begins the examination of the empirical data. 
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Chapter Five 

Empirical Evidence 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by explaining the rationale for choosing the participants and 
presents a brief description of the organizations and the managers who form the case 
studies. 

The chapter then goes on to describe the structure of the interviews and presents an 
overview of the analysis, which was guided by the research questions and 
hypothesis. 

Finally, the empirical evidence as it pertains to the operational level is discussed. 

Having established that the operational level characteristics identified in the literature 

arc indeed valid, the chapter moves on to begin the discussion of the implications this 
has for performance management at the operational level. 

5.2 The interviewees, who and why? 

As identified in the literature review, most of the research that has been carried out 
into performance measurement and management systems has been done at the higher 
levels of large organizations. More recently, some researchers have examined 
performance management in small and medium sized organizations, for example 
Hudson (2001). However, this research was also focused at the higher levels of 
those organizations. This represents a gap in the literature, as performance 

management at the operational levels has not been investigated. 
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To address this gap, this research is concerned with performance management at the 

operational levels of organizations. Having determined the focus of the research, the 

author was presented with a number of choices concerning where the empirical 

evidence might be gathered. For example, whether large or small organizations 

should be investigated, what type of organization might offer the most useful data 

and which functions at the operational level to investigate? 

As discussed in Section 3.7.3, making use of personal contacts to gain access to 

organizations is frequently the best approach (Easterby-Smith ct al. 2002, p. 71, 

Patton 2002, p. 242). The author was not is a position to gain access to organizations 

with which the university had already established a relationship. Therefore, using 

personal contacts to gain access to organizations was preferred because of the greater 
likelihood of being granted access by personal contacts than by managers to whom 

the author was unknown. Because the author's observations, as an employee, 

provided the initial impetus for this research, it seemed natural to the author that the 

organization in which he was employed at the time should be studied. A direct 

approach to gaining formal access to the organization was deemed most suitable. 
Unfortunately, permission to investigate the author's employer, specifically to 

interview managers, was not granted. Fortunately, the author had a number of 

acquaintances in other organizations who were willing to participate, albeit 
informally. As there is no reason to consider the author's acquaintances as anything 

other than normal, this sampling strategy may also be considered to be typical case 

sampling (Patton 2002, p. 236, Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 28). The main 
drawback from using personal contacts as the interview subjects, is that the choice of 

which organizations, and which functional areas within those organizations, to 

include in the study is limited. 

It seemed logical to the author that the research should examine the operational 

levels of large organizations. Large organizations are likely to have the resources to 

devote to developing advanced systems and to devote to training in the use of those 

systems. As a result, they should be able to offer insight into what could be 

considered best practice. If these organizations have sophisticated and well 
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developed performance management systems at the operational level, then it would 
be possible to conclude that, at least, large organizations have well developed 

performance management systems. On the other hand, if large organizations have 

not yet proliferated advanced performance management system to the operational 
level then it might be possible to conclude that a great deal of work remains to be 

done on convincing practitioners of the value of integrated performance management 

systems. The author was granted access to two 'large' organizations, both with 
annual revenues of over US$5 billion. At this point, the author had to make a 
decision whether to investigate these organizations in great depth or to add breadth to 

the study by including other organizations in the study. As the findings from 

Companies B and D were closely related to the author's own observations in 

Company A, the decision was made to pursue breadth. At this time, the author was 

presented with the opportunity to investigate two smaller companies. This 

represented an opportunity not only to provide breadth but also to add an element of 
triangulation by investigating both large and small companies. As a result, the type 

of participating organization was expanded to include both large and small 

companies. 

The author was also fortunate enough to become acquainted with a Vice President in 

a large multi-national organization, interviewing this individual provided an 

opportunity to add further evidence of the difference between the strategic and 

operational levels. Prior to this interview the characteristics of the strategic level 

were largely speculative as they had been identif icd in the literature and had not been 

substantiated. 

5.2.1 The participants 
This section presents a brief description of each the participating organizations. The 

descriptions of the participating organizations are deliberately vague because formal 

access was not sought. As a result, the descriptions and references have been worded 

to protect the identity of the participants and their organizations. 
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5.2.1.1 Company A 

Company A designs, manufactures and services equipment that is used by a wide 

range of customers to manufacture components in the 'high tech' industry. 

Company A has been in business for over 30 years. It had 2000 revenues of around 
$10 billion with over 20000 employees. This fell to a recent low of around $4 

billion, with a net loss, in 2003. They have since recovered with 2004 revenues in 

excess of $8 billion and a net income of over $1 billion, with 12000 full-time 

employees. Much of the recovery is due to increased demand for their products, 

which is in turn driven by consumer demand for the products manufactured by 

Company A's customers. There has also been a change in leadership, numerous 

reorganizations and relentless cost-cutting. 

The only interview for which permission was granted in Company A was with a 
Human Resource manager, who explained how Company A's communicates 

objectives and measures performance. However, as an employee of Company A, the 

author was able to make use of observations to supplement the findings in other 

organizations. 

5.2.1.2 Company B 

Company B has been operating for 50 years and is a leading manufacturer of 

semiconductor products for multiple consumer and industrial markets. The company 
had 2004 revenues of over $5 billion and employs over 20000 people worldwide. 
During the recent downturn Company B closed or sold over half of its manufacturing 
facilities and reduced its workforce by over 30% between 2000 and 2004. Company 

B has recently returned to profitable operations, due in large part to the global 

economic recovery. The aggressive focus on cost reduction and productivity 
improvement has also contributed. 

Manager 1 has been in the industry for over nine years and in his current position for 

almost two years, having held a number of technical positions in Company B. 
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Manager 1 is responsible for the processes run on one type of equipment, his group 
includes seven engineers and eight technicians. 

Manager 2 has been in the industry for over 15 years and in his current position for 

almost two years. He has held a variety of technical and supervisory positions in two 

companies in this industry. Manager 2 is an Equipment manager, his group consists 

of 26 technicians and five supervisors, with responsibility for all of the equipment in 

one particular group. 

5.2.1.3 Company C 

Company C has been a supplier of a range of highly specialized products and 

services to the semiconductor industry, for over 40 years. Company C had 2004 

annual operating revenue of around $200 million and employs less than 1000 people 

worldwide, with a presence in Europe, Japan, China and the United States. 

Like all companies in the semiconductor industry, Company C is recovering from the 

worst ever downturn in the industry. For example, their 2001 sales revenue fell by 

over 50% on the previous year and they swung from a profit in 2000, to a loss in 

2001. The lessons learned from this downturn have resulted in a strategic change in 

Company C, part of which is an increased focus on performance measurement and 

management with new performance measurement and management systems 

currently being implemented. 

Manager I is a Regional Account Manager with responsibility for a major territory in 

the United States. Manager I has been in the industry for over 12 years and in his 

current position for over six years. He has a total of 5 direct reports. 

5.2.1.4 Company D 

Company D designs and manufactures a wide variety of products for a range of 

industries, including semiconductor, pharmaceutical and gas and chemical 

processing. Company D is a division of a multinational conglomerate, having been 

bought out over 30 years ago. The parent company has been operating for over 80 
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years, had 2004 revenues of approximately $7 billion and employs over 43000 

people worldwide. The division for which Manager I works had 2004 revenues of 
approximately $1 billion and employs around 3000 people. 

Manager I is a Regional Account Manager with a total of seven reports. He has been 
in the industry and with Company D for 15 years and in his current position for nine 
years. Manager D now reports directly to the President of the company but still 
qualifies as an operational-level manager because for more than 50% of the time he 
is concerned with day-to-day issues. 

5.2.1.5 Company E 

Company E has been operating for approximately 80 years and is a designer and 
manufacturer of a wide range of entertainment and educational products that are 
primarily aimed at children. Company E has over 5000 employees with a presence 
in Europe, North America and Asia, and had 2004 revenues of over $3 billion. 

Manager I is the Vice President of Operations and Planning and has a staff of over 
140 people. He has over nine years in this particular industry and has been in his 

current position for over five years. 

5.2.1.6 Company F 

Company F designs and manufactures a range of fresh and frozen meals for a variety 

of markets and has been in operation for approximately 20 years. The company has 

a workforce of around 400 people and had 2004 sales in the region of $ 100 million. 

The company is currently faced with reduced sales due to the loss of a major 

customer and changing market conditions. As a result, Company F has recently 

closed its second plant and integrated those operations into its primary plant. 

Manager I has a total of 6 direct reports and is responsible for 260 indirect reports. 
He has been in the industry for over 20 years and has held a variety of management 

and senior management positions in a number of organizations. Manager I has been 
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with Company F for approximately a year as the Plant Manager and is responsible 
for production and maintenance. 

5.3 The Interviews 

Each of the interviewees was initially contacted and asked if they would be willing to 

participate. During this initial contact a brief overview of the research was provided 

and assurances were given that no confidential information would be sought and that 

anonymity would be guaranteed. In the case of all but one of the participants, 
Manager I in Company F, the participants were known to the author either 

personally or professionally. Manager I in Company F was contacted via a 

colleague of his, with whom the author is personally acquainted. 

Each of the interviews began by explaining the purpose of the research, including 

how the need for the research was identified in the literature and the intended 

outcomes of the research. A diagram was used to show the general structure of the 

research and to highlight where in the research the empirical evidence would be 

gathered. 

In the case of all but one of the interviewees at least two interviews was conducted 

over a period of several months. The purpose of the follow-up interviews was 

mainly to gather additional information, for two main reasons. In some cases the 

author did not probe deeply enough during the first interview, either because of 
inexperience in interviewing or because the interviewce made a comment which 

caused the author to probe another direction. In addition, during the analysis further 

questions were raised which required a return visit to the interviewces. However, 

two of the follow-up interviews were needed because the interviewces did not have 

time to allow the author to ask all of the questions in a single session. The interview 

schedule is shown in Table 5.1 below, and includes the approximate time spent with 

each interviewee. 
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Manager I in Company E, the Vice President, was interviewed only once as the 

purpose of this interview was to contrast the environment ofthe senior management, 

or strategic level with that of' the operational level. Sull-icient dctail \, vas gathered 
during the first interview to confirm that there are significant diffiercticcs between the 

two levels. 

Interviewee Date Duration 

Company A November 2004 55 minutes 
(HR Line Manager) 
Manager B1 11/19/2004 75 minutes 

12/10/2004 85 minutes 
03/11/2005 40 minutes 
05/02/2005 40 minutes 

Manager B2 11/19/2004 70 minutes 
12/10/2004 55 minutes 
04/21/2005 65 minutes 

- - Manager C1 1/14/2005 120 ni inut cs 
3/30/2005 55 minutes 

Manager D1 1/2/2005 130 minutes 
03/26/2005 30 minutes 
04/22/2005 105 minutes 

Manager E1 04/29/2005 65 minutes 
Manager F1 2/7/2005 105 minutes 

04/27/2005 60 minutes 

Table 5.1 - Interview dates and durations 

Each of the interviews was transcribed and summarized, a copy ofthe S11111111,11-Y was 

then returned to each ofthe participants to verify its accuracy. Yin (2003, p. 30 and 
159) points out that having the participants review a drall of' the case reports is not 

only a professional courtesy but also helps to increase tile construct validity of' tile 

case. The manager in company D made a minor ad justment to the wording ol'onc 

descriptive sentence in his summary, and the managas in Company 13 requested that 
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certain details be removed from the summaries ol'theii- interviews to CIISLirc that their 

organization could not be identified. No substantive changes were required. 

5.4 Analysis of the empirical data 

The interview transcripts were examined from the pcr,, pcctl\c ()I, thc rcscarch 

questions, using Content Analysis and Pattern Matching. The analysis first sought to 

identil'y the characteristics ofthe operational levels. Further analysis was alined at 

understanding how the participating managers at the operational level develop 

objectives and measures, and to what extent the desirable characteristics espoused ill 

the literature actually exist at the operational level ol'the participating organizations. 

Subsequent analysis looked for other observations that might provide answers to the 

research. The research questions are listed in Table 5.2 below, as call be seen they 

are divided among three categories. 

Questions related to the operational level 

I What arc the characteristics of the operational level in the part ieipat i ng organ i za-tion _st_hýat 

might have an impact on the choice of method to develop objectives and measurcs? 

Research questions related to the performance management and measurement systems 

2 Do the participating organizations have well developed perf'ormancc 11'anavc, "c"t , ),. stcnis at 

the operational level? 

3 How do the participating opcrational-Icvcl managers develop objectives and measures? 

4 Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in the literature, exist at the operational level of 

the participating organizations? If they exist, is it as a result ofthe system or the manager? 

General analysis question 

5ý In light of the characteristics idcntificd by RQ fl, arc the existing methods to develop 

objectives and measures suitable for use at the operational level of' the participating 

organizations'? 

Table 5.2 - Research questions 
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The three categories of questions are concerned, firstly, with the characteristics of the 

operational level and in particular what those characteristics might mean for 

developing objectives and measures. The second category is concerned with 
identifying how managers at the operational levels of organizations develop 

objectives and measures. The final category is referred to as a 'general analysis' 

category and contains what is possibly the most important question of all, as it ask 

whether the existing methods are suitable for use at the operational level. 

The analysis of the empirical data began by analyzing the individual interview 

transcripts using content analysis. The use of content analysis is described by Patton 

(2002, p. 453) as any '... qualitative data reduction and sense-making effort that takes 

a volume of qualitative material and attempts to identify core consistencies and 

meanings. ' Each of the interview transcripts was read several times, on each pass 

marginal remarks (Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 66) were used to record specific 

observations. The choice of observation to record was guided by the original 

research questions and (Yin 2003, p. II I). 

Each of the individual cases were analyzed first and then a cross-case analysis was 

conducted, using pattern matching (Robson 1993, p. 379) to identify the similarities 

and differences across all of the cases. Patton (2002, p. 453) suggests that the core 

meanings identified through content analysis are often referred to as patterns or 

themes. While Patton (ibid. ) points out that there are no hard and fast definitions for 

patterns and themes, patterns are generally considered to be a descriptive finding, 

whereas themes are more categorical or topical in nature. 

This chapter contains the details of the analysis of the interview transcripts from the 

perspective of the operational level characteristics. Chapter Six examines the 

empirical data from the perspective of the desirable characteristics of performance 

management systems and their components. 
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5.5 Empirical evidence of the characteristics of the operational level 

This section examines the empirical data to determine to what extent the 

characteristics of the oPerational level, as identified in the literature, are valid. 

5.5.1 Empirical evidence of the operational level characteristics 

The research question that is specifically concerned with the operational level is 

stated below. 

RQ #l. What are the characteristics of the operational level that might have an 
impact on the choice of method to develop objectives and measures? 

This section describes the empirical evidence, as provided by the participants, to 

answer this question. 

The characteristics of the operational level were exactly as identified by Mintzberg 

(1973, p. 110). These characteristics were originally identified during the literature 

review and discussed in Section 2.5.2 on page 43. As discussed in the following 

paragraphs, all of the interviewces provided evidence that the following 

characteristics are valid at the operational level: 

Real-time, short-term focus 

Current and specific issues 

Brevity and fragmentation of activities 

Continuous and rapid decision making 

The longest term that any of the interviewees are concerned with is planning for the 

year ahead. Those planning activities take place over a period of from several weeks 
in Company B, to three months in Company F, after which the managers turn their 

attention back to the short-term, which can be as little as one day. 

Manager I in Company B spends most of his time dealing with issues that require 
immediate attention. He stated that he can have from five to 15 activities ongoing at 
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any one time, for each of his five main business goals, these activities can last from 

one week up to six months. However, on most improvement projects there is a sense 

of immediacy and results are required as soon as possible, for example in improving 

the availability of equipment. Manager I estimated that he makes 60-70% of his 

decisions on the spot because the decision has to be made immediately. He also 

admitted that his activities are frequently interrupted because more urgent or 
important issues crop up unexpectedly, and that he is usually working on five or six 

problems simultaneously. 

Manager 2 in Company B described a similar situation. He is constantly working on 

multiple issues and admitted that none of them are as 'high quality' as they could be 

simply because he does not have enough time to spend on then-L He stated that he 

could have as many as 30 activities underway at any one time and that their duration 

could be from one week to six months. He also pointed out that, in general, people 

are more focused on their daily and weekly goals, and that they care little about next 

week. If Manager 2 has to spend several hours on an activity without being 

interrupted he will take the work home because it would not be possible to get it 

done during regular business hours, due to the constant interruptions. 

The interviewee in Company C said that his time is divided into three categories, 

which are personnel issues, the day-to-day 'silly stuft, and strategic business issues. 

Manager C claimed to be lucky in that he has a good team and that only 

approximately 10% of his time is spent on personnel issues, he pointed out that other 

managers are not so fortunate. The 'day-to-day silly stufr, which includes internal 

politics, dealing with internal and external customers and any issues that arise takes 

approximately 50% of his time. The remaining 40% of his time is spent on strategic 
issues, including writing his business summary for 2004 and developing plans to win 

new business accounts and to win back lost accounts. He pointed out that he works 

on the strategic issues after 6: 00 prn when the phones have stopped ringing and when 

the constant interruptions have stopped. Manager C also pointed out that as he does 

a lot of traveling he gets a great deal of work done in airports and on planes, again 
because he is not interrupted during these times. 
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Manager D suggested that his job should consist of some short-term, mostly 
medium-term and a little long-term focus. However, he pointed out that, 'like 

everybody else', he finds that the medium- and long-term focus is subsumed by '... 

an endless stream of short term' issues. Although, he pointed out that he changes his 
focus, depending on where he is in the fiscal calendar. For the last three to four 

months of the year Manager D's focus is drawn to the medium-tcrm, by working on 
the coming year's budget and overhead cost structure. Manager D also finds that he 
is concerned with medium term issues after every monthly management meeting, 
however this medium-term focus quickly fades away as the short-term issues take 

precedence. Manager D is aware of the fact that if he had time to spend on medium- 
term planning, many of the short-term issues that he is faced with would not arise. 
One of his goals is to get his team to deal with more of the short-term issues to free 

up his own time for medium-term planning. When asked about decision-making, 

Manager D stated that rapid dccision-making is not something that Company D is 

good at and that not much is done without the President's approval. Manager D is 

also constantly interrupted, if he needs to spend several hours on something, without 
being interrupted, he will take the work home. Interestingly, Manager D also 
claimed to get a great deal of work done when travelling and suggested that he gets 
behind on his administrative duties when he travels less. 

Manager F was somewhat of an anomaly in that he spends greater than 50% of his 

time on day-to-day operational issues but is actually a senior manager and as such is 

also involved in the annual planning sessions with the senior management tcan-L One 

of his previous positions was that of Vice President of Manufacturing in a previous 
organization and he was therefore in a unique position to discuss the differences 

between the operational and the strategic levels. At present Manager F spends 

approximately 50 to 60% of his time on the production floor, dealing with general 
production issues, such as material availability and equipment issues. The remainder 
of his time is spent working with the schcduler, examining the cost structure and on 
budgeting. Manager F is also constantly interrupted and is forced to deal with a 

multitude of issues, all at the same time. Developing the annual budget in Company 

D takes approximately three months, during those three months approximately 50% 
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of Manager F's time is spent working on the annual budget with the senior 
management team. 

Manager F was asked about the difference between the strategic level and the 

operational level and pointed out that the main difference is in the time available. At 

the strategic level, he had time to plan activities and to visit the various 
manufacturing plants for which he was responsible. For example, he might decide to 

examine one particular aspect of the supply chain to determine whether the costs 

were appropriate. He would then gather information from his team review the 

information and make a decision. In his current position, he is forced to spend more 

time on day-to-day activities because his team lacks experience, as a result he no 
longer has time for planning. In terms of the number of activities or projects that 

Manager F is involved in, he stated that he could have anywhere from eight to f*iftccn 

projects running concurrently and that they might last from two weeks to three 

months, depending on their complexity. 

Support for Manager F's assessment of the differences between the strategic level 

and the operational level was gained from Manager E. Manager E, the Vice 

President of Operations and Planning, typically works on three projects at one time 

and these projects have a duration of six months to one year but with an expected 

payo-off of two-to-three years. He does not make 'on-the-spot' decisions, instead he 

will take the time to investigate the issue, get as many facts as possible, talk to those 

concemed and then make an informed decision. Manager F can set aside time 

whenever he likes, for example, the interview with Manager F was the only interview 

that was scheduled for a time that was convenient for the author. 

5.5.2 Observations from the analysis of the operational level empirical data 

The previous section examined the empirical data to identify the characteristics of 

the operational level. This section further examines the empirical data to make some 

specific observations that the author believes arc pertinent to the development of 

objectives and measures at the operational level. 
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The participating operational-level managers' time is spent on many activities, with 
few opportunities to spend a substantial amount of time on any single issue, unless 
they choose to take their work home with them. A substantial amount of time is 

considered to be several hours. Clear examples of the frequency of interruption were 

seen when the participants' phones or pagers interrupted each interview several 

times. The only exception was Manager D, who was interviewed at home on a 
Saturday, as this was the only time that he would be available for approximately six 

weeks. Manager E, the Vice President, on the other hand, can easily set aside time to 

work on activities and will not be interrupted, as mentioned above, the interview with 
Manager E was scheduled at a time suggested by the author and was the only 
interview that did not require multiple attempts to schedule. In addition, of the 15 

interviews only seven were conducted when originally scheduled, the remaining 

eight interviews were scheduled 23 times. 

The projects or initiatives that the participants are involved in typically last from a 
few weeks, or less, to several months. These projects are intended to contribute to 

achieving the manager's or group's objectives, and each project will have a specific 

objective. For example, Manager B2 has as many as 30 activities or projects 

underway at any one time, these projects typically have a lifespan of from one week 

to six months; Manager F has from eight to 15 projects or activities underway at any 

one time, with a lifespan of from two weeks to three months. This can be compared 

with Manager E, a Vice President, who will be involved in a maximum of three 

projects at any one time, each of which will have a duration of six months to one 

year, for which progress is reviewed quarterly and for which the expected pay-off is 

two-to-three years away. 

Clearly then, for the participants, the process of deciding what projects or initiatives 

to undertake, how best to execute them and what specific objectives and measures to 

set for each project is repeated many more times at the operational level than at the 

strategic level. 
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The participating operational managers have daily and weekly meetings to discuss 

performance against weekly targets, thus forcing their attention to the short-term. 

The next time horizon, after weekly goals, is monthly and then quarterly. 

Issues and incidents arise that require immediate attention and rapid decision 

making, for example when problems arise in production that halt a production line, 

or when materials are not available. Managers B I, C and D all made a number of 

comments indicating that their environments are subject to constant and rapid 

changes. Manager BI pointed out that manufacturing is fast moving, Manager C 

stated that his environment is 'fluid' and Manager D made five refcrcnccs to market 

and customer demands changing rapidly. When problems arise for Manager E, the 
Vice President, he expects to develop a solution over several days, whereas the other 
intcrviewees are expected to develop solutions immediately. 

Given that time is such a critical issue for operational level managers, it is important 

that they spend their time productively. However, it is not clear that this is the case 
in practice as there are few formal and structured procedures in place to help 

managers identify appropriate initiatives and activities and to develop objectives and 

measures. Despite the author's opinion that operational level managers need more 

structured methods, all of the participants expressed a desire for guidelines, as 

opposed to any more rigid or time consuming method. 

The observations discussed above are summarized below: 

* The participating operational level managers work in a fluid and rapidly 
changing environment. 

e The participants suffer from frequent interruptions and unexpected issues that 

require immediate resolution or that change the priority of activities. 

* The participating operational level managers are forced to focus on the short 

term by their weekly and monthly targets. 

The participating operational level managers are involved in many more 

projects, of much shorter duration, than strategic level managers. Therefore, 
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choosing projects and setting objectives and measures for those projects is 

repeated often at the operational level. 

The result ob ectives at the operational level of the participating organizations 

rarely change from one year to the next, instead only the targets change. 

e The participating operational level managers need more structured methods 
but prefer guidelines. 
A set of guidelines is most Uely to succeed at the operational level of the 

participating organizations. 

The participating operational level managers operate in a fast-moving, rapidly 

changing environment where their priorities can change quickly and frequently. The 

participants do not have the luxury of spending long durations of time on individual 

issues because they are working on many issues concurrently. Manager B2 pointed 

out that none of his activities are as 'high quality' as they could be because he never 

has enough time to thoroughly complete them. In contrast to the strategic level 

managers, Manager E and Manager F in his previous roles, who focus on a few 

projects or activities of much longer duration, typically greater than a year. 

The main objectives at the operational level of the participating organizations change 

little from one year to the next, for example, salespeople have to sell as much as 

possible and manufacturing personnel have to make the product as efficiently as 

possible. The participants at the operational level do not have to spend much time 

trying to decide what is important or what they should be trying to achieve. In 

general, they already know what is important, they need to reduce costs and increase 

efficiencies. Their personal objectives reflect these priorities. For example, 

Managers BI and B2 have goals, for themselves and for their groups, in five specific 

categories: Scrap, Costs, Equipment Availability, SPC and Particles. These 

categories do not change from one year to the next, however, the targets associated 

with each category do change from year to year and the order of importance may also 

change. Manager C's and Manager D's primary focus is on increasing sales, 

Manager D has the specific objective of achieving double-digit sales growth each 

year. Manager F has only three objectives: Order Completion; Labour Variance; 
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and, Material Variance. Therefore, operational level managers are more concerned 
with how to achieve what is important, rather than determining what is important. 

To suggest that the participating operational level managers are only concerned with 

costs and efficiencies is obviously a simplification of their circumstances. They have 

additional concerns, such as safety, environmental compliance, employee satisfaction 

and so on. However, the empirical evidence suggests that the main concern of the 
interviewees is increasing revenues and cutting costs. 

5.5.3 Implications of the operational level characteristics for a method to 

develop objectives and measures 
It seems clear to the author that operational level managers need more formal and 

structured methods to develop objectives and measures and there is evidence to 

support this. 

Firstly, as discussed in greater detail in Sections 6.4 and 7.2, the empirical evidence 

showed, in the absence of formal methods, the individual manager's abilities are the 
determining factor in whether or not objectives arc achieved. 

Secondly, the participating operational level managers spend a great deal of time in 

meetings, discussing both how to achieve their objectives and, actual performance 

against those objectives. However, because none of the participants use any formal 

methods to guide their choice of objectives and decision making, it is unlikely that 

they are as effective or as efficient as they could be. As a result it seems that 

operational level managers are caught in a 'catch 22' situation. They don't have time 

to plan because they are constantly reacting to short-term issues. However, if they 
did more planning the short-term issues would not arise and they would have more 
time. 

These findings suggest that operational level managers need formal, structured 

methods to help them translate their 'result' objectives into 'determinant' objectives. 
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The terms 'result' and 'determinant' objectives are being used because it is clear 
from the empirical data that all of the interviewecs have two sets of objectives. The 

interviewees all had a set of objectives that they are tasked to achieve and these 

objectives are tied to the incentive system, these are the 'result' objectives. The 

'determinant' objectives are the objectives that the managers set for their group 

members that represent the things that must be done to achieve the result objectives. 
The determinant objectives are only occasionally linked to the incentive system. 

It is the author's opinion that if the participants were to use more structured methods 

they would be more productive and more focused on contributing to the results 

objectives. At least one of the participants is aware of this fact and provided support 
for it. The interviewec in Company D suggested that his job should consist of some 

short-term focus, mostly medium-tcrm and a little long-term focus. He pointed out 

that he is constantly trying to get his reports to deal with the short-term issues, so that 

he can spend more time on the mcdium-term issues, which in turn would prevent 

many of the short-term issues from arising in the first place. 

However, all of the intcrviewees expressed a preference for a set of guidelines, as 

opposed to a step-by-step procedure or process. Manager BI required a set of 

guidelines because it would allow managers to use 'a bit of leeway' and 'a personal 

touch', he suggested this is necessary because different managers have different 

styles. He also added that regardless of how structured a method might be, that the 

outcome would depend entirely on the manager because the manager has to be able, 

or inclined, to make his reports accountable. 

Manager B2 would not commit to an answer on this questions but ruled out any form 

of workshop-bascd process because his technicians work 24 hours per day on four 

shifts. As a result, all of his technicians arc never on-site at the same time and he 

could not sanction overtime to bring technicians in on their days off 

Manager C1 suggested that his environment is too fluid to use anything except 

general guidelines. He agreed that objectives should be developed in the same 
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manner by everybody but pointed out that people in different regions have different 

styles and therefore have to be managed in different ways. 

Manager DI expressed a preference for 'an intuitive method, with a little help from 

guidelines' because neither he nor his reports want to waste time on more structured 
methods. 

Manager F pointed out that there are so many variables involved at the operational 
level that a rigid process could not capture them all and that guidelines arc necessary 
to allow the manager to react to specific circumstances. 

The previous section established two main differences between the strategic and 
operational levels, the most important difference from the perspective of this 

research is that there arc many more activities and projects for which objectives and 

measures must be developed at the operational level. The implication of this finding 
is that any method to develop objectives and measures at the operational level must 
be quick and easy to use. This is supported by a unanimous desire among the 

participants for a set of guidelines. 

As a result, it can be concluded that the methods designed for use at the strategic 
levels of large organizations are not suitable for use at the operational level. Instead, 

a set of guidelines should be developed that will promote all of the desirable 

characteristics of performance measures and measurement systems, as idcntiricd in 

the literature. 

5.6 Conclusion 

This chapter described the participating organizations and managers and presented 

the rationale for choosing the specific participants. The structure of the interviews 

was described and an overview was presented of how the analysis of the empirical 
data was conducted. 
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The chapter then presented the empirical data as it relates to the operational level 

characteristics and identified that the characteristics identified in the literature are 

valid. Initial conclusions were drawn from the empirical data and the discussion of 

the implications of those characteristics was begun. In particular, that operational 
level managers do need more structured methods to help translate their result 

objectives into determinant objectives, was identified. However, because of the 

characteristics of the operational level and the preference of operational level 

managers, a set of guidelines is most Rely to succeed. 

The next chapter examines to what extent the desirable characteristics exist at the 

operational level and whether there are formal and structured performance 

management systems in place at the operational level. 
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Chapter Six 

Performance Management at the Operational Level 

6.1 Introduction 

The main purpose of this research is to determine how managers at the operational 
level of organizations manage performance. That is, how they develop objectives 

and measure progress towards those objectives. That purpose raised a number of 

research questions, as discussed in Section 2.5. Research Question 1, which is 

concerned with the characteristics of the operational levels of organizations, was 

addressed in the previous chapter. The empirical data showed that the operational 
level characteristics have an impact on how the participants develop objectives and 

measures. In particular, the participating operational level managers are involved in 

many more activities than strategic level managers and the activities are of a much 

shorter duration at the operational level. The previous chapter also began to examine 

the implications of the operational level characteristics on the choice of a method to 

develop objectives and measures at the operational level. 

This chapter addresses Research Questions Two, Three and Four, which are listed 

below: 

RQ #2. Do organizations have formal and structured methods, as part of the X"ýZ 

performance measurement and management system, in place at the 

operational level? 

RQ #3. How do oPerational-levcl managers develop objectives and measures? 
RQ#4. Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in the literature, exist at the 

operational level? If they exist, is it as a result of the system or the 

manager? 
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Research Question 2 can be answered quite simply. Based on the empirical 

evidence, none of the participating organizations have formal and structured methods 
in place at the operational level to help the participants to develop objectives and 

measures. However, all of the participating organizations have a structured appraisal 

system that helps to perform some of the activities that are associated with 

performance management systems. The empirical evidence, as it relates to research 

question 2, is discussed in greater detail in Section 6.3, below. However, research 

question 3 is addressed first, in order to provide an understanding of how the 

participants develop objectives and measures. To this end, the current systems are 
described in Section 6.2. 

Having described the systems in the participating organizations and then discussed 

the author's conclusion that these systems are not formal and structured, the 

discussion continues by addressing Research Question 4 and examines the extent to 

which the desirable characteristics exist at the operational levels of the participating 

organizations. 

6.2 How do operational level managers develop objectives and measures? 

There are two issues to consider when examining objectives at the operational level. 

Firstly, from where do the participating managers at this level get their objectives, 

and secondly, how do the participating operational level managers develop more 
detailed objectives for themselves and for their reports. 

In general, the participating companies cascade objectives from the higher levels to 

the lower organizational levels. Although, how this is executed in practice differs 

from one organization to another. When the objectives have been developed for each 

group, the managers are left to their own devices to develop objectives and measures 

for their reports. The systems in each of the participating organizations are described 

in turn, in the following sections. 
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6.2.1 Developing objectives in Company A 

Company A recently redesigned its appraisal system, which it refers to as a 

performance management system, and used it for the first time in 2004. The 

structure of the system, as described by the intervicwce, is presented below. 

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and senior management team collectively decide 

on the Annual Operating Plan (AOP), which is a statement of the objectives that 

must be achieved over the coming year and is based on the organization's strategy. 
The strategy is not communicated throughout the organization, instead the core 

values are communicated periodically by the CEO. 

Objectives are then set for the next lower level of managers based on the AOP. The 

managers at this second level are corporate Vice Presidents and General Managers, 

responsible for the major organizational units. The Vice Presidents and General 
Managers meet with their management teams to develop a set of Workgroup 
Objectives for each organizational unit. These higher level Workgroup Objectives 

are designed to contribute to the AOP and are communicated to every manager in the 

organizational unit. They are then used as the basis for developing the managers' 
objectives, which become lower-level Workgroup Objectives. 

Finally, the managers, or lowcr-levcl Workgroup Objectives then become the basis 

of the Individual Performance Objectives for all remaining employees. 

According to the advice on Company A's Performance management intranet 

wcbsite, every employee should ask for a copy of their manager's objectives and 

should then develop their own objectives to contribute to those of their manager. 
These objectives should not only guide the day-to-day activities of every employee 
but should also be used to reward the employees. 

There are also a number of mandatory objectives and measures, such as safety and 
human resource (HR) related issues. Every employee is required to complete at least 
40 hours of training per year, the intention being to develop the cmployces. Safety is 
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a major concern at the corporate level as there are a number of inherent dangers 

involved in working on the equipment manufactured by Company A, in addition to 

the regular safety concerns involved in normal working conditions. To address these 

dangers there is mandatory annual safety training and re-certification for certain 

positions. A number of initiatives have recently been initiated to increase the 

communication between various business units, all of which are intended to 

streamline the business processes. There are also a number of information-sharing 

initiatives being developed. 

In the author's experience, the objectives at the operational level are not developed 

according to the above structure. Additionally, the system provides no guidance on 
how to translate the objectives at any given level into objectives for the next lower 

level, or on how to measure progress towards those objectives. The only objectives 

communicated on a formal and regular basis are those included in the appraisal 

systen-L For appraisal purposes, the author has had the same generic set of 

objectives, every year, for at least the past three years. Based on discussions with his 

colleagues in the same group, the author has concluded that all of the people in the 

group have the same generic objectives. The objectives are too general and vague to 
be of use in guiding daily activities and decision making. In addition, the objectives 

are too vague to usefully appraise individuals, which suggests that appraisals arc 

actually carried out using some other criteria. 

There are only two objectives that are discussed with any frequency, these are cost 

reduction and equipment availability. The need to reduce costs is communicated 

almost daily, whereas equipment availability is only occasionally communicated to 

the engineers by their managers. 

To provide 'regular and ongoing' feedback the system in Company A rcquires that 

managers should hold quarterly reviews with every employee. To help achieve this, 

a requirement has been added for managers to provide written documentation of 

quarterly reviews. However, in the author's experience the quarterly reviews do not 

take place unless specifically requested by an individual. 
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6.2.2 Developing objectives in Company B 

Company B has a slightly different approach to developing objectives at the 

operational level. All of the section managers, who collectively constitute the 

operational level management in Company B, meet several times towards the end of 

the year to set goals in each of five categories. The five categories are Scrap, 

Availability, Particles, SPC and Cost. The section managers collectively set the 

operational level objectives in each of these categories and then submit them to the 

Staff Managers, who are at the next level up in the hierarchy. When the Staff 

Managers are satisfied with the objectives, they are submitted to the Factory 

Manager for approval. The Factory Manager might accept the objectives as they are 

or he might make some changes. In the event that the Factory Manager does change 

some of the objectives he does not widely communicate the reasons for the changes. 

Manager I suggested that the Factory Manager will make changes based on his 

knowledge of the strategic issues. Neither Manager I nor Manager 2 in Company B 

could clearly articulate the factory-level objectives, for which the Factory Manager is 

held accountable. They suggested that the factory-levcl objectives would probably 
include on-time delivery, new product introduction, safety and employee retention 

objectives, as well as a number of others. Manager I pointed out during the third 

interview, that safety was everybody's top priority. However, this was the first time 

that Manager I mentioned safety and it was as a result of a direct prompt, indicating 

that it is not at the forefront of his attention. Manager 2 mentioned there would be 

safety-related objectives but could not articulate what they are and also pointed out 
that they are 'secondary' goals. He suggested that the objectives in the five 

categories were the primary goals because if the factory did not achieve them then 

the factory would fail financially. However, the secondary goals, for example 
Environment Health and Safety (EHS) goals, would not lead to financial failure and 

are therefore secondary in nature. Combining the evidence from both managers 

suggests that the financial goals and goals that contribute directly to the bottom line, 

such as yield, are given the highest priority. 
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Manager I pointed out that no matter what the factory level objectives are, they will 
be encapsulated by the five categories for which the operational level mangers 
develop objectives. However, it should be pointed out that the five categories 
mentioned above do not apply to every Section Manager. For example, they do not 
apply to the Manufacturing managers or to certain other managers in the factory. 

Manager I suggested that the Manufacturing managers would not have availability, 
Particle or SPC objectives because they do not have any control over those 

objectives. Instead they would have throughput and work-in-progress related 
objectives, although he did not know the specific goals. 

Both Manager BI and Manager B2 made it clear that the objectives in each of the 
five categories will be driven by the capacity model of the factory and the sales 
forecast for the coming year. However, neither Manager I nor 2 were completely 

clear on the exact process which translates the capacity model into operational level 

objectivcs. 

There are cross-functional teams at the operational level for each of the five 

categories and each group has a 'champion' for each of the categories. These teams 

meet once per week for all categories except Availability, for which they meet 'as 

and when needed'. This is a sensible approach as representatives from each group 

are involved and can contribute to achieving the overall objective. However, no 

structured methods are used to identify and prioritize all of the possible solutions, or 
to ensure that all of the participants have an input. As a result, it is unlikely that the 

cross-functional teams are as effective as they could be. 

6.2.3 Developing objectives in Company C 

Company C has recently changed its Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the Vice 

President of Sales and Marketing. Company C has also developed a new strategy 

and is changing the focus of the organization. 

In Company C, senior management set the overall objectives for the company and 
then verbally communicates the objectives to the individual business group leaders 
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who are Vice Presidents and General Managers. The General Managers and Vice 

Presidents of those business groups then take the business goals and develop their 

own quarterly and yearly goals for the business groups. The business group goals are 
then communicated to the account managers who develop their own yearly plans and 

goals. 

The goals developed for sales managers and their accounts arc dependent upon the 

type of territory and the type of customer that the sales manager has. For example, 

some territories are considered to be strategic in that they include important 

customers who contribute significantly to revenues either by buying large volumes or 

by taking products with a strategic significance. For a manager in a strategic 

territory, the goals are unlikely to include revenue or sales targets, instead, the 

manager is likely to be tasked with new product introduction and market penetration 

goals. The managers of non-strategic territories would be given revenue goals based 

on the capacity of the territory and historical revenues. 

The goals developed for the Customer Support Engineers (CSEs) are changing to 

reflect the strategy change. They are now expected to expand the breadth of their 

expertise beyond Company C's own products and to build relationships with their 

customers to gain acceptance as fab-wide troubleshooters. This is a very significant 
departure from the previous measures of sales and customer satisfaction. 

The interviewce in Company C claimed to determine approximately 70% of his own 

annual objectives, the remaining 30% are given to Manager C by his manager, based 

on his managers strategic perspective. 

The interviewee in Company C was aware of the general strategy in Company C and 

was able to describe the general direction that the organization intended to move in. 

However, the interviewee also said that the current system does not provide enough 

guidance on what objectives to set or how to develop them and that he frequently 

does not have the information that he needs. Manager I stated that the engineers arc 
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now being given strategically relevant objectives, however, these objectives do not 
seem to be well defmcd. 

The lack of a formal and structured system could be as a result of the high degree of 

autonomy provided by Company C to its employees. The intcrviewce mentioned 
that the amount of autonomy afforded to individuals has, on a couple of occasions, 
been too great for some employees. These employees apparently needed more 

supervision and direction than they were getting and their employment was 

ultimately terminated. Company C clearly provides a great deal of autonomy to its 

employees, as a result employees are told what they need to do but not how to do it, 

it is up to the individual to decide how they achieve their goals. 

6.2.4 Developing objectives in Company D 

Company D has a sophisticated appraisal system that is used to communicate annual 

objectives from each level to the level below. The CEO and senior management 

team develop objectives which are used as the basis for the objectives at the next 
lower level of management. The senior managers send their objectives to their 

reports, who then develop their own objectives based on their manager's objectives 

and so on, for every level of the organization. The objectives communicated through 

this system are used for incentive purposes. As part of the annual appraisal system 

the manager and the individual are required to consider certain competencies that 

have been identified as important in the individual's position. The individual 

completes a self-assessment and the manager assesses the individual, the resulting 
differences, or gaps, are used as the basis of the discussion and to identify training 

requirements. 

The final part of Company D's performance management system is a newly 
developed training system. The immediate portfolio of training contains 96 hours of 

on-line, computer-based training, which has to be taken in the first year. Most of the 

initial training for the salespeople is for safety, legal and policy relatcd issues. For 

example, the salespeople's main training classes are concerned with Competition 
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Policy, Codes of Conduct, the transportation of hazardous goods and vehicular 
safety. 

On the surface, Company D's system seems to be well-thought out and based on 

many of the desirable characteristics in the literature. For example, strategic 

objectives are cascaded from the higher levels, individuals have an input to their 

objectives, if goals cannot be objectively quantified then they are not used. The 

system also ensures that development needs are addressed and clearly makes safcty 
the number one priority. However, as Manager D pointed out this system does not 
drive the day4o-day activities and is not used as intended. When asked what the 

performance management system meant to him, Manager D replied by saying that 

the performance management system is an '... administrative process, (which) in 

many cases, ends up being done for the sake of the process rather than actually 

becoming a worthwhile exercise'. He also stated that the system is not used as 
intended by those who designed it. For example: 

* The CEO refuses to use the system because it results in the objectives of all 

of his direct reports being sent to him for review and approval; he believes 

this to be a waste of his time. 

e The interviewee's manager has never completed his objectives before the 

deadline and as a result the interviewce has never based his own objectives on 

those of his manager. 

e The Competencies section of the appraisal system is not used by the 
interviewee because it is not mandatory, and according to the intcrviewce, if 

it is not mandatory then nobody is looking at the information, therefore it 

must not be important. 

A further complication is added for the intcrviewee and his reports. In this division 

of Company D there are approximately 3000 employees. Of the 3000 employees, 

there are seven employees who are commission-based salespeople, and they are all in 

Manager D's group. As a result, the primary objective of these employees, including 

the interviewec, is to 'sell more'. 
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When discussing the organization's strategy, Manager D said that if there was a 
strategy is was so vague and general to be of no use in guiding decision-making. He 

added that if he had to guess what the strategy was, based on what he sees and hears 

from his managers, then he would guess that it was to 'sell more and cut costs. 

6.2.5 Developing objectives in Company F 

Company F does not have a well developed formal performance management 

system. The annual fmancial budget development process takes approximately 50% 

of the senior management's time for around three months. The interviewce pointed 

out that this is because the first few drafts of the budget are never accepted by 

everyone. Despite this lengthy and seemingly consensual process, the outcome is 

very often that the CEO will set departmental budgets without accepting input from 

the senior management team. 

When the budget has been developed it is up to the individual managers to develop 

objectives that will help them to fulfill their duties within budget. However, the 
CEO sometimes gets involved again and sets objectives according to his own wishes 

or insight. For example, the interviewce and the CEO agreed that there should be no 

more than three objectives for manufacturing and agreed that the three objectives 

should be: 

* 97% Product completion rate 

o 6% labour standard variance 

o 1.8% material standard variance 

However, the CEO stipulated that the Product Completion Rate objective will be a 
'qualifier'. As a result, if this objective is not achieved then there will be no bonus 

pay-out. This seems reasonable to ensure that this objective is prioritize but is unfair 

to those individuals who achieve the other objectives but miss this one through no 

fault of their own. This is currently the case for the manufacturing supervisors and 

the interviewee, who have made very significant improvements in the Past year but 
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who frequently do not achieve the product completion target because of material 
shortages. 

The product completion rate applies to Manufacturing, Maintenance, Warehousing 

and Purchasing because all of these departments have an influence on whether the 

product gets made and shipped as scheduled. These objectives are used both as the 

business objectives and as the appraisal-related objectives, as such they should act as 
the basis of all other objectives in the company. This is the case for the interviewce 

but did not appear to be the case for the interviewee's predecessor and it is not clear 
how well the other managers translate the result objectives into determinant 

objectives. For example, the interviewee has made enormous improvements in terms 

of change-over times, equipment availability and labour variance, in a very short 

space of time. His predecessor on the other hand did not even have a measure of 

equipment availability and clearly was not concerned with the changeover times or 
the labour variance. 

6.3 Do organizations have formal and structured methods at the operational 

level? 

When asked about their performance management systems, the participating mangers 
immediately consider their appraisal system. The empirical evidence suggests that 

the appraisal systems in the participating organizations are used to communicate 

objectives throughout the organizations. However, the objectives that are 
communicated by the appraisal systems are not always suitable to drive the day-to- 

day activities at the operational level, as is the case for Manager D. In some cases 
the objectives in the appraisal systems are not even suitable for appraisal purposes, as 
is the case in Company A. The objectives in the appraisal system are essentially 
'result' objectives and the systems that are in place do not provide any guidance on 
how to translate the result objectives into 'determinant' objectives. The diagram in 

Figure 5.2 represents the general structure of these intcr-related systems, as identified 

in the participating organizations. 
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Figure 6.1 - How Performance Management Systems work In practice 

This represents a step forward in the evolution of rcal-world performance 

management systems because the systems in the participating organizations do 

address some of the desirable characteristics identified in the literature. Specifically, 

individuals are no longer assessed only against f1mancial goals, objectives are to some 

extent derived from the objectives at the higher levels, and these objectives arc tied 

to the reward system. However, none of the participating organizations 

communicate their strategies widely, which defies the one truly universal 

requirement in the literature. 

The concept of result and determinant measures was developed by Brignall ct al. 
(1991). The concept was used by Brignall ct al. to classify certain dimensions of 

performance as either being related to a dcsircd outcome, for example financial 

performance, or as contributing to the desired outcome, for example resource 

utilization. The concept has been adopted in this research to rcfer to the two levels of 

objectives that exist in the participating organizations. For example, Company B has 

a certain yield objective for the entire factory, this is considered by the author to be a 

result objective. Manager 1, for his part, has to develop specific determinant 

objectives for his group that will contribute to factory-levcl yield. 
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As can be seen from Figure 6.1, the main business objectives, referred to as the 

results objectives are, in theory, the same objectives as those used to reward 

employees. However, in practice achieving these objectives does not necessarily 

result in rewards, which is the case in Companies A, B and D. Additionally, the 

systems in the participating organizations do not provide any guidance to the 

managers, in the form of techniques or methods, to translate Result objectives and 

measures into Determinant objectives and measures. As a result, how the 

participating mangers choose to achieve the Results objectives is very much up to the 
individual managers. Consequently, whether the objectives are achieved will also 
depend on the manager. 

In Company A for example, the author interviewed a Human Resource (HR) Line 

Manager and asked her to describe the performance management system. The 

intended structure of Company A's system is logical and sensible and matches the 

structure described in the literature. However, the system does not include specific 

techniques to develop objectives and measures. Additionally, the intcrviewee 

acknowledged that the system was not used as intended by many of the managers. 

Because permission to interview managers in Company A was declined, it was not 

possible to gather detailed information on how the operational managers actually 
develop objectives and measures. 

Company B's system requires the most cross-functional interaction of any of the 

systems involved in this study, The system affords the Section Managers sufficient 

empowerment to develop their own objectives, within f1xed categories, through a 

consensual process. Each group has a 'champion' for each of the five categories for 

which objectives are developed. These champions form cross- functional teams and 

meet weekly to discuss performance and to develop plans. In the event of a major 

scrap incident, there is a formal procedure to investigate the incident and to share the 
findings with all engineers and managers. All of these combine to suggest a system 

with autonomy, empowerment, continuous improvement and organizational learning. 

However, this is not the case in many instances. The first failing of this system is 

that the organization's strategy is not communicated to any of the managers, for 
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example, if the factory manager makes changes to the objectives developed by the 
Section Mangers he does not always explain his reasons. Another failing is that there 

are no structured methods used in the cross-functional team meetings, as a result is it 

unlikely that the teams are as cffective asthey could be if structured methods were 

used. The biggest failing of all in Company B is in the appraisal and incentive 

system. As discussed in the interview summary in Appendix 3, achieving or far 

exceeding objectives will not lead to rewards if an individual's manager does not put 
him/her in the top 40% category, or if they get into the top 40% category but arc 
deemed to earning at or above the national average. Added to this is the fact that, as 

pointed out by Manager 2, Company B is in the habit of severely punishing mistakes. 

Company C has the general structure in place to communicate strategy throughout 

the organization and this appears to happen, at least to some extent. The intcrviewee 

in Company C was clear that empowerment, autonomy and a team approach are all 

very important in Company C. Feedback is given rapidly whenever needed and all 

employees can get input from their managers at any time if they feet they need it. 

The manufacturing operations in Company C maintain excellent records and have 

always been very good at measuring their activities, according to the interviewee. 

The field operations on the other hand have not been very good at measuring their 

activities. The interviewce pointed out that the salcs-relatcd objectives arc always 

well explained by his senior management but that the technical objectives are 

typically vague and the system provides no guidance on how to translate the higher 

level objectives into more specific objectives for the field sales and engineering 

personnel. The interviewce also pointed out that while the organization is becoming 

more metric-drivcn, it has a long way to go and he frequently does not have the 
information that he needs. This is the case despite several initiatives to improve the 

quality of data and information in the organization. 

Company D also has a well developed appraisal system in place and this system has 

the potential to drive the day-to-day activities in Company D, although it does not do 

so for the intcrviewee. The interviewcc in Company D described the appraisal 

system as '... an administrative burden that has to be gone through... ' The system 
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requires that individuals develop their objectives based on their manager's objectives 
but the interviewee stated that he has never seen his manager's objectives because his 

manager has never completed his objectives before the deadline. Aside from safety, 
which is clearly Company D's number one priority, the organization's strategy is 

either not well developed or not well communicated as the interviewce was unaware 

of the strategy and suggested that if one exists that it is so vague as to be of no use in 

guiding the day-to-day activities. Company D's system includes a 'competencies' 

section which was designed to develop employees by identifying training needs, 
however its use is not mandatory and the intcrviewec does not use it. The 
interviewee also pointed out that the appraisal system is probably more appropriate 
for those employees who are not commission-based, as it determines the amount of 
pay increase received every year. 

Company F has the least well developed systems of all of the participants. The 

senior management team collectively develops the financial budget for the 

organization. If the team cannot agree on the budgets, or if the CEO does not like the 
budget developed by the senior management team, then the CEO will set the budget 

himself Objectives are developed for each function either by the CEO or by the 

manager, if the manager can convince the CEO that his/her objectives have any 

merit. There arc monthly senior management meetings and bi-annual plant-wide 

meetings to communicate and discuss performance. There are no other formal 

processes, procedures or methods used on a formal basis and it is essentially every 

manager for him-/herself. The intcrviewcc suggested that all of the information that 
he needs is probably being collected but the trick is to find out who has the 
information and which reports it is contained in. 

Based on the empirical evidence, the participating organizations do not have formal 

and structured methods in place at the operational level to help the operational level 

managers to develop objectives and measures. General objectives are communicated 

to the managers by the appraisal systems but the systems do not help to translate 

these general objectives into specific objectives and measures. The author has 

therefore concluded that the participating organizations do not have 'well developed' 
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performance management systems in place at the operational level. Well 
developed' in this context is considered to mean that formal and structured methods 
are in place and are used, as a mater of routine, to develop objectives and measures. 

6.4 Do the desirable characteristics exist at the operational level? 

As none of the participants have well developed performance management systems 
in place at the operational level, whether these characteristics exist or not will depend 

almost entirely on the individual manager, a fact mentioned multiple times by all of 
the interviewees. There were a number of exceptions however, for example, 
Company D's appraisal system specifically requires that goals be objective and have 

clear performance measures. This section examines the extent to which the desirable 

characteristics of performance measures exist in each of the participating companies. 

Table 6.1, below, contains an assessment of how well each of the managers and 

systems embody the desirable characteristics. The scoring system used is as follows: 

I there is no evidence that the characteristic exists. 
5 there is some evidence that the characteristics exists, more likely informally 

10 there is clear evidence that the characteristic exists and is required by the 

system 

M represents the Manager 

S represents the System 

This scoring system is entirely subjective and is based on the author's personal 

assessment of the evidence provided by the intcrvicwces. The author was careful to 

be consistent in the scoring and reviewed all of the transcripts several times to 

deterniine the appropriate score. In the event that the author had difficulty deciding 

between two scores he always chose the higher of the two. 
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Desirable Characteristic Co. A Co 11 oH o 
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Performance Measures 
Simple and easy to understand 
Accuracy, unit of measure, 
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characteristics of performance measures, performance measurement systems and 

performance management systems exist, respectively. 

The data in Table 6.1 was further analyzed for patterns that would indicate whether 

the manager or the system has the greater influence on achieving the desirable 

characteristics, Table 6.2 below, shows the results. In Table 6.1, the number of 

attributes for which the manager scored higher, for which the system scored higher 

and for which the system and manager each scored the same were counted for each 

of the interviewees. Managers BI and B2 scored closely to each other and both 

managers appear to have a slightly greater influence than the system on whether the 

characteristics are achieved. Managers C and D have a greater influence than their 

respective systems and a greater influence than both Managers BI and B2. Finally, 

Manager F has the greatest influence of all on whether the desirable characteristics 

are achieved. This result is probably due to the fact that Manager F has the most 

experience of all the interviewccs and has held the most senior management 

positions. The clear conclusion that may be drawn from this finding is that in the 

absence of formal methods, the manager's experience, abilities and style will 

determine how objectives and measures arc developed and implemented, and 

whether or not the desirable characteristics are achieved. 

Has most influence BI B2 C D F 

Manager 5 4 8 7 20 

System 1 2 0 0 0 

Equal 17 17 15 16 3 

Table 6.2 - Influence on achieving the desirable characteristics 
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6.4.1 Performance measures 

This section examines the extent to which the desirable characteristics of 
performance measures exist, at the operational level in each of the participating 

organizations. 

Measures should be simple and easy to understand. In general, the objectives and 

measures developed by all of the participants were simple and easy to understand. 
However, only Company D's system made this an explicit requirement. 

From the author's perspective Company A uses a generic set of objectives, despite 

the fact that the system requires specific objectives to be developed based on the 

manager's own objectives. In Company B there are five categories for which 

objectives are developed for the entire factory, everybody understands what the 

objectives mean. In Company C the interviewee stated that the sales objectives are 

clear but that the technical objectives are frequently vague and left open to 

interpretation. Company D's system specifically requires that the manager and 
individual develop objectives that are understood by both parties and that are 

quantifiable. The manager in Company F has a few key measures in place that are 

easily understood and that provide him with the fundamental information that he 

needs. 

It seems intuitive that objectives and measures need to be simple and easy to 

understand, if they are not then it is unlikely that they will be achieved. 

Consideration should be given to the accuracy, unit of measure and level of 

aggregation. No specific attention is given to these characteristics in Companies A 

or B, both of which have a more or less fixed set of ob ectives and measures. 
Company C has had a number of initiatives in the past that were designed to improve 

the accuracy of their data, they do not however consider the unit of measure or the 

level of aggregation of their measures. The intcrviewec in Company D admitted that 

in the past they had not done well in achieving the accuracy that they would like, 

however they do consider the unit of measure and the level of aggregation. The 
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manager in Company F pointed out that the measures that were in place before he 
joined the company did not address these characteristics. He has made a point of 
developing new measures that provide a greater level of accuracy; he is also 

concerned with the unit of measure and level of aggregation. 

Measures should be objective. All of the intcrviewces claimed that the goals and 

measures they develop are objective and this is the case for most of the activities and 

projects they are involved in. However, the objectives used for appraisal purposes 

rely on a great deal of subjectivity. Based on the author's Personal experience and 

observations, most of the measures in place in Company A are subjective in nature as 

the objectives are frequently vague and poorly defined. Company B has objective 

primary goals and measures but the assessment of people for reward purposes is done 

subjectively, based on behavioural characteristics, by both of the interviewecs. The 

interviewee in Company C ensures that the measures he has in place are objective. 

The system in Company D has an explicit requirement that the goals and measures 
be objective, although the system does allow for some subjectivity by providing what 
Manager D referred to a 'get out of jail free' card. At the bottom of the annual 

review form there is a question that asks if the assessment is based only on the 

objective goals that are listed on the form. The manager can select 'No', indicating 

that some subjective assessment has taken place. The interviewce in Company F 

also ensures that the objectives and measures that he develops for reward purposes 

are objective. He does, however, assess certain subjective criteria for development 

purposes. 

Measures should be consensual. There is general agreement from the participants 

that objectives and measures should be consensual, however in practice this is only 

the case within certain boundaries. The degree of consensus for the participants is 

more or less limited to how to achieve the objective than with what the target should 

be or how to measure it. 
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6.4.2 The Performance Measurement System (PMS) 

This section examines the desirable characteristics of performance measurement 

systems, as they exist in the participating companies. The theoretical distinction 

drawn between the performance measurement system, as an information system and 

the performance management system is clearly theoretical. While the intcrviewces 

understood the distinction, their systems do not reflect it. In practice the 

participating organizations have a general information system that captures all 

manner of data pertaining to their daily operations; these systems vary in 

sophistication from company to company. 

From the author's perspective in Company A the backbone of the information system 
is the email system, as most communication is delivered by email. There are a 

considerable number of intranet-based systems that are becoming increasingly 

sophisticated and integrated, for example SAP and Oracle database systems, 
however, it is still difficult to find information on the multiple systems that exist. 
The recent Intellectual Property (IP) initiatives in Company A arc making it even 

more difficult to find information. For appraisal purposes objectives arc 

communicated verbally at the start of the year and both an electronic and a paper- 
based record of the objectives is maintained by the manager and the Human 

Resource representative. There arc no systems in Company A, that the author has 

access to, that contain any information about the author's performance. 

Company B has a substantial computer-based system that monitors and records vast 

quantities of equipment related data, literally everything that can be measured on the 

equipment, is measured and recorded. The information gained from this system can 
be used to determine a, group's performance in terms of scrap, availability, SPC and 

particles. Information for the cost category is maintained by the individual 

managers. For appraisal purposes, Company B's performance management system 

maintains a record of every individual's annual objectives. Individuals can access 

this system at any time to see their objectives. 
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Company C has recently started to use Salesforce. com as a means of communicating 

sales related information from the field, back to the central offices. Prior to the use 

of Salesforce. com, each manager maintained records and communicated information 

either monthly or when requested. The manufacturing operations of Company C 

have always maintained very detailed build records and monitored their equipment in 

the field over its useful life. The appraisal system is entirely paper-bascd and 

objectives and feedback are communicated verbally. 

Company D has recently introduced SAP and is beginning to use this system as the 

main information system in the organization. Manager D maintains very detailed 

spreadsheets for each of his customers and communicates information to his manager 

as needed or during monthly meetings. Company D has the most sophisticated 

appraisal system of all the participants. 

The intcrviewce in Company F suggested that whatever data or information he needs 
is probably being collected but that it is difficult to identify what report the data or 
information might be in, or who might have the report. It is therefore clear that there 

is not a central, integrated information system, as there is in all of the other 

participants. All objectives are conununicated verbally and records are maintained 
by the managers. 

Providing feedback is not an integral part of any of the performance measurement 

systems and is lcft entirely to the managers' discretion. 

The performance measurement system should be accessible to, and Include all 

employees. Only the system in Company B is truly accessible to all employees, as 

any employee can access the organization's intranet sites to find performance related 
information and charts. The appraisal systems of companies A, B, and C include 

every employee. However, the systems in companies D and F do not include the 

hourly-paid operators. 
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The PMS should communicate strategy, objectives and Initiatives downwards. 

The appraisal systems of all of the participating companies arc used only to 

communicate personal objectives. Strategy is not widely communicated in any of the 

participating companies. The only participants with any knowledge of their 

organization's strategy were the managers in companies C and F. Manager C is 

aware of the general strategic direction that the organization is taking but not the 

specific objectives. Manager F is aware of the organization's strategy because he 

operates at the strategic level, as well as spending more that half of his time at the 

operational level. The communication of general information is done by email and 

verbally at meetings or face-to-face. 

The PMS should communicate feedback laterally and upwards. None of the 

performance measurement systems in the participating organizations provide 
feedback to either the individuals performing the various tasks and activities, or to 

their managers. If individuals want feedback they either have to get it for themselves 

or ask their managers. In the author's experience of Company A, feedback is most 

often provided in the event that something goes wrong or targets are not met. 
Company B has an intranet site that provides all manner of performance data but 

Manager 2 stated that the site is not well maintained and that getting information 

from the site is difficult. Manager I in Company B, on the other hand, believes that 

the intranet sites are useful and accurate, The managers in companies B, C, D, E and 
F all stated that they provide constant feedback to their people but that for the most 

part their people know where they stand in relation to their objectives. 

The PMS should balance cost and non-cost measures. All of the participants 
included at least some non-cost measures, although in Company B for example, there 

is a clear link between all measures and costs. 

The performance measurement system should demonstrate the relationship 

between objectives and measures. None of the systems in the participating 

organizations perform this function, whether the relationships between objectives 
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and measures are explained depends entirely on the manager. However, all of the 
interviewees claimed to explain the relationships, if necessary. 

6.4.3 The Performance Management System (PMgtS) 

Given that the performance management system, for the purposes of this research, is 

considered to be the system that decides what must be achieved and how it should be 

achieved, all of the participating companies can be said to have a performance 

management system, albeit fragmented and in some case informal. 

The PMgtS should monitor the internal and external environments. Monitoring 

of the external enviromnents is less applicable at the operational level than at the 

strategic level for manufacturing operations. The only evidence of monitoring the 

external environment among the participants was provided by Company C, in which 

the interviewee is an area account manager responsible for a sales team. The 

intcrvicwce in Company C discussed his cfforts to get information from customers, 
including what he referred to as 'stealth' data about other suppliers. 

Monitoring of the internal environment seems to be reactionary in nature, that is, 

none of the participants provided any evidence that they monitor the internal 

environment for 'warning signs' that might indicate a problem is developing. This 

can be explained by the fact that the managers at this level as so pre-occupied with 

other details that they do not have time to meticulously plan for every eventuality. 

The PMgtS should encourage an understanding of organizational relationships. 

Only Companies B and C showed any formal evidence of this criterion, although all 

of the participants were aware of the relationships between their functions and other 

functions that they interact with and have a direct impact on. Company B has daily 

meetings in which manufacturing, maintenance and process personnel participate. 

The meeting discusses the manufacturing priorities for the day ahead and any scrap 

issues that may have occurred in the past 24 hours. There arc also cross-functional 

teams that meet regularly and are focused on how to achieve the goals in each of the 

five categories. Both of the participants in Company B stated that there is a lot of 
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informal communication between the various groups, the purpose of which is to 

resolve potential conflicts. Company C has a specific requirement that the 

salespeople contact manufacturing before accepting orders above a certain 

predetermined limit. The discussion will determine when the order can be fulfilled 

and the salesperson will then provide a quote to the customer based on the date given 
by manufacturing. From the author's observations in Company A this has been a 

major failing in the past, however, a number of initiatives have recently been 

launched that intend to increase the understanding of inter-functional relationships. 
The interviewee in Company D admitted that the disconnect between the various 

groups in Company D is one of their greatest weaknesses. Manager F is also aware 

of the inter-functional relationships but there is no specific requirement in Company 

F for the various functions to work together. 

The PMgtS should encourage cross-functional Interaction. This critcrion is very 

closely rclated to the previous critcrion. Again only companics B and C showcd any 

evidencc of formal cross- functional interaction. 

The PMgtS should use a few consensual objectives and measures. The amount of 

consensus involved in determining objectives and measures varies across the 

participants but in general is limited to detcm-dning how the objectives will be 

achievcd, rather that what the objectives and measures should be. The exception to 

this would be the interviewee in Company C who chooses approximately 70% of his 

objectives, the remaining 30% being dictated by his manager who provides the 

strategic input. Company D specifically requires that only fivc or six objectives be 

used and in Company F there are only three main business objectives. 

The PMgtS should clearly deflne the data collection and measure calculation 

methods. The only system to have this as a specific requirement was that of 

Company D. None of the participants had any measures that required any 

calculation effort on the part of either the manager or the reports. Where calculations 

are necessary they are performed by automated systems. 
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The PMgtS should ensure that objectives and measures are clear, consistent and 

compatible, attempt to eliminate dysfunctional behaviour and should identify 

and eliminate roadblocks. These three criteria are being addressed together 

because they are all closely related; all of them are concerned with the development 

of objectives and measures. From the author's observations in Company A, none of 

these criteria are addressed. Company B does not specifically address these criteria 

when developing objectives and measures. If two individuals cannot resolve their 

conflicting objectives then the matter will be escalated to their managers, ultimately 

the conflict will be resolved based on a return-on-investment calculation. The 

participant in Company C ensures that the objectives are clear and consistent but 

does not look for roadblocks or dysfunctional behaviour that might arise as a result 

of the objectives and measures. For the manager in Company D dealing with conflict 

or dysfunctional behaviour is '... just part of the manager's job'. The objectives and 

measures are developed based on what has to be achieved and no particular analysis 

is done to see if the objectives or measures will cause conflict. Should conflict or 

roadblocks arise they will be dealt with at that time. The interviewee in Company F 

specifically looks for conflict between the objectives that he sets for his reports. 

The PMgtS should use the performance measurement system to communicate 

strategy, initiatives, objectives and targets. Strategy is not communicated in any 

of the participating companies. The communication of inccntive-rclated objectives is 

done at the start of the year by all of the companies, the communication of all other 
information is done either verbally or by email. 

The PMgtS should use the performance measurement system to provide 

feedback. There are two types of feedback evident in all of the participating 

companies. Firstly there is feedback on the incentivc-relatcd objectives, and 

secondly feedback on general performance. The incentive related feedback is 

typically given at scheduled one-on-ones, whereas the feedback on general 

performance is provided as needed. 
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Company A's performance management system has a requirement that formal one- 
on-ones be conducted quarterly to provide feedback to all employees on their 

progress towards their formal objectives. In the author's experience these do not 
take place unless an individual specifically requests one, although managers in other 
groups are more diligent. Feedback on general performance very much depends on 
the manager. The author's current manager is very detached from daily operations 
and feedback is usually provided only when there has been an incident, or when the 

monthly budget has been exceeded. The customer will occasionally provide positive 
feedback to the manager and this feedback is forwarded by cmail to the engineers. 

The managers in Company B have formal quarterly reviews with their reports to 
discuss performance. Manager I in Company B takes this a step further and has 

informal monthly meetings with all of his reports. These informal meetings are a 
forum for the reports to discuss whatever they like, including providing feedback on 

the managers performance. Both of the intcrviewccs in Company B are closely 
involved in the day-to-day activities of their groups and provide immediate feedback 

to their reports. 

Company C holds formal reviews at the end of the year, in which the past year's 
performance is discussed and the objectives for the coming year are set. The 

participant in Company C believes that more frequent formal reviews arc not 

necessary because of the small size of Company C (535 employees), and the high 

degree of both visibility and accountability in the company. The intcrvicwee in 
Company C is an area account manager, with his salespeople traveling all over the 

sales territory. As a result face-to-face communication does not take place very 
often. However, the manager and his reports speak to each other several times per 
week and communicate by email many times per day. 

The manager in Company D has a formal quarterly review with his manager and 
holds formal reviews every six months for his reports. Performance in terms of the 

stated objectives is discussed during these reviews. As with Company C, the 
intcrviewee in Company D is an area account manager with salespeople in various 
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cities throughout the sales territory. The participant and his reports speak to each 

other several times per day and communicate more frequently by cmail. 

Company F holds formal reviews once per year to discuss the past year's 

performance and the objectives for the year ahead. The managers have a weekly 

meeting in which they discuss performance and the interviewee holds daily meetings 

with his reports. The participant in Company F is closely involved in the daily 

activities of his group and provides immediate feedback as needed. 

The PMgtS should empower employees. All of the participants promote autonomy 

and expect their reports to be able to deal with issues as they arise and to at least be 

able to suggest solutions. However, this does not seem to be a feature of any of the 

performance management systems and depends on the manager. 

The PMgtS should promote continuous Improvement and organizational 

learning. From the author's experience in Company A, the continuous improvement 

efforts are focused on reducing costs, improvement in other areas is driven by the 

customer. A number of initiatives have recently been launched that intend to 

increase the communication and interaction between various functions. These 

initiatives could be said to promote continuous improvement and organizational 
learning. 

Company B is very cost-focused at present and all efforts are aimed at reducing costs 

and increasing both yield and cfliciencies, which in turn lead to cost reductions. As 

far as the participants' groups are concerned the organizational learning consists of 

modifying procedures in response to incidents. When asked about organizational 
learning, Manager 2 stated that '-we prefer to re-invcnt the wheel... ' 

The interviewee in Company C did suggest that while there are cfforts to 

continuously improve and to learn from mistakes that these cfforts tend to be more 

reactive than proactivc. When there are major incidents, training will be given to the 
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individuals where appropriate and changes will be made to the organizational 

processes to ensure that the incident is not repeated. 

The manager in Company D suggested that continuous improvement and 

organizational learning is supposed to be inherent in the system. If objectives are not 

met then the reasons should be determined and either training should be provided or 

other changes should be made to ensure the objectives are achieved. However, 

whether this actually happens is debatable according to the intcrviewce. 

The participant in Company F clearly strives for continuous improvement however 

there is no evidence that the system in Company F encourages this. Similarly, 

organizational learning is not a formal part of Company F's systems but the 

interviewee mentors his reports. 

The PMgtS should tie rewards to the formal objectives. In theory all of the 

participating companies tie rewards to the formal objectives, however in practice 

there is a great deal of subjectivity involved in the assessments and appraisals. To 

the extent that achieving the formal objectives will not necessarily result in a good 

review. 

In Company A, many of the author's objectives are so vague as to defy 

measurement, in other cases objectives depend on some external situation arising and 
frequently cannot be achieved. This would lead the author to believe that his 

appraisals are based almost entirely on subjective assessments. 

The situation in Company B is very similar. Many of the objectives that the 

interviewees set for their reports arc general in nature and the reports have little or no 

control over whether the objectives are achieved. For one group of his reports 
Manager I sets business goals but also assesses them in terms of seven other 

behavioural characteristics. He balances the subjectivity by weighting the business 

goals more heavily. For the other group of his reports the assessment is entirely 

subjective because the individuals do not have specific individual goals. Instead they 
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are assessed on their perceived contribution to the group's goals. Manager 2 in 
Company B sets business goals for all of his reports but assesses them based entirely 

on II behavioural characteristics. 

Company C sets business objectives for all of its employees and bases their annual 

pay raise on whether or not they achieved their objectives. The intcrviewee in 

Company C stated that, aside from the sales goals, the goals in the past were 

subjective in nature but that the goals are increasingly being made objective and 

measurable. However, in the author's opinion the goals still seem to be very 

subjective in nature. For example, the customer support engineers are now being 

asked to build better relationships with their customers and to develop fab-wide 

expertise, that is, to increase their knowledge of equipment from other suppliers. 

Assessing these goals is likely to be very subjective in nature. The interviewce also 

pointed out that setting objectives and measuring progress in the manufacturing 

operations is easier to do because it is more 'black and white'. 

Company D sets a small number of objectives for it people, typically five or six and 

assesses their annual performance in terms of these goals. However, the interviewee 

admitted that the final assessment is done subjectively. He justified this by pointing 

out that some people have all of the lucky breaks and achieve their goals without 

trying. While others might put their heart and soul into trying to achieve their goals 

but they fail because of circumstances outside of their control. As a result, during the 

final assessment Manager D tries to take such factors into account. 

The interviewee in Company F performs the most objective assessment of all. For 

reward purposes his assessment is based entirely on whether the business goals are 

achieved. As part of the performance management system in Company F every 

employee is assessed in terms of eight behavioural criteria, although these are for 

development purposes only. The interviewce pointed out that the assessment against 

these criteria is subjective and that other managers might base the rewards on these 

criteria as well as on achieving the business objectives. 
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The PMgtS should periodically re-evaluate objectives and measures and delete 

any that are obsolete. None of the interviewees provided any evidence of 

periodically re-evaluating objectives and measures and deleting any that had become 

obsolete. 

6.5 Conclusion 

This chapter sought to address Research Questions 2,3 and 4. Specifically, the 

chapter was concerned with whether the operational levels of the participating 

organizations have well developed performance management systems, and how 

managers at the operational level develop objectives and measures. Research 

Question 4 was concerned with the extent to which the desirable characteristics exist 

at the operational level. The actual research questions are listed below: 

RQ #2. Do organizations have formal and structured methods, as part of the 

performance measurement and management system, in place at the 

operational level? 

RQ #3. How do operational-level managers develop objectives and measures? 
RQ#4. Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in the literature, exist at the 

operational level? If they exist, is it as a result of the system or the 

manager? 

The empirical evidence showed that the participating organizations do not have 

formal and structured methods in their performance management systems at the 

operational level, where the systems have been designed with good intentions, they 

are not used as intended. The participating organizations have put more effort into 

their appraisal systems than into their performance management systems in general, 

they also place more emphasis on the objectives in the appraisal systems. However, 

the objectives used for reward purposes are not always rewarded in the event of 

successful achievement and rarely drive the day-to-day activities of the participants. 
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The operational level managers who participated in this research develop objectives 
based on the goals given to them through the appraisal system. The managers pass 
the appraisal objectives to their reports and strive to achieve them by identify areas 
that can be improved. However, there are no formal methods in place that assist the 

managers in this process. Additionally, no specific consideration is given to the 

performance measures that are used to monitor performance. The measure is 

assumed to exist when an objective has been chosen. There may be additional 

objectives for individuals, however, these are likely to be mandated by either the 
Human Resource group or the Safety group. Objectives are also given to individuals 

to address poor performance in terms of, for example, attendance. 

In terms of the desirable attributes of performance management systems, very few of 

the attributes are specifically addressed by the systems in the participating 

organizations. The participating managers fared slightly better in that they expressed 

an understanding of the need for most of the attributes and presented some evidence 

that they try to achieve many of them. 

In the participating organizations, performance management at the operational levels 

of organizations is left to the individual manager with little or no guidance provided 
by the systems. These conclusions are summarized below: 

* Appraisal systems are being used by organizations to communicate the 

'result' objectives throughout the organization. 
The appraisal systems have not yet become sophisticated enough to guide 

managers through identifying improvement activities and setting objectives 

and measures for those activities. 

In many cases, the 'result' objectives do not drive the day-to-day activities. 

The objectives in the appraisal system are intended to be used to reward 
individuals, however, there is still a great deal of subjectivity involved. 

The managers have a greater influence that the sYstcms in determining 

whether or not the objectives are achieved and in whether or not the desirable 

characteristics are achieved. 
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The analysis of the empirical data continues in the next chapter and seeks to answer 
the final research question. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusions from the Empirical Evidence 

7.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter examined the empirical data to determine how the participating 

operational level managers manage performance and to what extent the desirable 

characteristics of performance management systems exist at the operational level of 
the participating organizations. This chapter begins by discussing the empirical data, 

gathered from the participating organizations, in general terms and then goes on to 

make a number of observations and to draw some conclusions. Support for the 

observations is included in the text and also on Appendix Three, which contains the 

summaries of the interview transcripts. The chapter then goes on to discuss the 
implications of the observations and to address the last research question, which is: 

RQ #5. In light of the characteristics identified by RQ #1, are the existing 

methods to develop objectives and measures suitable for use at the 

operational level? 

7.2 General Analysis of the Empirical Data 

Anderson and Fagerhaug (2002, p. 145) identified five main applications of 

performance measurement: monitoring performance levels; decision support; 
diagnostic self-assessment; benchmarking; and, to facilitate process improvement. 

Kaplan and Norton (2001, p. 8) suggest that performance measurement, and the 

Balanced Scorccard in particular, enables organizations to achieve focus on, and 

alignment with the organization's strategy. Without this focus and alignment 

organizations arc simply not capable of competing in today's environment where 
intangible assets determine an organization's valuation and ability to succeed. 
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When asked what they thought the purpose ol'the per6orniance ma nage Ille lit System 

is, the respondents provided sonic common therrics. Their responses are summarized 

in table 7.1 below. 

Manapý: [ Rewards Feedback Accountabili(y Assign goals Improvement 

BI 

B2 

C V/ 

D V/ 

F 

Table 7.1 

The purpose of the Performance Management System for the interviewees 

The responses in Table 7.1 suggest that Im- the participating managers the 

performance management system is used to set objectives, to provide I'Cedback, and 

to reward high perf'ormers. Only Manager F suggested that the peribrinance 

management system could be used to improve perl'ormancc. 

None of the participants suggested that the perl'ormaricc management system is used 

for strategy execution (Kaplan and Norton 2001, p. 8), to gather general inl'orniation 

to support decision making, or Im the wider purposes suggested by Anderson and 

Fagerhaug (2002, p. 145). As a result, the author has concluded that: 

The performance management system is viewed, sornewhat narrowly, only as 

an appraisal system in the participating organizations. 

While none of the participants have well developed pul'ormance management 

systems, as described in the literature, then- appraisal systems are clearly intended to 

perform some of the Functions associated with I)CI-101,111,111cc Management systems. It 

is interesting to note that the appraisal systems in the ['()in- largest participants, who 
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are also publicly traded, are in a state of flux, these are the companies with the most 
structured and formal systems. 

Company A, in which a formal interview was not conducted with operational level 

managers but which the author personally observed as an employee, implemented a 
new appraisal system in 2004. This system should be fully implemented by mid- 
2005 and is still being modified. After a major reorganization, Company B recently 
ceased using its structured system while a new system is developed. In the interim, 
the managers are developing objectives and assessing performance as they see fit. 
The interviewee in Company C admitted that Company C's system is changing to 
become more 'metric driven' and that new systems are being put in place to develop 

specific, strategy-based objectives and measures for their field personnel. These 

systems have long existed for the manufacturing personnel. Company D has the 

most sophisticated system of all but recently added another two components. 

The exception is Company F which is a privately owned company, in which the 

owner and chief executive officer (CEO) clearly manages the organization in an 
autocratic manner. The interviewee in Company F pointed out that if the CEO does 

not see value in, for example, developing more sophisticated management 
information systems, then he will not release the funds to do so. In addition, if the 

senior managers do not set budgets that the CEO approves of, then the CEO will set 
the budget himself. 

The fact that the four largest participating organizations are actively changing the 

systems that they use to communicate and develop objectives suggests that they 

recognize the importance of these systems. This seems to be a common trend as 
identified by Frigo and Krurnwiede (1998a). Based on a survey conducted by the 
Cost Management Group (CMG) of the Institute of Management Accountants, Frigo 

and Krumwiede reported that 55% of the companies surveyed are changing their 

performance measurement systems. This is particularly common for larger 

organizations (Frigo and Krurnwiede 1999). Unfortunately, while the changes being 

implemented by the participants are a step in the right direction, they do not appear 
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to be thorough or comprehensive. For example, in Company A individuals are 

encouraged to obtain a copy of their manager's objectives and to develop their own 

objectives based on those of their manager. This is a step in the right direction 

because all of objectives would then be linked to the organization's strategy, 
however, this does not always happen in practice and Company A's system does not 

suggest any methods for how to develop the lower level objectives or criteria that the 

objectives should meet. A further failing of all of the systems, with the exception of 
Company D's, is that the measures are assumed to have been developed when the 

objectives have been set. No additional thought is given to the characteristics or 

attributes of the measures being used to assess performance. In Company D, the 

system requires that a clearly defined measure be developed for each goal or 

objective, if this cannot be done then the system suggests that another objective 

should be chosen. 

This leads the author to the conclusion that while the participating organizations have 

recognized the importance of the performance management system, they have 

underestimated what is involved in translating strategic objectives into locally 

meaningful objectives for every employee. Additionally, the importance of 

performance measures is not appreciated in these organizations as measures are 

given no specific attention. Once an objective has been set the measure is assumed 

to exist automatically. These conclusions are summarized as: 

The participating organizations have recognized the importance of the 

performance management system, they have underestimated their complexity. 
The importance and complexity of performance measures has not been 

recognized in the participating organizations. 

In the participating organizations, there are two distinct sets of objectives, these were 

referred to as results and determinants objectives in the previous chapter. The 

appraisal systems communicate the result objectives, that is, what each individual is 

expected to achieve and these result objectives are used to appraise the individual. 

The individual must then develop detern-dnant objectives, which if achieved will 
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contribute to the result objectives. The determinant objectives are informal, in that 

they are not included in the formal system. All of the interviewees except the 

managers in Company B admitted to having informal objectives that were essentially 

outside of the formal, incentive-based objectives. All of the informal objectives wcre 

either developmental in nature or were designed to indirectly contribute to achieving 

the formal objectives. 

The managers in Company B stated that all objectives must be formally documented, 

the justification for which was to maintain documentary evidence. This documentary 

evidence is needed so that in the event that an employee disputes their appraisal by 

claiming that they were not given certain objectives, then the manager can tum to the 

documentary evidence. Both Manager I and Manager 2 provided this answer and in 

doing so provided some insight into Company B's culture. Schein (1986) def'mcd 

organizational culture as: 

the pattern of basic assumptions that the group has invented, discovered or 
developed in learning to cope with its problems of external adaptation and 
internal integration, and that has worked well enough to be considered valid, 

and therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, 

think and feel in relation to those problems. 

Based on the explanations provide by Manager BI and B2, above, Company B's 

culture would seem to have resulted in a system that anticipates disputes with 

employees and that requires formal documentation of all objectives to scttle those 

disputes. Perhaps disputes with employees over their performance assessments 

cannot be avoided, or perhaps this requirement was developed in response to past 

incidents. However, as discussed in Section 6.3, Company B does not necessarily 

reward its top performers and is in the habit of severely punishing mistakes. The 

details combine to give the author the distinct impression that Company B has a way 

of dealing with people that leads to disputes. 
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Despite this agreement between the two managers that all objectives must be 

formally documented the author does not believe this to be the case. For example, 
Manager I stated that he gives his engineers an availability goal for their equipment 
that is based on the group availability objective. It is unlikely that this is the lowest 

level of objective though, because certain other things must be done to ensure that 

the toolset achieves the availability target. These 'other things' that must be done 

will more than likely have objectives associated with them but there was no evidence 

provided during the interviews that these objectives are documented. 

What happens in reality is that the appraisal system is used to give the manager and 
his group a set of objectives. The manager passes these objectives straight to the 
individuals in his group without considering how the objectives can be achieved. 
These objectives then form the basis for assessment of all members of the group. 
Subsequent meetings and discussions arc concerned with how to achieve the 

objectives but the determining factors never become formal objectives and are not 
formally documented. This may arise from the fact that the organizations do not 

care, within reason, how the objectives are achieved, only that they are achieved. 
Both manager BI and Manager D stated that they don't care how their reports 

achieve their objectives; they only care about whether or not they do achieve them. 

There are Result and Determinant objectives in the participating 

organizations. The Result objectives are formally documented within the 

appraisal system but the determinant objectives arc documented only by the 

managers 

The participating organizations do not care, within reason, how objectives arc 

achieved. 

The result objectives that operational level managers are tasked to achieve do not 

change much from one year to the next, for the most part, only the targets change. 

The exception among the intcrviewees was Company C, which recently implemented 

a new strategy and is becoming what the interviewce rcferred to as 'more metric- 
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driven'. Because of the new strategy, new objectives have been set for many of 
Company C's employees, including Manager C and his team. 

In the participating organizations, the result objectives at the operational level 

change little from year to year. 

Another failing identified in the participating organizations is that while a 
considerable number of non-financial objectives have been developed, the financial 

objectives take precedence and drive the day-to-day decision making. With the 

exception of Manager D, all of the participants pointed out that costs are the bottom 

line, that is, that costs are their top priority. Most of the objectives discussed during 

the interviews are cost-focused and there were few references to customer 

satisfaction, safety, employee satisfaction and so on. For example, the author's 

annual objectives have little to do with his daily activities and the overwhelming 

message communicated by the author's manager is to reduce costs wherever and 

whenever possible. Manager I in Company B pointed out that safety was 

everybody's number one priority, however he did so during the third interview and 

only as the result of a direct prompt that asked about safety. Manager 2 in Company 

B mentioned that there might be some safety goals in a 'sub-sct' of objectives but 

they were not in his primary set of goals. The interviewee in Company D was very 

clear from the beginning that safety was the number one priority for Company D. He 

also stated that, as a salesman, customer satisfaction is his top priority but that 
Company D has stopped measuring customer satisfaction. In addition, while 
Manager D has five or six annual objectives, which include employee development, 

safety, a sales target and a number of project-based goals, he believes that achieving 
his sales target and cutting costs are the most important objectives. He did state, 
however, that safety taken very seriously in Company D and that achieving all safety 

objectives is mandatory. Only the intcrviewces in Companies C and F were clear 
that customer satisfaction, safety and a 'quality' product are important. This results 
in the following conclusions: 
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The objectives communicated through the appraisal system, which is the 

primary method to communicate objectives, do not always drive the day-to- 
day activities in the participating organizations and cost-related objectives 
take precedence in most cases. 

The clearest message from the empirical data is that the manager is the key clement 
in determining whether or not an objective will be achieved, how it will be achieved 
and whether or not the desirable attributes will be achieved. Because the existing 
systems provide little guidance on how to develop objectives and measures it is 

entirely dependent on the manager's abilities and understanding of both how his/her 

operations actually work and the relationship between his/her operations and the rest 
of the organization. Table 7.2 below shows the total number of times that each 
interviewec said, or made some reference to aspects of performance management 
being manager dependent and to the manager's style being an issue. 

B1 B2 c D F 

Depends on the manager 7 8 4 6 3 

Manager style/personality 1 2 1 3 3 

Table 7.2 - Number of references to a dependence on the manager 

The manager's style will determine not only determine the extent to which the 

manager builds consensus, seeks input from his/her reports, explains the 

relationships between objectives and so on. The manager's style will also determine 
how involved the manager is in the operations of their group. Based on the author's 
experience and observations, manager involvement is vital to correctly identifying 

the areas that need improvement, setting realistic objectives and in assessing 
performance. If the manager is not involved then he/she will have to rely on 
secondhand information. In the author's experience secondhand information is not 

always accurate or well-intentioned. Without firsthand knowledge it is difficult to 

guide people and to focus improvement in the most rewarding areas. In addition, as 
Manager F pointed out several times, those performing the activities arc usually too 
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involved in the details to see the 'big picture'. Therefore the manager should be 

closely enough involved to know all the activities that are taking place, how the 

activities relate to each other and how the group relates to other groups. 

In the author's experience, managers who are actively involved in their operations 

not only command more respect but are also better able to manage their operations 
because they know how the group works. Manager B2 provided evidence of this 

when discussing appraisals that he and his colleagues have had in the past. He stated 
that when he was a technician working on the nightshift, some of his previous 

managers didn't even know his name! How then could these managers realistically 

appraise his performance? On the same subject he added that some of the worst 

employees that he had ever met regularly received 'good' appraisals, while some of 
the best employees regularly received 'bad' appraisals. This was again attributed to 

manager involvement by Manager B2. The most persuasive argument came from the 

interviewee in Company F, who has made drastic improvements in production 

cfficiency by getting involved in the day-to-day activities and by focusing on a few 

key areas. 

All of the participants were clearly very closely involved in the operations of their 

groups and with their reports. For example, Manager I in Company B has informal 

one-on-one with all 15 of his reports, every month, this is in addition to the formal 

one-on-ones every quarter. Manager 2 in Company B is also very serious about 

having informal meetings with every one of his 31 reports, to the extent that he goes 

to work at 2: 00 o' clock in the morning, twice per month, to meet with the 

technicians who work on the nightshift. Keeping in touch with his team is more 

difficult for the manager in Company C because his reports arc constantly traveling 

to customer sites. However, he speaks with every member of his team by telephone 

several times per week and communicates multiple times per day by cmail. He also 

meets with members of his team whenever either he, or the team member, fccls the 

need to do so. The manager in Company D is in a similar situation with a 

geographically disbursed sales team, however Manager D also meets with his 

salesmen whenever either party feel the need. The manager in Company F is 
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probably the most closely involved in his operations, while Manager F is a senior 

manager he spends greater than 50% of his time on the shop floor. 

In addition to the manager's style having a determining influence on how, and how 

well, he/she sets objectives and assesses performance, the organization's culture, 
defmcd in Section 7.2, was also observed to have an influence. For example, 
Manager C stated that his organization is becoming more 'metric driven' and that 

this is requiring a 'culture shift'. Company C promotes a great deal of autonomy for 

many of it's employees, as a result these employees previously enjoyed the freedom 

of working with limited supervision and of working towards loosely def-ined goals. 
However, more specific goals and measures arc now being set for employees, which 
in turn requires them to adjust to having less freedom than they are used to. Manager 

E, the Vice President, stated that all Company E employees below the director level 

get an annual bonus every year, regardless of their or the organization's performance. 

Above the director level the annual bonus is tied to the organization's performance. 
This is in stark contrast to Company B where employees who far exceeded their 

annual goals last year did not receive a bonus because the factory does not achieve its 

stated goals. At the same time the recently appointed Chief Executive Officer was 

awarded a multi-million dollar bonus. According to Manager BI, the intention is to 

encourage teamwork by making all employees do whatever is necessary to ensure the 

factory achieves its goals. The net result however, is that many employees have 

become apathetic because they have not been rewarded for excellence in the past and 

therefore see no incentive in continuing to excel. 

This gives rise to the following observations: 

* In the absence of formal methods, how well the determinant objectives are 
developed will depend on the participating manager's abilities. (All 

participants p. 194) 

The participating manager's style has an influence on how objectives are set, 

on how performance is measured and in particular on how performance 

appraisals are executed and rewards given. (All participants p. 195) 
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Being closely involved in the operations of their groups helps the 

participating managers to better manage their groups. (All participants pp. 
195-196) 

The participating organizations' culture has an influence on how perforniance 
is assessed and on how rewards are given. (Participants B, C and E pp. 196- 

197) 

While discussing the need for his technicians to cross-train onto different types of 

equipment the author asked Manager B2 if he had considered implementing 

measures to track the progress of the technicians. The intcrviewce said that he had 

considered it but that it would be too difficult to track each technician's progress on 

performing various activities on the new equipment. Manager C pointed out that 

Company C's manufacturing operations have always been better at measuring their 

performance than other parts of the organization. He attributed this to the fact that it 

is easier to measure activities in manufacturing because the activities involved, and 

the outcomes, are more tangible. While measuring manufacturing performance 

might be relatively straightforward, the case is less simple in sales, which is the 

domain of two of the interviewccs. The manager in Company C recognizes that 

measures such as market penetration are somewhat subjective but attempts to 

measure them nonetheless. The manager in Company D makes no attempt to 

measure such criteria because they are so subjective. In addition, while customer 

relationships are 'everything' to Manager D, neither he nor his company measure 

customer complaints, even though Manager D felt that the only objective measures 

related to the customer are orders and complaints. Also in Company D, the system 

requires that a clearly defined measure be developed for each goal or objective, if 

this cannot be done then the system suggests that another objective should be chosen, 

regardless of how necessary the objective might be. This leads to the conclusion 

that: 

the participating managers and organizations tend to measure what is easily 

measurable and shy away from measuring things which are difficult to 

measure. 
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Subjectivity is deeply entrenched into the appraisal systems of the participating 

organizations, in particular Companies A, B and D. In the author's experience in 

Company A the annual objectives arc not sufficiently well developed to be used for 

appraisal purposes, therefore some other subjective criteria must be used to arrive at 
the assessment of individuals. Manager I in Company B makes an effort to reduce 
the subjectivity in his assessment of his reports by weighting and averaging but the 

overall process in Company B is very subjective in nature. Manager 2 in Company 

B ranks and rates his reports entirely subjectively, he also added that the ranking and 

rating process is '... almost like a popularity contest... ' When each manager has 

completed the ranking and rating, all of the managers meet to rank and rate every 

employee in the factory and to assign them to one of two categories. There are a 
limited number of places in each category and in the event that there are too many 

candidates in a particular category, the managers discuss the merits of each candidate 

and ultimately rearrange the names until the quotas are satisried. For appraisal 

purposes Manager D assesses his reports against the objective goals that were set at 
the start of the year, he then awards each report a final score. However, he admitted 
that the overall score will be based on his subjective assessment of the circumstances 
faced by each of his reports during the year. There is a chcckbox at the bottom of the 

assessment which asks if the final score is based only on the performance against the 

objectives, thus allowing the managers to select 'No' and apply their judgment. 

Manager D also stated that there have been occasions when senior management have 

reviewed the scores and made adjustments. For example, they have 'squashed' all 

scores in the past to avoid having to give pay raises, and on other occasions they 
have increased the scores of some managers and decreased the scores of other 

managers to achieve a more balanced result. 

The managers in Companies C and F also use subjective assessment but not for the 

purposes of incentives. The intervicwee in Company C stated that the unofficial 

ranking and rating is shared between managers in order to detcnnine whom to pick 

for promotions and special or sensitive projects. Manager C assesses both the 

business goals and certain behavioural characteristics but the business goals take 

precedence over the bchavioural characteristics for assessment purposes. The 
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interviewee in Company D said that there wasn't really a ranking and rating but that 

all managers are aware of who their top performers are and suggested that a ranking 

and rating might be performed to determine whom to promote 'by appointment, 

rather than by application'. The interviewce in Company F stated that there is no 

ranking and rating but again suggested that he knows who his top performers are. 
There is a subjective assessment of ten behavioural characteristics used in Company 

F but it is used purely for developmental purposes. This results in the following 

observation: 

For most of the participants, assessing performance involves a great deal of 

subjectivity, even within the formal appraisal systems. 

The observations discussed in the above paragraphs arc listed below and their 

implications are then discussed: 

" The performance management system is viewed, somewhat narrowly, only as 

an appraisal system in the participating organizations. (All participants, pp. 

188-189) 

" The participating organizations have recognized the importance of the 

performance management system, they have underestimated their complexity. 

(All participants, p. 189-19 1) 

" The importance and complexity of performance measures has not been 

recognized in the participating organizations. (All participants, p. 189-191) 

" There are Result and Detern-dnant objectives in the participating 

organizations, the Result objectives are formally documented within the 

appraisal system but the determinant objectives are documented only by the 

managers. (All participants, pp. 191-193) 

" The participating organizations don't seem to care, within reason, how 

objectives arc achieved. (Managers BI and D, pp. 192-193) 

" In the participating organizations, the result objectives at the operational level 

change little from year to year. (All participants, p. 193) 
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" The objectives communicated through the appraisal system, which is the 

primary method to communicate objectives, do not always drive the day-to- 
day activities in the participating organizations and cost-rclated objectives 
take precedence in most cases. (All participants, pp. 193-194) 

" In the absence of formal methods, how well the determinant objectives are 
developed will depend on the participating manager's abilities. (All 

participants, p. 194) 

" The participating managers' styles have an influence on how objectives are 
set, on how performance is measured and in particular on how performance 
appraisals are executed and rewards given. (All participants, p. 195) 

" Being closely involved in the operations of their groups helps the 

participating managers to better manage their groups. (All participants, pp. 
195-196) 

" The participating organizations' cultures have an influence on how 

performance is assessed and on how rewards arc given. (Participants B, C 

and E, pp. 196-197) 

" The participating managers and organizations tend to measure what is easily 

measurable and shy away from measuring things which are difficult to 

measure. (Manager B2 and D, pp. 196-197) 

" For most of the participants, assessing performance involves a great deal of 

subjectivity, even within the formal appraisal systems. (Companies A, B and 
D, pp. 197-198) 

Many of these observations are not specific to the operational level but to the 

participating organizations and their performance management systems in gencral, as 
such they lend support to the findings of other authors. The implications of these 
flindings, as they relate specifically to the operational level, are discussed in the next 
section. 
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7.3 The implications of the observations from the empirical data 

This section revisits the observations from Chapters Five and Six and then adds the 

observations and conclusions from this chapter to the discussion, to form a set of 

conclusions and observations that are specific to the operational level. Finally, this 

section answers Research Question 5, whether the existing methods to develop 

performance measurement and management systems are suitable for use at the 

operational level. 

The discussion in Chapter 5 was concerned with the operational level characteristics 

and identified that operational level managers operate in fast-moving and rapidly 

changing environments. Their work is frequently interrupted by issues that require 
immediate and rapid decision making, as a result their priorities can change at any 

time. They are forced to have a short-term focus and they rely on real-time 

information to make their decisions. They work on multiple projects or activities at 

the same time and most projects and activities are completed in a short timeframe. 

This indicates that while the result objectives do not change much from year to year 

the determinant objectives change frequently, as projects are identirlcd, implemented 

and completed and then new projects are identified. 

Operational level managers spend a great deal of time in meetings however they do 

not appear to use these meetings as effectively or cf1iciently as they could. In 

addition, it was identified that operational level managers are caught in a 'catch 22' 

situation, namely they don't have enough time to dedicate to planning because they 
don't do enough planning. All of. the intcrviewccs expressed a preference for 

guidelines. The reasons given were, in gcncral, that the environment at the 

operational level is so dynamic that only guidelines are appropriate. 

Chapter 6 examined performance management at the operational level in more detail 

and identified that the absence of formal methods makes the managers' abilities 

critical in the development of objectives and measures. This observation suggests 

the need for operational level managers to use structured methods to develop 

objectives and measures. The observations discussed in the previous sections of this 
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chapter all add finther support to the conclusion that the participating organizations, 

and possibly many other organizations, need formal and structured methods to help 

them to develop effective determinant objectives and measures, as efficiently as 

possible. 

This chapter identified that while the importance of performance management has 

been recognized the systems in the participating organizations arc not yet 

sophisticated enough to include methods to help operational level mangers develop 

objectives for their groups. As a result, the participating managers' styles and 

abilities, along with the prevailing organizational culture have a determining 

influence on how objectives are set and performance assessed and rewarded. The 

use of formal methods to develop objectives and measures would reduce this 

dependence on the manager, as well as offering the chance to reduce the amount of 

subjectivity and offering a chance to measure what is difficult to measure. 

The main fmdings of this research that relate specifically to performance 

management at the operational level arc: 

1. The participating operational level managers would benefit from having 

formal, structured methods because using formal methods would reduce the 

dependence on the managers' abilities, would reduce the amount of 

subjectivity on appraising individuals and would help to measure what is 

currently felt to be too difficult to measure. 
2. The activities that the participating operational level managers are involved 

in, and must develop objectives and measures for, change frequently. 

3. The participating operational level managers don't have much time for 

planning. 
4. The participating operational level managers expressed a preference for a set 

of guidelines. 

To address the final research question, namely whether methods developed at the 

strategic level are appropriate for use at the operational level, findings two, three and 
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four are pivotal. The second fimding, that determinant objectives, projects and 

activities change frequently at the operational level is particularly important. if the 

objectives change frequently, then the method used to set the objectives and 

measures will be used frequently. Given that the objectives and measures could 

change on a weekly basis it is not appropriate that the method used to develop the 

objectives and measures should take days or weeks to complete. In addition, 

operational level managers don't have much time to devote to long planning sessions 
because they are frequently interrupted and must immediately investigate situations 
to make rapid decisions. Finally, operational level managers expressed a preference 
for guidelines, suggesting that they arc more likely to adopt guidelines than any other 

method. 

Unfortunately, the existing methods to develop objectives and measures impose a 

considerable burden in terms of the amount of time required. The author was unable 

to fmd any examples describing the development of performance measurement 

systems at the operational level, however, there are descriptions of systems being 

developed at the strategic level. Bourne et at. (2000) suggest that implementing a 

new PMS at the higher organizational levels will take up to two years to get to the 

point where the measures are being used on a daily basis. Kaplan and Norton 

(1996b) quoted an insurance company that developed its balanced scorccard over a 
30 month period, and that was after having developed a scorccard at the strategic 

level to help create a new vision for the organization. 

A timescale of up to two years may be acceptable at the upper levels of organizations 

where the timescales for achieving objectives are measured in years. At the lower 

levels of organizations the timescalcs are measured in months, weeks or even days in 

some cases (Beischcl and Smith 1991), so rclying on a method to develop 

performance measures that takes months or years to complete is obviously 

inappropriate. 

Developing a set of guidelines for use at the operational level represents a unique 

situation, which presents some inherent dangers. Firstly, suggesting the use of 
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guidelines might be seen to imply that translating objectives at one organizational 
level into more specific objectives at a lower level, and then developing 

complimentary performance measures, is a trivial activity. It is not a trivial activity 

and it is not the intention of the author to suggest otherwise. The participating 

operational level managers spend a great deal of time in meetings, discussing how to 

achieve their objectives. However, the empirical evidence suggests that these 

meetings are not efficient because formal methods are not used during the meetings 
to guide the managers' decision making. There is therefore, clearly a need for the 

participating managers to use structured methods to develop objectives and 

measures. However, all of the interviewees expressed a preference for a set of 

guidelines and it is likely that many other operational level managers would also 

resist the imposition of any method except guidelines. It is to be hoped though, that 

the benefits of using a structured method would quickly become apparent and might 
lead to a desire to use more structured methods, such as that described by Neely ct al. 
(2002). 

Another inherent danger in this approach is that if the objectives that have been set 
for the operational level manager are not consistent with the organization's strategy, 
then the manager will be working in a possibly counter-productive direction. Giving 

the operational level manager methods to make them more effective will cause them 

to diverge even further from the organization's strategy. This does not seem to be a 

concern for the participants as they do not communicate the organization's strategy, 

nonetheless it is a concern for the author. This danger is lessened considerably by 

the fact that the objectives at the operational level do not seem to change much from 

year to year, instead the targets change. This being the case, the operational level 

managers are not likely to stray too far from the general strategic direction. 

As a result of the above discussion, the author has concluded that the existing 

methods to develop objectives and performance measures are too cumbersome and 

time consurning to be used at the operational level. There is, therefore, a clear need 

to develop more appropriate methods for use at the operational level. Much of the 
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remainder of this thesis describes the development of a set of guidelines and presents 

an assessment of the guidelines by the participating managers. 

7.4 Choosing a method on which to base the guidelines 

The discussion in the previous sections, and the previous chapters, identified the 

need to develop a set of guidelines that will help operational level managers to 

develop objectives and performance measures. While guidelines are not the best 

possible approach in general, the empirical evidence suggests that they are the most 

appropriate for use at the operational level and are most likely to be accepted by 

operational level managers. 

The next issue to resolve is that of the actual guidelines themselves. As there are 

numerous methods described in the literature there seems little need to 're-invcnt the 

wheel', as a result the author's first preference would be to base the guidelines on an 

existing method. 

A brief review of the literature reveals that there are a great many potential methods 
from which to choose, as evidenced by the discussions in sections 2.4 and 4.4. 

Unfortunately, as Neely (2000) pointed out few of the methods described in the 

literature offer '-specific, actionable advice'. As identified earlier, the manager's 

abilities are critical in achieving objectives when there is a lack of guidance provided 
by the performance management systen-L A lack of specific, actionable advice in any 

method will not help managers, at any level of an organization, to overcome the 
inconsistencies that already exist, either between managers or from one period to the 

next. Appendix 4 describes eight of the more commonly referenced methods in the 

literature, these methods, listed below, are assessed in the following paragraphs. 

e The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) developed by Kaplan and Norton (1992,1996), 

* The 'Cambridge' Process (Neely ct al. 1995,1996,2000,2002), 

* The Integrated Performance Measurement System (IPMS) reference model 
(Bititci et al., 1997) 
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" The Performance Pyramid (Lynch and Cross 1995) 

" EFQM Model (www. efqm. org) 

" Hoshin Kanri (Witcher and Butterworth 1996,1999 

" Results and Determinants matrix (Brignall et al. 1991) 

" Operational Performance Measurement (Kaydos 1999) 

The most widely adopted method in practice is the Balanced Scorccard of Kaplan 

and Norton. The authors claim that since the BSC was updated to include strategy 

maps, that it can now be used as a 'management system' (Kaplan and Norton 2001a, 

2001b and 2001c). The BSC has as its starting point the organization's strategy but 

assumes that a strategy exists as it does not help to develop a strategy. The strategy 

maps are used to specify the critical elements of the organization and how they 

contribute to the strategy, in terms of each of the four perspectives (Financial, 

Customer, Internal Business Processes and Learning/Growth). The objectives are 

subsequently tracked with the use of the BSC. 

The BSC has been criticized for not including other perspectives, such as a 
'Customer' perspective (Neely 1995) and for lacking implementational detail 

(Hudson 2001, p. 51). The most damning criticism, from the perspective of this 

research is that the BSC does not readily connect the strategic level with the 

operational level (Ballantine and Brignall, 1994). 

The creators of the BSC suggest that the BSC cannot be implemented at every level 

of an organization, pointing out that whether a function or department should have a 
balanced scorecard depends on whether or not it has '... a mission, a strategy, 

customers (internal or external), and internal processes that enable it to accomplish 
its mission and strategy' (Kaplan and Norton 1996, p. 36). Kaplan and Norton 

(200 1 c, p. 103) also identified what they referred to as KPI scorecards and suggested 

that these are a lesser entity that the true strategic balanced scorccard. They went on 

to say that 'Unless the link to strategy has been clearly thought through, however, the 

KPI scorecard can be a dangerous illusion. ' 
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McAdam (2000) in discussing the implementation of the BSC in small- and medium- 

sized enterprises (SMEs) found that the BSC is too mechanistic and inflexible for use 
in SMEs. The operational level of organizations share some characteristics with 
SMEs, in particular, the operational level was described as 'fast-moving' and 'fluid' 

by the interviewees. It is unlikely then that the BSC would be suitable for use at the 

operational level. Interestingly, Witcher and Butterworth (1999) suggest that the 
balanced scorecard is based on the principles of Hoshin Kanri. However, they point 

out that the BSC does not have an organizing framework to deploy the strategic level 

objectives to the everyday, operational level. 

The Cambridge method was found to provide a comprehensive structure for 

developing performance measures at both the strategic and operational levels 

(Hudson 2001a, p. 54). Hudson (2001b) also found that the Cambridge method was 

not entirely appropriate for use in small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 

because of the nature of SMEs. Despite being the most comprehensive method 

available, it has not been widely adopted (Neely ct al. 2000), and of those cases 

where it has been adopted the complete implementation of the method was limited. 

This might be as a result of the desire for easy to implement, off the shelf solutions, 

as Neely et al. (2000) pointed out. There is some support for this from the empirical 

evidence, in that all of the interviewees expressed a desire for guidelines. As Bourne 

et al. (2000) suggested the low implementation rate of the Cambridge method might 

be associated with the length of time required to complete the process. Bourne et al. 

(2000) reported that the implementation of the process took four months to develop 

the measures and up to another 13 months to get to the point where the measures 

were regularly measured, reviewed and displayed. As a result of these two criticisms 

this method, in its current format, is unsuitable for use at the operational level. 

The IPMS reference model suffers from the same problem as the other frameworks 

that are available in the literature. That is, it suggests what a performance 

measurement system should consist of, and achieve, but does not provide sufficient 

implementational detail on how it may be achieved (Neely 2000, Bititci ct al. 2000). 

However, the IPMS reference model goes further than describing a mere 
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performance measurement system, the reference model describes a complete 

performance management systern. The audit method associated with the reference 

model allows users to audit their existing performance management and 

measurement systems and to identify the gaps between the reference model and the 

actual performance measurement system. This approach, unlike others, is therefore 

very specific about identifying the aspects of the performance management and 

measurement systems that need to be addressed. 

The Performance Pyramid (Lynch and Cross 1995) has the advantage that it provides 

an explicit deployment path from the strategic level, through the business units to the 

operational level and specifically addresses customer satisfaction, flexibility and 

productivity. It considers quality and delivery as the main components of customer 

satisfaction with some impact on delivery by the flexibility of the organization. 
Cycle time and waste are considered to be the two main components of productivity. 
The main problem with this method, as with many others, is that it does not provide 

specific guidance on how to achieve the many suggestions that it makes. 

The EFQM (European Foundation for Quality Management) model for business 

excellence also suffers from a lack of specific guidance. The model suggests areas 
that are important for an 'excellent' organization but recognizes that there are many 

potential ways to achieve 'sustained excellence'. It does not therefore claim to be a 

prescriptive method. 

Hoshin Kanri is specifically concerned with communicating the 'vital few' strategic 

objectives to the operational level. The catchball process is particularly useful as a 

method to achieve buy4n from the employees at the operational level. Achieving 

buy-in was expressed as particularly important to the intcrviewcc in Company F. 

Unfortunately, the 'vital few' of Hoshin Kanri arc in addition to the everyday 

objectives and are associated with making a breakthrough change in strategic 

direction. The methods associated with Hoshin KanrL if sufficiently well 

documented, could potentially be used to implement and measure the everyday 

objectives, however this is not the purpose of Hoshin Kanri. 
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Among the benefits of the Results and Determinants model is that it recognizes that 

there are many potential contributions to competitive and financial success. It also 

proposes the use of the input-process-output model, which encourages cross- 
functional cooperation between groups. However, this method also lacks sufficient 
implementational detail to make it readily usable as the basis for a set of guidelines. 

The Operations Performance Measurement method (Kaydos 1999) contains much 

useful advice, in particular it offers a more detailed view of organizations and their 

components as processes. It also considers the difficulties in measuring services, as 

compared with measuring manufacturing operations. As most of the intcrviewces in 

this research are involved in providing a service, either to internal customers (the 

interviewees in Company B) or selling and supporting products (the intervicwees in 

Companies C and D), this method is of particular interest to this research. However, 

as with most of the other methods this approach does not provide sufficient 

implementational detail. 

The two main criteria, from the author's perspective, for a method on which to base 

the guidelines are: 

1. The method should specifically address the operational level; 

2. The method should be sufficiently well developed to offer practical 
implementation advice. 

Of the methods described in Appendix 4 and assessed above, only three specifically 

address the operational level. These are the Cambridge process (Neely ct al. 2002), 

Hoshin Kanri (Witcher and Butterworth 1999) and Operational Performance 

Measurement (Kaydos 1999). Of these methods, only the Cambridge process is 

available as a 'ready to use' method, presented in workbook format with worksheets 

and specific implementational guidance, making it the preferred method to use as the 

basis for a set of guidelines. 
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However, there is also the question of whether the chosen nicthod contains sufficient 
detail to address all of the desirable characteristics identified in Chapter 4. The 

Cambridge method is assessed in terms ofthese characteristics in Table 7.3 below. 

Characteristic Inheren-t in: f 

Cambridge 110shin OPM? 
process. Kanri? 

Performance Measures 
Simple and easy to understand, e. g., Yes Potentially Yes 
ratio based in preference to absolute 
numbers, show a trend 
Have appropriate accuracy, units of' Yes Potentially Yes 
measure and levels of aggregation 
Be objective whenever possible Yes Yes Potentially 
Be defined with input from, and Yes Yes Ye's 

under the control of those being 

I measured' 

The Performance Measurement 
System 
Be accessible by every employee Yes 

- --, -. -Yes 
Potentially 

Provide downward and lateral Yes Yes Ycs 
communication of strategy, 
initiatives, plans, objectives and 
targets 
Provide rapid lateral and upward Yes Potentially Potentially 

communication (Ibcdback) of' actual 

performance against targets 
Be capable of including cost and Yes Yes Potentially 

non-cost measures 
Facilitate an understanding of' the Yes Potentially Yes 

relationship between measures (1-or 

example, by presenting and linking 

measures graphically) 
_ 

The Performance Management 
System 
Monitor both the internal and Yes Potentially Yes 
external environments 
Understand the relationships Yes Yes Yes 
between the organizational units by 

considering the input, process and (Continued 

output of each overleal) 
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Encourage cross-functional Potentially Yes Yes 
interaction and communication to 
promote a better understanding of 
how units affect each other 
Defme consensual objectives and Yes Yes Yes 
measures for every level, based on 
the strategic objectives. Use as few 
objectives and measures as possible 
Clearly defmc the data collection Yes Potentially Yes 
method and the measure calculation 
method 
Ensure that the objectives and Yes Potentially Potentially 
measures for each unit are clear, 
consistent and compatible, and will 
not promote dysfunctional behaviour 
between the units 
Identify and eliminate roadblocks to Yes Potentially Potentially 
the successful implementation of the 
objectives and measures 
Use the performance measurement Yes Potentially Yes 
system to openly communicate 
strategy, initiatives, objectives and 
targets downwards 
Ensure the results of the Yes Yes Yes 
measurement are fed back to those 
executing the actions as well as to 
their superiors 
Empower employees by promoting Potentially Yes Yes 
autonomy, as far as possible, in 
determining corrective actions 
Use the measurement results to Potentially Yes Yes 
stimulate continuous improvement 
and organizational learning 
Be aware of the informal Potentially Potentially Potentially 
measurement system, to counter it tie 
rewards to the formal system 
Periodically reevaluate the objectives Yes Yes Yes 
and measures, delete obsolete 
measures 

Table 7.3 - Assessment of the Cambridge process against the desirable 

characteristics 
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As can be seen from Table 7.3, more of the desirable characteristics are inherent in 

the Cambridge process than either Hoshin Kanri (Witcher and Butterworth 1999) or 
Operational Performance Measurement (Kaydos 1999). As neither Hoshin Kanri nor 
Operational Performance Measurement (OPM) are available in workbook format, it 

was more difficult to assess them against the desirable characteristics, than it was to 

assess the Cambridge method. To assess both Hoshin Kanri and OPM, the available 
literature was read and if a specific reference was made to one of the desirable 

characteristics, then the characteristic was considered to be inherent in that method. 
if a specific reference was not made to the desirable characteristic then the 

characteristic could potentially be promoted using this method, but would depend on 
the facilitator. Therefore the method scored a 'potentially' for that characteristic. 

For the Cambridge method, there were a total of four characteristics for which the 

process scored a 'potentially'. These are listed and discussed below. 

Encourage cross-functional interaction and communication to promote a better 

understanding of how units affect each other. Achieving this characteristic will 

depend on how the teams are chosen, the Cambridge method does not specifically 

require cross-functional teams for Phase 2 of the process, it does however include a 
brainstorming session that would likely identify inter-departmcntal issues. 

Empower employees by promoting autonomy, as far as possible, In determining 

corrective actions. Again this is not an explicit requirement of the process and will 
depend on the prevailing culture in the organization, or the style of the manager. 

Use the measurement results to stimulate continuous Improvement and 

organizational learning. Achieving this characteristic is again outside the control 

of the process and will depend on how the measurement results are used, which in 

turn depends on the prevailing culture or manager style. 

Be aware of the informal system, to counter It tie rewards to the formal system. 

The workbook offers an exercise to identify barriers to implementation which would 
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likely identify possible issues with informal measures, if there was an environment of 

open and honest communication. This is also dependent on the culture in the 

organization. Linking rewards to the objectives and measures developed through this 

process would certainly be sensible but is outside the control of the actual method. 

Based on the above discussion, the Cambridge method was chosen to use as the basis 

for the guidelines for two reasons. Firstly, the Cambridge method addresses more of 
the desirable characteristics than both Hoshin Kanri (Witcher and Butterworth 1999) 

and Operational Performance Measurement (Kaydos 1999). Those desirable 

characteristics that the Cambridge method does not specifically support were found 

to be largely outside the control of the process. Secondly, for purely pragmatic 

reasons the Cambridge method is preferred because it is available in workbook 
format, which readily lends itself to application. 

7.5 Conclusion 

This chapter began by conducting a general analysis of the empirical data and 
identified a number of common themes that emerged from the cross case analysis. 

The observed themes are: 

The performance management system is viewed, somewhat narrowly, only as 

an appraisal system in the participating organizations. (All participants, pp. 
188-189) 

" The participating organizations have recognized the importance of the 

performance management system they have underestimated their complexity. 
(All participants, p. 189-19 1) 

" The importance and complexity of performance measures has not been 

recognized in the participating organizations. (All participants, p. 189-19 1) 

" There are Result and Determinant objectives in the participating 

organizations, the Result objectives are formally documented within the 

appraisal system but the determinant objectives are documented only by the 

managers. (All participants, pp. 191-193) 
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The participating organizations don't seem to care, within reason, how 

objectives are achieved. (Managers BI and D, pp. 192-193) 

In the participating organizations, the result objectives at the operational level 

change little from year to year. (All participants, p. 193) 

The objectives communicated through the appraisal system, which is the 

primary method to communicate objectives, do not always drive the day-to- 

day activities in the participating organizations and cost-related objectives 
take precedence in most cases. (All participants, pp. 193-194) 

In the absence of formal methods, how well the determinant objectives are 
developed will depend on the participating manager's abilities. (All 

participants, p. 194) 

The participating managers' styles have an influence on how objectives arc 

set, on how performance is measured and in particular on how performance 

appraisals are executed and rewards given. (All participants, p. 195) 

Being closely involved in the operations of their groups helps the 

participating managers to better manage their groups. (All participants, pp. 

195-196) 

The participating organizations' cultures have an influence on how 

performance is assessed and on how rewards are given. (Participants B, C 

and E, pp. 196-197) 

The participating managers and organizations tend to measure what is casily 

measurable and shy away rom measuring things which are difficult to 

measure. (Manager B2 and D, pp. 196-197) 

For most of the participants, assessing performance involves a great deal of 

subjectivity, even within the formal appraisal systems. (Companies A, B and 

D, pp. 197-198) 

These general observations were combined with the flindings of Chapters Five and 

Six, and then summarized into the following four findings that particularly impact 

the design of a method to help operational level managers to develop objectives and 

measures: 
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1. The participating operational level managers would benefit from having 
formal, structured methods because using formal methods would reduce the 
dependence on the managers' abilities, would reduce the amount of 
subjectivity on appraising individuals and would help to measure what is 

currently felt to be too difficult to measure. 
2. The activities that the participating operational level managers are involved 

in, and must develop objectives and measures for, change frequently. 

3. The participating operational level managers don't have much time for 

planning. 
4. The participating operational level managers expressed a preference for a set 

of guidelines. 

The chapter then went on to examine and assess eight of the most commonly 

referenced methods in the literature for developing performance measures. These 

methods were initially assessed against the specific criteria that they provide specific 
implementational advice and that they at least consider implementation at the 

operational level. Of the eight methods described, only three specirically consider 
the operational level, these are: 

1. The Cambridge process (Neely et A 2002); 

2. Hoshin Kanri (Witcher and Butterworth 1999); and 

3. Operational Performance Measurement (Kaydos 1999). 

These three methods were next assessed from the pragmatic perspective of whether 

or not they were sufficiently well developed to be available in a 'ready to use, 
format. Only the Cambridge process is available in such a format. All three methods 

were evaluated against the desirable attributes identified in Chapter 4, the Cambridge 

method was found to inherently encourage more of the desirable characteristics that 

either Hoshin Kanri or the Operational Performance Measurement method. Of the 

four that the Cambridge process does not specifically address, three of these were 
found to depend on the culture of the organization. 
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The next chapter describes the Neely et al. method (2002) in more detail, develops a 

set of guidelines based on that method and then describes the testing of the 

guidelines by the interviewees. 
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Chapter Eight 

Developing and Assessing a Set of Guidelines 

8.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter identified the Cambridge process (Neely ct al. 2002) as being 

the most suitable method on which to base a set of guidelines. This chapter describes 

the Cambridge process in greater detail, develops a set of guidelines based on that 

method and describes the evaluation of the method by the participants. 

8.2 Developing a set of guidelines 

This section examines the Cambridge process (Neely et al. 2002) in more detail to 
identify the key activities and characteristics, in order to assign these to a set of 

guidelines. In addition, the desirable characteristics identified in Chapter 4 will be 

re-examined for the same purpose. 

The part of the Cambridge process that is most appropriate for this research is the 
five steps contained in Phase Two. Phase Two is designed to communicate the top- 

level objectives throughout the organization by working with key business teams, 

such as sales or manufacturing cells. Each of the five steps are described in the 

following paragraphs. 

8.2.1 Step One, Phase Two of the Cambridge Process 

The first step is to take the top-level objectives identified in Phase One of the process 

and to identify how each business team can contribute to the top-level objectives. A 

polar fishbonc chart is used to show how the teams in each business function 

contribute to the main objectives. An example is shown in Figure 8.1, below. The 
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team brainstorms ideas on what they can do, to help achieve the top-level objectives. 
The ideas are assigned to the top-level objective that they will have most impact on 

and are assigned to the functional area that is most involved in the suggested activity 

or initiative. When the team has run out ol'ideas on what activities can be perl'Orined 

to help achieve the top-level objectives the team is then asked I'Or ideas oil ho\ý C. 1ch 

activity might be measured. 

The output ofthis step is a list of activities and mitiativcs, with potential associated 

performance measures, that will contribute to the top-level objcctiý es. 

KEY 
Manufacturing 
Sales 
Development 
Finance 
Human resources 
Quality 

Ongoing 
reduction (it' 
cost base 

Long-term 
business 

lniproý sticcess Reduce 
delivery customer 
reliability Complaint Okoý 

Figure 8.1 -A polar fishbone diagram 

(Neely et al. 2002, p. 102) 
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8.2.2 Step Two, Phase Two of the Cambridge Process 

The second step in Phase Two of the process is to prioritize and evaluate the 

activities identified in the first step. Each team member is asked to classify all of the 

activities and initiatives identified in the previous step as either 'must do' or 'nice to 

do'. The top ten 'must do' activities are then combined into a single list and 

prioritized according to how frequently each activity or initiative appeared on the 

combined list. Each activity or initiative is then evaluated in terms of the impact that 
it will have on each of the top-level objectives. A five-level scoring system is used 
(Neely et al. 2002, p. 112): 

Does this activity have: 

++ a large positive effect on a business objective? 

+a positive effect on a business objective? 

0 no discernible effect on a business objective? 

-a negative effect on a business objective? 

-- a large negative effect on a business objective? 

The evaluation of each activity or initiative is recorded on a worksheet such as that 

shown in Table 8.1, below. 

I Business Objectives I 

Activity BO #1 BO #2 BO #3 BO #n Develop 

Measure 

Activity #1 ++ 0 + 0 Donald 

Activity #2 0 ++ 0 ++ Mickey 

Activity #3 0 0 ++ + Goofy 

Activity #4 + 0 ++ 0 Jack 

Activity #5 ++ 0 - + Jill 

Activity #6 ++ 0 0 ++ Thomas 

Table 8.1 - Evaluation worksheet for activities and initiatives 
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When a consensus has been reached on the evaluation, a performance measure must 
be developed for each activity or initiative. A specific individual should be assigned 

to develop a measure for each activity. 

8.2.3 Step Three, Phase Two of the Cambridge Process 

The third step is to fully develop the performance measures for each activity or 
initiative. Each measure should show actual performance in relation to the target and 
how quickly progress towards the target is being made, as well as being assessed to 

ensure that it stimulates appropriate behaviour. Each measure must address each of 

the items in Table 8.2, below. In the previous step a specific individual was 

nominated to develop each measure. The person responsible for each measure 

should complete a copy of the table and submit it to the facilitator or manager. The 

manager should then review each measure to ensure that it has been fully developed 

and that there are no gaps. 

Measure The title of the measure. A good title is self-explanatory, 
avoids jargon and explains what the measure is and why it is 
important. 

Purpose if a measure has no purpose then why introduce it? Example 
purposes: 1. To enable us to monitor the rate of improvement 
thereby driving down the total cost. 2. To ensure that 
ultimately all delayed orders are eliminated. 3. To stimulate 
improvement in our supplier's delivery performance. 4. To 
ensure that the new product introduction lead time is 
continually reduced 

Relates to Identify the business objectives that the measure relates to. 
As with 'Purpose', if the measure being considered does not 
relate to any business objective then why introduce it? 

Target Targets specify the levels of performance we need to achieve 
and the timcscales within which we need to achieve them. 
Example targets: 1. X% improvement year on year. 2. Y% 
reduction during the next 12 months. 3. Achieve% delivery 
performance (on-time, in full) by the end of next year. 

Formula How we measure something will affect the way people 
behave. An appropriately defined formula should drive 
people towards good business practice. Beware of any 
formula that might stimulate behaviour we do not want! 

(Continued overleaO 
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Frequency The frequency with which performance should be recorded 
and reported is a function of the importance of the measure 
and the volume of data available. 

Who measures? This box should identify the person who is to collect and 
report the data. 

Source of data This box should specify where to get the data from. If we 
want to see how performance changes over time, then we 
must get our data from the same source each time. 

Who acts on the This box should identify the person who is going to act on the 
data? data. 
What do they do? Without some action here, the measure is pointless. We may 

not be able to detail the action to be taken if the performance 
proves either acceptable or unacceptable as the detail may 
depend on the context at the time. We can define in general 
the management process to be followed in the case of 
acceptable or unacceptable performance. Examples: 1. Set 
up a continuous improvement group to identify reasons for 
poor performance and to make recommendat ions as to how it 
can be improved. 2. Publish all performance data and an 
executive summary on the shop floor as a way of 
demonstrating commitment to empowerment. 3. Identify 
commonly occurring problems. 4. Set up a review team, 
consisting of Sales, Development and Manufacturing 
personnel to establish whether alternative materials can be 
used. 

Notes and Any specific features, outstanding issues, specific problems, 
comments to do with the measure. 
Date/issue The date and issue number of the record sheet. 
number I 

Table 8.2 - Performance Measure Record Sheet 

(Neely et a]. 2002, p. 120) 

8.2.4 Step Four, Phase Two of the Cambridge Process 

The fourth step involves all members of the group convening to review and agree 

upon the fully developed performance measures, setting a schedule to review 

performance and then attempting to identify any barriers to the implementation of the 

measures. Every team member should be satisfied with all of the measures to ensure 

that they are fully embraced. The measures should be checked for compatibility with 

the current incentive system and compared with existing measures to determine 
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whether any conflict might occur. In addition, each measure should be reviewed by 

the entire team and assessed against the following criteria: 

Truth Is the measure measuring what it is supposed to measure? 
Focus Is the measure measuring only what it is meant to measure? 
Consistency Is the measure consistent whenever, and by whomcvcr it is measured? 
Clarity Are the results open to ambiguous interpretation? 

Access Can the data be readily communicated and easily understood? 

'So whatT Can, and will, the measure be acted upon? 

Cost How expensive is it to collect, collate and analyze the data? 

Timeliness Can the data be collected and analyzed quickly enough? 

Gaming Will the measure encourage undesirable behaviour? 

This encourages a complete analysis of every measure and helps to ensure complete 

agreement on each one. In the event that some measures need further development, 

additional measure review meetings can be scheduled for a later date. 

The next activity is to establish a process to track the implementation of each 

measure. There are four stages in implementing a performance measure: 

1. Design the measure 

2. Review and accept the measure 
3. Establish the data collection proccss(es) 
4. Use the measure 

A worksheet is provided that can be used to track the implementation progress of 

each measure. The final activity is to identify any potential barriers to the 

implementation of the measures. Each team member is asked to identify thrce-to- 

five potential barriers to implementing each measure. Typical barriers include 

conflict with the existing incentive system or a lack of resources. The team should 

also identify potential ways of making the implementation of the measure easier. 

The team should then brainstorm what can to done to eliminate the barriers. 
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8.2.5 Step Five, Phase Two of the Cambridge Process 

The final step is to actually begin to use the performance measures to drive 

improvement. This step involves agreeing on an agenda to review performance, 

agreeing on a mechanism to review the performance measurement system and 

conducting successful performance reviews. 

Deciding on the agenda for performance reviews includes deciding how performance 

will be reviewed; how frequently it will be reviewed; who will be responsible for 

organizing the reviews; who will be involved; what will be on the agenda; and, when 
the first review will take place. One of the most important aspects of this review 

process is stimulating corrective action plans. Those responsible for the individual 

measures should be tasked with this responsibility. 

The performance measurement system should also be reviewed to ensure that the 

measures are valid, if measures are no longer valid or attached to a specific objective 
then they should be deleted. 

The final activity is to review actual performance towards the business objectives. if 

performance is not on target then corrective actions need to be taken. This activity 

can by dominated by finger-pointing or providing excuses, however this should not 
be allowed to happen. What is really important from this activity is that corrective 

action plans need to be developed. 

8.2.6 Assessment of the Cambridge process for use at the operational level 

The findings from Chapter Seven that are relevant to the methods used at the 

operational level are: 

1. Operational level managers need formal, structured methods. 

2. The activities that operational level managers are involved in, and must 
develop objectives and measures for, change frequently. 

3. Operational level managers don't have much time for planning. 

4. Operational level managers want a set of guidelines. 
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While the Cambridge process is undoubtedly thorough, it does not reflect how the 

operational level actually works. In theory, operational level managers should spend 

time on the activities described above, however, in reality they do not and according 

to the empirical data they are not prepared to do so unless they are mandated to do so 
by their managers. 

Bourne (2000,2002) described the application of the first phase of the Cambridge 

process, to develop top-level measures, in six companies. The initial development of 

objectives and measures took between 15 and 26 weeks. The implementation of 

these top-level measures subsequently took between nine and 13 months. There is 

no evidence to suggest how long the second phase of the Cambridge process might 

take, however, given that each of the five steps might require multiple workshops 

and that each workshop requires a certain amount of preparation would suggest that 

it is not inconceivable that phase two might require several weeks, at a minimurn. As 

a result, the Cambridge process is deemed to be inappropriate, in its current format, 

for use at the operational levels, and a much simpler and quicker version is needed. 

8.3 Modifying the Cambridge method 

As identified in the previous section, the Cambridge method (Neely ct at. 2002) is 

unsuitable for use, in its current format, at the operational level. This section will 

discuss the method and the operational level environment to identify the aspects of 

the Cambridge process that can be shortened or eliminated. 

8.3.1 Modified Step One of Phase Two of the Cambridge process 

For the purposes of this research, the result, or 'top-level', objectives would be those 

that have been assigned to the manager and/or his group. As identiried earlier, these 

objectives change little from one year to the next. Therefore, most members of the 

group should be familiar with the objectives. As a first step the manager should 

prioritize all of the objectives for which he is responsible, this prioritized list can then 

be sent to all members of the group. 
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The first guideline then is for the manager to prioritize all of his, or the group's 
objectives. The second guideline is to communicate the prioritized list to all 

members of the group along with a request for at least one suggestion per objective 
from each group member, on how performance in terms of the objectives can be 

improved. The suggestions can be for improvements in the current activities or for 

new ways of performing the activities. 

Guidelines: 

#1. List and prioritize all of the group's or manager's objectives 
#2. Communicate all of the objectives to every group member and ask for at least 

one suggestion per objective, from every group member, on how to improve 

performance in terms of each objective. 

8.3.2 Modified Step Two of Phase Two of the Cambridge process 

The second step is prioritizing and evaluating the activities or initiatives identified by 

the group. When the manager has received input from every group member, he or 

she should prioritize the list of suggested activities as the list could contain more 

activities than can be implemented immediately. The manager should determine 

how many activities or initiatives can be undertaken immediately and this number of 

activities or initiatives should be selected to work with. Each of the selected 

activities or initiatives should then be assessed for the impact each will have on all of 

the group's or manager's objectives. Some of the activities or initiatives might have 

a negative impact on one or more of the objectives, in which case it's application 

should be carefully considered. To perform the evaluation of each activity or 
initiative, Form I can be used. Form I is a copy of Form 12 from Neely ct al. (2002, 

p. 112), Form I can be found in Appendix 5. 

The completed list should be sent back to all of the group members to review and to 

see if they have anything additional to add. Any relevant comments can be 

integrated into the prioritized list and evaluation. An individual should be assigned 

responsibility for every activity or initiative, this can be done by asking for 

volunteers or by assigning the most appropriate individual. 
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Guidelines: 

#3. Using Form 1, prioritize the suggested activities/initiatives according to the 

contribution you think they will have on the business objectives. 
#4. Evaluate the impact of each suggested activity/initiativc on all of the 

ob ectives. j 

#5. Assign a specific individual who will be responsible for each activity or 
initiative. 

8.3.3 Modified Step Three of Phase Two of the Cambridge process 
This step involves developing performance measures for each activity or initiative 

that was identified as immediately implementable. The person responsible for each 
activity should be tasked to develop the measure and to complete Form 2 for each 

measure. Form 2 is a copy of Form 6 from Neely ct al. (2002, p. 120) and is 

available in Appendix 5. When the measures have been fully developed, the 

manager should review each one against the criteria listed on the Performance 

Measure Criteria check sheet, a copy of which is contained in Appendix 5. This 

check sheet is based on the criteria listed by Neely et al. (2002, p. 122). 

Guidelines: 

#6. Ask the person responsible for each activity or initiative to identify a suitable 

measure. To achieve this Form 2 should be completed for each measure. 
#7. Assess every measure against the criteria listed on the Performance Measure 

Criteria check sheet. 

8.3.4 Modified Step Four of Phase Two of the Cambridge process 

This step involves a final review of the activities and measures before they are 
implemented. The final list of activities or initiatives and measures should again be 

sent out to every member of the group with the intention that they review the 

activities and attempt to identify potential barriers to implementation or factors that 

would make implementation easier. 
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Every group member should be asked for suggestions that would prevent each 

activity or initiative from being successful, as well as suggestions to overcome the 

barriers. The same should be done for each measure. The replies from the group 

members can be used to populate Forms 3 and 4. These forms are based on Form 9 

from Neely et al. (2002, p. 133). 

Guidelines: 
#8. Ask every group member to perform a final review of each activity/initiative 

and performance measure. 
#9. Ask each group member to suggest factors that would either act to prevent or 

to help the implementation of the activities/initiativcs and performance 

measures. 

8.3.5 Modifled Step Five of Phase Two of the Cambridge process 

The flinal step is to review actual performance against the group's objectives and to 

review the performance measures. The activities or initiatives and performance 

measures that were developed in steps one to four are all determinants, the 

performance of the group, and the manager, is measured against the group's 

objectives, and not against the newly developed activities. If the manager were wise, 
he or she would choose to appraise the group members against the new performance 

measures and to assign rewards on this basis. This would be likely to happen in, for 

example, companies C and D but is unlikely to happen in companies B and F. 

Guidelines: 
#10. Perform a periodic review of both the performance of the activity/initiative 

and the performance measures. 

#11. Immediately develop and implement corrective action plans for 

activities/initiatives that are not having the desired impact on the group 

objectives. 
#12. Immediately develop and implement a solution for any problems idcntirted 

during the use of the performance measures. 
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8.3.6 The resulting guidelines 
The resulting list of 12 guidelines is shown below. 

#1. List and prioritize all of the group's or manager's objectives 
#2. Communicate all of the objectives to every group member and ask for at 

least one suggestion per objective, from every group member, on how to 
improve performance in terms of each objective. 

#3. Using Form 1, prioritize the suggested activities/initiatives according to the 

impact you think they will have on the business objectives. Decide which 

activities or initiatives can be implemented immediately. 

#4. Evaluate the impact of each suggested activity/initiative on all of the 

objectives. 
#5. Assign a specific individual who will be responsible for each activity or 

initiative. 

#6. Ask the person responsible for each activity or initiative to identify a 

suitable measure. To achieve this Form 2 should be completed for each 

measure. 
#7. Assess every measure against the criteria listed on the Performance Measure 

Criteria check sheet. 

#8. Ask every group member to perform a final review of each activity/initiativc 

and performance measure. 
#9. Ask each group member to suggest factors that would either act to prevent 

or to help the implementation of the activities/initiatives and performance 

measures. 
#10. Perform a periodic review of both the performance of the activity/initiative 

and the performance measures. 

#11. Immediately develop and implement corrective action plans for 

activities/initiativcs that arc not having the desircd impact on the group 

objectives. 
#12. Immediately develop and implement a solution for any problems identified 

during the use of the performance measures. 
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These guidelines are in effect statements of the activities that take place during each 

of the five steps in Phase Two of the Cambridge process. As such they are not 

entirely suitable for use at the operation level. Each guideline is now assessed in 

light of the empirical evidence, with the intention of eliminating any guidelines that 

would be deemed unnecessary by the interviewees. 

The first guideline requires that the manager list and prioritize either his/her personal 

objectives, or the objectives of his/her group, as appropriate. The empirical evidence 

showed that, in general, the managers had the same set of objectives as their groups. 
However, in some cases the managers had additional personal objectives given to 

them by their managers. It would be left to the manager's discretion and judgment to 

determine whether to include their personal objectives in the list. Aside from this 

observation, the first guideline remains intact: 

#1. List and prioritize all of the group's or manager's objectives, these will act 

as the top-level objectives. Prepare one copy of Form I for each top-level 

objective. 

The second guideline suggests that the group members be asked to suggest potential 

activities or initiatives that would help to achieve the group's objectives. Ideally, 

every member of the manager's group would brainstorm ideas on how the activities 

performed within the group might be improved, or on what new activities might be 

introduced, to better achieve the result objectives. Unfortunately, it is not possible 

for most of the interviewees to get all of their group members in one place, at one 

time, therefore conventional brainstorming is not possible. For example, Manager 

B1 is responsible for equipment maintenance and has technicians spread over four 

shift, providing coverage 24 hours per day, seven days per week. Both managers C 

and D have salespeople spread over substantial geographic areas. As a result, a 

slightly modified format would have to be used. To accommodate such situations 

the group's objectives would be communicated to every member of the group, 

probably by email. Every group member would be asked for ideas on how to 
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improve the current level of performance, the importance of participation should be 

stressed to every member of the group. 

Achieving group consensus is desirable because, as Manager F pointed out, 

participation results in buy-in and ownership on the part of the team members. 
However, as Managers BI, B2, D and F all pointed out, some individuals are not 
inclined to get involved in activities outside the basic functions of their role. In 

practice, managers have a core group of people on whom they rely to get things done 

and in all likelihood it is this group of key individuals who will be expected to 

contribute most to the process. Depending on the manager and how strongly he or 

she feels about every group member participating, a measure could be added that 

tracks participation and that could be used as part of the appraisal process. This 

guideline is therefore changed only slightly, and now suggests communicating the 

guidelines to the group members, as opposed to every group member. 

In addition, it is suggested that the group members be encouraged to look outside of 
their own group, either for ideas on what can be done differently or for ideas on how 

the group can help other groups that it interacts with. These changes result in the 
following guideline: 

#2. Communicate all of the top-level objectives to the group members and ask 
for at least one suggestion per objective, from each group member, on what 

can be done to improve performance in terms of each top-level objective. 
Encourage your group members to look to other groups for both general 
ideas on what can be improved, or specific ideas on how to help them. 

Guidelines three, four and five are considered together in this discussion as they arise 
from the same step. Guideline three recommends prioritizing the suggested activities 

or initiatives according to the contribution each will make to the business objectives. 

Guideline four suggests that each activity or initiative should be evaluated in terms of 

the impact it will have on each of the objectives and guideline five requires that a 

specific individual be assigned to each of the selected activities to initiatives. 
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When the input has been received from the group the manager should list the 

activities or initiatives and assess their impact on each of the business objectives. 
The manager should also consider which of the activities or initiatives can be 

implemented immediately, based on his/her knowledge of the group's resources and 

constraints. While a group discussion to achieve the prioritization and assessment 

would be desirable in an ideal world, the reality is that the manager is Uely to have a 
better idea of the resources and constraints than the group members. Therefore it is 

unnecessary to get the group members involved in a discussion that might be 

terminated by the manager pointing out that certain activities or initiatives cannot be 

implemented because of a lack of resources or constraints imposed by senior 

management. Additionally, the manager should have sufficient knowledge of the 

abilities of the group members to decide who is most appropriate to work with each 

of the activities or initiatives. 

These guidelines are therefore reduced to the following: 

#3. When a list of activities or initiatives has been compiled, evaluate and 

prioritize them using Workshect 2. 

Evaluate the impact of each suggested activity or initiative on all of 
the objectives. Based on available resources, decide which activities 

or initiatives can be implemented immediately. 

Prioritize the activities or initiatives according to the impact they will 
have on the objectives and according to which can be implemented 

immediately. It is recommended that you choose 3 to 5 activities to 

work with at one time, to avoid a loss of focus. 

0 Transfer the activities that will be implemented immediately to the 

copy of Workshect I for the appropriate top-level objective. 

In the author's opinion there is a significant omission at this point of the Cambridge 

process, in that there is not a requirement to develop objectives for the newly 

identified activities or initiatives. For example, in the case of Manager 2 in 

Company B who has an Availability goal for the group, he might choose to increase 
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availability by cross-training his technicians. He would therefore set a cross-training 

objective for some of his technicians. This objective might require that a specific 

number of specific activities be completed, within a certain tinic-frame. 
Consequently, an additional guideline is added at this point: 

#4. For each activity or initiative that will be implemented immediately, 

develop a set of SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, 

Time-framed) objectives. Record these objectives on the appropriate copy 

of Workshect 1. 

Guideline six recommends that each individual responsible for an activity or 
initiative develop a suitable performance measure to monitor and track progress. 
Each individual responsible for an objective should develop a performance measure 

using Worksheet 3. No modifications are required for this step. 

#5. Assign a specific individual who will be responsible for each objective, 

record the individual's name on the right-hand column of Workshect 1. Ask 

the person responsible for each objective to identify a suitable measure. To 

achieve this, Worksheet 3 should be completed for each measure. 

Guideline seven recommends that each performance measure be assessed against the 

criteria in the Performance Measure Criteria check sheet. This activity should again 
be carried out by the manager based on his/her knowledge of the group and its 

workings. In addition, it is recommended that the completed copies of Workshcct I 

be communicated to all of the group members: 

#6. Assess every measure against the criteria listed on the Performance Measure 

Criteria check sheet on Workshect 4. When you arc satisfied with the 

measures add them to Workshect I and communicate the completed 

worksheet to all of your group members. 
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Guideline eight requires that the group members perform a final review of the 

activities or initiatives and performance measures to ensure that they are satisfied 

with them. Guideline nine asks for each group member to suggest factors that would 

make each activity or initiative and performance measure either easier or more 
difficult to implement. The only one of the intcrvicwecs to perform this activity was 

the manager in Company F, as Manager D pointed out, dealing with barriers and 

obstacles is just part of the manager's job. Additionally, because the participants 
have distributed groups and would execute these steps by email, these two steps 

could add a significant amount of time to the process. As a result, these two 

guidelines are removed. 

Guidelines 10,11 and 12 are vital to the process and remain unchanged. In light of 

these changes, the revised list of guidelines is as follows: 

#1. List and prioritize all of the group's or manager's objectives, these will act 

as the top-level objectives. Prepare one copy of Form I for each top-level 

objective. 
#2. Communicate all of the top-level objectives to the group members and ask 

for at least one suggestion per objective, from each group member, on what 

can be done to improve performance in terms of each top-level objective. 
Encourage your group members to look to other groups for both general 
ideas on what can be improved, or spccif ic ideas on how to help them. 

#3. When a list of activities or initiatives has been compiled, evaluate and 
prioritize them 

Evaluate the impact of each suggested activity or initiative on all of 
the objectives. Based on available resources, decide which activities 

or initiatives can be implemented immediately. 

* Prioritize the activities or initiatives according to the impact they will 
have on the objectives and according to which can be implemented 

immediately. It is recommended that you choose 3 to 5 activities to 

work with at one time, to avoid a loss of focus. 
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* Transfer the activities that will be implemented immediately to the 

copy of Worksheet I for the appropriate top-level objective. 
#4. For each activity or initiative that will be implemented immediately, 

develop a set of SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, 

Time-framed) objectives. 

#5. Assign a specific individual who will be responsible for each objective, 

record the individual's name on the right-hand column of Form 1. Ask the 

person responsible for each objective to identify a suitable measure. To 

achieve this, Workshect 3 should be completed for each measure. 

#6. Assess every measure against the criteria listed on the Performance Measure 
Criteria check sheet on Workshect 4. When you are satisfied with the 

measures ad them to Workshect I and communicate the completed 

worksheet to all of your group members. 
#7. Perform a periodic review of both performance against the objectives and of 

the performance measures, communicate the results to all of the group 

members. When an activity or objective had been completed, stop using the 

measures developed for the specific activity or objective. 
#8. Ask for group member input to develop and implement corrective action 

plans for the objectives that are not having the desired impact on the higher- 

level objectives. 
#9. Ask for group member input to develop and implement a solution for any 

problems identified during the use of the pcrfonmnce measures. 
#10. Consider using this system to determine as the basis of the group's incentive 

System. 

8.4 Ensuring the guidelines encourage the desirable characteristics 

To ensure that the guidelines address all of the desirable characteristics identified in 

the literature, the guidelines are assessed against the desirable characteristics in Table 

8.3, below. 

As can be seen from Table 8.3, all of the desirable characteristics are addressed by at 
least one guideline, except for the identification and elimination of roadblocks. Of 
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all the interviewees, only Manager F stated that he perl'ornied this acti% ity. Manager 

D suggested that dealing with roadblocks is '.... just part of the job... ' and that this 

step was therefore unnecessary. To accommodate this opinion, this step hit,., not beet, 

attempted. 

Desirable Characteristic Relevant 
G Iii (I cIinc 

Performance Measures 
Simple and easy to understand H6 
Have appropriate accuracy, units of measure and levels ofaýgrqation 06 
Be objective or subjective as appropriate v4. it6 
Be dcfincd with input from, and under the control of' those being j, "). rt5 
'measured' 

The Performance Measurement System 
Be accessible by every employee H2, #7 
Provide downward and lateral communication of' strategy. mitlatl%cs. #2 
plans, objectives and targets 
Provide rapid lateral and upward communication (feedback) of' actual 
performance against targets 
Be capable of including cost and non-cost measures 
Facilitate an understanding of' the rclationship between measures (for Workshcet ft4 
example. bv msentim,, and linkim,, measures graphically) 

The Performance Management Systeni 
__i Monitor both the internal and cxtcrrial cimironnicrits #2 

Understand the relationships between the organizational units by Q 
considering the input, process and outputofcach 
Encourage cross- functional interaction and communication to promote aQ 
better understanding of how units aftlect each other 
Dcfinc consensual objectives and nicasures for c\, cry lc\cl. based oil the H2, #5 
strategic objectives. Use as ! ýýtivcs and measures as possible 
Clearly define the data collection method and tile nicasurc calculation tt5 
method 
Ensure that the objectives and measurcs for cach unit are c1car. consistent #5 
and compatible, and will not promote dystbrictional behaviour between tile 
units 
Identify and eliminate roadblocks to tile successful iniplenicritation ot'llic Not Atenip(cd 
objectives and measures 
Use the performance rneasurcincni system to opcnly communicate 00,07 
stratcgy, initiativcs, objcctivcs and targas downwaids 
Ensure the results ot'thc measurcincnt are ted back to those executing file ft7 
actions as well is to their su criors 
Empower employees by promoting autonoiny, as far as possible, in ft7, H8, tý9 
doterminim, correcti\e actions 
Usc the measuremcnt rCSLIII. s to StillitillItC COIlliIIIJOIJ!, illipl-O%cflicllt Mid ft7, ftg, ft9 
organizational Icariling 

1 «'oýiiiiitjcd o\ cr) 
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Be aware of the informal measurement system, to counter it, tic rewards to #10 
the formal system 
Periodically reevaluate the objectives and measures, delete obsolete #7 
measures 

Table 8.3 - Assessing the guidelines against the desirable characteristics 

8.5 Evaluating the Guidelines 

The guidelines were given to the intervicwees in companies B, C, D and F, to 

evaluate and use, if they were so inclined. This section describes their assessment of 
the guidelines and their feedback. 

8.5.1 Company B, Manager 1 

Manager BI agreed with all of the activities suggested by the guidelines but felt that 

the worksheets made the method too cumbersome to be used in practice. He 

suggested that he is already performing all of the activities suggested by the 

guidelines but not in as formal and structured a manner as that offered by the 

guidelines. 

According to Manager BI, all of his engineers arc 'too silocd' to be able to provide 

suggestions for anything other than their immediate area of responsibility but 

because their bonuses depend on achieving their specific goals, everybody will do 

their level best to achieve them This includes identifying all possible activities that 

might contribute to achieving the group's goals, evaluating and prioritizing the 

activities according to which will have the biggest impact and then implementing the 

activities. 

Manager BI doesn't care how the group's goals are achieved, as long as they are 

achieved. He admitted during the first interview that he had been accused of 'micro 

managing' in the past, during the evaluation of the guidelines he stated that he 

doesn't want to 'micro manage', therefore he delegates responsibility for identifying 

improvement activities to his engineers. He stated that he has told his engineers to 
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get him involved only if they need additional resources or have run into roadblocks 
that they cannot overcome without his assistance. 

The most unnecessary part of the guidelines was that aspect concerned with 
developing and assessing measures, Manager BI felt that the level of analysis and 
development for the measures was overkill. Problems with measures not returning 
the anticipated data are quickly and easily overcome in practice, or if they are not the 

activity will be delayed slightly while waiting to gather new data. This type of delay 
is not likely to have any serious consequences. However, if an individual felt 
inclined to cheat with measures, Manager BI believed that the individual would be 

found out reasonably quickly, and punished according to the severity of the 
dishonesty. Manager BI again pointed out that because individuals arc only 

rewarded if the business is successful, then it is in everybody's best interests to 
honestly report their achievements. 

Manager BI suggested that the workshects could probably be reduced to a single 

sheet and suggested that the method would be more effective if it were computer 
based. He also suggested that the method should include a 'due date' and an 'actual 

date' section to determine whether the activity or project was completed on schedule. 

In its current state Manager BI would not be inclined to use the method. 

8.5.2 Company B, Manager 2 

As with all of the other interviewees, Manager B2 also pointed out that he performs 

most of the guidelines at present, although in an informal manner. He tracks his 

major objectives, his group's activities and progress towards goals using computer. 
based spreadsheets. There are similarities between Manager B2s spreadsheet and 
Manager Bl's spreadsheet. However, it was clear that while both managers work at 

the same level in the same organization, they do not use exactly the same methods to 

identify improvement activities and to track and record the activities and the 

performance of these activities against stated goals. As a result, it was clear that 

Company B does not have organization-wide, formal and structured methods that 
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guide managers in how to identify improvement activities and how to develop 

objectives and measures. 

Manager B2's initial response was that filling in the forms would be too time 

consuming because many of the improvement activities performed by his group have 

a very short duration. Manager B2 suggested that he and his group usually have as 

many as 30 initiatives underway at one time and that these initiatives, or projects, last 
from one week up to six months. 

He agreed to try out the guidelines on the condition that the author provided soft 

copies of the worksheets because he felt that a papcr-based system would quickly 
become overwhelming. However, the reason he agreed to try out the guidelines was 

to assist the author and not because he saw value in the method over the way he 

already identifies and tracks improvement activities. Therefore the author suggested 
that the guidelines should be modified to a computer-based method before being 

used and did not request that Manager B2 use them in their present format. 

8.5.3 Company C, Manager I 

During the second interview Manager C was told of the guidelines and expressed 
interest in seeing and possibly using them. The author sent a copy of the guidelines 

to Manager C, however, the author was subsequently unable to contact Manager C 

and emails and phone calls were not returned. 

8.5.4 Company D, Manager I 

Manager D reviewed the guidelines and concluded that they make sense but that 

using them would 'kill' Manager D and his guys: 'HR people would just love this, or 

some control freak would love itl The trouble is that the real world catches up with 

you... it takes me all my time to do a half-ycarly appraisal with my five guys., 

He suggested that if he were more involved in project based work then the guidelines 

would be more appropriate. Manager D stated that he has two main objectives, he 

has his sales target and safety objectives, he referred to the rest of his objectives as 
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'fluff'. Manager D has a sales target which he must make. Safety is increasingly 

impoftant inCompany D, as Manager D put it '... you can feel the tsunami of safety 

coming through... ', however, he estimated that 80% of the annual objective is to 

make the sales budget. He will make allowances for all of the objectives except 

safetyand sales. For example, one team member is 64 years of age and '-should be 

retired but doesn't want to. ' He is almost computer illiterate but he is exceptionally 

good with customers. He never meets any of his objectives, such as training and 
completing visit reports but that is forgiven because he makes his sales numbers 
betterthan anybody in the past 50 years. There are some objectives, for example the 

annual driving safety recertification that must be completed, however Manager D 

will either ignore the other objectives or help the salesman to complete thcrn. 

He again referred to the '20-60-20' model in which the bottom 20% of people have 

no idea what is going on and don't work very hard, the 60% of the people in the 

middle are hard workers but need to be told what to do and the top 20% of the people 
drive all of the activities in the organization. He suggested that all of his guys are in 

the 60% category - none of them arc in danger of losing their job so the objectives 

and measures are not that important to them and none of them arc striving for 

advancement and so the objectives and measures arc, again, not that important. His 

team members want to be told what to do, they will then go and do their best to 

achieve the objectives but they don't want to be burdened with additional procedures. 
Also, they all know that the sales target is weighted with 80% of the total annual 

appraisal. 

He suggested that the only time that this method would be important would be when 

people are trying to demonstrate how valuable they are to advance in the 

organization, or when a manager is trying to build a case against an employee in 

order to terminate the individual's employment. The people in the 60% category 
don't care about putting the cffort into this type of method. Manager D suggested 

that he Would have to spend a great deal of time and effort getting his people to 

participate. 
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Manager D suggested that 'In reality, we probably follow quite closely your model 

on the numbers and the budget... ' Manager D has a spreadsheet that contains all of 
the customers and the related objectives. He uses most of the steps included in the 

guidelines to specify what has to be achieved, how it might be achieved, how to 

measure it, and so on, to develop the sales goals for each account and customer. This 

process takes around two months at the start of each year. A lot of time is spent on 
this process because it is how Manager D and his team get paid and the organization 
has a revenue growth expectation of around 10% to 13% per year. 

Manager D stated that talking to the author got him 'enthused' about objectives but 

ultimately he was not willing to use the guidelines because he felt they would be too 

burdensome. 

8.5.5 Company F, Manager I 

Manager F suggested that the guidelines would be more appropriate in an 

organization that had more layers of management. He pointed out that one year ago 

the manufacturing function in Company F had a Vice President, a Plant Manager, a 

dayshift Production Manager and five line managcrs/supervisors, there is now the 

Plant manager and three line managers/supervisors. As a result, the remaining staff 

6wear many hats' and the main focus is now on utilizing time efficiently. Filling in 

all of the worksheets associated with the guidelines was deemed to be a waste of time 

by Manager F. He also pointed out that the Vice President used to track all manner 

of data with various forms and graphs but that nobody ever used the information. 

Manager F therefore concluded that the entire data collection and analysis exercise 

was a waste of paper and time. 

According to Manager F, if his production line supervisors were to get involved in 

the paperwork associated with the guidelines, they would get lost because they're not 

accustomed to that type of approach: '-sorne of the reason too is these guys haven't 

come up through a formalized system, all they have known is putting out fircs... ' 

Manager F is working on putting senior line leaders in place, which will allow the 
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current line supervisors to take a step back and begin to perform some of the duties 

that Manager F currently performs. 

Manager F claimed to do most, if not all, of the activities suggested by the 

guidelines, albeit in a less structured manner. He maintains a focus on labour and 

material variances and the production completion rate because he feels that these are 

the fundamental issues in manufacturing. He constantly monitors the top ten issues 

that impact each of these three measures and when he misses one of them he 

immediately investigates to find out why. Having identified the cause he will take 

steps to ensure that it does not happen again. He identifies activities that will reduce 

the impact of the top ten issues that prevent him from achieving his material and 
labour variances and production completion rate and prioritizes them according to 

which will have the greatest impact. 

He believes that the simpler the method, the more likely that it is to be utilized. He 

also pointed out that with the reduction in headcount that many organizations have 

endured recently, people are focused on actually doing their jobs and that the 

paperwork has been allowed to fall to the wayside. 

8.6 Discussion 

All of the interviewces who participated in evaluating the first draft of the guidelines 

claimed to perform most, if not all, of the activities suggested by the guidelines. This 

is notable because none of the participants could articulate the exact process by 

which they develop objectives and measures, until they saw the process on paper. 
There are two main reasons why this might have been the case: 

1. The author did not ask the right questions; 

2. All of the managers perform the tasks suggested by the guidelines informally 

and at a subconscious level, and therefore could not articulate how they 

develop objectives and measures, until they saw the method on paper. 
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At first glance, it seems more probable that the author did not ask the right questions 
because it is more likely that one person, the author, could make a mistake than five 

other people, the interviewees, would all make exactly the same mistake. However, 

the author believes that all of the interviewces were asked the right questions. in 

addition, Manager D was repeatedly asked, to the extent that it bordered on 
harassment, how he identified improvement activities. This prodding took place 
during an informal follow-up discussion and came about because the author had 
begun the analysis of the interview transcripts and was not entirely satisfied with the 

responses. Manager D's ultimate answer was that he simply knew what needed to 
improve because '... he learned it at the school of hard knocks. ' 

The other alternative, that all of the interviewccs perform at least some of the 

activities suggested by the guidelines but for some reason could not describe these 

activities, is at least possible. Firstly, none of the participating organizations have a 

structured, formal system that guides a manager through identifying determinant 

objectives and measures. Therefore all of the managers are left to their own devices 

to develop their improvement activities, objectives and measures. Secondly, the 
interviewecs are all talented and capable individuals who have demonstrated some 

skills in order to get into their current positions. Thirdly, the guidelines do not 

contain any carth-shattering revelations on how to identify improvement activities, or 

on how to develop objectives and measures. The guidelines are simply a stcp-by- 

step list of the logical activities involved in developing objectives and measures. 

For these three reasons, combined with the fact that Manager D was thoroughly 

questioned on the matter, the author is satisfied that while the intervicwces claim to 

perform most of the activities outlined by the guidelines, until they saw the 

guidelines on paper they could not coherently articulate how they develop objectives 

and measures. 

Despite claiming to perform most of the activities suggested by the guidelines, all of 

the participants also stated that the first draft of guidelines imposed too great a 

paperwork burden to be of practical use to them, and that the method should be 
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computer-based. The repeated message was that the simpler the method, the better it 

would be. 

There was also consensus among the participants that the level of detail to which 

measures are analyzed in the guidelines was unnecessary. This was another 
interesting outcome because the author witnessed an example of manipulating 
measures in both Company A and Company B. 

Company A has a computer-based system that is used to report all of the non- 

conformanccs, such as missing or defective parts, associated with the installation of 

new equipment at customer sitcs. Traditionally, the number of non-conformance 

reports were not monitored but the non-conformances were analyzed to determine 

their cause and presumably to prevent their recurrence. To improve the performance 

of the manufacturing division of Company A, senior management decided to 

measure the number of non-conformance reports and to set a target of three non- 

conformance reports per install. After several months of attempting to achieve this, 

the engineers in the field received instructions, from their regional Quality Manager, 

that they were to submit a maximum of three non-conformance reports per install. In 

the event that there were more than three non-conformanccs the engineers were 
instructed to include the details of multiple non-conformanccs in each of the three 

reports. 

Company B uses an automated system to monitor and record the status of the 

manufacturing equipment, this system provides for a number of equipment states, for 

example, running, idle, offlinc, scheduled maintenance and unscheduled 

maintenance. The availability of all manufacturing equipment is automatically 

calculated and reported by the system and all of the operational level managers have 

specific monthly availability targets for their equipment. The managers in one group 

came up with a novel approach to meeting their availability targets. They instructed 

their technicians not to change the equipment state to unscheduled maintenance 

under certain circumstances. The result was that they suddenly appeared to be 

consistently meeting their availability targets. Another result of this manipulation 
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was that the factory's capacity model became invalid and a major investigation was 
later conducted to identify why the department in question was not moving as much 

work-in-progress as the model suggested it should be. 

So, while manipulating measures does happen in practice, it seems that it is not a 

concern for operational level managers. This might be because operational level 

managers are most frequently the perpetrators of measure manipulation, or, as is the 

case with Manager B I, because they believe that they will catch their reports in any 
dishonest reporting. However, it should be a concern for more senior managers 

because their organizational units might not actually be achieving the performance 

that they are reporting, which again lends weight to thorough, structured and formal 

methods being more appropriate at the higher levels of management. 

All of the participants currently use spreadsheets to record their goals, activities, 

targets, due dates and current performance and they all suggested that the guidelines 

would be better if they were computer-based. 

The empirical evidence also called into question the now de facto assumption that all 

annual goals should be included in the incentive systcrn. Firstly, Manager D stated 

that his manager occasionally sets the target for his annual objective but that he most 

often sets the target himself He also stated that when he is setting his own annual 

objectives he will try to ensure that the objective is achievable, despite the fact that 

Company D's appraisal system calls for the use of 'stretch' goals. The implication is 

that Manager D is not truly setting stretch goals for himself and his team, and is 

settling for less than optimal performance. Manager E, the Vice President, stated 

that in Company E an individual's annual goals are not tied to incentives because this 

discourages individuals from setting truly 'break through' goals for themselves. in 

Company E every employee receives an annual bonus, regardless of the individual's 

or the organization's performance and incentives are linked to annual objectives only 
for the director level and above, because only the director level and above can truly 

influence the direction and performance of the organization. 
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8.7 Conclusion 

As has been stated previously, the participating operational level managers do not 

operate in an environment where rigid and structured methods can be applied. While 
logical, step-by-step methods are intuitively appealing to the author, the empirical 

evidence suggests that they are not appropriate for use at the operational level. The 

idea that operational level managers can devote large amounts of time to identifying 

improvement activities, setting objectives, carefully analyzing the measures they 

choose and then systematically go about implementing, monitoring and tweaking the 

activities is not realistic. 

The participating Operational level managers know what their annual goals or 

objectives are, because they rarely change from one year to the next, and they do 

whatever they can to achieve those goals, particularly when the goals are tied to 

incentives. However, the participants operate in an evcr-changing environment. 

Market conditions change rapidly and frequently, issues arise with equipment, 

employees, customers, other parts of the organization, suppliers, senior management, 
the weather and so on. All of these frequent changes mean that the priorities at the 

operational level also change frequently. What was of the highest priority one week 

ago, may pale into insignificance in the light of a new and unexpected crisis. 

While brainstorming can generate ideas for what activities can be improved and how 

they might be improved, most ideas present themselves over a period of time as the 
daya-to-day activities arc performed. These ideas are discussed and evaluated 
informally and then implemented if they are deemed to be useful and if resources 

permit it. Objectives are set which arc sometimes general, for example to 'improve' 

some parameter, and sometimes they are specific with an associated target and 
timescale, for example to achieve a five percent improvement in X over the next four 

weeks. Among the participants, the only organization to give specific attention to 

performance measures was Company D. The other participants assume that a 

measure exists when an objective has been articulated. For example, an initiative 

may be undertaken to improve the availability of equipment, in this case the measure 

will be 'equipment availability'. In Companies B, C and F, no further consideration 
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will be given to measuring the impact of the initiative unless a detrimental impact 
becomes apparent. 

The performance of the activities is then monitored, recorded and tracked daily or 

weekly until the activity has run its course. Issues frequently arise that may cause all 
improvement activities to be postponed while the 'crisis' is resolved and these issues, 

or crises, are often the source of improvement ideas. 

The guidelines developed as part of this research outline the steps involved in 

deciding how to achieve annual goals or objectives. The guidelines are believed to 
be accurate by the author because they have been validated against the criteria 
identified in the literature and because all of the participating managers claim to 

perform most, if not all, of the activities suggested by the guidelines. However, this 
latter point raises the question of whether or not the participating operational level 

managers need a method to help them identify improvement activities, objectives and 

measures to achieve their annual goals. The research identified that in the absence of 
formal methods the manager's abilities and talents become critical in doing these 

things, therefore, some managers will need the guidelines more than others. It can be 

assumed that in most cases managers arc appointed because they have proven their 

ability to achieve goals, therefore it is likely that managers have already f igurcd out 
how to identify and implement improvement activities. As a result the guidelines 
developed during this research could be used effectively to rcmind managers of all of 
the steps to take, or to use as a training tool for those who aspire to management. 

The best possible use of the guidelines would be to incorporate them into a software 

package that implements the guidelines and performs all of the associated recording 

and reporting activities in a flexible and easy to use format. This will be discussed 

further in Section 9.4 which contains a discussion of possible future research 

activities. 

While organizational culture, defined in Section 7.2, was not included within the 

scope of this research it became clear, both in Chapter 7 and in this chapter, that an 
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organization's culture has a role in determining how performance is managed. For 

example, Company B's appraisal system only rewards a few individuals, regardless 

of how many individuals achieve all of their goals; Company B severely punishes 

mistakes; and, individuals will not be rewarded for achieving all of their goals if the 

factory does not meet its goals. Not only does this system fail to cncourage 
individuals to adopt truly 'break through' goals, it actively discourages them from 

doing any more than the minimum necessary to keep their jobs. There is a stark 

contrast between Company B and Company E, where employees receive an annual 
bonus regardless of their, or the organization's performance and where individuals 

willingly set break-through objectives for themselves. 

This relationship between organizational culture and performance management has 

been noted by others, for example Stonich (1984), Lingle and Schiemann (1996) and 

Kennerley and Neely (2002). However, there has been little research specifically 

aimed at understanding this relationship (Bititci ct al. 2004). This is examined in 

more detail in Section 9.4 which discusses areas of future research. 

As a result of the above discussion, the author has drawn the following conclusions: 

Using formal and highly structured methods to develop objectives and 

measures would not be appropriate at the operational levels of the 

participating organizations. 
The degree of development and analysis involved in the guidelines is too 

great for use by the participating operational level managers. The method 

needs to be simpler and quicker. 
The prevailing culture in the participating organizations has a role to play in 

determining how performance is managed. 
Whether or not objectives should be linked to rewards is up for debate and is 

probably one of the areas of performance management that requires the most 

scrutiny to ensure that if rewards are linked to objectives that the rewards will 

encourage break-through performance and desirable behaviour. 
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* The guidelines should be incorporated into a software package that guides 

managers through identifying improvement activities, setting objectives and 

measures and providing a format for recording and reporting performance 

related data and information. 
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Chapter Nine 

Concluding the research 

9.1 Introduction 

This thesis has described a program of research that was undertaken to investigate 

how five operational level managers measure and manage performance. The 

research began with the tentative proposition that the characteristics of the 

operational level arc different to those of the strategic level. As a result of these 
differences, the methods to develop performance measurement and management 

systems, which were themselves developed at the strategic level, might not be 

suitable for use at the operational level. 

The empirical evidence supported this proposition by confirming that the 

participating operational level managers must deal with fragmented activities, 
frequent interruptions and a real time, short-term focus. More importantly, the 

participants develop and measure objectives much more frequently than strategic 
level managers. A review of the literature revealed that none of the existing 

methods were developed with the operational level of organizations in mind, thus 

rendering these methods less appropriate for use at the operational level than 

methods designed for use at the operational level. 

These findings combine to support the need for methods that have been specifically 
designed to develop objectives and measures at the operational level. The research 

continued by developing a set of guidelines, based on the Cambridge method (Neely 

et al. 2002), which was found to be the most suitable method on which to base a set 

of guidelines. 
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These guidelines were reviewed by the participants and were well received by the 
interviewees, to the extent that all of the participants claimed to be performing most 

or all of the activities suggested by the guidelines, albeit informally and intuitively. 

However, all of the interviewees also pointed out that the initial draft of guidelines 
imposed an unrealistic paperwork demand on the managers. In addition, the 

interviewees all pointed out that they currently track progress using spreadsheets and 
that the guidelines would be more useful if they were computer based. 

The remainder of this chapter discusses the contribution of the research both to 

theory and to practice. The lessons learned by the author are discussed briefly and 

areas that need further research are presented. 

The research itself is then assessed in terms of a number of methodological tests. 

Finally, the chapter, and research are concluded with some final observations from 

the author. 

9.2 Contribution to theory and knowledge 

The analysis of the empirical data gave rise to a number of both general and specific 

observations which addressed the research objectives and questions. The research 

objectives are listed immediately below and the research objectives arc listed in 

Table 9.1, below. 

1. To investigate how operational level managers develop objectives and 

performance measures. 

2. To identify the managerial requirements imposed on any mcthod(s) used to 

select objectives and performance measures at the operational levels of an 

organization. 
3. To develop a method that would be both useful to, and usable by operational 

level managers. 
4. To provide a useful definition for the terms 'performance measurement 

system' and 'performance management system'. 
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5. Given the newly developed definitions for the terms 'performance 

measurement system' and 'performance management system', to identify all 

of the desirable characteristics for each. 

The observations specific to the operational level were identified in Chapter Five and 

answered Research Question One. Chapter Six continued the examination of the 

empirical data and addressed Research Questions Two, Three and Four. Chapter 

Seven concluded the analysis of the empirical data and answered Research Question 

Five. In addition, Chapter Seven identified a number of general observations relating 
to the current state of performance measurement and management in the participating 

organizations. 

The observations are presented below in the order in which they were discussed and 
the discussion surrounding the observations is briefly revisited. The research 

questions are then presented and some final, concluding remarks are made regarding 
the answers to the questions. The contribution of this research to the body of 
knowledge is then summarized. 

The operational level-specific observations made during the research are: 

" The participating operational level managers work in a fluid and rapidly 

changing environment. 

" The participating operational level managers are frequently interrupted and 

unexpected issues arise that require immediate resolution or that change the 

priority of activities. 

" The participating operational level managers arc forced to focus on the short 
term by their weekly and monthly targets. 

" The participating operational level managers arc involved in many more 

projects, of much shorter duration, than strategic level managers. Therefore, 

choosing projects and setting objectives and measures for those projects is 

repeated often by the participants. 
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Strategy is not communicated to the operational level in the participating 

organizations. 
The result objectives at the operational level of the participating organizations 

rarely change from one year to the next, instead only the targets change. 

o The participating operational level managers would likely benefit from 

structured methods but prefer guidelines. 

*A set of guidelines is most likely to succeed at the operational level. 

The observations from chapters six and seven have been consolidated and are listed 

below: 

In the participating organizations, the importance of performance 

management has been recognized but underestimated and the performance 

management system is viewed narrowly as an appraisal system. 
Additionally, the importance and complexity of performance measures has 

not been recognized. 
The participating organizations use their appraisal systems to communicate 

result objectives to all employees and the result objectives arc therefore 

formally documented. However, the appraisal systems do not provide any 

methods to translate the result objectives into determinant objectives and 

provide no guidance on how to develop performance measures. 

The result objectives at the operational level of the participating organizations 

change little from year to year and do not always drive the day-to-day 

activities. 

* In the absence of structured methods, how well the detcm-dnant objectives are 
developed will depend on the participating manager's style and abilities. 
Also, the participating organization's culture will have an influence on how 

successes are rewarded. 
There is a tendency among the participants to measure what can casily be 

measured and not to measure what is difficult to measure, possibly because of 

the absence of structured methods. 
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For the participants, more emphasis is placed on achieving the results than on 
how the results are achieved, possibly because of the absence of structured 
methods. 

* Possibly as a result of the absence of structured methods, costs are still the 

main driver of all activities and are the deciding factor in decision making in 

the participating organizations. 

There is a great deal of subjectivity involved in assessing both group and 
individual performance in the participating organizations, even within the 
formal appraisal process, possibly because of the absence of structured 
methods. 

e The participating managers continually assess their reports on an informal 

and subjective basis in order to identify their best people. 

a Because of the significance of the participating manager's style and abilities 
in selecting detcmiinant objectives, the manager should be closely involved 

in the operations of his/her group. 

In generaL the participating organizations have recognized the need to communicate 

non-subjective, non-financial goals and measures to their employees to both express 

what is important and to reward achievement. They are using their appraisal systems 
to communicate these non-subjective, non-financial goals, however, the appraisal 

systems are being used simply as a communication tool and, in general, are not 

sophisticated enough to help managers to identify improvement activities and to 
develop suitable objectives and measures. 

Among the participants, the objectives communicated to the operational level by the 

appraisal systems seem to change little from one year to the next, and do not always 
drive the day4o-day activities of the participating operational level managers. From 

the author's observations in Company A and for Manager C, many objectives arc 

vague and open to interpretation. This suggests that achieving the objectives is more 
important than how they are achieved, a fact that was explicitly stated by Managers 

BI and D. Where non-business related objectives arc included in the appraisal 

systems, for example employee development and Environment Health and Safety 
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(EHS) related objectives, these are considered to be of a lower priority than the 
business-, or cost-related objectives. This was stated by Manager B2 and may be 

inferred from Manager Bl's interview. When specifically asked about the 
importance of cost related goals, all of the participants agreed that costs are still the 

main driver of all activities and decision making. 

In addition, the lack of specific guidance on how to identify improvement activities, 

objectives and measures in the participants' systems results in a great deal of 

subjectivity and makes the participating managers' abilities and style critical in 

determining whether or not his group will achieve its goals. This fact was also 

explicitly stated by all of the intcrviewecs. The pivotal nature of the manager's role 

suggests that the manager should be closely involved in all aspects of the group's 

activities to understand how the group works intcrnally and how it interacts with 

other groups around it. 

The prevailing culture in the participating organizations clearly has a role in 

determining how improvement activities are identified and how goals and measures 

are developed, and in particular how individuals are rewarded for achieving their 

goals. This is discussed further in Section 9.4 as an area for future work. 

There was also a clear tendency among the participants to set objectives that can be 

easily achieved and to set measures for activities that can easily be measured. Both 

managers B2 and D provided explicit evidence of this as both stated that they have 

avoided certain objectives and measures because of the difficulty in measuring the 

activity. Most alarmingly, Manager D stated that his organization has stopped 

measuring customer satisfaction because of the diflicultics in getting reliable 
information. 

The empirical evidence suggests that the participating operational level managers 

would benefit from having structured methods to help them translate result objectives 

into determinant objectives. However, the research clearly identificd the operational 

level characteristics that should be considered when designing a method for use at 
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this level. In particular, the many activities that the participating operational level 

managers are involved in suggest that the method will be used many times and 

should therefore be quick and easy to use. For example, Manager BI claimed that 
his group could have as many as 75 activities underway at any one time and that 

these activities can have a duration of from two weeks to six months. As a result of 
the frequency with which the participants develop objectives and measures, 

combined with their preference for guidelines, it was concluded that guidelines are 

most likely to be adopted and succeed at the operational level. 

As discussed in Section 8.6, all of the managers currently use spreadsheets to record 

their activities, goals and measures, to compile reports on actual performance and to 

communicate the results. To impose a paper-based system would not be well 

received in such an environment. In addition, the author suggested that the 

guidelines should be incorporated into a software application that performed all of 

the steps involved in recording and reporting on performance, as this would be more 

attractive to the end-user. 

While all of the above observations and conclusions are valid, they lack focus unless 

considered in reference to the original research questions, listed below in Table 9.1. 
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Questions related to the operational level 

What arc the characteristics of the operational level in the participating organ ization IsI- -t-h-a -t 

might have an impact on the choice of method to develop objectives and measures'? 

Research questions related to the performance management and measurement systems 
2 Do the participating organizations have well dcvclopcd pci formancc inanagcnicnt sysicins at 

the operational level? 

3 How do the participating operational -I evel managers develop objectives and measures? 
4 Do the desirable characteristics, as identified in the literature, exist at the operational level of 

the participating organizations'? If they exist, is it as a result of the system or the manager'. ' 

General analysis question 
5 In light of the characteristics identified by RQ ttl, arc the existing mcth(xjs to develop 

objectives and measures suitable for use at the operational level of' the participating 

organizations? 

Table 9.1 - The research questions 

Research Question I 

The answer to the first research questions is that the characteristics ol'tlic olm-ational 

level, as identified in Section 2.5.2 of'the literature review and latcr validated by the 

empirical evidence in Section 5.5, are: 

* Real-time focus 

0 Brevity and fragmentation ofactivitics 

0 Current and specific issues 

0 Continuous and rapid decision making 

e Short term fiocus 

The participating operational level managers have a constant short-terni I'ocus. are 

involved in many activities simultaneously and SLII'I'cl- from firequent intcri-Liptions 

that often cause a change in priorities, albeit usually a temporary change. 
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Research Question 2 

The second research question asked if structured methods to develop objectives and 

measures have been deployed to the operational level of the participating 

organizations. The answer in this case was that the participating organizations have 

not deployed structured methods to the operational level. Whether or not they have 

structured methods at the strategic level was not investigated but there is no evidence 
to suggest that they do. The systems with the greatest degree of structure in all of the 

participating organizations are the appraisal systems, which are being used to execute 

some of the activities that the literature associates with the performance measurement 

or management system. However, there is a gap between the deployment of business 

goals and how those goals are to be achieved as none of the systems guide the 

managers through identifying improvement activities and then developing objectives 

and measures. 

Research Question 3 

This question asked how the participants at the operational level develop objectives 

and measures. The answer to the third research question is that the interviewccs do 

not spend much time on developing objectives and measures. As they go about their 

job they, or their reports, identify activities that will contribute to achieving the 

business goals that they have been tasked to achieve. In some case the activities 

have the general objective of moving some parameter closer to the target, in other 

case there arc specific objectives and measures. The objectives usually include a 

target that the manager believes can be achieved, and once the objective has been 

determined the measure is assumed to exist automatically. Of all the criteria that 

Neely et at. (2002) suggest should be considered in developing measures, the only 

one identified among the participants was that measures should not conflict. Only 

Manager F considers conflict when setting measures and he does so based on his 

experience and not because Company F's system suggests that he should. 

Research Question 4 

Research Question Four asked whether or not the desirable characteristics, as 

identified in the literature, exist at the operational level of the participating 
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organizations, and if they do exist, whether it is as a result of the systems or the 
individual manager. Table 6.1 assesses the extent to which the desirable 

characteristics are encouraged by the interviewees and by their systems. Where the 

desirable attributes were found to exist, they do so as a result of the manager more 

often that as a result of the system. In addition, the more experienced managers were 
found to promote more of the desirable characteristics than their less experienced 

counterparts. 

Research Question 5 

The fifth, and fmal, research question asked whether the methods developed for the 

strategic level are appropriate for use at the operational level of the participating 

organizations. The answer to this question is that, based on the empirical evidence, 
they are not. The Cambridge method (Neely ct al. 2002) was found to specifically 

address most of the desirable characteristics, making it the most thorough method 

available. However, it was also found to be wholly unsuitable for use at the 

operational level of the participating organizations because of its rigid structure and 
time consuming approach. This was found to be the case because it imposes too 

great a degree of analysis, is too structured and is therefore too time consuming. 

The highly structured and formalized nature of the Cambridge method (ibid. ), along 

with the numerous workshects arc more suitable for use at the strategic level, where 

managers have time to participate in workshops and to spend a great deal of time 

considering all of the options before settling on spcciric objectives and measures. 
The participating operational level managers do not have the luxury of being able to 
devote lengthy periods of time to this process. Even in what the author considered to 
be a greatly simplified version of the workbook, a mcre shadow if its former sclf, the 

worksheets were considered to be burdensome and time consuming by the 

participants. Therefore, any method intended for use at the operational level must be 

simple and quick to implement. In addition to the lack of time, the participants 

operate in real-time and get feedback on their activities very quickly. The typical 

duration of an improvement activity for the participants, from beginning to 

completion, is approximately one month. The brevity of activities and the real-time 
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focus reduces the need to thoroughly think through measures, as is the case in the 
Cambridge method (ibid. ) and at the strategic level. 

The true significance of these findings is not that the participating organizations have 

not yet adopted and deployed structured methods to the operational level, it is the 
finding that one approach to developing objectives and measures is not appropriate at 

all organizational levels. Specifically, the Cambridge method (Neely ct al. 2002) 

was found to be the most thorough method described in the literature, however, it is 

unsuitable for use at the operational level of the participating organizations. 

Chapter Eight, which developed and assessed a set of guidelines intended for use at 

the operational level, resulted in the following conclusions: 

* Formal and highly structured approaches are more appropriate at the strategic 
level than at the operational level of the participating organizations. 

The degree of development and analysis involved in the guidelines is too 

great for use by the participating operational level managers. The method 

needs to be simpler and quicker. 
Whether or not objectives should be linked to rewards is obviously up for 

debate and is probably one of the areas of performance management that 

requires the most scrutiny to ensure that if rewards are linked to objectives 

that will encourage break-through performance and desirable behaviour. 

The guidelines would be more appealing to the participants if they were 

computer based. To this end, they could be incorporated into an holistic 

software package that guides managers through identifying improvement 

activities, setting objectives and measures and providing a format for 

recording and reporting performance related data and information 

The observations which the author believes arc most relevant to the field of 

performance management, and therefore constitute the major contribution to the 

body of knowledge, are listed below: 
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1. Strategy is not being communicated to the operational level of the 

participating organizations, and therefore does not seem to guide actions and 
decision making at the operational level. 

2. Costs are the main driver of improvement activities at the operational level of 

the participating organizations. 

3. Rigid and highly structured methods are not appropriate for the participating 

operational level managers but the participants would likely bencilit from 

some form of method to help them develop determinant objectives. 

4. Whether or not objectives should be linked to rewards is up for debate and 

would seem to be influenced by the organization's culture. 

5. Among the participants, there is no awareness of the attributes of 

performance measures and obviously no consideration is given to attending to 

these attributes. 

The emerging theory is that the participating operational level managers do need 

structured methods to help them develop determinant objectives and measures. 
These structured methods would help the participating operational level managers to 

be more thorough and consistent. However, the existing methods to develop 

objectives and measures, and much of the advice in the literature that is concerned 

with doing so, are irrelevant for the participants. Because of the unique 

characteristics of the operational level in the participating organizations, and possibly 

many others, the managers at this level need methods that are quick and easy to use. 
A suitable method would suggest how the objectives should be developed but would 

not impose a rigid and time-consuming structure. Such a method would be 

particularly useful if it were included in a computcr-based approach that allowed 

managers to track and report on their objectives. 

9.3 Contribution to practice 

As a result of this research, a set of guidelines was developed and evaluated by the 

participating operational level managers. The guidelines themselves were well 
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received by the participants, as reflected by the fact that they claimed to perform 

most, if not all, of the activities suggested by the guidelines. 

The guidelines provide a simple and quick method to follow that will ensure the most 
important criteria have been addressed in developing objectives and measures. 

Obviously, to achieve speed and simplicity a considerable amount of detail was lost. 

The characteristics of the operational level in the participating organizations are such 

that the omitted detail is neither wanted by the participants, nor needed by them. 

However, the main failings of the method, in its current format, are that it is still not 

simple and quick enough, and that it is not computer-based. All of the participants 

rejected the high degree of scrutiny and analysis suggested by the guidelines because 

of the time required. Additionally, all of the participants currently use spreadsheets 

to track all of their business goals, activities, objectives and measures. They are, 

therefore, not inclined to revert to paper-based methods which they found 

cumbersome and wasteful and which would result in considerable duplication of 

effort by putting the details in the workshects and then copying them to their 

spreadsheets. 

For the guidelines to be used by the participants would require that they (the 

guidelines) be integrated into a computer-based approach, this is discussed further in 

Section 9.4, as an option for future work. 

The guidelines developed during this research represent a first-pass at developing a 

suitable method for use at the operational level. Despite being rejected by the 

participants, they are comprehensive when assessed against the desirable 

characteristics identified in the literature for performance measures and measurement 

and management systems, and they still represent a contribution to practice. They 

are the first attempt at developing a suitable method and their assessment resulted in 

the knowledge that they are too cumbersome and should be computcr-based. . 
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The next revision of the guidelines, whether developed by the author or by another 
researcher, will build on the current version and will have as their starting point a 
more informed position. 

9.4 Future work 

As discussed in Section 9.6, case study research generates findings that rely on 

analytic generalizations and not statistical generalizations. In addition, this research 

examined a small number of managers in a small number of organizations. 
Therefore, to identify whether the findings of this research are more widely 

applicable than to the participants alone, further research needs to be carried out into 

performance measurement and management at the operational levels. 

The link between culture and performance management, including how appraisal 

systems are used to implement objectives and measures and to drive improvement 

efforts requires further investigation. Bititci ct al. (2004) describe their initial 

investigation of these relationships through a retrospective study of their own past 

research. They examined the influence of culture and management style on 

performance measurement and management and found clear relationships between 

culture, style and the success or failure of performance management initiatives. 

Among their findings were that: an authoritative management style is needed to 

successfully implement a new performance management system; the organization's 
initial culture does not have an impact on the success or failure of a performance 

management initiative; however, the successful implementation of a performance 

management initiative will lead to a change in organizational culture, in particular, to 

an achievement oriented culture. 

Little (2003) investigated the link between strategy deployment, performance 

measurement and the appraisal system and found that while these systems arc 

related, they are not effectively linked in practice. The findings of this research 

support those of Little (ibid. ) as strategy is not deployed in the participating 

organizations and their appraisal systems are not sophisticated enough to guide the 
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development of objectives and measures. Little (ibid. ) developed an integrated 

model that was designed to explicitly link strategy deployment, performance 
measurement and performance appraisal. 

However, as Bititci et al. (2004) stated, their initial investigation has '... just 

scratched the surface... ' of this topic, and Little (2003 p. 257) pointed out that his 

method requires further development. There is, therefore, still a need to investigate 

these relationships, in particular to investigate whether strategy needs to be deployed 

to the operational level. Of the five Participants in this research, only Manager F was 
fully familiar with his organization's strategy and that was because Manager F was 
actually a senior-lcvel manager but was also performing the duties of an operational 
level manager. Managers Bl, B2 and D were not at all familiar with their 

organizations strategy and Manager C was aware of the general strategic direction 

that his organization had recently adopted. This research found that the operation- 
level result objectives in the participating organizations do not change much from 

one year to the next, for example, salespeople arc tasked to sell more and 
manufacturing managers are tasked to make more and increase yields while 
simultaneously cutting costs. If this is the case in many organizations, then perhaps 

strategy does not need to be communicated to the operational level. 

An issue related to the organizational culture question is that concerned with the true 
impact of the performance management system. A question occurred to the author 

while considering the effectiveness of the performance management systems in the 

participating organizations. Specifically, the author was curious about the impact 

that unstructured performance management systems might have on an organization's 

performance. It is now taken for granted that a structured performance measurement 

or management system will help organizations to better achieve their strategic 
objectives, however, none of the participating organizations have highly structured 
performance management systems. Whether or not the participants are successful is 
debatable and will depend on the choice of measure. If profitable operations are the 

chosen measure then the participants are currently successful, however, this is due in 
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large part to market conditions as they are all recovering from net losses in recent 

years. 

Among the participants who have annual revenues of several billion dollars, 

Company E has the least structured performance management and appraisal systems. 

However, its profit margins and return on equity is not the lowest of the group. 

Manager E described the culture as entrepreneurial and innovative, and employee's 

annual objectives are not tied to rewards. According to Manager E, this encourages 

employees to set truly break-through objectives for themselves, which by all 

accounts they do willingly. This suggests that an organization's culture might have a 

greater impact on its success that the performance management system does. 

Another question that the author would like to investigate is where in the 

organization the 'strategy disconnect' occurs, and why? Much of the literature 

advocates communicating strategy, or strategic objectives, throughout the 

organization. This clearly does not happen in the participating organizations. As a 

result it might be concluded that the operational level does not need to be aware of 

the strategy. Perhaps the operational level personnel need only to focus on 

improving the efficiency and effectiveness of what they do: sales people should sell 

more, manufacturing should make more and so on. The author does not believe this 

to be case, decisions that need to be made on a daily basis can either support or 

undermine a strategy. If the operational level managers arc not aware of the 

organization's strategy and related objectives, then their decisions cannot be 

expected to always support that strategy. 

This brief discussion is not intended to denigrate the importance of the performance 

management and measurement systems, the author firmly believes that they are vital 

planning and communication tools. However, the system has yet to be designed that 

can address every eventuality, whereas, in an appropriate organizational culture, the 

people in the organization will take care of every eventuality, and will do so 

willingly. 
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Finally, as mentioned in the next section, gaining access to the 'real world' can be 

difficult. The consequence of this difficulty, along with the difficulties of resource 

and time limitations, is that researchers can rarely study enough cases to be certain 
that their conclusions are universally valid. This research involved five managers in 

four organizations and was supported by a brief interview with a sixth manager at the 

strategic level and the author's observations from the operational level. With one 

exception, the organizations involved in the research are all in, or serve, the same 
industry. The similarity between the four organizations in the same industry and the 

one organization in a different industry could be coincidental, although the author 
does not believe that it is. However, despite the author's confidence, further research 
is necessary to examine other organizations and other industries to either support or 

refute the author's findings. 

While the author is confident that his observations and conclusions are valid for the 

participants and their organizations, these observations and conclusions may well be 

invalidated by the study of other managers in other organizations. Therefore, there is 

a need to continue the research into perforniance management at the operational level 

of organizations. 

9.5 Reflective learning 

Aside from a better understanding of research techniques, in particular data gathering 

and analysis, the author learned three important lessons over the course of the 

rcsearch. 

Firstly, the art of interviewing is not to be underestimated. In particular getting 

managers to answer the questions that the interviewer asked can be difficult. In 

several cases, follow-up visits were required to get answcrs to questions that had 

been asked during earlier interviews. The author's decision to use a tape recorder 

also had an impact on his ability to conduct the interview. The author occasionally 

noticed that his attention was drifting from the interviewee's answers and attributed 
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this to a reliance on the recording to make things clear during transcription. This was 

an issue that the author had to focus on during subsequent interviews. 

Secondly, gaining access to the real world is also more difficult than might be 

initially anticipated. From the author's perspective being declined permission to 

study the author's employer came as a surprise. The author, somewhat naively, 

assumed that the benefit of participation would be obvious and that the author's 

employer would eagerly participate to reap those benefits. This was not the case. 

The difficulty in gaining access to the participants was exacerbated by the 

characteristics of the operational level, that is, the characteristics being investigated 

by the research. The operational level managers who participated in the research are 

very busy people and scheduling interviews became an arduous task involving 

frequent postponement and much negotiating of dates. 

Finally, there is also a considerable benefit in making direct contact with 
interviewees, before conducting the interview. The interview with Manager F was 

arranged through a mutual contact and as a result the purpose of the interview was 

not well communicated before the interview. The problem was compounded by the 

fact that the mutual contact was a director in Company F, and could be considered to 

hold a more senior position that the interviewce. The analysis of the interview 

transcript revealed that the interviewec seemed to be very defensive for the earlier 

part of the interview, however, he clearly became more relaxed as the interview 

proceeded. This evidence came in the form of the intcrviewee's answers, during the 

earlier part of the interview, being focused on the considerable improvements that he 

had made since joining the organization. His answers and choice of language 

towards the end of the interview were clearly more relaxed, despite the fact that the 

author did not analyze the interview transcript from this perspective. The author has 

surmised that the interviewee's defensiveness might have been as a result of the fact 

that the interview was requested by a senior manager. This could have engendered a 

feeling of resentment towards the author because the intcrviewce felt obliged to 

cooperate but felt that the interview would simply be a waste of his time, 
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Alternatively, the interviewee might have felt that any information he offered up 

could be used by the senior manager for his own agenda, whatever that might be. 

9.6 Methodological reflection and tests 

An unexpected consequence of the author's employer refusing to participate in the 

research was that the research could no longer be considered to be action research. 

At the outset the author intended to conduct a detailed investigation of performance 

measurement and management at the operational level of the organization in which 
he was employed, and to use a number of managers, each of whom would constitute 

a single case. The intention was that the participating managers would assist in the 

development of a method and that they would then implement the method in order to 

change how they develop objectives and measures. The participation of those being 

researched in the development of the method and the intention to stimulate change 

through action are the two main criteria of action research (Edcn and Huxham 1996). 

The refusal of the author's employer to participate forced the author to identify other 

participants. As a result, the participants did not truly participate in the development 

of the method and due to time constraints the method was not use to prompt change. 
Therefore the research cannot be called action research. 

Despite this setback, the use of case studies, interviews, observations and 
documentary evidence remain appropriate for the reasons discussed in Section 3.6.9. 

As little was known in advance about performance measurement and management it 

would not have been possible to use experiments or surveys, for cxample. The use of 
the interview, supported by observations and documentary evidence, as the main data 

gathering tool is also appropriate for the same reasons. 

All of these data gathering methods worked well, with the exception of collecting 

documentary evidence. The author requested documentary evidence from all of the 

participants to support the interviews. However, only Managers BI and B2 provided 

any documentary evidence and even they did not provide all of the evidence that the 
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author would have liked. In all cases that documentary evidence was refused it was 
for confidentiality reasons. As this research was informal to the extent that official 

permission had not been sought from the participating organizations the participants' 

reticence to provide documentary evidence was understandable. In any case, the 

author had no choice but to accept what he was given. 

9.6.1 Methodological tests 

The most important aspect of research is that concerned with cnsuring that the 

research is methodologically sound, in particular, a researcher must address the 

reliability, validity, generalizability and credibility of the research and its findings. 

This section describes the methodological requirements, how they can be achieved 

and explains how the author conducted the research in order to satisfy the 

requirements. 

Table 9.2, below, summarizes the methodological critcria and how the author 

addressed each of therm 

Reliability subject error Use multiple sources of evidence 

subject bias Use multiple sources of evidence 

observer error Review of summaries and findings by the 
intervicwccs. 

observer bias Review of summaries and findings by the 
intervicwees. 

Validity Construct validity Remain focused at all times on the original research 
(Is the research questions. 

examining what the Present the evidence, discuss the evidence and present 

researcher intended it the conclusions to allow the reader to see the process. 
to examine? ) 

Internal validity Not applicable because the nature of this research is 

exploratory and not explanatory. 
External validity Examination of organizations of different sizes, in 

(gencralizability) different industries. 

(Continued ovcrlcao 
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Objectivity Not entirely applicable in this research as being 

objective requires the researcher to remain distant 
from the research. All findings and conclusions were 
shared with die intervicwccs to ensure that they agreed 
with die author's interpretation. 

Credibility The author provided examples from die into-views to 

support and justify all of his conclusions. Inaddition, 

the author can state that he interpreted die empirical 
data openly and honestly at all times and allowed the 
data to guide the conclusions. 

Table 9.2 - Methodological criteria and how they were addressed 

9.6.1 Reliability 

Yin (2003, p. 37) describes reliability as an attempt to minimize the crrors and biases 

in a study, so that a later investigator conducting the same case study would arrive at 

the same conclusions. Although, Yin (ibid. ) placed an emphasis on doing the same 

case study and not attempting to replicate the results of one study by doing another 

case study. To achieve this, Yin (ibid. p. 38) advises carefully documenting the 

procedures followed during a case study. Robson (1993, p. 67) in describing 

reliability discussed four dimensions that can cause a lack of reliability: subject error; 

subject bias; observer error; and observer bias. 

Subject error may be introduced to an intervention for any number of reasons. 
The subject may be more or less inclined to cooperate on certain days, depending 

on their mood, blood sugar levels, whether they feel apprcciatcd at work and so 

on. 
Subject bias can be introduced when the subject has their own agenda or when 

they are concerned about how their answers may be used. 

* In a similar manner to subject error, observer error can be introduced depending 

on the mood of the researcher. 

* Observer bias can be introduced either consciously or subconsciously, based on 
the researcher's beliefs and opinions. 
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To address subject error and bias multiple sources of evidence can be used. Yin 

(2003 p. 99) advocates multiple sources of evidence to corroborate the same fact or 

phenomenon. Addressing observer error and bias is more difficult and requires that 

the researcher constantly evaluate his/her conclusions carefully. Perhaps the best 

way to avoid observer error and bias is to use multiple researchers (investigator 

triangulation) and to analyze the differences between the researchers' conclusions. 
This option was not possible in the current research; as a result, the researcher's 
descriptions and conclusions were either reviewed by the respondents or by other 

academics to determine their reliability. This method attempts to replicate 
investigator triangulation. Despite these efforts it is still possible that the 

observations made and conclusions drawn by the author were indeed biased by the 

author's understanding or preconceptions of the issues. For example, as discussed in 

Section 1.2 the author made two main assumptions during this research. Firstly, that 

organizations are hierarchical, and secondly, that objectives should be based on an 

organization's strategy and cascaded down through the hierarchy. The author 

recognizes that these assumptions will not be valid in all cases but they serve to 

simplify the research. The author believed it necessary to simplify the research as all 

circumstances cannot be addressed within this research and the author believes that 

these two key assumptions are valid for many, if not most, organizations. In addition 

to these two assumptions, or biases, there may be others that guided the author's 

conclusions but that the author is not consciously aware of To address this, the 

author attempted to interpret the evidence honestly and to see only what was evident 
in the empirical data. 

9.6.2 Validity 

According to Yin (2003 p. 35), the test of construct validity is I ... especially 

problematic... ' in case study research. Robson (1993 p. 68) agrees by pointing out 

that 'there is no easy, single, way of determining construct validity. " Yin (2003 p. 
34) describes construct validity as 'establishing correct operational measures for the 

concepts being studied. ' Again Robson (1993 p. 68) agrees by asking I ... does it 

measure what you think it measuresT 
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Yin (2003 p. 35) recommends two steps to ensure construct validity: 

1. Select the specific types of changes that are to be studied (and relate them to 

the original objectives of the study), and 
2. Demonstrate that the selected measures of these changes do indeed reflect the 

specific types of changes that have been selected. 

For reasons discussed in Section 9.6, this research cannot claim to be action research, 
therefore, no changes were made in the participating organizations and none can be 

studied or measured. However, the author has interpreted Yin's (2003 p. 34) 

requirements as ensuring that he actually did research what he set out to research. 

Section 3.9.2 described the construct of this research as being performance 

measurement and management at the operational level. Therefore, to achieve 

construct validity the author must investigate performance measurement and 

management at the operational level. This results in two key operational measures: 

1. Operational level; and 
2. Developing objectives and performance measures. 

Section 2.5.1 examined the operational level and found that there is agreement that 

the operational level is the lowest level of the organization and that the day-to-day 

activities are carried out there. Therefore, an operational level manager was 

arbitrarily deflined as one who spends greater that fifty percent of his or her time in 

dealing with the day-to-day activities. All of the participants met this criterion, 
including Manager F who is actually a senior manager but who currently spends 

greater than fifty percent of his time in dealing with day-to-day issues in production 

and maintenance due to a recent reorganization. 

To ensure that the research also focused on developing objectives and measures, the 

interview questions were reviewed several times and by several people to ensure that 

they asked questions relevant to the second operational measure. The research 
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questions were also reviewed several times and were used to guide the selection of 
interview questions and the analysis of the empirical data. 

In addition to the above, Yin (2003 p. 34) provides further guidance to address the 

concern of Construct Validity, by suggests the following three tactics: 

1. Use multiple sources of evidence; 
2. Establish a chain of evidence; and, 
3. Have key informants review draft case study reports. 

The author used multiple sources of evidence, including multiple methods, whenever 

possible. The primary source of evidence for all of the cases except Company A was 
the open-ended interview. The author used documentary evidence to support his 

observations in Company A. In Company B the multiple sources included 

interviewing two mangers and using documentary evidence to support the interviews. 

The author requested documentary evidence in companies C, D and F, however the 

requests were declined because of confidentiality concerns on the behalf of the 

interviewees. As the participation of the managers was informal, in that official 

permission was not sought from the senior management of the companies, the author 
had no recourse on this matter and had to accept whatever he was given. 

The chain of evidence was created by sequencing the research in what the author 
believes to be a logical manner and by describing and discussing the evidence and 
then presenting the author's conclusions. This approach was based on Yin's (2003 p. 
105) advice to create a chain of evidence, however, the author did not completely 
develop the case study protocol as described by Yin (2003 pp. 67-80) because he 

found himself presented with the very real threat of developing '... an unhealthy 
concentration on this aspect of carrying out an enquiry' (Robson 1993 p. 69). 

In all cases the intervicwees reviewed both the summary of the interview transcripts 

and the conclusions arrived at by the author after the analysis of the empirical data. 

None of the interviewees made substantial changes: Manager D made some changes 
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to the wording but not to the meaning of one paragraph; Managers BI and B2 

requested that the specific names of their systems be removed to ensure that their 

organization could not be identified. No other changes were requested. 

Internal validity was not a major concern in this research because the author did not 

conduct experiments, or apply treatments, for which a specific outcome was 

predicted, which is the circumstance in which internal validity is of concern (Robson 

1993 p. 69). 

9.6.3 Generalizability 

Generalizability, or external validity, is a measure of how widely applicable a study's 
findings are beyond the immediate case (Yin 2003 p. 37, Robson 1993 p. 72). As 

Yin (2003 p. 37) points out, the case study relies on analytic generalizations to a 
broader theory, and not statistical generalizations to a larger universe. The theory 

must be tested in later case studies, by direct replication, to provide further evidence 

of support for the theory. However, direct replication presents a real problem for this 

type of research (Eden and Huxhani 1996) because no two situations are exactly the 

same. Even if the exact same study were to be repeated, with the same participants, 

the outcome is likely to be different. Merely participating in the research has 

changed the participants and made them more aware of the issue addressed by the 

research, as was admitted by Manager D who stated that participating '... got him 

enthused... ' about the subject. 

As a result, the author can state with a high degree of confidencc, only that the 

participants behave as described in the research, he cannot state with any degree of 

certainty that all operational level managers behave in this way. However, there are 

two facts that suggest the finding may be more widely applicable: 

1. There is no reason to suspect that the participants are not representative of the 

wider population. 
2. The research included managers in both sales and manufacturing, and also 

included organizations of different sizes, in different industries. 
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The operational level characteristics identified during the research might not apply in 

all organizations, for example, organizations in more mature and stable markets 
might exhibit more stable conditions at the operational level. In which case, the 

operational level managers would be in a position to use more structured methods 
that those suggested during this research. However, the author believes that the 

operational level characteristics identified during this research arc widespread, and 
therefore the findings will apply to many other organizations. 

Clearly, some organizations will have deployed structured methods at the operational 
level that help managers to identify improvement activities and to subsequently 
develop objectives and measures for those activities. However, there is no reason to 

believe that the organizations that participated in this research are unusual in any 
respect, and they are therefore probably representative of many organizations. 

The fact that organizations of different sizes and in different industries exhibited 

such similar characteristics at the operational level and a lack of structured methods 
deployed to the operational level also suggests that the findings will apply to many 

organizations. 

Ultimately, much more research remains to be done into performance management at 
the operational levels of organizations, and only after much more research will it be 

possible to state with certainty that the findings of this research are widely 

applicable, or not, as the case might be. 

9.6.4 Credibility 

Traditionally, this has been demanded only from researchers engaged in quantitative 

studies, however, according to Robson (1993 pp. 74-75) there is a strong case to 

make this demand of qualitative researchers because of the lack of formalized 

procedures for conducting qualitative research. Silverman (2001 p. 221) agrees and 

states that 'if qualitative research is to be judged by whether it produces valid 

knowledge, then we should properly ask highly critical questions about any piece of 

research. And these questions should be no less probing and critical than we ask 
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about any quantitative research. ' Credibility can be achieved, at least to some extent, 
by providing sufficient detail on how the evidence is produced to allow the reader to 

carry out an exact replication of the study (Robson ibid. ). 

9.7 Conclusion 

The operational level of organizations is the place where strategies are executed and 

achieved, or not, as the case might be. However, there has been little research into 

performance management at the operational levels in the past. The research 
documented by this thesis interviewed six managers in five organizations that varied 
in annual revenues fromunderUS$100 million to over US$8 billion. 

The research clearly showed that the characteristics of the operational level, in all of 

the participating organizations, are very different from those of the strategic level and 

that methods to manage performance that are developed at, and for, the strategic 
level are not suitable for use at the operational level. 

The research also found that every one of the participating organizations use their 

appraisal systems to communicate objectives from the top of the organization to the 

lower levels. In addition, the appraisal systems in the participating organizations are 

getting increasingly complex as they try to address such issues as employee 

development, safety and legal compliance by building components that address these 

issues into their appraisal systems. Despite the increasing complexity of the 

appraisal systems, these systems do not yet provide guidance for managers on how to 

identify improvement activities, not on how to develop determinant objectives and 

complimentary performance measures. Of the systems in the participating 

organizations, only Company D's system provided any guidance on what objectives 

to set and how to measure performance. This guidance consists of stating that if an 

objective cannot be measured, then an alternative objective should be chosen. 

The research developed a set of guidelines based on the Cambridge method (Neely ct 

at. 2002), which was found to be the most thorough method described in the 
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literature. The guidelines included three workshects and detailed critcria that 

performance measures should meet. While all of the participants agreed with the 

guidelines in principle, they all pointed out that the workshects made the method too 
burdensome and time consuming and forced a duplication of cffort. As a result, none 

of the participants were willing to use the guidelines in their current format. 

In the immediate future the guidelines will be modified to reflect the comments of 

the participants and will be evaluated again. 
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Interview Questions 

Company ABCD 

Manager 1 23456789 10 

General information 

No. of Employees Manager's years in industry. 

Annual revenue Manager's years in position 

Years in business No. of reports 
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The Performance Management System in general 

Describe how the performance management system In your organization works. 

Prompt: How are group and individual objectives decided upon and by whom? 

Source of objectives? Strategy related? 

Frequency of review? 

Who is involved? 
Linked to reward system or separate? 

Are there any objectives/measures not included In the formal system? 

Prompt: How are they developed? 

Why aren't they included in the formal system? 

What are they used for? 

Who is involved in developing them? 

Who are they applied to? 

What would you say is the main purpose of the performance 

management/measurement system? 

Are you happy with your performance management/measurement system? 

Prompt: Does it provide all of the information that you need? 
Are all employees included in the system? 
Are all operations included? 

How much guidance does it give you in developing 

objectives/measures? 
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The Performance Management System at the operational level 

What are your personal objectives based on? 

How is progress towards these objectives assessed? 

Do you have any input into your objectives? 

What do you base the objectives of your direct reports on? 

Prompt: Do you consider the organization's strategy? 

Do you consider the requirements of your suppliers and customers 

(intemal)? 

Do you analyze the activities within you function? 

How do you select the objectives and measures? 

Prompt: Are the objectives consensual? 
Do you clearly defined data collection and analysis methods? 
Assess objectives for countcr-productive or conflicting behaviour? 

Identify and eliminate roadblocks in advance or as they occur? 

How do you use the objectives and measures? 

Prompt: Do you provide feedback to direct reports on a regular, on-going 
basis? 
Do you promotc/encouragc autonomy in choosing and implementing 

corrective actions? 

Use the measures for CI and org learning? 

Is there an informal performance measurement/management system? 

Prompt: Do you consider the informal measurement system? 

Link rewards to the formal system? 
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Objectives and Performance Measures 

How do you choose performance measures to assess progress towards 

objectives? 
Prompt: Are the measures simple and easy to understand? 

Ratio based or absolute numbers? 
Do you consider the accuracy, unit of measure, level of aggregation? 
Are measures objective where possible, or subjective? 
Defined consensually and under the control of those being measured? 

Do you have any performance measures whose purpose is to gather data for 

decision making and planning, and not to measure progress towards objectives? 

What information do you use to make general planning decisions? 

Prompt: Where do you get this information? 

How do you get the information? 

Do you validate the information? 

How do you validate it? 

Do they remain in use after they have served their purpose? 

What information do you use to make on-the-spot decisions In response to 

problems? 
Prompt: Where do you get this information? 

How do you get the information? 

Do you validate it? 

How do you validate it? 

Do you decide on courses of action independently or collaborativcly 

with you direct reports? 
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The Performance Measurement System 

How are individual objectives communicated? 

Prompt: Computer based, central system or paper based? 

How is feedback provided to individuals? 

Cost and non-cost measures? 
Is the relationship between objectives explained? 

Operational level characteristics 

" Real-time focus 

" Brevity and fragmentation of activities 

" Current and specific issues 

" Continuous and rapid decision making 

" Short term focus 

Are these characteristics true for yourjob? 

How much time do you spend on performance management, i. e. developing 

objectives and measures? Is this amount of time appropriate? 

Preference for a method 
How much time do you spend on devcloping objcctivcs/mcasurcs for each direct 

report? 
Would you like to spend more time on developing object ives/mcasurcs? Why don't 

you? 
Arc you completely satisfied with the objcctivcs/mcasurcs that you develop? 

Would you prefer to use a process, step-by-step instructions or a set of guidelines? 
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Second Draft of Interview Questions 
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The Performance Management System in general 

What would you say is the main purpose of the performance 

management/measurement system? 

Are you happy with your performance management/measurement system? 

Prompt: Does it provide all of the information that you need? 

Are all employees included in the system? 
Are all operations included? 

How much guidance does it give you in developing 

objectivcs/measures? 

The Performance Management System at the operational 

level 

What are your personal objectives based on? 

Prompt: Do you know what the organization's strategy is? 

Is the organization making progress towards its strategy? 

Frequency of review? 

Do you have any input? 

Linked to reward system or separate? 

Are these objectives the same as the arca/function objectives? 

Are there any objectives/measures not Included In the formal system? 

Prompt: How are they developed? 

Why aren't they included in the formal system? 

What are they used for? 

Who is involved in developing them? 

Who are they applied to? 
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How is progress towards the objectives assessed? 

What do you base the objectives of your reports on? 
Prompt: Do you consider the organization's strategy? 

Do you consider the requirements of your suppliers and customers 
(internal or external)? 
Do you analyze the activities within you function to decide where to 

focus improvement effort? 

How do you select the objectives and measures for you r reports? 

Prompt: Are the objectives consensual? 
Do you clearly defined data collection and analysis methods? 

Assess objectives for counter-productive or conflicting behaviour? 

Identify and eliminate roadblocks in advance or as they occur? 

How do you use the objectives and measures? 

Prompt: Do you provide feedback to direct reports on a regular, on-going 

basis? 

Do you promote/encourage autonomy in choosing and implementing 

corrective actions? 

Use the measures for Cl and org learning? 

Rewards and recognition? 

Is there an informal performance measurement/management system? 

Prompt: Do you consider the informal measurement system? 

Link rewards to the formal system? 
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Objectives and Performance Measures 

What criteria/attributes do you consider when choosing performance measures 

to assess progress towards objectives? 

Prompt: Are the measures simple and easy to understand? 
Ratio based or absolute numbers? 
Do you consider the accuracy, unit of measure, level of aggregation? 
Are measures objective where possible, or subjective? 

Defined consensually and under the control of those being measured? 

Do you have any performance measures whose purpose Is to gather data for 

decision making and planning, and not to measure progress towards objectives? 

What information do you use to decide what activities to Improve and how to 

improve them? 

Prompt: Where do you get this information? 

How do you get the information? 

Do you validate the information? 

How do you validate it? 

Do they remain in use after they have served their purpose? 

What information do you use to make on-the-spot decisions In response to 

problems? 
Prompt: Where do you get this information? 

How do you get the information? 

Do you validate it? 

How do you validate it? 

Do you decide on courses of action independently or collaborativcly 

with you direct reports? 
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The Performance Measurement System 

How are individual objectives communicated? 

Prompt: Computer based, central system or paper based? 

How is feedback provided to individuals? 

Cost and non-cost measurcs? 
Is the relationship between objectives explained? 

Operational level characteristics 

How would you describe your job in terms of the timescales of the issues that you 
face? 

Do you ever have to make urgent decisions? 

How often is this the case? 
How much time do you get to spend on individual activities? 

How many issues, or decisions are you faced with in a typical day? 

Are your activities ever interrupted? 

How much time do you spend on performance management, i. e. developing 

objectives and measures? Is this amount of time appropriate? 

Preference for a method 
How much time do you spend on developing object ivcs/mcasurcs for each direct 

report? 
Would you like to spend more time on developing objectives/mcasurcs? Why don't 

you? 
Arc you completely satisfied with the objcctivcs/mcasurcs that you develop? 

Would you prefer to use a process, step-by-step instructions or a set of guidelines? 
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Appendix 3- Interview Summaries 
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Company A 

Summary of interview with a Human Resource (HR) line manager 

The author has been employed by Company A for over seven years as a Field 

Service Engineer. The Vice President responsible for the division in which the 

author works was asked for permission to interview some of the managers in the 

company, for the purposes of this research. Permission was declined. However, it 

was suggested that the author talk to his HR representative to be given an overview 

of the Performance Management Systcm. 

This document is a summary of the discussion with the HR representative. The 

interview was informal and was not recorded. The intcrviewcc was asked to describe 

the existing Performance Management System and was then asked to comment on 
the desirable characteristics of measures, performance measurement systems and 

performance management system, as described in Chapter 4. 

Company A designs, manufactures, installs and services equipment that is used to 

manufacture certain components used in the 'high tech' industry. They have a wide 

range of customers, some of the biggest of which are Texas Instruments, Intel and 
Samsung. Company A has been in business for over 30 years and is considered to be 

the biggest and best in their field. As with all companies involved in the high tech 

industry, Company A was hard-hit by the economic downturn that started around 
2001. They had 2000 revenues of around $10 billion with over 20000 employees. 
This fell to a recent low of around $4 billion, with a net loss, in 2003. They have 

since recovered with 2004 revenues in excess of $8 billion and a net income of over 
$1 billion, with 12000 full-time employees. Much of the recovery is due to increased 

demand for their products, however there has also bccn a change in leadership, 

numerous reorganizations and relentless cost-cutting. 
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Summary of interview with HR representative. 

Company A implemented a new Performance Management System early in 2004. 

The new performance management system was developed in-house by members of 

the Human Resource function. The review of 2003's performance and the setting of 

objectives for 2004 were completed using the new system In Company A there is 

one major review at the end of the year, as well as quarterly reviews with every 

employee to monitor progress towards objectives and address any issues that might 

arise, the intention being to provide regular and ongoing feedback. 

The CEO and senior management team collectively decide on the Annual Operating 

Plan (AOP), which is a statement of the objectives that must be achieved over the 

coming year and is based on the organization's strategy. Objectives are then set for 

the next lower level of managers based on the AOP. The managers at this second 

level are corporate Vice Presidents and General Managers, responsible for the major 

organizational units. The Vice Presidents meet with their management team to 

develop a set of Workgroup Objectives for each organizational unit. These 

Workgroup Objectives are communicated to every manager in the organizational unit 

and arc used as the basis for developing the managers' objectives. The managers' 
Workgroup Objectives then become the basis of the Individual Performance 

Objectives for all remaining employees. This structure is represented by the lcfl 

hand side of Figure 1, below. 
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Figure All - Company A's Performance Management Systell, 

The Key Contributor and the Milestone incentive plans (tile right-hand side ofFigure 

I) were developed by the ma nage tile nt oforic ol'the rcgl()lls as a supplement to tile 

main structure described above. At the Vice President and General Manager level 

the Key Contributor Incentive Plan includes a number ol'ob. 1cctives I'm- tile managers, 

on which their annual bonuses arc based. For all other managers tile Milestone 

Incentive Plan contains the incentive related ob 
. 
jcctiýcs. Ill tile J)"J"t these two 

systems had completely diffierent objectives, however, the objectives I-or tile 

incentive plans arc increasingly taken fif-0111 the mainstream per 1,01-111a lice 

management system. 

The ob jectives and measures in the incentivc plans, arc licoily blascd to\\ards 

meeting financial goals but there are alsm sonic mandatory IIR measures, such a.. " 
Employee Retention, EniployecSiitl'sl', tctl'oilittict 100"i)('oiilplctioiiol"-,, il'ctyaiiLI IJR 

training. As part ofthe Fillploycc Retention measure, departing cniplovees are given 

an exit interview to identify the reasons lor their departure and the results firom these 
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interviews are used as part of the manager's assessment. The employee satisfaction 

measures are based on information gathered during annual employee satisfaction 

surveys, which were initiated in 2003. Managers are expected to show improvement 

in their ratings from year to year, and are assessed on this basis for the employee 

satisfaction measure. The Employee Training measure requires that every employee 

complete at least 40 hours of training per year. To ensure that all employees are 

given a quarterly review a new metric was recently introduced that requires the 

managers to provide documentary evidence of the quarterly reviews. 

As a result of how recently the now Performance Management System was 

implemented Company A is still transitioning to the new system and the new system 

has not yet been fully embraced. For example, quarterly reviews do not always take 

place. A variety of reasons were given for this: 

Some managers do not feel comfortable conducting reviews and struggle with 

the writing of appraisals; 

Some managers get more closely involved in their operations than others; 

Many managers are too busy to spend the time on additional reviews; 

Some managers are too focused on their main objectives of increasing 

revenue and customer satisfaction. 

Another example of the new system not being fully embraced is seen in the fact that 

many managers use a standard set of objectives for each job grade, instead of 
developing specific measures for each individual based on their specific 

circumstances. This is as a result of the previous system which had a set of core, 

standard objectives for many job titles, for example, assembler, manufacturing 

engineer, project manager, etc. 

There is a wide range of skills and experience among the management of Company 

A. Many of the managers have technical backgrounds, having joined the 

organization as engineers and worked their way into management positions. As a 

result, some managers lack experience and skills in certain managerial duties, such as 
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review writing. When the new performance Management System was launched all 
managers were required to attend a training class which presented an overview of the 

new process, however, there is not a class on how to conduct and write reviews. To 

supplement this training there is a Performance Management web site on the 

organization's intranet. The site includes an overview of the process, as well as 
examples of objectives and measures for various job types and grades. 

Two major failings of the current system were identified by the intcrviewce during 

the interview. These are that the objectives and review process depend on the 
individual manager's abilities, and that managers need to be allowed more time to 
spend on the review process. 

Some managers struggle with the review process for a variety of reasons, as 

mentioned above. With regard to the amount of time available, the first use of the 

new Performance Management System was somewhat rushed. Employees were 

given little notice to write and submit their assessment of their past year's 

performance and the managers were given little time to write their assessment and to 

then conduct the face-to-face reviews. This resulted in a hasty implementation that 
did not make full use of the suggested methods associated with the new system. 

There is an attempt to promote an understanding of the relationships between 

objectives, as implied by the intended cascading action of the objectives from the 

senior levels down but the intervicwcc acknowledged that the relationships were 
probably not widely understood. There is also the intention that the objectives and 
measures be as consensual as possible, however this was also acknowledged to be a 
limited practice. 

In terms of the attributes of measurement and management systems, identirled in the 
literature, the interviewce agreed that they were all reasonable but had no specirIc 
comments. The author described each of the characteristics of performance 

measures, performance measurement systems and performance management system 
to the interviewce. The intcrviewec agreed that all of the characteristics were 
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necessary, or at the very least desirable and suggested that a great many of them 

could exist within Company A's existing systern. However, the interviewcc admitted 

that the existing system provided little or no guidance that would help to achieve any 

of these characteristics and that without this guidance the results are entirely 

dependent on the individual manager. 
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Company B 
Manager 1 Interview Summary 

Manager Background 

Manager I has been in the industry, with Company B, for over nine years and in his 

current position for two years. He has previously held technical and engineering 

positions in the Equipment groups of a number of Company B's facilities. 

Manager I is Process Manager for one particular type of equipment, his group 
includes seven process engineers and eight technicians. Manager I reports to a 
Staff Manager, who in turn reports to the Operations manager. The Operations 

Manager is responsible for the entire factory. 

The Performance Management System 

Company B does not have a comprehensive performance management system, as 
defined in the literature. Company B has recently abandoned it's structured and 

prescriptive appraisal system, which is referred to as the Performance Management 

System, in favour of allowing the individual managers to decide how to monitor and 

measure the performance of their reports. This will remain the case until the FIR 

function and the senior management team decide on what system will be used in the 

future. According to Manager I this has resulted in a much simpler and better 

system because under the old appraisal system there was a new performance 
initiative every year, which frequently resulted in a new direction or focus. 

There are few formal processes, procedures or tools and techniques used to develop 

objectives and measures. As a result there is little guidance available for the 

managers on how to develop lower-levcl objectives or how to measure and achieve 

thern. The only evidence of any structure or guidance was found in cross functional 

teams and in the five general categories for which goals are developed. The 

operational level managers are required to develop objectives in five general 
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categories, which are Scrap, Availability, Particles, SPC and Cost, these are 
discussed briefly below. 

Availability is a measure of how much time the equipment is available to 

process wafers. There is also a measure referred to as 'Uptime'. Uptime 

quantifies how much time the equipment is not in a maintenance state but is 

still not available to process wafers. The equipment is 'Up' but not available 

when it is running the process quals, or when it is in an engineering state for 

experiments. 

a Wafer fabrication facilities operate in extremely clean environments and are 

graded by the number of particles with a diameter of 0.3 microns, or greater, 

that are contained in one cubic meter of atmosphere within the clean-room 

environment. Company B's facilities are all Class I clean rooms, indicating 

that one particle per cubic meter is acceptable. Particles are a major source of 

yield loss and are carefully monitored both in the clean room and in the 

equipment. Particle checks are conducted during the process qualificat ions, 

which are a comprehensive test of the equipment that is performed 

periodically. These regular tests are referred to as process quali ficat ions, or 

'quals', and are conducted periodically based on the number of wafcrs run by 

the equipment. 

SPC, as the name implies, is concerned with the process parameters on the 

equipment. The equipment is tested regularly to ensure that the process 

parameters are within specified limits. The process parameters that arc tested 

include the uniformity and thickness of the material either added or removed, 

depending on the process, as well as other properties of the material. 

In this case, 'Scrap' refers to wafers that get broken during processing. Each 

group set a goal for the maximum allowable number of wafers that can be 

scrapped. This goal is expressed as a number of wafers per 10,000 wafer 
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turns. For example, Manager l's group is allowed to scrap 1.2 wafers for 

every 10,000 wafers that are processed by the group. 

* The Cost category speaks for itself, each Section Manager is required to 

continually cut their costs. 

Every operational level manager is required to participate in the annual goal setting 
for each of the five categories but the goals do not apply to all operational level 

managers. The Process and Equipment managers will have goals in all five areas, 
however, these goals are not relevant for other section managers, for example in the 
Device groups and in Manufacturing. These managers will have objectives that are 
specific to their areas. For example, the Manufacturing Managers will have daily 

turns objectives, turns to WIP objectives and turns per labour hour objectives. 

For the annual goal setting, all of the Section Managers participate in a number of 

off-site meetings to set objectives in each of the five categories. The first draft of 

objectives is reviewed by the Staff Manager group, which is the next level up from 

the Section Managers, and the objectives are modiried if deemed necessary. The 

goals arc then reviewed by the Operations (factory-levcl) manager, who may make 

changes based on his strategic perspective. The reasons for any changes that he 

requests are not widely communicated. When the Operations Manager has given his 

approval the factory goals, in each of the rive categories, have been determined for 

the year ahead. 

Because the Section Managers develop the goals, without any strategic input, the 

new goals arc initially based on historical performance and the managers' knowledge 

of their areas. Some strategic input might be achieved by the Operations manager 

who adjusts the goals according to his knowledge of the organization's strategic 
initiatives. 

The factory-levcl objectives will not directly reflect the five categories described 

above, they will be more general in nature and will include, for example, employee 
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retention, safety and on-time delivery. Manager 1 was not aware of all of the 
factory-level objectives or the specific targets. He, like all section managers, is 

focused on the objectives that are specific to his area. 

Once the factory-wide objectives have been detcrmined in each of the f"Ive 

categories, the next step is to communicate these goals to the Section Managers' 

group members. The goals for Manager I and his section are the same, that is, 
Manager I does not have a different set of goals than the area for which he is 

responsible. He may, however, have some additional goals, depending on whether 
his manager has any specific, additional requirements for him. 

The group level goals are transferred directly to the engineers in the group and 
become the goals for the engineers, each of whom is responsible for a particular type 

of equipment. The group-level Availability, SPC and Particle goals are modified 
slightly for each type of equipment, and these become the personal goals for the 

engineers. The Scrap and Cost goals will not be broken down into specific toolset 

goals, as the entire area shares the responsibility for these. For example, if the area 
Scrap goal is to scrap one wafer (or less) for every 10000 wafcrs that are processed, 
it doesn't matter what toolset scraps a wafer, the scrap counts against the area. The 

Availability, SPC and Particles goals are toolset specific because of the inherent 

capabilities of each toolset. 

As part of the process to decide how to achieve the operational level goals there are 

cross-functional teams that meet weekly to discuss current performance and how the 

goals might be achieved. All of the groups have a 'champion' for each of the five 

categories and these champions attend the weekly meetings to represent their group. 
However, there was no evidence provided that formal methods are used to identify 

activities or initiatives and to develop objectives and performance measures. 

There is also a System Breakdown Report, which is used to identify the cause of 

major scrap incidents and to communicate the finding to all of the engineering and 

staff and managcment. 
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The Performance Measurement System 

Company B has a central computer-based information system that measures all 

manner of equipment parameters. Every piece of equipment is included in the 

system and provides a real-time picture of the status of every piece of equipment. 

This system monitors and records the various states of the equipment, whether 

running, in process qualification, in scheduled maintenance, unscheduled 

maintenance, equipment upgrade or engineering. Reports can be obtained at any 

time that detail how long the equipment has been in each state and whether it is 

meeting its availability goal. 

There are also a number of other systems that are used to track all manner of data, for 

example, the process characteristics, such as film thickness and uniformity, number 

of particles added and so on, which arc measured with a frequency determined by the 

number of wafers run; the number of wafers processed on every piece of equipment, 

in every department, with turns to WIP, turns per direct labour hour being calculated. 

Each piece of equipment is also polled every second to gather equipment related 

information, such as power and temperature readings and processing times 

Various reports are available from the intranet wcbsitcs and arc accessible by all 

employees. 

Company B has a central, computer-based system that is referred to as the 

Performance Management System. When a manager and his/her report have decided 

on the goals and measures, the report enters the goals and measures into the 
Performance Management System. This system is not interactive, it merely contains 

a static record of an individual's goals for the coming year. The system does not 

communicate feedback and is not linked to other systems. 

The Appraisal System 

According to Manager I the purpose of the appraisal system is twofold: firstly, to 

reward the high performers; and secondly, to help develop people by giving them 

feedback on their current level of performance. 
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Manager I's group is comprised of seven engineers and eight technicians. Manager 

I appraises the performance of the engineers and the technicians separately and using 
different methods. The method used to assess the engineers is discussed first, this is 

followed by a discussion of how the technicians are assessed. 

Assessing the engineers 
Manager I has two performance categories, which he divides as follows: 70% of an 
individual's performance review is based on achieving the business goals, and 30% 

is based on their behaviors. The 70% for the business goals is further divided and 

weighted as follows: 

Availability 15% 

Scrap 15% 

SPC 15% 

Particles 15% 

Cost 10% 

The 30% for behaviors is divided and weighted according to the list below: 

Technical Ability 4% 

Innovation 4% 

Informal Leadership 5% 

Communication 4% 

Accountability 5% 

Attitude 5% 

Time Keeping 3% 

The performance of the engineers is evaluated by Manager I by first considering the 

business goals. These are assessed by Manager I and assigned a score between I 

and 5. Even if an engineer achieved all of the business goals in the past year, he/she 

will not necessarily receive a score of 5, the score will depend on what the 

interviewee feels is appropriate given the individual's circumstances during the year. 

For example, if an engineer achieves all of his/her goals then the interviewee might 
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decide the goals were set too low, or that some other aspect, either tangible or 
intangible, might have been neglected. 

The second aspect of the performance evaluation concerns the behaviour category. 
This category does not have any specific goals and so it is more subjective than the 

business goals category. The behaviors that are being examined are awarded a score 
between one and five. During the evaluation process the manager will take account 
of the individual's grade level and might modify the score accordingly, as more is 

expected of individuals at higher grades than of those at lower grades. 

For both categories Manager I relies on his own observations, as well as seeking 
input from engineers, supervisors and managers in other groups who work with 

Manager I's engineers. This helps to reduce the high level of subjectivity by 

effectively building a consensus. 

Manager I is aware of the fact that assessing behaviors is based on the perception of 
individuals but believes that he is consistent over the course of the year, although he 

did adnýiit to the possibility of being inconsistent over the shorter term. He also 
believes that his system is not subject to biases because of the weighting factors. 

Specifically, if Manager I were to give an individual a score of I (the lowest 

possible) for any one of the behavioural categories then the individual would have 

lost at most 4% of the total potential score. 

Assessing the technicians 

Manager I assesses the performance of the technicians by gathering all of the 

engineers into a room and asking the engineers to score each technician on their 

contribution to the business goals and in each of four behavioural categories (the 

specific categories have been removed at the request of Manager 2). The scores 

provided by the engineers are averaged to arrive at a final score. The engineers 

assess the technicians entirely subjectively because the technicians do not have any 

specific goals. However, the subjectivity is countered by averaging the scores of all 
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of the engineers. The manager may also modify the score of a technician based on 
his own observations and feedback from others outside of his area. As with the 

engineers, the business goals are worth 70% and the four behavioural categories are 

worth 30%. 

When all of the Section managers have completed the evaluations of all of their 

reports, the managers have a final meeting together to establish the ranking and 

rating of every employee in the factory. In previous years there were four 

performance categories, which were the top 15%, 60%, 20% and bottom 5%, 

however, this year individual are being assigned to either the top 40% category or the 

60% category. The name of every employee will already be on the list and as the 

name is called out the individual's manager responds with which grade he feels the 

individual should be in. When all of the employees have been graded there may 

need to be some further discussion as there might be more names in the top 40% 

category than are allowed. For example, with 60 engineers there can be only 24 

people in the top 40% category. If more than 24 people have been nominated for this 

category the managers will discuss the merits of each individual and choose whom to 

remove. During the discussions the managers will consider such factors as the 

individual's grade, whether they have led any factorya-wide teams, what cost savings 

they may have generated, and so on, as well as their subjective impressions of the 

individual. 

Only the individuals in the top 40% category are eligible for a bonus or pay raise, 
however, if the individuals are deemed to be at or above the national pay average for 

their position they will not be given a bonus or pay raise. 

The Characteristics of Measures, the Performance Measurement and the 

Performance Management System. 

In terms of the desirable characteristics of performance measures, performance 

measurement systems and performance management systems, as found in the 

literature, Manager I's system is evaluated in the table below. Because there is no 
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formal performance management system this evaluation is based oil the author's 

subjective assessment of what he was told by the interviewee. The assessment in this 

section is confined to Manager I because whether the desirable characteristics are 

achieved or not is entirely dependent on the manager. 

Characteristic Exists/Doesn't exist. 

Performance Measures 
Simple and easy to understand, This is true of the business measures 

wh-ich__arcwcTl 

e. g., ratio based in preference to established and have long been in use. Additionally. as a 

absolute numbers. show a trend result of' the significant layolTs over the past four years the 

remaining employee.,, are, tbr the most part. all \cry 

experienced and very good at what they do. However, the 
behavioural measures are very subJcctivc in nature with no 

guidance providcd by the pcrtbrniaricc nianagcnicnt system 

on how to choose objccti\ cs or to measure perlbrinancc. 
Have appropriate accuracy, units There seems to be no o%crt effort to ensure the accuracy of 

of measure and levels of the measures used for the business goals. 'File units of 

aggregation measure are derived from the spccific goal. and the lc\cl of 

aggrcgation is considered to some extent for the engineers 
but is not considered for the technicians. 

Be objective or subjective as The business rneasurcs are objective and well dcfincd and a 

appropriate great dcal ofcffort is put into their measurement. this is not 
the case with the bchmioural measures. 

Be dcfincd with input from, and The business goals, or objcctivc. s. are in prc-cicterniined 

under the control of those being categories that do not change, the spccific goals ; ire selected 

'measured' by the managers with limited input from those be"',., 

measured. In the case of the tcchniciaris, those being 

measured have no input on their objectives and no control 

over the criteria against which they ire bciný nicasured. 

The Performance Measurement 

System (PMS) 
Be accessible by every employee This is true. every employee is included and has access to all 

manner of intranets that provide all kinds of performance 
data. 

Provide downward and lateral The PMS does not achicvc Ill is. Strategy is not 

communication of strategy, communicated at all. Manager I explains the importance of 
initiatives. plans, objectives and the goals to each individual and how the goals contribute to 

targets the health of' the tactory. The cross4unctional tcarns and 
managers have weckly and daily meetings, inariv of which 
discuss current pci-t6rinancc. General initlati\cs are 
communicated by managers and through notice boards and 
displays in hi&tratfic areas. 

Provide rapid lateral and upward For the business goals (here are systems in place where every 

communication (feedback) of' employee can access pcrtbrinaricc data. iftlicy choose to do 

actual performance against so. This is obviously not the case tbr the bcha\ ioural goals. 
targets 

Be capable of including cost and The cornputcr-bascd int6rination system does not include 

non-cost measures Cost information. Local costs are tracked by the managers 

and reported to the U inancc group. 

(('on tirmcd ovcrlcat) 
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Facilitate an understanding of the This is achieved only to the extent that the manager explains 
relationship between measures the relationships 
(for example. by presenting and 
linking measures graphically) 

The Performance Management 

System (PMgtS) 
Monitor both the internal and There is no evidence of monitoring the cmironnicnt that is 

external environments external to the factory. The Section Managers communicate 
informally and thereby achieve some Ic\c] ofnionitoring the 
environment that is external to their own departments. but 
internal to the taclory. Manager I seems to monitor the 
internal environment of his ýrouR very closely. 

Understand the relationships There is an informal understanding ofthc relationships but as 
between the organizational units there is no performance management system this depends on 
by considering the input, process the individual manager. There is no specific consideration of 
and output of each inputs, processes and outputs. There is informal 

communication between the various groups in%okcd in cach 
area, for example, the 'morning meeting,, ' in which the 
Process. ELluipment and Manufacturing supcr\l.. -, ors and 
managers meet to discuss the previous day's performance 
and to communicate the priorities for the coming day. 

There is much less communication between areas. 
Encourage cross-hinctional There are cross-functional tearris for each of the five 
interaction and communication to categories, these teanis meet once per week tbr Scrap. 

promote a better understanding of Particles, SPC and Cost but met 'as and when required' tbr 
how units affiect each other Availability. '['here is some intbrinal communication 

between managers but no fornial system to achic%c this. 
Define consensual objectives an The goals are not consensual and they arc not based on 
measures for every level, based strategy. There is no indication given ot'a desire to minin-ii/c 
on the strategic objectives. Use the number of goals. Also, the goals are discussed with the 
as few objectives and measures as engineers but arc not really consensual. For (he technicians 
possible there is not c\cn the illusion of having an input into their 

goals. 
Clearly define the data collection True for the business goals but not for the beha\ ioural goals. 
method and the measure 
calculation method 
Ensure that the objectives and The business objectives arc clear but there is no c\ idcncc of' 
measures for each unit arc clear, checking for dysfunctional bchmiour or conflict, The 

consistent and compatible, and 
will not promote dysfunctional 

bchavioural categories arc known to the reports but clear 
goals arc not defined for bchaviours. 

behaviour between the units 
Identify and eliminate roadblocks There is no evidence ofthis. problems arc dealt with as they 
to the successful implementation arise. 
of the objectives and measures-- 
Use file performance Strategy Seems to be a closely guarded secret, goals arc 
measurement system to openly communicated at the start of' the year and a high degree of 
communicate strategy, initiatives, focus is maintained by reporting on the priorities at daily and 
objectives and targets downwards weekly meetings. Other initiatkcs arc communicated by 

email and through displays and banners in high-traffic areas. 

(Continued ovcrlcaf) 
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Ensure the results of the This is entirely dependent on the manager, and to some 
measurement are fed back to extent die individual. All managers are required to have 
those executing the actions as formal quarterly meetings their reports. Manager I has 
well as to their superiors formal quarterly meetings with all of his reports to discuss 

performance, as well as informal monthly meetings to 
discuss anything that is on the subordinate's mind. He also 
actively sýeks feedback on his own performance. 

Empower employees by Dependent on the manager. Manager I does promote 
promoting autonomy, as far as autonomy and empowerment within boundaries. The goals 
possible, in determining are fixed but he seeks input from his engineers on how the 
coff ective actions goals can be achieved. 
Use the measurement results to To the extent that procedures are modified, or created, after 
stimulate continuous major incidents. The System Breakdown Report provides 
improvement and organizational root cause analysis of problems and lessons learned, these 
learning presentations are attended by the engineers and managers. 
Be aware of the informal An informal system was not acknowledged to exist by 
measurement system, to counter Manager 1. All rewards are tied to objectives in the formal 
it, tie rewards to the formal system. 
system 
Periodically re-evaluate the Goals are set annually, Manager I modifies the goals mid- 
objectives and measures, delete year if necessary but there is no evidence of an attempt to 
obsolete measures I remove obsolete measures. 

Table AM - Company B's achievement of the desirable characteristics 

The Characteristics of the Operational Level 

In terms of the characteristics of his job Manager I believes that his job has a n-dx of 

both long-term and short-term issues. He admitted that many issues crop up on a 

daily basis but that this was balanced by the need to plan for up to 12 months ahead 

and that there were frequently projects and experiments that might take up to six 

months to complete. 

Manager I admitted to having to spend 60 or 70% of his time in dealing with day-to- 

day issues that others often perceived to be urgent issues. These were issues that 

were urgent to somebody but which were described by Manager I as issues that had 

to be dealt with immediately as opposed to truly urgent. 

He also admitted to having frequent interruptions because more important issues crop 

up all the time. 
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As for the amount of time spent on the performance appraisal process, Manager I's 
initial response was 'too long! ' However, he later qualifled that statement by adding: 
'No, it's important, people are, people are your assets ... you can sink or swim by 

people's decisions, I think it's right that you spend time on their appraisal, appraisals 

and feedback sessions ... because it's important to them people need feedback... If 

you don't tell somebody what their weaknesses arc, how are they ever going to 
improveT 

Manager I's choice for a method to develop objectives and measures was a set of 
guidelines because guidelines would allow the individual manager some leeway in 

assessing his reports. This leeway is needed because individual managers have 

different styles and preferences. When the author suggested that a more detailed 

method might help to reduce the amount of sub ectivity, Manager I replied that it's 

not possible to have a method so detailed that it would address every eventually and 
therefore could not eliminate subjectivity. Also, he pointed out that no matter how 

structured a process might be, the outcome will depend on the manager. 

Discussion 

Company B has never had a comprehensive and integrated performance management 

system. The old appraisal system was used to fulfill some of the functions of a 

performance management system and had some general guidelines and structure but 

even this system left a great deal up to the individual manager. 

Since beginning the organizational restructuring the structured appraisal system has 

been abandoned, in favour of allowing the individual managers to assess their reports 

as they see fit. As a result, whether the any of the desirable characteristics are 

achieved will depend on the manager, a fact frequently stated by Manager 1. 

Manager I is aware of the fact that different managers will have different 

perspectives and styles, and that a single prescriptive system would lead to greater 

consistency, however, he believes that a prescriptive system would not overcome 
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these individual differences. He stated that 'If you don't have a manger that can 
drive their team and hold them accountable, ... it doesn't matter what system you've 
got in place... writing the objectives into a PM system... if you're not going to hold 

your people accountable it doesn't matter what, where, write it on the back of a 
cigarette packet, right? It doesn't matter. You've got to drive, help drive 

accountability to your people... ' 

The goals that are set every year are not strategy based and the strategy is not 

communicated throughout the organization. There is therefore no way for the 

employees to know if they are working towards the organization's strategy. If a 

guess had to be made as to what Company B's strategy is, the guess would be that 

the strategy is to reduce costs. 

In general, Manager I is closely involved in the day-to-activitics in his group, this 

gives him a good understanding of the issues faced by the group, which helps guide 
his decisions and also helps in his assessment of his reports. 

While the group's goals are pre-determined he does involve the engineers in 

discussing how these goals can be achieved. However, setting more specific 

objectives and measures is not a formalized process. Manager I pointed out that 

some groups perform better than others and that how well a group performs is 

determined by the group's manager. 

In terms of the appraisal process, the process provides the illusion that the engineers 
have an input into their assessment. However, the assessment has been completed 
before any discussions take place. The positive in the process is that Manager I 

explains to his reports why he graded them as he did, as a result, his requirements are 

made clear. This allows his reports to understand his motives. Manager I maintains 

a good working relationship with his reports by having monthly informal one-on- 

ones with his reports. These one-on-ones are a chance for the reports to give 
feedback on the manager's performance and for the manager to have a gcneral, 
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informal chat with his reports. Manager I also places a lot of emphasis on 
developing his reports and helping them to advance within the organization. 

Manager I does a good job in general of managing the performance of his group but 

because there is not a formal and structured performance management system in 

Company B it is unlikely that he, or any of the other managers, is as cfficient or as 

effective as he could be. When it comes to rewarding individuals with pay raises, the 

process is almost entirely subjective. The assessment of individuals is not 

standardized and therefore the assessment is not done on the same basis for 

everybody. Specifically, manager A might reward certain behavioural issues while 

overlooking poor performance against the business goals, while manager B might do 

the opposite. 
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Company B 

Managcr 2 

Manager Background 

Manager 2 has been in the industry for over 15 years and in his current position for 

over one year. He has held a variety of technical and supervisory positions in two 

companies in this industry. 

Manager 2 reports to a Staff Manager, who in turn reports to the Operations, or 
Factory Manager. Manager 2's group is made up of 26 technicians and rive 

supervisors, with responsibility for all of the equipment in one process group. 

The Performance Management System 

Company B does not have a comprehensive performance management system, as 
defined in the literature. Company B has recently abandoned it's structured and 

prescriptive appraisal system, which is referred to as the Performance Management 

System, in favour of allowing the individual managers to decide how to monitor and 

measure the performance of their reports. This will remain the case until the HR 

function and the senior management team decide on what system will be used in the 

future. 

As mentioned above, there is not a comprehensive performance management system 
in Company B. There arc few formal processes, procedures or tools and techniques 

used to develop objectives and measures. As a result there is little guidance available 
for the managers on how to develop lowcr-lcvcI objectives or how to measure and 

achieve them. The only evidence of any structure or guidance was found in cross 
functional teams and in the five general categories for which goals are developed. 

The operational level managers are required to develop objectives in five general 

categories, which are Scrap, Availability, Particles, SPC and Cost, these are 

discussed bricfly below. Every operational level manager is required to participate in 
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the annual goal setting for each of the five categories but the goals do not apply to all 

operational level managers. The Process and Equipment managers will have goals in 

all five areas, however, these goals are not relevant for other section managers, for 

example in the Device groups and in Manufacturing. These managers will have 

objectives that are specific to their areas. For example, the Manufacturing Managers 

will have daily turns objectives, turns to WIP objectives and turns per direct labour 

hour objectives. 

Availability is a measure of how much time the equipment is available to 

process wafers. There is also a measure referred to as 'Uptime'. Uptime 

quantifies how much time the equipment is not in a maintenance state but is 

still not available to process wafers. The equipment is 'Up' but not available 

when it is running the process quals, or when it is in an engineering state for 

experimcnts. 

Wafer fabrication facilities operate in extremely clean environments and arc 

graded by the number of particles with a diameter of 0.3 microns, or greater, 

that are contained in one cubic meter of atmosphere within the clean-room 

environment. Company B's facilities arc all Class I clean rooms, indicating 

that one particle per cubic meter is acceptable. Particles are a major source of 

yield loss and are carefully monitored both in the clean room and in the 

equipment. Particle checks are conducted during the process qualifications, 

which are a comprehensive test of the equipment that is performed 

periodically. These regular tests are referred to as process qualifications, or 
Gquals', and are conducted periodically based on the number of wafers run by 

the equipment. 

SPC, as the name implies, is concerned with the process parameters on the 

equipment. The equipment is tested regularly to ensure that the process 

parameters are within spccif icd limits. The process parameters that are tested 

include the uniformity and thickness of the material either added or removed, 

depending on the process, as well as other properties of the material. 
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In this case, 'Scrap' refers to wafers that get broken during processing. Each 

group set a goal for the maximum allowable number of wafers that can be 

scrapped. This goal is expressed as a number of wafers per 10,000 wafer 
turns. For example, Manager I's group is allowed to scrap 1.2 wafers for 

every 10,000 wafers that are processed by the group. 

* The Cost category speaks for itself, each Section Manager is required to 

continually cut their costs. 

For the annual goal setting, all of the Section Managers participate in a number of 

off-site meetings to set objectives in each of the five categories. The first draft of 

objectives is reviewed by the Staff Manager group, which is the next level up from 

the Section Managers, and the objectives are modified if deemed necessary. The 

goals are then reviewed by the Operations (factory-levcl) manager, who may make 

changes based on his strategic perspective. The reasons for any changes that he 

requests are not widely communicated. When the Operations Manager has given his 

approval, the factory goals for the operational level, in cach of the fivc categories, 
have been determined for the year ahead. 

Because the Section Managers develop the goals, without any strategic input, the 

new goals are initially based on historical performance and the managers' knowledge 

of their areas. Some strategic input might be achieved by the Operations manager 

who adjusts the goals according to his knowledge of the organization's strategic 
initiatives. 

The factory-levcl objectives will not directly reflect the five categories described 

above, they will be more general in nature and will include, for example, employee 

retention, safety and on-time delivery. Manager 2 was not aware of all of the 

factory-level objectives or the specific targets. Ile, like all section managers, is 

focused on the objectives that are spcciric to his area. 
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Once the factory-wide objectives have been determined in each of the five 

categories, the next step is to communicate these goals to the Section Managers' 

group members. The goals for Manager 2 and his section are the same, that is, 

Manager 2 does not have a different set of goals than the area for which he is 

responsible. He may, however, have some additional goals, depending on whether 

his manager has any specific, additional requirements for him. 

The next step is to develop goals for the individuals in the section. In Manager 2's 

case there are five supervisors and 26 technicians. In many cases these goals are the 

same as the section's goals and in cffect are general or 'blanket' goals. In addition to 

the blanket goals there may be some group-specific goals, for example to complete 

an equipment upgrade, that will contribute to the area goals. There could also be 

some specific development goals, depending on the individual, for example, 

additional training or attendance improvement. 

As part of the process to decide how to achieve the operational level goals there are 

cross-functional teams that meet weekly to discuss current performance and how the 

goals might be achieved. All of the groups have a 'champion' for each of the five 

categories and these champions attend the weekly meetings to rcprescnt their group. 
However, there was no evidence provided that formal methods arc used to identify 

activities or initiatives and to develop objectives and performance measures. 

There is also a System Breakdown Report, which is used to identify the cause of 

major scrap incidents and to communicate the finding to all of the engineering and 

staff and management. 

The Performance Measurement System 

Company B has a central computcr-based information system that measures all 

manner of equipment parameters. Every piece of equipment is included in the 

system and provides a real-time picture of the status of every piece of equipment. 

This system monitors and records the various states of the equipment, whether 
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running, in process qualiflication, in scheduled maintenance, unscheduled 

maintenance, equipment upgrade or engineering. Reports can be obtained at any 
time that detail how long the equipment has been in each state and whether it is 

meeting its availability goal. 

There are also a number of other systems that are used to track all manncr of data, for 

example, the process characteristics, such as film thickness and uniformity, number 

of particles added and so on, which are measured with a frequency determined by the 

number of wafers run; the number of wafers processed on every piece of equipment, 
in every department, with turns to WIP, turns per direct labour hour being calculated. 
Each piece of equipment is also polled every second to gather equipment related 
information, such as power and temperature readings and processing times 

Various reports are available from the intranet websites and are accessible by all 

employccs. 

Company B has a central, computer-based system that is referred to as the 

Performance Management System. When a manager and his/her report have decided 

on the goals and measures, the report enters the goals and measures into the 

Performance Management System. This system is not interactive, it merely contains 

a static record of an individual's goals for the coming year. The system does not 

communicate feedback and is not linked to other systems. 

However, according to Manager 2 these sites are not well maintained and the 

information is sometimes inaccurate or incomplete. In addition, how to access the 

intranet sites and how to run the reports is not well communicated. As a result, 
individuals rely on their manager to provide fccdback. Manager 2 admitted that it is 

common for employees, company-wide, to be surprised at the end of the year when 
they fmd out that the factory did not achieve its goals. 
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The Appraisal System 

Manager 2 uses II behavioural criteria to assess his reports. His assessment of his 

reports is based on their contribution to the factory goals the department goals and is 

done under II general criteria. The criteria arc: 

" Technical 

" Cost Savings 

" Co-operation 

" EMS Comments (Communication) 

" Toolsets 

" Attendance 

" Attitude 

" Teamwork 

" Adaptability 

" Leadership 

" Efficiency 

Manager 2 assigns a score, from one to five, for each of these criteria and that score 
is based on his assessment of how the individual contributed to the various factory 

and section goals. The scores are used to 'Rank and Rate' every employee and the 

ranking and rating assignment determines the level of rcward that an individual gets 

at the end of the year. 

Manager 2 spends up to two hours preparing for each quarterly one-on-one, with 31 

reports he admitted that while he would like the system to be more personal that 

there simply is not enough time. 

When all of the Section managers have completed the evaluations of all of their 

reports, the managers have a final meeting together to establish the ranking and 

rating of every employee in the factory. In previous years there were four 

performance categories, which were the top 15%, 60%, 20% and bottom 5%, 

however, this year individual are being assigned to either the top 40% category or the 

60% category. The name of every employee will already be on the list and as the 
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name is called out the individual's manager responds with which grade lie 6ccls the 

individual should be in. When all of' the employees have been graded there tilay 

need to be some ffirther discussion a.,,, there might be more nanics ill the top 40Q1. 

category than are allowed. For example, with 60 engineers there can be only 24 

people in the top 40% category. If* more than 24 people have been nominated f'or this 

category the managers will discuss the merits ofcach indlý idual and choose wholn to 

remove. During the discussions the managers will COllSldCl- Such CaCtOrS as the 

individual's grade, whether they have led any flactory-kvide teams, what cost sm ings 

they may have generated, and so on, as well as their subjectk c impressions of' the 

individual. 

Only the individuals in the top 40'ý'o category are eligible for a bonus or pay raise, 

however, Ithe individuals are deemed to be at or above the nalknal pay average IN 

their position they will not be given a bonus or pay raise. 

The Characteristics of Measures, tile Performance Measurement and tile 

Performance Management System. 

The characteristics or measures, measurement and nmnagcnwnt syocnh. a, 

identified in the litcratur, and whether they exist I'm- Manager 2, is assessed in Table 

I below Because there is no Arnial peribnnance rnanagenwnt systern, the 

assessment is or how well Manager 2 achinvs the charaderistics. 

Characteristic I I-Aists/Doesn't exist. 

Performance Measures 
Simplc and casy to understand. No specific ýIticlitioll is pald to Ilicst: charactcri,, tics. 'I lic 

c. g., ratio bascd in pretlercricc to f. ictory goals arc wc1l undcr. sIo(xJ hN \,, -Itjc oI, tlIc t,. Ict t1lat 
absolutc numbers, show a ir(: nd 111C 

,\ 
li; i\c long been used. Much of' thc pertiorniaticc 

ilitol-111; 111011 ýI\MLLHC IS Cl); II-t-h; iICCl. 
Havc appropriatc accuracy, LITIJIS lllc,, c charadc"'Mics ; "c ')oI spccitically conodcrcd bN 

of nicasurc and lcvcls of Mallapcl 2. 

Bc objcctivc or subjectivc as Noconsidcration is gi\cii to making thc goa[s ob. iccti\c. Ilic 

appropriate ultifilatc asscssnicnt of indmduals' pcit6rilialicc ,,, wi\ 
much subjccnýc with pcrý, onal rclationships and politics 
playing a considerabIc rolc 
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Be defined with input from, . 1nd I'lic objective-, and mcasurc, ý are delanimcd bNI Managci 2. 
under the control of those being lic does ,, cck input firom his report,, on ho%% to achic"c file 
-measured' obicctk cs. 

The Performance Measurement 
S_vstern (PNIS) 
Be accessible by every employee All cinploycc. sarc included in the sNsicin. 
Provide downward and lateral The organi7ation's siralcgý is not communicated in 
communication of strategy, Company B. The goals f61 flic year alicad arc communicated 
initiatives, plans, objectives and at the start ot'llic year, In file c\cnI that nc\% tasks are added 
target, cluriný the year Vlanaýcr 2 (Joe,, no( update Ilic pals. 
Provide rapid-la Feral and upward There arc a number ofintranct sites oil %Oich information is 
communication (feedback) of' available rcgaiding file factory pertotmancc. llo\%c\cr, it is 
actual performanco: against tip to the indkidual to . seek out that infimnation. Also, file 
targets sites ale not well maintained and ho%N to acccss and uso: the 

sites is not wC11 coil) 11 urn Icat Col. Manager 2 state(] that 
indkiduals \crv often depend oil then- manager to pro\ido: 
tecdback and that many indi\jduals are surprised af file end 
of' file year to fill(] out that the factor\ did not achic\o: its 
object iN cs. This indicaics that there is often no formal 
tccdhack. 

Be capable of including cost and There arc both cost and non-cost objcctiýcs. The nianagcrs 
non-cost measures track Ilicir group's costs locally ; in(] report tljcn to file 

Finance tunc(ion. 
Facilitate in understanding oftho: Manager 2 explains the rclationQups between ob. iccti\c..,, to 
relationship between objecti\, cs his report,,. 
and measures (for example. by 
presenting and linking measures 

The Performance Management 
S11-Stem 
Monitor both the internal and There is no c% idciicc of' monitoring file cl)ý jrofllll,: I)t Illat is 

external environnicrits cxtcrnal to the organi/ation. 11110i'llial coil 111111111 cat lon does 
exist bct%%, ccii Managcr 2 and the nianagcrs of' other groups, 
indicating some mon Itoring of' file c'mronincil c\ternal to 
the group but intcnial to the factorý. 

Understand the rclationships Managcr 2 does explain the rclationships howcm the 
between file organizational units objcctikcs and (he success critcria ot'llic factory. 
by considering the input, proccý,,, 
and output ofcach 

_ __ Encourage cross-finictional Fhcrc is some formal cross-tuncilonal 1111clacilon For 
interaction and communication to cxalllplc, cach group has daily mctmngs that atc aticildcd bv 
promote a better understanding of' the Process. F(ImPillclit and Mantitactill-1119 nianagms. as 
how units affm each other well as certain stjl)ci-\isor,, and tcchnicians There are also 

wcckly cross-flinctional mccting for Scrap, Cost. Particics 
and SlIC tcams. There is also inf'ornial COTIUMMICatioll W11CII 
1,1111tic. 11 MANC. ']'here are no t6rinal proccdurcs for this 
COMIMMICation. 

Mile consensual objectives ; in(] The are not Coil scn. "la 1. Nlallagcr 2 did stiggest that 
incasures for every level. ba. scd only a tc\ý kcý pcisonal dc\clopmcnt goals will 1. )c a(ItIcci to 
on the strategic ob. iccti\cs. Use the 1ý1001*\ llo\\'c\ci-. this is more to linut the amount 
as few ob. icctivcs and nicasurcs as of' data that Manager 2 nccds 10 track than it is to allo\\ 
possible illdiý Iduals to maintain a 16CU11. 

(Conlinticd ovct-l 
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Clearly define the data collection This is not done because Manager 2 stated that much of his 
method and the measure assessment of his reports is done subjectively. He monitors 
calculation method who is doing what based on feedback from the supervisors 

and the equipment monitoring system, in which the 
technicians make written comments. 

Ensure that the objectives and The objectives are inherently clear, this is not a feature of the 
measures for each unit are clear, system though. Manager 2 pointed out that various groups 
consistent and compatible, and have conflicting goals and that the resolution is based on a 
will not promote dysfiinctional return on investment analysis. 
behaviour between the units 
Identify and eliminate roadblocks There is no evidence of this. 
to the successful implementation 
of the objectives and measures 
Use the performance The PMS is not used for this purpose. Initiatives are 
measurement system (PMS) to communicated by the managers and by notice boards and 
openly communicate strategy, banners in high-traffic areas. 
initiatives, objectives and targets 
downwards 
Ensure the results of the This depends on the individual and the manager. There are 
measurements are fed back to intrarict sites that provide data if the individual chooses to 
those executing the actions as look. However, the sites are not well maintained and how to 
well as to their superiors use them is not well communicated. As a result, how well 

informed the individuals are is dcpcndcnt on their manager. 
Manager 2 pointed out that people arc often surprised to find 
out, at the end of the year, that the factory did not achieve its 
goals. 

Empower employees by Manager 2 expects his reports to develop or identify 
promoting autonomy, as far as solutions to problems. 
possible, in determining 
corrective actions 
Use the measurement results to There is limited evidence of this. Major scrap and safety 
stimulate continuous incident are investigated and procedures may be changed as a 
improvement and organizational result. Manager 2 stated that '... we prefer to rc-invcnt the 
learning whcel... ' when asked about this in relation to maintenance 

activities. Any efforts are localized and informal. There was 
also evidence that Manager 2 does not seek improvement in 
certain areas if the group is meeting its overall objectives. 

Be aware of the informal Manager 2 did not acknowledge that any informal goals or 
measurement system, to counter measures exist. All appraisal-rclatcd goals arc formally 
it, tie rewards to the formal documented to avoid recrimination. 
system 
Periodically reevaluate the There is no evidence to suggest that this happens. 
objectives and measures, delete 
obsolete measures 

Table A3.2 - Company B's achievement of the desirable characteristics 

The Characteristics of the Operational Level 

Manager 2 agreed with the list of operational level characteristics. He agreed in 

particular that there is a short-term focus at the operational level. 
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He also agreed that there is brevity and fragmentation of activities, stating that his 

activities are not as 'high-quality' as they could be because there is never enough 
time to finish any activity properly. There are also frequent interruptions during the 
day and if Manager 2 needs to dedicate several hours to an activity, without being 

interrupted, he will either take the work home or complete it at the weekend when he 

is less likely to be disturbed. 

Discussion 

Manager 2 was not clear on the process for developing objectives and measures. 
Additionally, he was not able to relate all of the factory level goals or the specific 

targets associated with those goals. Manager 2 did mention that there might be 

cpeople' or safety goals at the factory level but did not articulate what these goals 

were, or whether he was assessed against them. The goals developed in cach of the 

five categories (Scrap, Technology, SPC, Dow and Cost) are considered primary 

goals for Manager 2 because if these goals are not achieved then the factory will fail. 

However, if the secondary goals (people development, safety, ctc. ) are not achieved 

then the factory will not fail. 

When asked what criteria he used to assess his reports, Manager 2 said that all 

objectives are taken into account, factory goals and sub-sct goals, because if this 

were not the case then some people could sit back and let others do all the work to 

achieve the factory goals. 

Of particular interest was the fact that Manager 2 pointed out the importance of not 

making mistakes, or upsetting the boss, in the last month or so before review time 

because doing so will adversely affect the review. He stated that he has seen many 

good employees receive bad reviews, or worse, because they made a mistake or upset 

their boss in the last few weeks before review time. 

Manager 2 also made it clear that a manager should be closely involved in the day- 

to-day activities in his/her group. Not being involved has, in Manager 2's 
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experience, resulted in good employees receiving bad reviews and vice versa because 

the manager was unaware of what was really going on in his/her group. This is 

compounded by the fact that some people are better at the actual review process than 

other, and therefore are better able to sell themselves. 

The other fact pointed out by Manager 2 is that networking, or 'office politics' is a 

very real and substantial part of the overall review process. Those who play the 
4political game' are generally rated better that those who don't. The ranking and 

rating process was described by Manager 2 as almost a popularity contest because it 

is so subjective and dependent on politics. 

Manager 2 identified as a failing of Company B the tendency to focus on the one 

negative incident instead of the 1000 positive incidents, when reviewing people or 

responding to issues. Manager 2 tries to consider the personal aspect of his reports 

lives when he assesses them but he did acknowledge that other managers are not so 

considerate. It seems to be a policy that Company B sevcrcly punishes mistakes. 

When assessing whether his reports have achieved their sub-set of goals, for example 

learning a new tool-set, Manager 2 admitted that it is 'really a judgment call' as to 

whether or not they have done so. This is because measuring the amount of time 

spent on each toolsct by the technicians would be very time consuming and is not 
done by Manager 2. Similarly, if two engineers work on a problem sequentially, one 

of them spends 75% of the time on it and the other spends 25% of the time on it, how 

can the 'quality' of the time spent on it be assessed? Who contributed most to I-Ning 

the issue? Much of what the technicians do is qualitative and not quantitative. Even 

on routine items Manager 2 believes that it is not possible to set standard times and 

to hold the technicians to the times because there are too few technicians and they are 

constantly being interrupted to take care of other issues as they arise. The bottom 

line is that the group achieves its availability goals, most of the time, as a result there 

is no need for further analysis. 
Manager 2 made an interesting observation regarding how layoffs affect the 

performance appraisal process. He pointed out that cvcry time there is a layoff, there 
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is a new bottom 10%. This has the affect of moving individuals who were once top 

performers further, and further down the list. As a result, individuals who once 
thought of themselves as among the best in a group are now being faced with the fact 

that they are at the bottom of the list. Manager 2 acknowledged the difficulty of 

pointing this out to certain people. 

There is currently no formal performance management system of appraisal system, 

therefore there is no guidance for managers in developing objectives and measures. 

The only advice given by the old appraisal system was to describe the characteristics 

of the 4 E's (Envision, Edge, Energize and Execute), and to suggest their use to 

evaluate people's behaviours. 

There is regular informal communication between Manager 2 and his customer (the 

manufacturing group), however, there are no spcciric (internal) customer satisfaction 

goals. 

There is a considerable amount of conflict generated by various goals, although the 

conflict is between areas and not within them. The example given by Manager 2 was 

that of an individual whose goal is to increase yield and who had identified a 

particular toolset as causing the problern. This individual would be likely to request 

some form of expensive maintenance, which the equipment manager would not be 

inclined to undertake. This type of dispute arises frequently and if the dispute cannot 

be settled by the two individuals, it will be escalated to their bosses who will use 

some form of retum-on-investmcnt calculation to determine the solution. 

Manager 2 tries to promote autonomy among his reports. In particular, if his 

technicians bring him a problem he expects the technician to propose at least one 

possible solution. It is made clear by Manager 2, to his technicians, that mistakes 

will not be punished. 

Manager 2 expressed some dissatisfaction with the current Performance Management 

System, for the following reasons: 
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1. Firstly, with 26 technicians to track, Manager 2's point was that it is very 
difficult to set specific goals for every individual, to track all of the goals and 

to have detailed quarterly meetings with every individual. He also made it 

clear that it is difficult for the technicians also, as they are expected to keep 

track of all of their activities and to prepare quarterly reports of their own 

performance. 
2. Secondly, certain individuals are better are preparing their performance 

reports than others. This can result in technicians who perform poorly in 

practice but who prepare detailed and comprehensive performance reports 

being scored higher than other who perform much better in practice but 

whose reports are inferior. 

3. Thirdly, whether or not the factory met its goals is not communicated until 

the end of the year. 
4. Finally, the current system can be used to penalize individuals by failing them 

for not having met their goals, simply because the factory did not meet its 

goals. Manager 2 pointed out that this is unfair and that the old system was 

better in that respect, as it gave individuals specific goals, which if achieved, 

resulted in a good performance review for the individual, regardless of how 

the area or the factory did. 

Choice of a method 

Manager 2 would prefer guidelines because, in his situation, this is the only feasible 

method. His reports are spread across four shifts, working day and night. As a result 

it is not possible to gather everybody together at the same time for a workshop or 

other group goal-setting session. 
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Company C 

Manager I 

Manager I Background 

Manager I is a Regional Account Manager with responsibility for a major territory in 

the United States. Manager I has been in the industry for over 12 years and in his 

current position for over six years. He has a total of 5 direct reports. 

The Performance Management System 

Company C is undergoing a major re-organization, with a number of recent changes 
in the leadership of the organization. A new strategy has been developed and new 
initiatives are underway to improve both the performance of the organization and the 

performance management system itself As part of the new strategy Company C has 

expanded its product range by acquiring a number of other organizations. 
Additionally, Company C has increased its range of services. Previously Company 

C's focus was only on its own products, however, as part of the strategy change the 

company is expanding its expertise and offering its services to customers on a wider 

range of issues and equipment. 

The manufacturing operations have traditionally been subject to thorough data 

collection and analysis, much more so than the rest of the organization. Manager I 

attributed this to the fact that it is easier to measure manufacturing and assembly 

operations as the goals are based on more tangible manufacturing objectives. 
Company C maintains thorough build records that detail who performed what action 
during the assembly process. They also track their products in the ficld and maintain 

accurate failure records. The new performance management system is expanding to 
develop the same level of detail in the objectives and measures used in the rest of the 

organization, including Sales and Engineering. However, Manager I stated that 
despite the fact that the performance management system is evolving, it has a long 

way to go, in particular, Company C is getting better as collecting data but has yet to 
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develop efficient methods of getting information from the data and then using that 
information. 

The sequence for developing goals is represented in Figure I below. The sequence 

was described by Manager 1 as a 'trickle-down' approach. 

Senior Management 
I 

Rn-zi1nPq-z rrnnne 
Business Groups 

(General Managers, VPs)] 

Accounts, Groups 

4 
Individuals 

Figure A3.2 - Objective development in Company C 

The performance management system is still a manual system. Senior management 

sets the overall objectives for the company and then verbally communicates the 

objectives to the individual business group leaders. The General Managers and Vice 

Presidents of those business groups then take the business goals and develop their 

own quarterly and yearly goals for the business groups. The business group goals are 

then communicated to the account managers who develop their own yearly plans and 

goals. There is not a central system that records these objectives and measures. 

The goals developed for Sales managers and their accounts are dependent upon the 

type of territory and the type of customer that he/she has. For cxample, some 

territories are considered to be strategic in that they include important customers who 

contribute significantly to revenues either by buying large volumes or by taking 
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products with a strategic significance. For a manager in a strategic territory, the 

goals are unlikely to include revenue or sales targets, instead, the manager is likely to 

be tasked with new product introduction and market penetration goals. The 

managers of non-strategic territories would be given revenue goals based on the 

capacity of the territory and previous revenues. 

The goals developed for the Customer Support Engineers (CSEs) are changing to 

reflect the strategy change. They are now expected to expand the breadth of their 

expertise beyond Company C's own products and to build relationships with their 

customers to gain acceptance as fab-wide troubleshooters. This is a very significant 
departure from the previous measures of sales and customer satisfaction. 

Manager I described the main purpose of the performance management system as 
being twofold. Firstly, the performance management system provides accountability 

and guidance so that people know what they, and everybody else, are supposed to be 

doing in terms of the organizations direction and strategic goals. This also enables 

management to determine which employees are not performing as expected and 
helps to identify strengths and weaknesses. The second purpose of the performance 

management system is to ensure that every employee knows what is expected of 
hin-dher, and therefore to help in their development and advancement. 

In terms of the performance management systems described in the literature, 

Company C does not have a well developed systern. There are no formal procedures, 

processes, tools or techniques used in developing objectives and measures at the 

operational level, and there is no evidence that they exist at the higher levels either. 
As a result, whether the desirable characteristics of measures, measurement and 

management systems exist will depend on the individual manager's abilities. 

The Performance Measurement System 

The bulk of the communication in Company B is done vcrbally and through cmail, as 

there is not a central information system that can be used to both communicate 
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downwards and upwards. Strategy is not widely communicated throughout the 

organization. Goals and initiatives are communicated verbally. 

Manager I pointed out that because Company C is a small, team-drivcn organization 
there is a high degree of visibility in all aspects of the business and thcre is 'nowhere 

to hide'. Manager I is constantly assessing all manner of subjective criteria that arc 

not included within the formal objectives, for example how well his team develop 

and maintain customer relationships. As a result of these characteristics there is also 

a great deal of communication and feedback is provided immediately if needed. in 

particular, if an issue arises it is dealt with as soon as possible. 

The regional accounts have recently begun to use Salesforce. com as their primary 

communication tool. Salesforce. com is a wcb-bascd customer relationship 

management service that Company C uses to communicate the opportunities in each 

region with upper management. This software integrates all aspects of doing 

business with customers, including sales, marketing, documentations, service and so 

on. This system is now the central information system in Company C. There are 

also monthly Forecast, or Planning, meetings in which any information not captured 

by salesforce. com is communicated. 

In discussing the current system Manager I pointed out that Company C is getting 
better at gathering data but that they have trouble getting useful information from 

that data. He also pointed out that the current system does not provide all of the 

needed information or guidance to align all employees in the direction that the 

organization wants to go. There is a general awareness of this problem and steps are 
being taken to correct it, for example by developing more specific and relevant 

objectives for every employee. 

The Appraisal System 

Reviews are held once per year for every employee. The engineers have their 

reviews in March and the managers have theirs on the anniversary of their 
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employment. Goals are set annually for both the managers and the reports and these 
goals will not be updated over the course of the year. Quarterly reviews are deemed 
to be unnecessary in Company C because the small size of the company causes a 
high degree of visibility for all employees. As a result '... if an issue or a person 
strays it is very quickly realized by more than one individual. Especially if an issue 

strays because ... we have a pretty small focus ... so we really can't afford to slip up. 
So when an issue strays it gets a lot of attention. ' Manager I also pointed out that 
there is a great deal of communication, between managers and their reports. In 
Manager I's case he communicates with his reports multiple times every day by 

various methods, regardless of where in the sales territory they are. 

Aside from the business goals Manager I also assesses various behavioural 

characteristics of his reports. He admitted that the assessment of such characteristics 

as leadership skills, organizational skills, time management, interpersonal skills and 
the ability to form and maintain customer relationships is subjective but that they are 

vital. The business goals take precedence over the behavioural aspects for the 

purposes of performance evaluation at the end of the year but the behavioural 

characteristics enable people to achieve the business goals and that they are used to 
determine promotions. 

Both the business results and the behavioural characteristics are used to rank all of 
the employees. The ranking is used to determine promotions and also to determine 

who to give the critical projects to. It is also used to determine who to layoff in the 

event that layoffs are necessary. 

There are two types of reward in Company C. Firstly, pay raises and promotions are 
based on an individual's performance against their goals in the past year. The second 
type of award is a recently launched program that allows any individual to be 

nominated by his/her manager for a special bonus. The manager is required to 

provide documentary evidence of the activities performed by the individual that 

merit a special award. 
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Characteristics of Measures. Performance Measurement Systems and 
Performance Manaaement SN'stems 

The characteristics ot' measures, performance measurement and management 

systems. as identified in the literature. and how well Company C compares with them 

is presented in Table 2 below. 

Characteristic Exists/Doesn't exist. 

Performance Measures 

Simpic and casN to understand. For the business goals. Manager I ensures that his reports 

e. g.. ratio based in preference to understand their goals and measures. However, certain 

absolute numbers. show a trend behavioral characteristics arc also assessed but there are no 
formal or specific goals for these. 

Have appropriate accuracy. units The accuracy of their data and information is clearly a 

of measure and levels of concern to Company C. There have been a number of 

aggregation exercises in the past that were designed to improve the 
I accuracy of their data however Manager I suggested that this 

is something at which they still struggle. 

Be objccti\c or subjective as The business goals are clearly stated and explained and are 

appropriate given precedence in assessing individuals. However, certain 
behavioral characteristics arc also assessed which is done 

subjectively. 

Be defined with input from. and There is clear evidence that this is done. Company C 

under the control of those being promotes a high degree of autonomy. 

'measured' 

The Performance Measurement 

System 

Be accessible by c\ ery employee Every employee has objectives which are assessed annually. 

Provide downward and lateral The strategy is not widely communicated in Company C. 

communication of strategy. Manager I clearly had a good understanding of the 

initiatives. plans. objectives and company's direction and new initiatives but stated that some 

targets of his personal goals are given to him based on knowledge 

that his manager has of higher-levcl issues. 

(Continued overleaf) 
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Pro\ ide rapid lateral and upward n- Manager I provides immediate feedback to his reports 0 

communication (feedback) of their actions. in particular when performance is less than 

actual performance against desired. However. there is no formal system for this, 

targets 

Be capable of including cost and There are both cost and non-cost objectives and measures. 

non-cost measures 

Facilitate an understanding of the Manager I makes sure that his reports understand how they 

relationship between measures contribute to the account's goals and to Company C's goals 
(for example. by presenting and but this is dependent on the individual manager. 
linking measures graphically) 

The Performance Management 

System 

Monitor both the internal and Manager I clearly monitors both tc internal and external 

external environments environments. however. there are no formal systems in place 

to do this so it is dependent upon the individual manager. 

Understand the relationships There are no formal processes for this however, there is 

between the organizational units evidence of cooperation between organizational units. 
by considering the input. process 

and output of each 

Encourage cross-functional Manager I described Company C as small and team-drivcn. 

interaction and communication to There is a high degree of communication and co-operation 

promote a better understanding of between organizational units. 

how units affect each other 

Define consensual objectives and There is clear evidence that this is the case. The objjcc_tives 

measures for every level. based arc consensual whenever possible and are always based on 

on the strategic objectives. Use the company's strategy. 

as few objectives and measures as 

possible 

Clearly define the data collection Where applicable this is true 

method and the measure 

calculation method 

Ensure that the objectives and Manager I ensures that the objectives are clear but there is 

measures for each unit are clear. no evidence of checking for dysfunctional behavior between 

consistent and compatible. and individuals or organizational units. 

will not promote dysfunctional 

behaviour between the units 
(Continued overleaO 
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Identify and eliminate roadblocks No formal system or methods for this 
to the successful implementation 

of the objectives and measures 

Use the performance Objectives are communicated verbally at review time, 

measurement system to openly strategy is not widely communicated. All other 

communicate strategy, initiatives, communication is done either verbally or by email. 

objectives and targets downwards 

Ensure the results of the Feedback is provided immediately, especially when 

measurement are fed back to performance deviates from the norm. 

those executing the actions as 

well as to their superiors 

Empower employees by There is a high degree of autonomy promoted in Company C. 

promoting autonomy, as fiLr as 

possible, in determining 

corrective actions 

Use the measurement results to There is evidence of this although Manager I admitted that 

stimulate continuous much of it is reactive. 
improvement and organizational 
leaming 

Be aware of the informal All incentive-related objectives are tied to the business goals. 

measurement system, to counter 
it, tic rewards to the formal 

system 

Periodically reevaluate the There is no evidence of this. Reviews are held once per year 

objectives and measures, delete and are not modified mid-year, even if an individual's goals 

obsolete measures and circumstances change. 

Table A3.3 - Company C's achievement of the desirable characteristics 

Characteristics of the Operational Level 

In terrns of the operational level characteristics Manager I spends approximately 
50% of his time dealing with the day-to-day issues, 10% of his time on personnel 
issues and the remaining 40% of his time on strategic business issues. He also 

pointed out that much of his work on the strategic business issues is done after 6: 00 

pm or at the weekend when he is not likely to be interrupted. Manager I estimated 
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that he has to make an average of two urgent decisions per day, for which he drops 

whatever he is currently working on and gives his full and immediate attention to the 

new issue. 

Manager I spends a considerable amount of time traveling and pointed out that the 

time spent in airports and on planes allows him to catch up on the more strategic 

aspects of his work. 

Discussion 

The organization's strategy is not widely communicated. More specifically, the 

general strategy is communicated to all employees but the specifics of the entire 

strategy are not communicated. It was clear that Manager I had a good grasp of the 

organization's new direction, however, when discussing how his personal goals arc 

set he admitted that his manager and his manager's manager were involved in things 

that he was not aware of As a result, Manager I develops approximately 70% of his 

objectives himself, the remaining 30% of Manager I's goals are determined by his 

manager, based on his manager's more strategic perspective. Manager I's personal 

goal is to continue to be the manager/territory that is targeted by his management for 

strategic projects. In addition to having goals based on the organization's strategy, 

Manager I is also responsible for a number of companies with whom the 

organization has licensing agreements or partnerships. Manager I sets revenue and 

quantity goals for these individuals and is then held accountable for achieving those 

goals. 

Manager I acknowledged that informal objectives do exist within the organization. 

These informal objectives arc developed, between reviews, in response to 

circumstances that require attention. The objectives remain informal until the next 

review, at which time they will be added to the formal review if they are still needed. 

For example, if during the course of a year a manager were to lose a service contract 

at a particular company, then he/she would develop a set of objectives for his sales 

team to get the business back. If the sales team had successfully won the business 

back by the time the next review came around then the objectives would not be 
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added to the fornial review, however, if the business had not been won back then the 

objectives would be added to the formal review. 

Manager I expressed some dissatisfaction with the current performance management 

system despite the fact that it has improved considerably. Manager I identified the 

need to develop a simple, metric-drivcn system that is not labour intensive for the 

managers. Manager I is also aware of the need for a culture shift, especially give the 

recent changes in leadership and the strategic direction, and he is aware that this 

would be a 'painful' process. 

The current system does not give any guidance on how managers should develop 

objectives and measures for their reports. 

Manager I described Company C as having a very team-driven approach. Manager 

I sets the objectives for his reports based on his own objectives and both the 

Customer Support Engineers and the sales team work together to achieve the 

account's goals. This was summarized by Manager I as follows: '... the territory 

objectives flow down hill to everybody in that territory. ' 

in terms of supplier relationships, Manager I described a close working relationship 

with the organizations that are licensed by Company C to perform certain activities. 

These activities are mostly related to the recently expanded product and service line 

as Company C did not possess the necessary expertise in-house. It is critical to the 

success of the expanded products and services that they perform as expected and 

therefore the relationship with these suppliers is critical, a fact which is recognized 
by Company C. There is also a close internal supplier relationship, for example, 
before Manager I commits to large customer orders, he first discusses the order with 
the manufacturing managers to determine if and when the order can be fulfilled. 

Company C and Manager I work hard to maintain their relationships with customers, 

however, Manager I pointed out that in the past the company developed products 
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and services that they thought the customer wanted. They now consult with the 

customer and develop their products according to specific customer requirements. 

Improvement initiatives are based on specific needs, all of which are determined by 

the territory goals. The Customer Support Engineers are continually assessed against 

the required functionality of their position, their technical skills, the ability to 

communicate with the customer, troubleshooting, timely response to the customer, 

and so on. Anything that needs to be corrected is corrected right away. Feedback is 

provided immediately. 

There is a great deal of autonomy in Company C, individuals are given goals and 

then expected to determine what is needed to achieve those goals. In the past, the 

high degree of autonomy has resulted in individuals being employed who did not fit 

in, these individuals needed more direction that Company C's style, or culture, 

provides. As a result these individuals were ultimately let go. 

Continuous improvement and organizational learning are integral parts of Company 

C's management system, although on an informal level. Major issues are 

investigated and solutions are implemented to ensure that similar issues do not occur 

again. However, Manager 1 pointed out that Company C is not as proactive as it 

could be, they tend to wait for incidents to happen before taking action. For 

example, after a recent major incident at a customer's site the ensuing investigation 

looked at the value of service given to the customer by both the sales manager and 

the engineer. The term 'value' in this case is considered to be the amount of 

guidance, responsiveness, information and so on. As a result of the investigation 

Company C identified that there was an internal system breakdown at headquarters 

and that the sales manager made a critical mistake. The outcome was the 

development of a new procedure at headquarters and immediate training for certain 

personnel. 

Manager I believes in the need to make objectives as simple and easy to understand 

as possible but stated that instructions from senior management, in particular 
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technical instructions are sometimes too vague and the interpretation of these 
instructions is left to the lower levels. 

There is a considerable amount of effort spent in Company C on ensuring the 

accuracy of data and information, however Manager I pointed out that this is an area 
in which they struggle, in particular in obtaining 'stealth' information, which is 

understood to be information obtained surreptitiously about customers or 

competitors. Manager I also makes a conscious effort to make goals as objective as 

possible to ensure that his reports understand the goals and how they relate to the 

business goals. He has not previously considered the level of aggregation of goals. 
For example, he gives revenue goals to the licensed partners but does not specify any 

greater detail, preferring to leave this up to the individuals concerned. This again 

reflects the high degree of autonomy promoted in Company C. 

Goals are developed consensually when possible and are under the control of those 

being measured. 

There is a considerable amount of subjectivity involved in certain aspects of the 

assessment of individuals. For example, Manager I assesses his reports in terms of 

their leadership skills, organizational skills, time management skills and so on. He is 

assessed, and he assesses his reports in terms of the account penetration that they 

achieve. The Account penetration is looked at closely but is difficult to measure. It 

is important because the greater the account penetration the less chance there is of 

being displaced by a competitor and the easier it is to introduce new products with a 

short sell-cycle. The account penetration is assessed by how long it takes to 

introduce and complete new initiatives, whether a relationship existed at the 

beginning or if one had to be developed in order to introduce the new product. Each 

of the account managers also pays close attention to their list of contacts in each of 

the customer organizations. They continually work to develop and maintain 

relationships with the customers as far up the hierarchy as possible but at least to the 

Section Head level. This applies to the Customer Support Engineers as much as it 

does to the sales people because Manager I relies on the engineers to get information 
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that the salespeople cannot get. In particular, Manager I pointed out that some 
people will not deal with salespeople, in these cases the engineers are vital in 

obtaining information. An example given by Manager I is of an account where 
Company C lost all of its service contracts. The engineers and salespeople were 

subsequently able to find out that while cost was a contributor to losing the business, 

the real reason was that the person who made the decision had a personal relationship 

with people in the company that was subsequently awarded the business. This 
information allowed Manager I to develop a plan to win the business back. This 

plan is currently being executed. 

Manager I's personal preference for a method to develop objectives and measures 

was for a set of general guidelines. He agreed that all objectives should be 

developed in the same way and using the same information but that they should be 

implemented at the discretion of the manager because of regional, cultural and 

personal style differences. 
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Company D 

Manager I 

Manager background 

Manager I is a Regional Account Manager with a total of seven reports. He has been 

in the industry and with Company D for 15 years and in his current position for nine 

years. Manager D now reports directly to the President of the company. 

Company D is a division of a multinational conglomerate, having been bought out 

over 30 years ago. The parent company has been operating for over 80 years, had 

2004 revenues of approximately $7 billion and employs over 43000 people 

worldwide. The division for which Manager I works had 2004 revenues of 

approximately $1 billion and employs around 3000 people. 

The Performance Management System 

Company D's system has evolved from being paper-bascd, to standard organization- 

wide templates, to finally being redesigned as an interactive, wcb-bascd process. 

The CEO and senior management team develop objectives which are used as the 

basis for the objectives at the next lower level of management. The senior managers 

send their objectives to their reports, who in turn develop their own objectives based 

on their manager's objectives and so on, for every level of the organization. 

Another part of the performance management system is referred to the Competency 

section. This section is used to identify specific training requirements for every 

employee, based on a comparison of actual performance against a standard set of 

competencies for each job. 

The final part of Company D's performance management system is rcfcrrcd to as 

Traccess. This is a newly developed training systcrn. Under the newly launched 
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system all employees have to take a mandatory 96 hours of training in the first year. 
Most of the training is for safety and safety related issues. This requirement is 

somewhat unrealistic according to Manager I because of the time burden it imposes, 

however, because the training is mandatory it will be done, albeit at the expense of 

something more productive. Most of the training for the salesmen addresses legal 

and safety issues. For example, the salesmen's main training classes are concerned 

with Competition Policy, codes of conduct, the transportation of hazardous goods 

and vehicular safety. 

A new overriding corporate principle called ACTS, (Accountability, Collaboration, 

Transparency and Stretch) has just been introduced in Company D. Under ACTS 

there are 10 development criteria for which objectives should also now be set. 

According to the interviewee this results in so many different objectives that the 

entire system has completely lost its focus and had become almost worthless. 

On the surface, the only failing of the system would appear to be that hourly paid 

workers are not included. 

The Performance Measurement System 

All of the business objectives are maintained in a central, wcb-based interactive 

system. A manager will enter his objectives into the system and then send them to 

his/her reports. When the reports log-in to the system they see their manager's 

objectives and use them as the basis for developing their own objectives. When the 

reports have developed their objectives they enter them in to the system and 'release' 

them. The next time the manager logs-in he will be presented with a 'red light' on 

his screen, notifying him that one of his reports has entered their objectives. The 

manager then reviews the objectives and either accepts them or rejects them. If 

accepted the subordinate will get a 'grccn light' when he/she next logs-in, otherwise 

they will get a 'red light' to draw their attention to the fact that the objectivcs wcre 

rejected. 
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Another portion of the system is referred to as the Competencies section. In this 

section a list of competencies is drawn up and entered for every job. The list is 

reviewed every two years to ensure that it is up to date. To use this section an 
individual will grade themselves against the competencies and their manager will 

also grade then-L The resulting gaps, or differences, arc used as the basis of a 
discussion and to identify any training requirements. 

This system does not provide any feedback. 

The Appraisal System 

At the end of the year the manager will review the performance of each of his reports 

and award them a mark out of five for each of their objectives. The manager then 

prints out a copy of the review, signs it and sends it to his manager. At the bottom of 

the review form there is a question and a checkbox. The question asks if the marks 

awarded to the individual are based entirely on the listed objectives. This allows the 

manager to use his judgment in determining whether the individual's overall mark. 

At the end of the year the manager and report will get together to discuss the 

previous year's performance, bothto reviewthe general performance and specifically 

in terms of the business objectives. 

The marks awarded will determine the amount of pay raise given to the individual. 

Characteristics of Measures, Performance Measurement Systems and 

Performance Management Systems 

The characteristics identified in the literature as being desirable in performance 

measures, performance measurement system and performance management systems 

are listed in Table I below. The extent to which these characteristics exist in 

Company D's systems is assessed in the table. 
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Characteristic Exists/Doesn't exist. 

Performance Measures 

Simple and easy to understand, Measures are chosen to be sinipIcand ca-sy to undcr. stand. 

e. g., ratio based in preference to 

absolute numbers, show a trend 

Have appropriate accuracy, units This is inherent in the sysicni. Managcr I r, c1cai ly ; marc of' 

of measure and levels of the need to consider ýICCUEICY MR] U1111 Of' TIICX,, tJIC. 'I'lIC 

aggregation level of aggregation does not appear to bc consitici cd. 
Be objective or subjective as One of the few guidelines pro\ idcd by the I'MgIS is that ifit 

appropriate can't be measured, don't gi\c it ; is in objccti\c. Th c 

objectives are specifically chosen to be objcctivc. I lo\vevcr. 

the final number given, by the manager, is not nccessarilv 
based on the objectives. 

Be defined with input from, and The process ensures that objectives are consensual as much 

under the control of those being as possible. Manager I also makc,, the nicastircs as 

, measured' consensual as possible. 

The Performance Measurement 

System 

Be accessible by every employee Only employees above a certain grade are included hourly 

paid employees are not included, Manager I was not aware 

ofhow these employees arcasscsscd. 

Provide downward and lateral The strategy was described by the inIcr\ tcwee ; is either non- 

communication of strategy, existent or so general as to be useless. Initiatives ; in(] plans 

initiatives, plans, objectives and are communicated by the manager. -, as the. %, arise, but not 

targets through the PMS 

Provide rapid lateral and upward No rcal-t-i-nic fiecd1back -of' result% within the system. Some 

communication (feedback) of Kl'ls and quantifiabics might all'Ord immediate fecdback. 

actual performance against Manager I provides 'appropriate, constructi\ c and 

targets immediate' tecdback. 

Be capable of' including cost and Yes, to the extent that ohlccti\c. -, can be co%t-rcla(cd 

non-cost measures 

Facilitate an understanding of the This is not inherent in the sysicin and depend" on file 

relationship between measures manager. Manager I ciisurcs that his reports understand file 

(for example, by presenting and rclationships. 

linking measures graphically) 
«'oillllltjc(l o\ uf Icah 
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The Performance Management 

System 

Monitor both the internal and This is not required by the system. Nvlanagcr I pointcd out 

external environments that Company D is very 'inward-looking' 

Understand the relationships Manager I understands the relationships bct%%ccii certain 

between the organizational units organizational units. this does not appear to be a part ofthc 
by considering the input. proccss system though. 

and output of each 

Encourage cross-functional There does not appcar to bc any cioss-functional interaction 
interaction and communication to or communication. Manager I pointed out that %%hai Salc., " 

promote a better understanding of are required to do by senior management is often not 
how units affiect each other compatible with what Manut'. 'icturing is required to do. 

Define consensual objectives and The objectives and nicasurcs arc consensual Nvithill 

measures for every level, based boundaries. There is a gencral rulc of thumb that ofify fl%c 

on the strategic objectives. Use or six objectives will be set 14 cach indiN idual 

as few objectives and measures as 

possible 

Clearly define the data collection Yes - as Inclitioncd ; ibo\C, ollc of 111C fc\% guldclinc. " 

method and the measure provided by the . sv. IItcm is that it it can't be measured don't 

calculation method set it as an objective. 

Ensure that the objectives and The objectives arc clear and conipatihIc within the unit. 

measures for each unit arc clear, However, there is conflict between Narious organi/ational 

consistent and compatible, and units, for example. finished goods iiiýcntory is kept as low 

will not promote dysfijnctional as possible which trcqucntly hurts the salesmen. 

behaviour between the units 

Identify and eliminate roadblocks Not part oftlic system, mcrconiing obstacles is considered 

to the successful iniplementation to be part ofa manager's job by %lanagcr 1. 

of the objectives and measures 

Use th c pcrformance Thk is not done with the pcrf'ormancc measurement or 

measurement system to openly management sysicin. it is done through management 

communicate strategy. initiatives, meetings, verbally or \ ia email. 

objectives and targets domiwards 

Ensure the measurement results Feedback is gi\cn as needed and is inuncdiatc in fliv c\ent 

arc fcd back to those executing of a serious issue. DcIcninning what nicrits unnicclialc 

the actions as well as to their feedback is sometimes . uhjccIi\c and will depend oil file 

supcriors managa. 

(Continucd ovalcal) 
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Empower employees by This depends on the individual manager but the new 

promoting autonomy, as far as management information system (SAP) removes a lot of 

possible, in determining autonomy. Manager I promotes as much autonomy as he 

corr ective actions can, within the boundaries imposed by the system. 
Use the measurement results to This is built into the system, in theory. However, the one 

stimulate continuous part of the performance management system that was 
improvement and organizational designed to ensure this is not used by Manager 1, or many of 
learning his colleagues. 
Be aware of the informal All rewards tied to the main objectives. However, there arc 

measurement system, to counter numerous informal objectives according to Manager 1. 

it, tie rewards to the formal While these arc not formally tied to rewards they can impact 

system an individual's review. The informal objectives might be 

referred to as Determinants, as their purpose is to contribute 
to achieving the formal objectives. 

Periodically reevaluate the This does not appear to be done. The numbers arc changed 

objectives and measures, delete from year to year but not the objectives. 

obsolete measures 

Table A3.4 - Company D's achievement of the desirable characteristics 

The Characteristics of the Operational Level 

The bulk of Manager I's time is spent on issues requiring immediate attention, with 

an increasing emphasis on the medium term towards the end of the fiscal year when 

the coming year's budget is being developed. Resulting in a short-term, real-time 

focus. 

Manager I admitted to being constantly interrupted, resulting in brevity and 
fragmentation of activities. 

Discussion 

Manager I suggested that the purpose of the perfomiancc management system is to 

assess people and to provide direction by telling them what they should be doing. 
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On the surface Company D appears to have an almost textbook Performance 

Management System as many of the features that arc deemed to be desirable or 

necessary in the literature would appear to exist in Company D. The objectives at 

every level are dovetailed into the objectives at the level above. Employees have a 

small number (five or six) of consensual objectives, with accompanying KPIs (Key 

Performance Indicators) and metrics and achievement of the objectives determines 

an individual's rewards. The entire system is web-based and interactive. There arc 

mandatory training classes and continuous improvement and organizational learning 

are intended to be inherent in the systems. Unfortunately, the honourable intentions 

of the system designers are not reflected in the rcal-world application of the systcrn. 

The performance management system is viewed by Manager I as being an 

administrative process that is done almost solely for the sake of the process. He does 

not view the entire process as being worthless but stated that for the cffort and money 

that has been spent on it, it does not drive the day-to-day activities. 

The failings of this system begin at the top of the organization. The CEO refuses to 

use the system because he doesn't want to be inundatcd with the objcctivcs of his 

direct reports. This undermines the entire system. Manager I's previous manager 

always developed his own personal objectives after the deadline for completion of 

the process. As a result, Manager I was forced to develop his personal objcctivcs 

without ever seeing his manager's objectives. However, Manager I's new manager 

makes better use of the systcrn. Manager I's still does not see his manager's 

objectives but gets specific advice on what his objectives should be. He is rcquircd 

to have at least one performance related objective (sales numbers), one safety 

objective, an information management (because of the recent adoption of SAP), one 

team development objective and a project-based objective. 
According to Manager 1, the main benefit of the process is that it makes managcrs 

and their reports sit down together to discuss the past year's performance and the 

coming year's objectives. This has resulted in Manager I being surpriscd by how 

much his reports have actually done over the course of the period being revicwcd, 

when they present their achievements. The managcr should crisure that s/he has 
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completed all of the necessary preparatory work in a timely manner, the rest is up to 
the direct report. Manager I suggested that the people in an organization can be 
divided into three groups, which are top 20%, middle 60% and the bottom 20%. The 
bottom 20% of people have no idea what is going on, the 60% of the people in the 

middle are hard workers but need to be told what to do and the top 20% of the people 
drive all of the activities in the organization. He also suggested that it is for the two 

extreme groups that the performance management system is most appropriate. If the 
individual is in the top 20% and is serious about getting ahead then s/he can use the 

system to make their achievements known. Manager I also pointed out that the 

process can be used to help those who are under-performing by giving them clear 
instructions within a formal and documented process. Ultimately the system can 
then be used to terminate an employee's employment contract because their poor 

performance, and all attempts to improve it, have been documented. 

Manager I also identified the process as being less applicable to his group than 

others because the salesmen in his group are paid on commission, while their 
business objectives are used to determine their pay raise. As a result, their primary 

objective is to 'sell more', if they meet this objective they will be better rewarded 
than for achieving any other objective. According to Manager I the objective to sell 

more ultimately overrides all other objectives, except the organization's safcty 

objectives. For every other employee the PMgtS determines their annual pay raise 

and therefore the process is probably more meaningful to the non-commission 

employees. 

One requirement of the system is that goals and measures must be clearly defined 

and cannot be subjective, the guiding rule is that 'if you can't measure it don't set it 

as an objective'. Despite this there is still a great deal of subjectivity in this system. 
Specifically, when all of the reviews have been done and all of his reports have been 

scored, Manager I will review the scores and amend them to change the order, if he 

feels certain individuals deserve to be moved up or down the order. A further degree 

of subjectivity is added by senior management. The interviewce admitted that when 
the managers submit the appraisals of their people they arc not allowed to divulge the 
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scores to the individuals in question. This is because the scores will be manipulated 
by senior management to achieve consistency among all of the managers. So, for 

example, if one manager awarded all of his reports with 3.0, another manager 

awarded his people 4.0's, and both managers had achieved their objectives, then 

senior management would adjust the scores of both groups to 3.5. Thcre are 

numerous informal objectives that are not tied directly to rewards, however, if these 

objectives are not achieved it can have an impact on an individual's review. 

Manager I has 7 reports and suggested that if he had any more reports conducting the 

performance reviews would become his job. 

Manager 1 suggested that the work environment is too dynamic for any system to be 

able to fully capture it. But that it might be different for production or 

manufacturing. 

The PMgtS gives little guidance on the development on objectives and measures and 

what guidance it does give is subject to interpretation. 

Using the Competency section of the performance management system is not 

mandatory and therefore Manager I and many of his colleagues do not use it. His 

objections are that if it is not mandatory then nobody is looking at the data, and if 

that is the case then nobody cares. Also, it takes up too much time and there is no 

training budget to pay for the training that was identified as a result of performing the 

Competency analysis. 

According to Manager I his company would like to think they have a clear strategy 

and that everyone is working towards it. Unfortunately, Manager I believes that the 

message being sent out by senior management is to 'sell more and cut costs'. 

Manager I believes that the reason there is no specific strategy is that the 

organization's market changes so rapidly and frequently, and that the organization is 

so fragmented that nobody really has a vision of where Managcr I's division should 

begoing. He added that if there is a vision or strategy that '... it's so complex and far 
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away from what the guys are doing on the ground as to be meaningless to the guys 
that are on the ground. ' 

Manager I sends his objectives out to his reports and tells them to base theirs on his. 

According to Manager I this practice is rare. According to Manager 1, Company D 

is very poor at inter-functional communication and cooperation. Company D places 

a great deal of emphasis on customer relationships but has made no cffort to quantify 
them, preferring to write them of as being too subjective to measure. Similarly, 

inventories are not carried by Company D, despite the loss of business that this 

results in when customer want a product immediately. Company D would rather 

count the saved inventory costs. 

Objectives and measures are not assessed for conflicting behaviour. That's the stuff 

that a manager has to sort out as he goes along. There is considerable conflict 
between various people's objectives, although not so much within groups as between 

groups. For example, inventory which the factory wants to minimize but the sales 

people would like to maximize. The lack of inventory impacts on the salespersons' 

ability to sell in some case, resulting in their assessment against critcria over which 

they don't always have control 

Formal feedback is provided twice per year but informal feedback is Provided 

continuously. A specific requirement of the PMgtS is that the face-to-face review is 

not a time to spring unpleasant surprises on individuals. However, this again 
depends to a large extent on the manager. 

Manager I maintains a 'territory spreadsheet' which contains a much more detailed 

list of objectives than can be included in the formal PMgtS, because these things arc 
important but could not be included in the formal process. 

The amount of autonomy delegated to an individual depends on the manager and the 

individual, as well as on the company. For example, whether or not autonomy is 

promoted depends first and foremost on the manager. Manager I will delegate as 

much autonomy as he feels an individual can absorb. However, the recently 
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launched information system (SAP) removes autonomy in areas that previously were 
in the domain of the sales people. SAP has predetermined parameters that guide how 

to do business with the customer and the sales people do not have the authority to go 

outside of these parameters. Even the sales manager has limited authority. 

The process is designed to promote continuous improvement and organizational 

learning although Manager I was unsure of how cffective this aspect of the process 
is. Continuous improvement and organizational learning are intended to be achieved 
by setting objectives, determining training requirements and then providing feedback 

on actual performance. 

The accuracy of the information that is being collected is not given much 

consideration until it is too late. There have been cases when the data that has been 

collected did not reveal the desired information. All salespeople in Company D arc 

required to complete a 'Visit Report' whenever they visit a customer site. The report 

contains relevant data such as the customer, the product they were interested in, the 

prospects of getting a sale and so on. However, the salespeople do not like 

completing these reports as they see them as a nuisance. Manager I could make this 

a formal objective but chooses not to because some of the salespeople will use it 

against him. For example, by forcing the salespeople to complete Visit Reports they 

will have less time to actually go out and sell, as a result, a salesman can defend a 

poor sales record by saying 'well you made me do all these Visit Reports... ' 

Courses of action are decided upon collaboratively whenever possible and when 
being set in response to an event they are dealt with immediately. Manager I 

believes that feedback should be appropriate, constructive and immediate, he did 

acknowledge that whether it is or not will depend on the manager. 

Manager 1 spends as little time as possible on the performance management system 

process. He estimated two working days per year to do his own reviews with his 

manager and two working days per year with each of his guys, to complete the 

formal process. This does not include regular and ongoing feedback. He sees the 
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actual review meeting as simply a brief recap of the year but mostly a chance for the 

employee to 'blow their trumpet' about all the things that they achieved during the 

year, and finally as a brief look ahead to the coming year. 

In the event of a serious issue, Manager I will travel to see his rcports, or the 

customer. For less serious issues where a phone call will suffice he will arrange a 
phone call in the evening or weekend so as to avoid interruptions. 

Manager I is not completely satisfied with the current system and the objectives and 
measures that it results in as he feels that it is a game to some extent. The numbers 

change from year to year but the objectives remain the same. He also fecls that the 

strategy should be communicated better and that there needs to be a better 

understanding of the strategy throughout the organization. 

Manager I suggested that any method used to develop objectives should be as 
intuitive as possible, with a little help in terms of guidelines. 
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Company F 

Manager I 

Manager F background 

Manager I has over 20 years of experience in this industry, although he has only held 

his current position for a little over I year. He has previously held a wide range of 

management positions in manufacturing at a variety of levels, including the position 

of vice president. Manager I is currently the Plant Manager for Company F, with 

responsibility for all production operations, including maintenance. He operates at 

all levels in Company F, from spending up to 50% of his day on the production floor 

some days to participating in the budget formulation as a part of the senior 

management team. 

Manager F has six Line Supervisors reporting to him, each Line Supervisor has a 

number of line leaders who are responsible for coordinating the cfforts of the 

operators. Manager F reports to the CEO. This hierarchy has arisen because of a 

recent re-organization, in response to the loss of a major customer and the general 
loss of sales because of the low-carb diet trend. 

Performance Management System 

Company F does not have a well developed formal performance management 

system, as described for the purposes of this research. The purpose of the existing 

system is, according to Manager 1, to provide constructive feedback to employees, to 

either improve their overall performance or to improve the overall performance of 

the actual production line itself 

Manager F described the organization's strategy as: 

'We want to be a lean manufacturer, we want to produce to order, we want 100% 

accuracy on fill rates and production completion rates. So the overall strategy is we 
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want to be efficient at what we do and in turn supply the customer, and through that 

whole process you're making quality products in a timely, safe manner., 

It is unclear who determined the strategy, however, the CEO decides on the 

organization's top-level objectives and targets. The objectives that apply to Manager 

I for this year these are: 

e 97% Product completion rate 

a 6% labour standard variance 
1.8% material standard variance 

These three objectives form the basis of the incentive plan for every employee in 

manufacturing, including Manager 1. The Product Completion Rate objective has 

been designated as a 'qualifier' by the CEO. That is, if this objective is not achieved 
then there will be no bonus payý-out, regardless of the circumstances. Each individual 

will also have other objectives to achieve during the course of the year but these 

other objectives are not used to calculate bonuses. 

The annual budget development process takes approximately 50% of the scnior 

management's time for around three months. This is because the first draft of the 

budget is never accepted by everyone, and then after all of that planning the decision 

very often comes down to 'here are your budget numbers'. 

Performance Measurement System 

There is a great deal of information being collected but it is not done in an integrated 

and coherent manner and much of it is broad and general in nature. There arc 

multiple systems collecting data, much of it is never seen and the rest of it is 

contained in reports, which many personnel do not even know exist. The only time 

Manager I can get a detailed fimancial report is at the quarterly plant-wide staff 

meeting. The Finance department prepares a comprehensive report for discussion at 

this mccting. 
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The incentive program objectives are communicated on paper. All other objectives 
are communicated through meetings, email or verbally as there is not a ccritral, 
computer-based system to provide this function. 

There is no effort underway to develop a comprehensive information system, largely 

because the CEO does not see the benefit of doing so. There is also a cost concern 
involved in the decision. Manager F summed up the current situation by pointing out 
that the truly important information, from his perspective, is concerned with labour 

efficiency, material variance, and the completion rate. Manager F doesn't need a 
comprehensive report to tell him if these have gone out of control because he will see 
it immediately on the production floor. While an integrated and comprehensive 

performance measurement system and a more thorough performance management 

system would be nice they are not essential. 

The Appraisal System 

Employee evaluations are only conducted down to the line supervisor level, the 

actual line-worker level is not included in the appraisal and reward program. 

There are two separate systems in Company F, the reward system and the appraisal 

system. Rewards are paid quarterly and are based solely on the organization's 

objectives. So, for Manager I and the manufacturing department the incentive- 

related objectives are: 

* 97% Product completion rate 

o 6% labour standard variance 

o 1.8% material standard variance 

The completion rate objective has been determined to be a qualificr by the CEO. 

That is, if the completion rate objective is not achieved there will be no bonus paya- 

out, regardless of whether an individual had control over the circumstanccs or 

whether the other objectives were met. If all three objectives are met the cmployccs 

receive the basic bonus, there arc incremental increases for cxcccding the targcts. 
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In addition to the bonus system there is a separate appraisal system. The appraisals 

are conducted by getting the employees to complete a self-asscssmcnt form to rate 
themselves against a number of criteria. The manager also completes an assessment 

of the employee against the same criteria. The resulting difference forms the basis of 
the discussion. Manager I stressed that there should not be any surprises during the 

appraisal and that if an employee had issues during the period under review he/she 

would have been made aware of them immediately. The criteria used for the 

appraisals are: 

" priority setting 

" thinking and problem solving, 

" initiative and follow through, 

" leadership abilities, 

" working effectively with others, 

" communication, 

" creativity and innovation 

" customer and business development. 

Regular and ongoing feedback is provided to the supervisors and line leaders on a 

daily basis during production meetings in which performance is discussed against the 

organization's objectives. There is also a weekly meeting for the senior managers 

where the performance of the organization is discussed against its objectives. 

Manager I's only criticism of the bonus system is that the CEO has determined that 

the 97% Product Completion Rate is a qualifier. This can be unfair for the 

production employees because they do not have complete control over this metric. 
Specifically, if materials do not arrive at the plant on time then they will not be able 

to achieve this objective and the production personnel do not have control over 

whether materials arrive on time or not. 

Characteristics of Measures, Performance Measurement Systems and 

Performance Management Systems 
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The existence of the desirable characteristics for performance measures, performance 
measurement and performance management system in Company F's is summarized 
in Table 2 below. 

Characteristic Comment 

Performance Measures 

Simple and easy to understand, This is the case for Manager I but there is no evidence to 
e. g., ratio based in preference to suggest that other managers in Company F achieve this 
absolute numbers, show a trend 
Have appropriate accuracy, units Not inherent to the system, there arc several measures that 
of measure and levels of Manager I would like to change 
aggregation 
Be objective or subjective as Only objective measures arc used for rcward/bonus purposes, 
appropriate there are subjective measures but these arc used for 

development purposes. 
Be defined with input from, and Objectives are not developed consensually for the most part 
under the control of those being and there is clear evidence that individuals arc not always in 

'measured' control of their own objcctivcs/mcasurcs 

The Performance 

Measurement System 

Be accessible by every employee This is not the case, the line operators are not included in the 

annual review cycle. 
Provide downward and lateral This depends on the manager, Manager I opcnly 
communication of strategy, communicates with his team. 
initiatives, plans, objectives and 
targets 
Provide rapid lateral and upward Feedback against the obJcctivcs is provided at daily 

communication (feedback) of production meetings and weekly management mcctings. 
actual performance against Otherwise the level of fccdback will dcpcnd on the managcr, 
targets Manager I provides regular and on-going fccdback. 

Be capable of including cost and Only to the extent that most objectives are cost rclated. 

non-cost measures 

(Continued ovcrIcaO 
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Facilitate an understanding of the This depends on the manager. Manager 1 makes a point of 
relationship between measures explaining the relationships to his team. 
(for example, by presenting and 
linking measures graphically) 

The Performance 

Management System 

Monitor both the internal and 71bis is not inherent in the system and will depend on the 

external environments manager, Manager I appears to be well aware of both the 
internal and external environments. 

Understand the relationships This is not inherent in the system and depends on the 
between the organizational units manager, Manager 2 is aware of the intcr-functional 

by considering the input, process relationships. 

and output of each 
Encourage cross-functional Manager 2 understands the impact that the various functions 

interaction and communication to have on each other, however this does not appear to be an 

promote a better understanding of inherent part of the system. 
how units affect each other 
Define consensual objectives and The primary objectives of all employees arc based on the 

measures for every level, based strategic objectives but they are not consensual. Relatively 

on the strategic objectives. Use few objectives and measures are used. 

as few objectives and measures as 

possible 
Clearly define the data collection The existing system uses few objectives and mcasurcs and 

method and the measure these are straightforward, if the system were more complex 

calculation method this characteristic would be more applicable. 
Ensure that the objectives and Manager 2 makes a concerted effort to cnsurc that objectives 

measures for each unit are clear, do not conflict and is aware of the potential conflict bctwccn 

consistent and compatible, and certain functions. The cxisting system does not appear to 

will not promote dysfunctional address this characteristic. 
behaviour between the units 
Identify and eliminate roadblocks This is not inherent in the system and as such will dcpcnd on 
to the successful implementation the manager. Manager 2 pointed out that dealing with 

of the objectives and measures obstacles as they arise is part of what the manager does. 

(Continued ovcrlcao 
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Use the performance The existing performance measurement system, or 

measurement system to openly information systems are not capable of achieving this. All 

communicate strategy, initiatives, communication is done verbally and therefore is dcpcndcnt 

objectives and targets downwards on the manager. 
Ensure the results of the Feedback is provided daily to production personnel and 

measurement are fed back to weekly to the management team. Manager 2 ensures that 

those executing the actions as feedback on issues other than the high-level objectives is 

well as to their superiors provided immediately. 

Empower employees by This is not inherent in the system but Manager 2 promotes as 

promoting autonomy, as far as much autonomy as possible, however he does expect to be 

possible, in determining kept informed at all times. Manager 2 also understands the 

coff ective actions value of getting buy4n from his reports. 

Use the measurement results to This does not appear to be an integral part of the system but 

stimulate continuous Manager 2 engenders continuous improvement and 

improvement and organizational organizational leaming. 

leaming 

Be aware of the informal This is done effectively, all rewards are tics to the three 

measurement system, to counter primary objectives that were selected by the CEO. 

it, tie rewards to the formal 

system 
Periodically reevaluate the This is not inherent in the system and will depend on the 

objectives and measures, delete manager. Manager 2 measures the few fundamental 

obsolete measures objectives that he believes to be important and reevaluates 

the target periodically. 

Table A3.5 - Company F's achievement of the desirable characteristics 

Characteristics of the Operational Level 

Manager I was able to provide a unique insight into the differences between the 

operational level and the strategic level. Manager I has previously held the position 

of vice president in an organization that is in the same market and has approximately 

the same annual revenue as Company F. In addition to his senior management 

duties, his current position of Plant Manager requires that he get personally involved 

in the daya-to-day operations because of the lack of experience and ability of his 

production team. 
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The main difference between the strategic or tactical level and the operational level is 

fundamentally one of time. Higher level managers have time to formally plan their 

activities, whereas operational level managers arc forced to spend much of their time 

reacting to unforeseen events. During production days, when the line is running, 
Manager I spends 50-60% of his time on the production floor. This will likely 

decrease to some extent as Manager 2 continues to make improvements and as his 

team gains experience. Manager I would like to spend more time monitoring and 

planning. 

Urgent decisions vary day-bymday, on some days there are no urgcnt issues and on 

other days 20% or more of Manager I's time can be consumed with urgcnt issues, 

whether these be materials not arriving on time, production line issues, warehousing 

and shipping issues, and so on. Manager I finds that he is interrupted constantly. lie 

schedules tasks that require uninterrupted attention for days when the production 

lines are not running, or he takes work home. 

Discussion 

With the exception of Manager I's efforts, all of the focus in Company F would 

appear to be on costs and financial measures. Support for this point of view is gaincd 

from the examples provided by Manager 1: 

Before Manager I joined the company there was no measurement of the time 

it took to change a production line from making one product to making 

another product, referred to as the 'changeover' time. On one particular line 

the changeover time was 48 minutes when Manager I started, it is now down 

to 18 minutes. Similarly, the other lines had changeover times of 8 to 10 

minutes, these changeovers have been improved to 4 to 5 minutes. There arc 

as many as 20 to 22 changcovers on a single line, per day, so these time 

savings represent a significant improvement. 

Before Manager I joined the company there was no preventive maintenance 

(PM) program in place and there was no measure of unscheduled downtime 
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as caused by mechanical issues. As a result there was no way of knowing 
that the unscheduled down time was running in the mid-to-high 20% range. 
By implementing a preventative maintenance program, by cross-training the 
maintenance technicians and by instilling a sense of pride and ownership in 

the maintenance technicians that has been reduced to 7% unscheduled 
downtime. Manager I believes that 3% is an achievable goal. Manager I has 

also implemented a number of other maintenance measures to help idcntify 

where improvements can be made. 
When Manager I first joined Company F, the production department was 
running at greater than 20% unfavourablc standard labour variance. Due to 
Manager I's efforts the production department is now running at around 0%, 

meaning that labour costs are exactly as budgeted. 

The top-level objective setting is done by the CEO, with apparently little or no input 
from the senior management team. The senior management team has some input to 
the budget but there have been occasions where a budget has been given to managcrs 

with no discussion. Manager F inherited his current budget from his prcdcccssor and 
is currently working on his next budget with the senior management team. Manager 
F has set the production department more aggressive goals than those sct by the 
CEO, as shown in Table 2, below. 

CEO's targets Manager F's targets 

97% Product Completion rate 97% Product Completion rate 

6% Labour Standard Variance 0% Labour Standard Variancc 

1.8% Material Standard Variance 1.3% Material Standard Variancc 

Table A3.6 - Manager Fs aggressive target setting 

Manager F suggested that the more aggressive targets arc necessary so that when 

next year's budget comes around and requires further cflicicncics, then his 
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department will already be operating at the desired level and will be working on the 

next level. In this way he intends to keep his department focused on continuous 
improvement. 

Manager I has set himself and his team a number of informal objectives. These arc 
for the most part concerned with the development of his people. For example, 
Manager I implemented cross-training for both the equipment operators and the 

maintenance technicians so that they can move from production line to production 
line. Prior to this the operators and maintenance technicians were dedicated to a 
single production line. Manager I has also put in place informal objcctivcs for the 

Line Supervisors. The supervisors are required to work with thcir Line Lcaders to 

encourage them to step back and to identify improvement opportunities. 

Manager I is starting to get the ground work done for implementing Six Sigma and 
5S with the hope of doing so in the next thrce-to-four years. Six Sigma is a 

methodology that uses statistical methods to eliminate variability, defects and 
therefore waste in all manner of operations. 5S is a technique that is used to maintain 

a clean and organized environment. The five S's in question are derived from the 

Japanese for Organization, Neatness, Cleaning, Standardization and Discipline. 

Manager I is aware of the organization's strategy and the need to align all objectives 

with it to avoid inter-dcpartmental conflict. There is a potential for conflict, in 

particular between Purchasing whose main objective is to get the cheapest materials 

and Quality and Production who want to make a high quality product. However, 

Manager I did not elaborate on whether, or how much conflict actually exists. 

Performance is reviewed weekly at a management meeting, at this meeting the 

managers discuss their performance against the three top-level objectives as well as 
their financial performance. Manager I holds daily production meetings where 

production personnel discuss the previous day's performance and the current day's 

priorities. This keeps everybody focused on their objectives. 

The production personnel get rapid feedback by virtue of the fact that they have only 

three main objectives and performance towards those objectives is reported daily 
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during the daily production meetings. Feedback on other issues is provided 
immediately by Manager 1. 

Manager I specifically looks for conflict between objectives. Roadblocks arc dealt 

with as they arise. Manager F practices continuous improvement and organizational 
learning however it was unclear if the organization as a whole does, with the 

exception of aggressively controlling costs. 

Manager I makes a conscious effort to ensure that the objectives he develops for his 

team are attainable. Unfortunately this is not the case company-wide. The 97% 

product completion rate objective applies to all of the production and maintenance 

employees. While they do have a significant part to play in achieving this objective 

they are not completely in control of it. For example, if materials are not availablc 

then the product cannot be made. Manager I also makes a conscious cffort to ensure 

that the measures are simple and easy to understand. 

Manager I prefers to use absolute numbers instead of ratios for objectives and 

measures but the absolute number targets arc based on a trend and arc always 
focused on improvement. 

Manager I relies on his 'gut feel' in many instances because a comprchcnsivc and 
integrated information system does not exist. There is some inaccuracy inhercnt in 

all data gathering, however Manager I makes allowances for this. There was 

apparently very little consideration of the unit of measure and the level of 

aggregation when choosing objectives and measures in Company F, prior to Manager 

1. For example, Manager I would like to change the current cost basis from a 

percentage of sales to a per-unit or per-pound basis. The value of sales fluctuates 

from period to period which makes comparisons difficult, and therefore makes an 

assessment of progress difficult. Measuring costs on a pcr-unit or pcr-pound basis 

allows for easy and reliable comparison. Another measure that Manager I would 

like to change is the measure of production cfflcicncy. Production cfficicncy is 

currently measured against a standard, whereas Manager I would like to mcasurc 
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production efficiency on a units per labour hour basis. The standards are based on 
dubious historical data and do not give an accurate picture of production cff icicncy, 
as evidenced by the fact that efficiencies of greater than 100% are now being 

achieved. Again the unit per labour hour measurement will provide an accurate 
picture and allow for easy and reliable comparison from period to period. 

Manager I fervently believes that the monetary rewards must be based on objective 
measures, to avoid the possibility of favouritism and other inconsistencies. 

Manager I collects all manner of information for planning purposes, many of which 
are related to costs. For example, he monitors the purchase frequency of certain 
supplies, total headcount within production, laundry and uniform cost, cost of 
consumable supplies and so on. There are also measures related to safety, which 
include the number of lost time accidents, what type of accidents they were and the 

causes of those accidents. Other measures include those imposed by regulatory 
authorities such as the FDA (Food and Drug Administration), USDA (United States 
Department of Agriculture) and the EPA (Environment Protection Agency). 
Manager I was unable to go into greater detail than this for confidentiality reasons. 
Certain customers also impose certain measures and requirements on Company F. 

For the most part Manager I is guided by the organization's objectives, however, 

costs arc the main driver in Company F. For example, when necessary materials 
have not been received in time and Manager I is faced with a decision to either miss 
a shipment of product or to keep operators around for several extra hours, the line 

will be closed and the shipment will be misscd. These decisions arise frequently for 
Manager I because Company F operates in a just-in-time (JIT) environment and 
material suppliers miss shipments frequently. The purchasing department can, and 
have taken action against suppliers in the past, including changing suppliers and 
imposing monetary penalties. 
Manager I is constantly reviewing his team and always assessing where the team 

stands in relation to the organization's objectives and his own objectives. 
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Manager I is satisfied with the performance management system, except for the 

primary objective which is a qualifier for the other objectives. That is, if the product 
completion rate objective is not met then there will be no bonus pay-out, rcgardless 

of whether the other objectives were achieved and regardless of whether the 
individual had any control over the completion rate. Manager I is hoping that this 

situation will change as he continues to develop operational measures that will allow 
him to justify making an exception. 

Manager I would prefer a set of guidelines because more structured methods cannot 
take all variables into account. While Manager I does believe that there should be 

both a performance management system and an integrated information system, he 

views these as luxury items and does not believe they are necessary. 
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Appendix 4 

A review of the main methods in the literature 
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A4.1 Introduction 

A number of methods have been developed to address the shortcomings of financial 

measures and to develop comprehensive and integrated performance measurement 

systems. This appendix presents an overview of the most commonly referenced 

methods in the literature. The methods discussed are: 

" The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) developed by Kaplan and Norton (1992,1996), 

" The 'Cambridge' Process (Neely et at. 1995,1996,2000,2002), 

" The Integrated Performance Measurement System (IPMS) rcfercnce model 
(Bititci et al., 1997) 

" The Performance Pyramid (Lynch and Cross 1995) 

" EFQM Model (www. efqrrLorg) 

" Ho shin Kanri (Witcher and Butterworth) 

" Results and Detern-tinants matrix (Brignall et al. 1991) 

" Operational Performance Measurement (Kaydos 1999) 
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A4.2 The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 

One of the earliest developments aimed at overcoming the problems associated with 
using only financial measures is the Balanced Scorecard (BSC), developed by 
Kaplan and Norton (Kaplan and Norton 1992,1996). The BSC was developed 
during a 12-month research project, conducted by researchers at the Harvard 
Business School, with collaboration from 12 companies. The idea behind the BSC is 
that it combines financial measures and non-fmancial measures into a single 
document that can be used by senior executives to monitor all facets of their 
organization's performance. 

As can be seen from Figure A4.1, below, there are four perspectives in the BS C, cach 
of which are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs: 

a Financial perspective, 
" Customer perspective, 
" Innovation and Learning perspective and the 

" Internal Business perspective. 

In the Financial perspective the question 'How do we look to our shareholders? ' is 

asked. This perspective is based on existing financial measures and is used to assess 
the impact of strategy on bottom-line results. 

For the Customer perspective, it is necessary to identify those attributes that the 

customer desires from the organization's products and services. Spccific goals and 

measures must be identified to ensure that the customer is getting exactly what they 

want in terms of time, quality, product/servicc performance and cost. 

The Innovation and Leaming perspective attempts to ensure that the organization is 

taking steps to continually improve. Goals and measures that encourage new product 
development, reduced time-to-markct, increased cfficicncies and so on, arc included 

in this part of the BSC. 
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The Internal Business perspective provides goals and measures that answer the 

question 'what must we excel atT This requires that the critical business processes 
be identified, these are the processes that contribute most to customer satisfaction, 

whether it be new product development, order fulfillment, ctc. the processes must be 

identified and continually improved upon. 

I Ho do we look to 
Financial Perspecti I ve I shareholders? 

I Goals I Measures I 

How do 
customers see us? What must we excel at? 

Customer Perspective 
Internal Business 
Perspective 

I 

Goals Measures Goals I Measures I 

Innovation and 
Learning Perspective 

Goals Measures 
Can we continue 
to improve and 
create value? 

Figure A4.1 - The Balanced Scorecard 

(Kaplan and Norton 1992) 

The BSC derives all of its goals and measures from the organization's vision and 

strategy. The four perspectives encourage executives to see the 'big picture' by 

focusing not only on their own function but also on other functions and how they 

relate to each other. This promotes cooperation that leads to a better understanding 

of functional inter-relationships, better process problem solving and decision. 

making. The measures used in the BSC should be chosen to rcflcct the cause and 
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effect relationships, and measures of performance outcomes as well as performance 
drivers. The example quoted in Kaplan and Norton (1996) is as follows: Return on 

capital employed (ROCE) is a measure in the financial perspective, the driver of 
ROCE may be found to be repeat and new sales from existing customers. As a result 

the measure 'customer loyalty' is added to the customer perspective of the BSC. An 

analysis of the customers' desires indicates that on-time delivery is the main criteria 
for purchasing the particular product, so a measure of 'on-time delivery' is added to 

the customer perspective. In determining the drivers of on-time delivery, it is found 

that shorter cycle times and improved process quality will contribute to hitting 

delivery schedules. Measures to capture cycle time and process quality are therefore 

added to the internal /business process perspective. Finally, a measure for employee 

training is included in the learning and growth perspective to ensure that the relevant 

employees can contribute to reduced cycle times. This is represented graphically in 

Figure A4.2, below. 

I ROCE 
Financial Iz 

Customer 

On-time 
Delivery 

Customer 

Intemal/Business Process Process 
Process 

I 
Quality 

II 
Cycle time 

Learning 
and 

Employee 

Growth 

ESPMIý. 

_ 

Figure A4.2 - Cause and Effect relationship between measures 

(Kaplan and Norton 1996, p. 31) 
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In this way the BSC links the measures to strategy and identifics the causal 

relationships that form the hypotheses of the strategy. 

The BSC was later updated (Kaplan and Norton 2001a, 2001b, 2001c) to include 

'strategymaps'. Strategy maps are described by Kaplan and Norton (2001c, p69) as 
4 ... a generic architecture for describing a strategy. Strategy maps derine how the 

strategic objectives will be achieved by identifying the causal relationships, within 
the organization, that will impact the stated objectives. 
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A4.3 The 'Cambridge' Process 

After an extensive review of the literature Neely et al. (1995,1996,1999,2000) 

concluded that all of the frameworks and methodologies in the literature offered little 

or no specific advice for how to develop and implement performance mcasurcs. 
While there was much advice in the literature, Neely et al. (2000) identified that the 

advice amounted to '-superficial and rather generic guidelines as opposed to 

specific and actionable advice'. Having reviewed the frameworks and guidelincs 
available in the literature, Neely et al. concluded that the list of requirements for a 
PMS was so great that it would not be possible to design a single unifying framework 

(Neely et al. 1995). Instead they opted to develop a process for designing 

performance measurement systems. The process developed by Neely ct al. is 

depicted in Figure A4.3, below. 

Part I 
What are our main 
cust--product 

Part 2 
What are our buswwm 

-ý 

objedval? -Z 

Part 3 
Are we ad"vkV our 
bushM objeChw? 

Part 8 
What can we Lqw to 
d pedomww* 
4c our oblWdm? 

Pad 7 
Which W 
drWm wo Ow mad 
knporwo 

Part 8 
How do wo know um@ 
ddvm wo Wo(kN? 

Part 4 
Have we dio"n Me 
dgm mes""? 

patt 5 
Lwm our nw"urm b 
wanNm ew buahm« 

paa 9 
Hm 
dgN In-«="« 
drWml 

1 

pan 10 
Lwn ums «*»x« hIL 
10 MM bu*wu 

Figure A4.3 - The Cambridge PMS Design Process 

From the literature they identified the existing processes, frameworks, principles and 

guidelines and, based on the advice in the literature, they idcntiricd a set of desirable 
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characteristics for the process of designing a performance measurement system 
(Neely et al. 2000). - 

Their research culminated in a ten-step, two-phase process that was documented in 

workbook format. Each of the ten steps are briefly described below, with greater 

emphasis on the five steps in the second phase, as the second phase is concerned with 
the lower organizational levels and is therefore more appropriate for this research. 

The process begins by classifying an organizations products or customers into groups 
based on unique competitive requirements. This step is necessary to allow the 

organization to concentrate on the distinct requirements that each group might have 

and therefore promotes a greater degree of focus. 

The next step requires the identification of a balanced set of business-level obJcctivcs 
for each customer or product group. The objectives should consider the rcquircmcnts 

of all of the product/customer groups' stakeholders, as well as the needs of the 

organization. 
The third step involves the development of performance measures for each objective. 

Defming a performance measure involves more than simply idcntifying a formula 

(Neely et al. 2002, p. 69). 

The fourth step is a conscnsus-building step that ensures that all participants agrcc, on 

the measures that have been chosen. This step also establishes a process to track the 

implcmentational progress of each measure and attempts to identify potcntial barricrs 

to implementation. 

The fmal step in Phase I is designed to ensure that the newly developed performance 

measures are used. This step requires the participants to develop an agenda for 

future performance reviews. In addition to reviewing organizational performance, 

the performance measurement system should also be reviewed, as not only will the 

measures need to be changed as objectives are changed but the actual process might 

need to be modified. 
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Phase 2 is concerned with communicating the objectives and measures, developed in 

Phase 1, throughout the organization. The first step in Phase 2, step six in the ovcral I 

process, is to identify the drivers of performance, that is, the activities and initiatives 

that will contribute to the organization's objectives. Key business teams should be 

formed, which are comprised of individual groups, for example, sales teams, 

manufacturing cells or other similar groups. These teams then meet and have the 

process explained to them, if necessary. The teams are then asked for ideas on how 

they can contribute to the objectives. Having compiled a list of suggestions, the team 
is then asked for ideas on how each suggested activity might be measured. 

Step seven takes the same teams used in step six and asks them to prioritize all of the 

activities identified, in terms of which will have the greatest impact on the 

organization's objectives. The teams are asked to classify the activities as either 

'must do' or 'nice to do' and then the ten most important activities arc selected from 

the 'must do' list. The team then discusses the top ten items and reduces the list to 

what they feel is a manageable set of activities. 

Step eight identifies a performance measure for each of the activities on the list that 

came out of the previous step. For this step all of the items in Table AM, below. 

must be addressed and identified. 
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Measure The title of the measure. A good title is self-explanatory, avoids jargon and 

explains what the measure is and why it is important. 

Purpose If a measure has no purpose then why introduce it? Example purposes: 1. 
To enable us to monitor the rate of improvement thereby driving dowm the 

total cost. 2. To ensure that ultimately all delayed orders arc eliminated. 3. 

To stimulate improvement in our supplier's delivery performance. 4. To 

ensure that the new product introduction lead time is continually reduced 
Relates to Identify the business objectives that the measure relates to. As with 

'Purpose', if the measure being considered does not relate to any business 

objective then why introduce it? 

Target Targets specify the levels of performance we need to achieve and the 

timescales within which we need to achieve them. Example targets: 1. X% 

improvement year on year. 2. Y% reduction during the next 12 months. 3. 

Achieve% delivery performance (on-time, in full) by the end of next year. 

Formula How we measure something will affect the way people bchavc. An 

appropriately defined formula should drive people towards good business 

practice. Beware of any formula that might stimulate behaviour we do not 

want! 
Frequency The frequency with which performance should be recorded and reported is a 

function of the importance of the measure and the volume of data available. 

Who measures? This box should identify the person who is to collcct and report the data. 

Source of data This box should specify where to get the data from. If we want to see how 

performance changes over time, then we must get our data from the same 

source each time. 

Who acts on the data? This box should identify the person who is going to act on the data. 

What do they do? Without some action here, the measure is pointless. We may not be able to 

detail the action to be taken if the performance proves either acceptable or 

unacceptable as the detail may depend on the context at the time. We can 

define in general the management process to be followed in the case of 

acceptable or unacceptable performance. Examples: 1. Set up a continuous 

improvement group to identify reasons for poor performance and to make 

recommendations as to how it can be improved. 2. Publish all performance 

data and an executive summary on the shopfloor as a way of demonstrating 

commitment to empowerment. 3. Identify commonly occurring problems. 

4. Set up a review team, consisting of Sales, Development and 

Manufacturing personnel to establish whether alternative matcrials can be 

used. 
(Continued overIcaO 
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Notes and comments Any specific features, outstanding issues, specific problems, to do with the 

measure. 
Date/issue number The date and issue number of the record sheet. 

Table A4.1 - Performance Measure Record Sheet 

(Neely et al. 2002, p. 120) 

Step nine is concerned with getting consensus from every member of the team on the 

measures that were developed during step eight. As with step five in Phase one, this 

step also establishes a process to track the progress of each measure and attempts to 
identify potential barriers to implementation. During this step all of the members of 

the team meet again to assess measure in terms of a number of critcria: 

Truth Is the measure measuring what it is supposed to measure? 

Focus Is the measure measuring only what it is meant to measure? 

Consistency Is the measure consistent whenever, and by who mevcr it is measured? 

Clarity Are the results open to ambiguous interpretation? 

Access Can the data be readily communicated and easily understood? 

'So whatT Can, and will, the measure be acted upon? 
Cost How expensive is it to collect, collate and analyze the data? 

Timeliness Can the data be collected and analyzed quickly enough? 

Gaming Will the measure encourage undesirable behaviour? 

When the measures have met all of the above criteria, the targets should also be 

checked for consensus. One individual should be chosen who will own cach 

measure. The measure owner will not only monitor performance against the rclatcd 

objective but will also propose corrective action plans when necessary. The last itcm 

in this step is to identify potential barriers to the implementation of the measure. 

Having identified the potential barriers possible solutions should be idcntiricd. 

Step ten is to agree upon an agenda to review performance and to review the 

performance measures. The issues to be considered here include how performance 

will be reviewed, the frequency of review, how the review will be conducted and so 
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on. An important point to noted, as identified by Neely et al. (2002, p. 137) is that 
these review meetings should focus the discussion on action plans and not on 
reviewing the past period's performance. 
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A4.4 The Integrated Performance Measurement System (IPMS) reference 
model 

The IPMS reference model considers an organization at four levels: 
The Business 

The Business Units 

The Processes 

The Activities. 

According to the reference model the levels may be physical or logical, that is, the 
organization does not need to be physically structured in this manner in order for the 
reference model to be applied. A business may consist of a number of business units 
where business units are defmed by particular market needs or demands. Within 

each business unit there will typically be a number of processes, for example Gct 
Order, Develop Product, Fulfill Order and Support Product. 

At each level of the reference model (business, business unit, process and activity) 
there are four elements to the reference model: 
e Stakeholder requirements: at each level of the reference model the rcquircmcnts 

of the stakeholders must be recognized and understood. 
External monitor: the external position must be monitored with respect to the 

stakeholder requirements, in order to assess competitors and to identify areas for 
improvement based on best practice. 

0 Objectives: objectives should be set based on the previous two elements, with 
appropriate targets and timescales. 

* Performance measures: applying appropriate measures monitors progrcss towards 

the objectives. 

The reference model is shown in Figure A4.4, below. The figure includes a number 

of references and concepts that may be used for guidance at each stage. 
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Figure A4.4 - The IPMS Reference Model 
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A4.5 The flerforinancc Pyrjunld 

The Perror=ncc PyTamid was initially described by McNair cl al. (1991) and lItcr 
by Lynch and Cross (199S). The framework was dovclopcd as a mothod to link 

strategy and operations, in tcnns or customer satisfaction, productivity and 
flexibility, which arc the three 'compctitivc fronts' raced by all organizations. The 

Pcrformancc pyramid is dcpictcd in Figurc A4.5 bclow. 

OBJECTIVES Corporate 
Vkion 

Business 

Market Financial 
Uniu 

Customer 
Satisfaction Flexibility Projuctivily 

cycle Waste 
Quality Delivery 

I 

Time 

I 

FIgure A4.5 - The Performancc Pyramid 

Depriments and 
Work Cenim 

The theory behind the pyramid is that a corporate vision is articulated by the 

organization's senior management. This vision is then translated into hlarkct- and 
Financc-rclatcd objectives ror each of the organization's major business units. Each 

business unit then develops a strategy that states how the business unit objectives 

will be achieved. At the next level down, the core business processes that support 
the business unit's strategy arc identificd. Specific objectives arc developed in terms 

orcustomcr satisraction, flexibility and productivity ror cach core business process. 
Finally, the objectives associated with each core business process are transl3tcd into 

spccific operational critcria under the headings of Quality, Delivery, Cycle Time and 
Waste, ror each department or work ccnirc orthe business processes. 

lor 
IMEASURES 

Business 
Operating 
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The vision should dcrinc the markcts in which an organization wishes to compctc as 
well as the basis on which it wishes to compete. The vision and organization-levcl 

strategy should be translated into how the organization plans to rcach its goals and 

what measures are critical to the succcss of the vision and stratcgy. 

Lynch and Cross (1995, p. 71) suggest that strategic business units (SBUs) should be 

defined to address the following situations: 

e Difficring busincss conccpts and missions 

0 Separate and external competitors 

0 When conflicting strategies exist for products or markets 

Separating the business units in large, diversified organiLations is particularly useful 

as it allows independent decisions to be made for each business unit. Each business 

unit should develop its own strategy that complements and support the organization"s 

stratcgy. 

The core processes include all internal functions, activities, policies, procedures and 

supporting systems that arc required to implement a stratcgy, and bridge the top-level 

and the day-to-day operations (Lynch and Cross 1995, p. 74). The functions 

included within the core business processes include the ability to develop, produce 

and provide spccific products or services to the business unit's chosen market. 

Adopting a process approach allows departmental managers to focus their clTorts on 

the cffcctivcncss or the process, in terms or customer satisfaction, flexibility and 

productivity, instead or focusing on the cfTcctivcncss orthc dcpartmcnt in isolation. 

At the department or work ccntrc level the processes arc cxamincd in more detail in 

terms of quality, delivery, cycle time and waste to idcntiry where improvcmcnts can 

be made. 
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k4.6 ETQN1 Model 

Thc I-, 'I-'QM model I'or busincv, cxccllciicc dc%clop'. -ki bý Ilic I tiltyk., ill 
FOL111(hition I'Or Quality Managcnicni as a non-prcscrijl(i%c fraiiic%%ork f6i assc%%ing 

()rgailizations l'or the Furolwan Quality A%%ard, 

'Hic modcl itscIf is rcim-cscilted dlagranimatlcallý in Figuic A. I o bclo%k It %%ill bc 

seen firoin the figurc that the model 1" collipl-l"CLI of' [line clefliclit" %k hich arc glotiped 

into two sections, live 'enablers' and four 'resulls' criteria. 
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areas or acti%itics arc important but does not suggcst actual methods. a% implied h) 

tile 1, ()Ilo%kllig: 
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The Model, which recognizes there arc many approaches to achieving 

sustainable excellence in all aspects orpcrrormancc, is based on the premise 
that: 

Excellent results with respect to Performance, Customers, People andSociely 

are achieved through Leadership driving Policy and Stratev, that is 

delivered through People, Partnerships and Resources, and Processes. 

(http: //www. cfqmorg/Derault. aspx? tabid-35) 

The model is based on a number of fundamental principles; these arc listcd below 

and may be referenced at http: //www. cfqiii. org/Dcrault. aspx? tabid-36: 

Results Orientation 

Excellence is achieving results that delight all of the organization's stakcholdcrs. 

Customer Focus 

Excellence is creating sustainable customer value. 

Leadership and Constancy of Purpose 

Exccllcnce is visionary and inspirational Icadcrship, couplcd with constancy or 

purpose. 

Management by Processes and Facts 

Exccllcnce is managing the organization through a sct of intcrdepcndcnt and 
intcrrelatcd systcrns, proccsscs and facts. 

People Development and Involvement 

Excellence is maximizing the contribution or cmployccs through their development 

and involvemcnt. 
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Continuous Learning, Innovation and Improvement 

Excellence is challenging the status quo and cffecting change by utilizing Icaming to 

create innovation and improvement opportunities. 

Partnership Development 

Excellence is developing and maintaining value-adding partnerships. 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Excellence is exceeding the minimum regulatory framework in which the 

organization operates and to strive to understand and respond to the expectations or 

their stakeholders in society. 
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A4.7 floshin Kanri 

floshin Kanri is Ideralt translated as Tolwy M"OrMWIN AN "A' MAJU HI 
Japanese companies as a method to impIcnicnt stratcgý throu)! h contiollcd 

organizational change. 

The generic model of'lloshin Kanri developed bN \\ IICIICI and lititici \%()III) ( 11091)) 1,, 

shown in Figure A4.7 below. 
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Daily Management 

l'he F. Alk of Strategie Management 

Figure A4.7 - .. t. generic model fou Ilo%hin Kanui 

(Witchur and 1111flen%ol-Ill 1999) 

Witchcr and Bllltcrýkorth , Iiggc,, t that good "llatcgic Inallagc1licill pcilmill" loul 

things, ilic.,, c arc fiocus, align, integrate and rcN ic\k .I 
licsc filtil. act 1\ it les are %IIIIIIal 

to the Plan, Do, Clicck, Act oftlic Doning cyck and the Uolal Quala) Mamigement 

(TQM) philosophy. floshin Kanri is dcpcndcnl on Ilic 'IQNI principic of' icam- 
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working and cro ss- functional processes to work cffectivcly. Witchcr and 
Butterworth argue that while Hoshin Kanri might appear on the surfacc to be a form 

of management by objectives (MBO), that it is not because lJoshin Kanri puts much 
greater emphasis on the consensual development of plans. MBO on the other hand 
has been developed in Western, organizations as a 'control and command ror or 
performance management. ' 

As mentioned above the four key areas of floshin Kanri are focus. alignment, 
integration and review, each of these arc briefly discussed below. 

Focus is the term given to senior management deciding on the $Vital rcw' objectives 
that the organization should strive to achieve. The vital rcw arc not the main 
organizational objectives that everybody is working towards in their normal 
activities, they arc an additional set of objectives that will help the organization to 

achieve a desired change. The vital rcw arc developed to complement the long- and 
mcdium-range plans, as well as to incorporate the review or the part period's 
perforffiancc. 

Alignment takes place when the vital few have been communicated throughout the 

organization. Managers and their tcams discuss how to implement the vital few, in 

the context of their other objectives, in a process referred to as catchball. This 

process involves all employees providing and discussing suggestions on how the 

vital few might and their normal objectives might be aligned. At the end of the 
catchball process the team members compilc the plans for the year ahead. These 

plans arc then used periodically to assess progress, although not for individual 

appraisal purposes. 

Integration rcfers to integrating the vital few plan into everybody's daily activities, 
this connects the strategic level with the operational level. Where the vital rcw 

objectives cannot be easily integrated into the daily activities they arc usually 

addressed as a project. The vital few must be carefully managed on a day-to-d3y 

basis, according to Butterworth and Witcher (2001) the daily processes must be 
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managed to ensure they are under control. Ilcncc, TQM and Lcan principles arc 
fundamental to Hoshin Kanri. Regular reviews are required of both activities and the 

results of those activities to ensure the organization is being moved towards its 

objectives. The intention is that all processes arc continually checked to cnsurc that 

they arc under control. Deviations from the norm arc dealt with immcdiatcly but if 

they persist are discussed at management meetings or by improvement tcams. 

The fourth step in the continuous cycle is the review activity. Reviews are conducted 

periodically during the year and at the end of the year. The periodic reviews are 

typically quarterly and arc used to present results and plans to correct any deviation 

from the plan. The year-end review assesses both the Hoshin Kanri process as well 

as the outcome. This review is used to determine whether the vital few should be 

modified or whether the approach to their implementation should be adapted. The 

act of reviewing both the process and the outcome provide an opportunity to learn 

what worked well and what did not, without this activity annual planning is '... an 

empty and time consuming exercise. ' (Butterworth and Witchcr2001) 
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A4.8 Results and Determinants matrix 

The Results and Determinants matrix was developed by Brignall ct al. (1991) and is 
based on the premise that there are two types orpcrrorniancc measure, namcly those 

concerned with results and those concerned with the dctcnninants or those results. 
This is represented in Table A4.1 below. 

Dimensions of Performance Type of Measure 
Competitiveness Relative Market Share and Pobition 

Results Sales Growth 
Measures of the Customer Base 

Financial performance Profitability 
Liquidity 
Capital Structure 
Market ratios 

Quality of service Reliability 
Responsiveness 

Determinants Acsthctics/Appcarance 
Cleanlincss/Tidiness 
Comfort 
Friendliness 
Communication 
Courtesy 
Compctencc 
Access 
Availability 
Security 

Flexibility Volume Flexibility 
Delivery Speed Flexibility 
Specification Flexibility 

Resource utilization Productivity 
Efficiency 

Innovation Performance of the Innovation 
Process 
Performance of Individual 
Innovations 

Table A4.1 - The Results and Determinants Matrix 

(Brignall et al. 199 1) 

Brignall ct al. (1991) argue that the results that most organiLations arc interested in 

arc, in gcncral, the same and therefore measures of compctitivcncss and rinancial 

performance would differ little from one organization to another. The determinants 
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of success, on the other hand, will differ considerably from one organization to 

another, depending on the strategy that the individual organizations are pursuing. 
Therefore there should be a considerable difference between the determinant 

measures in different organizations. 

One of the major benefits of this approach is that it makes clear the trade-olTs that are 

necessary, for example between short-term prorit and long-term market share. This 

approach advocates feedforward control by communicating goals and plans 
downward and feedback control by analyzing variance between goals and actual 

performance, in terms of the six generic dimensions of pcrron-nancc. 

Another useful concept offered by this work is to consider organiLations and their 

components are simple input-proccss-output models, as shown in A4.8 below. This 

allows any component of an organization to be examined in terms of taking a number 

of inputs and converting them by some process into outputs. The inputs include 

customer requirements and human and material resources, and the outputs arc 

services and/or products. 

Human 
Tangible goods 
and smices 

-Inbound logistics 

on* : Operations 
14 OUTPUT Customers Customers 

: 
11NEPUT Outbound logistics 

-Marketing and sales 
*Afler qn1eq rervie-e- Intangible 

Other resources services 

Figure A4.8 - The Input-Process-Output Alodcl 

(Brignall et al. 1991) 

A4.9 Operational Performance Measurement 

Kaydos (1999) suggests that all the activities in an organization. whether dealing 

with tangible products or intangible services, can be considered as processes, and 
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that these processes can be viewed at a number of lcvcls. Organizations consists or 

many processes and each process can be broken down into a grcatcr lcvcl of detail so 

that the sub-processes within each process can be idcntiricd. 

Kaydos (1999, p. 26) identified the inputs and outputs that must be idcntiricd in ordcr 

to understand how a process is performing and why it is performing that way. The 

process model is shown in Figure A4.9, below, and cach of the inputs and outputs arc 

explained in the following paragraphs. 

RESOURCES IN 

WORK INPUT 

WORK INPUT QUALITY 
PRODUCTION 

INPUT PROCEDURAL QUALITY PROCESS- 
VALUE ADDING 
ACTIV 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTORS 

WASTC OUT 

PRODUCTOUTPUT 

PRODUCT QUAUTY OUT 

PROCEDURAL QUALITY OUT 

Figure A4.9 - The Kaydos Process Model 

(Kaydos 1999, p. 26) 

Work Input 

Work input is concerned with the quantity of work to be undcrtakcn by the process in 

a given time period. 
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Work Input Quality 

Work input quality is a measure of the quality of the work that fccds into the process 
from previous processes or suppliers. Kaydos (1999, p. 27) idcntirics some 
dimensions of quality that can be measured for products and services: 

Products 

Conformance - how well the product mccts its specifications. 
Performance - how well the product does what it is supposcd to do. 

Features - how many options, bclls and whistles a product has. 

Reliability- the mean time between failure. 

Durability - how long the product lasts. 

Serviceability - how easily a product can be rcpaircd. 
Aesthetics - look, feel and "sex appeal". 
Perception - how people fccl about the product, as opposcd to its rcal 

qualities. 

Services 

" Tangibles - what the customer sees in people, facilities and equipment. 

" Reliability - being able to perform the service dependably and 

consistently. 

" Responsiveness - promptness and willingness to help customers. 
Assurance - making customers fccl they can have conridcnce in the 

company. 
Empathy - conveying a caring attitude to customers. 

Input Procedural Quality 

This is a measure of the attributes associated with the product but not concerned 

directly with the product itself For example, Kaydos (1999, p. 28) givcs the 

example of sales receipts being the input and being completed correctly but bcing 

delivered too late for inclusion in a given week's computer run. 
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Product Output Quantity 

Product output quantity is the amount of product produced by the process in a given 
time period. 

Product Output Quality 

This is a measure of the quality of the product or service provided by the process and 

would consider the same list of attributes considered for the work input quality, listed 

above. 

Output Procedural Quality 

This is a measure of the procedural problems passed on by this process to the next 

process or to the customer. 

Resources consumed 

This measure examines all of the resources, for example, labour, materials and 

energy, consumed by the process and is closely related to the next measure. 

Waste 

Any resource that is consumed but does not add value to the product or service is 

wasted. There are many forms of waste that commonly occur apart from the most 

commonly measured form of scrap and rework, for example the unnecessary 

movement of material or people and idle time. Kaydos (1999, p. 29) also points out 

that doing things that should not need to be done in the first place is totally 

unproductive and wasteful. 

Productivity 

Productivity is defined as the ratio of output to input, or products or services 

produced to resources consumed. However, as Kaydos (1999, p. 29) points out, poor 

productivity is a symptom of poor process quality, and therefore should really only 

be used as an indicator or how well the process is pcrforn-dng. 
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Environmental Factors 

These are any factor outside the control of the process but which directlY impact on 
the ability of the process to perform as required. The example given by Kaydos 

(1999, p. 29) was the unemployment rate which can impact on absenteeism, turnover 

and the length of time it takes to hire new employees. 

Kaydos (1999, p. 30) adds that the value-adding activities performed within the 

process are themselves processes and may need to be examined in the same levcl of 

detail in order to fully understand how the larger process works. 
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Appendix 5 

Work Sheets 
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Worksheet 1- Activity and Objective Record Worksheet 
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Worksheet 2- Activity Evaluation Sheet 
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Worksheet 3- Performance Measure Development Worksheet 
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Worksheet 4- Performance Measure Criteria Check Sheet 
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Performance Measure Criteria 

Measure 

What should the measure be called? 
Does this title explain what the measure is? 

Does it explain why the measure is important? 

Is it a title that everyone will understand? 

Purpose 

Why are we introducing the measure? 
What do we want it to do? 

Relates to 

Which of the group's objectives does this measure relate to? 

Target 

What level of performance do we desire? 

How long will it take us to reach this level of performance? 

How does this compare with other groups? 
How good are they currently? 

How fast are they improving? 

Formula 

How are we going to measure this dimension of performance? 
Can the formula be deflined in mathematical terms? 

Is it clear? 

Does it explain exactly what data are required? 

What behaviour it will induce? 

Are there any other bchaviours that we want to induce? 

Is the scale we are using appropriate? 
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How accurate will the data generated be? 

Are they accurate enough? 
If we use an average how much data will we lose? 

Is this acceptable? 
Do we need to know the spread of performance? 

Frequency 

How often should this measure be made? 

How often should it be reported? 
Will we be able to collect and analyze the data rapidly enough? 
How much delay will there be in improving performance along this dimension? 

Who Measures? 

Who, by name, is responsible for making this measurement? 

Source of data 

Where will they get the data from? 

Who acts on the data? 

Who, by name, is actually responsible for ensuring that performance along this 

dimension improves? 

What will they do? 

What actions will they be taking to do this? 
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